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Chapter 1

Introduction

The discernible history of our Universe started with the Big Bang. Today,
about 14 billion years later, we are witnesses to an evolutionary pathway that led
to the observed bewildering diversity of present-day galaxies, including our own
Milky Way. The steps of this complex pathway are far from fully understood,
and tracing the processes that shaped galaxies through cosmic time is one of the
major goals of modern astrophysics. Looking at nearby galaxies is particularly
useful for this task given the high degree of detail in which we can study them
using multi-wavelength observations. Because of this, nearby galaxies provide
some of the cleanest and most robust constraints for galaxy evolution models.

In this thesis, we have studied the dark matter and angular momentum
contents of nearby disc galaxies, both of which largely regulate most stages
of galaxy evolution. Disc galaxies are supported by rotation, allowing us to
perform accurate measurements of their kinematics on a robust observational
basis, and from that to trace their distribution of dark matter and their angular
momentum. In this chapter, from Sec. 1.1 to Sec. 1.3, we introduce relevant
background in the context of this thesis. In Sec. 1.4 we highlight some of the
most urgent open questions addressed in this dissertation. Finally, in Sec. 1.5
we detail the structure and content of the rest of this thesis.
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1.1 Dark matter haloes and their angular momen-
tum

In the currently favored cosmological model, ΛCDM, the Universe originates
from the Big Bang about 13.8 Gyr ago, has a flat geometry, and expands at
an accelerated rate. According to the latest results of the Planck collaboration,
the mass-energy budget of the Universe consists of about 68.5% of dark energy,
25.6% of dark matter, and 5.9% of ordinary matter (Planck Collaboration et al.
2020). In the name ΛCDM, Λ – the cosmological constant– represents the ‘dark
energy’ responsible for the acceleration of the Universe, and CDM stands for
‘cold dark matter’, a non-relativistic particle accounting for about 80% of all
the matter.

While CDM is a central piece in essentially all our understanding of galaxies,
we still know very little about its nature. One of the reasons for this is that dark
matter does not seem to interact with baryonic1 matter other than through
gravity. To date, there is no direct or indirect detection of the particles that
could constitute dark matter, nor have particles with the expected properties
been produced in lab experiments (e.g. Bertone et al. 2005; Bertone & Tait 2018).
Despite of this lack of detection of a dark matter particle and the proposal of
alternative gravitational theories (e.g. Milgrom 1983; Sanders & McGaugh 2002;
Famaey & McGaugh 2012; Verlinde 2017), significant astrophysical evidence
suggests dark matter must exist (see Bertone & Hooper 2018 for a historical re-
view). Different constraints (mostly based on the observed large-scale structure
of the Universe and on lab experiments, e.g. Davis et al. 1992; Viel et al. 2005;
Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017; Agnes et al. 2018; Nadler et al. 2021) have
been set regarding the properties of dark matter, and the favored CDM particle
is thought to be collisionless and to have a mass around mDM c2 ≈ 100 GeV.
Setting constraints on the nature of dark matter is one of the most urgent tasks
in astrophysics.

In our standard picture of galaxy formation, the baryonic components of galaxies
(stars, multi-phase gas, and dust) settle within more massive, nearly-spherical
dark matter haloes (e.g. Frenk et al. 1988; Franx & de Zeeuw 1992; Schoenmakers
et al. 1997; Mo et al. 2010). According to the hierarchical structure formation
scenario, small dark matter haloes form first, thanks to the gravitational collapse
of overdensities in the early-universe, and then grow by merging with surrounding
haloes. The baryonic component of galaxies grows both via mergers but also as
gas is accreted from their surroundings into their haloes (e.g. Press & Schechter
1974; Binney 1977; White & Rees 1978; Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Mo et al. 1998;
Bullock et al. 2001a; Cimatti et al. 2019 and references therein).

N-body cosmological simulations find that the density profiles of dark matter
haloes of galaxies are reasonably well described (but see also Navarro et al. 2010)

1In astronomy, it is customary to use the generic term ‘baryons’ to refer to the matter made
of both leptons and baryons. This is justified on the basis that the contribution from leptons
to the mass budget of the universe is comparatively extremely small.
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by the functional form (Navarro et al. 1997)

ρNFW(r) =
4ρs

(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (1.1)

where r is the spherical radius, rs a scale radius, and ρs the volume density at rs.
NFW haloes are often also described in terms of their virial mass Mh and the
so-called concentration parameter related to the innermost shape of the dark
matter density profile, c ≡ rh/rs, with rh the virial radius of the halo.

Cosmological N-body simulations report an anti-correlation between halo
mass and concentration, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1 (e.g. Macciò et al. 2007; Dutton
& Macciò 2014; Ludlow et al. 2014). While there is some scatter that depends
on each specific halo merger history, on average low-mass galaxies have higher
concentrations than high-mass galaxies. Observational work (see Sec. 1.2.3),
however, suggests that the anti-correlation is not well recovered from the data
under the assumption of NFW profiles (e.g. Katz et al. 2017; Li et al. 2020),
perhaps due to the imprint of baryonic physics and the gravitational effects of
the baryons on dark matter haloes (e.g. Blumenthal et al. 1986; Sellwood 2008;
Duffy et al. 2010).

10 11 12 13 14 15

log(Mh/M�)

0

5

10

15

20

c

Figure 1.1: Relation between
the virial mass of dark mat-
ter haloes and their concentra-
tion parameters. The white
dashed line shows the relation
from the N-body cosmological
simulations of Dutton & Macciò
(2014), and the grey band its 1σ
scatter.

While observational determinations of the dark matter parameters of massive
galaxies typically agree well with NFW haloes, discrepancies have been observed
in the low-mass regime. A particularly persistent issue is the so-called ‘cusp-core
problem’: NFW density profiles are cuspy while the density profiles of the dark
matter haloes in some galaxies are cored (e.g. Binney & Evans 2001; McGaugh
et al. 2001; de Blok et al. 2008; Read et al. 2017). In order to address this
cusp-core tension and other problems (see Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017 for
a recent review), solutions invoking baryonic physics have been proposed (e.g.
Navarro et al. 1996; Navarro & Steinmetz 2000; Binney et al. 2001). The leading
idea is that episodic stellar feedback (but see also e.g. Nipoti & Binney 2015 for
mechanisms that do not require feedback) produced by bursty star formation
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histories can create cores in the dark matter distribution of galaxies (e.g. Read
& Gilmore 2005; Pontzen & Governato 2012; Di Cintio et al. 2014). According
to hydrodynamical simulations, this core creation would depend on the mass
of the dark matter halo (Mh) and of the stars (M∗): core creation would be
inefficient for the lowest-mass systems – too heavily dark matter dominated to
be affected by a weak stellar feedback–, and at relatively high masses – where
the strong stellar potential overpowers outflows caused by feedback (e.g. Di
Cintio et al. 2014; Lazar et al. 2020).

Following this logic, alternative profiles with cored distributions have been
proposed, both within (e.g. Read et al. 2017; Lazar et al. 2020) and outside (e.g.
Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017; Tulin & Yu 2018; Ren et al. 2019) the CDM
framework. The fact that the dark matter haloes of galaxies can be described
by generic profiles arising from cosmological simulations can be very insightful.
Not only we can study the properties of dark matter itself using N-body simula-
tions, but with a careful comparison between observations and hydrodynamical
simulations it is also possible to assess the impact of baryonic physics and
processes such as stellar feedback at imprinting changes on the dark matter
haloes (e.g. Navarro et al. 1996; Binney et al. 2001; Read & Gilmore 2005; Duffy
et al. 2010; Brook et al. 2012b; Pontzen & Governato 2012; Di Cintio et al. 2014).

A crucial property of dark matter haloes is that they are not perfectly spherical.
Because of this, they exert tidal forces into neighboring haloes, with the global
effect of the acquisition of angular momentum. This gain of angular momentum
is thought to occur mostly before virialisation, as detailed in the seminal papers
by Peebles (1969), Doroshkevich (1970), and White (1984), which shaped what
we call today the ‘tidal torque theory’.

Because most of the angular momentum of the haloes (Jh) is gained when
the dark matter and the primordial gas are well mixed, it is expected that
the baryons acquire the same tidal torques and thus roughly the same specific
angular momentum (i.e. j = J/M), and thus jbar ≈ jh. This, coupled with the
fact that angular momentum is subject to conservation laws, largely dictates
the size and dynamical state of primordial galaxies. As the baryonic component
of galaxies shrink and collapse towards the centres of the dark matter haloes,
their rotational support must increase (e.g. Binney 1977; White & Rees 1978;
Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Blumenthal et al. 1984; Dalcanton et al. 1997; Mo
et al. 1998). In general, angular momentum is one of the most prominent
parameters regulating galaxy evolution, arguably at all cosmic times. As we
discuss in Sec. 1.3.2, the link between angular momentum and galaxy properties
is particularly evident in present-day galaxies.

The angular momentum content of dark matter haloes is usually characterised
by the so-called spin parameter (Peebles 1971; Bullock et al. 2001b), defined as

λ ≡ Jh|Eh|1/2

G M
5/2
h

, (1.2)

with G the gravitational constant, and Eh and Mh the energy and mass of
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the dark matter haloes. The spin parameter measures the degree of rotational
support in a system. For instance, a non-rotating spheroid has λ = 0, and
a rotation-supported self-gravitating disc λ ≈ 0.4 (Cimatti et al. 2019). Ac-
cording to N-body cosmological simulations simulations, dark matter haloes
follow a nearly log-normal distribution with a peak at λ ≈ 0.035, regardless
of the assumed cosmology, halo mass, redshift or environment (e.g. Bullock
et al. 2001a; Macciò et al. 2007). It can be shown that a prediction from
the tidal torque theory for the specific angular momentum of the dark matter
halo is jh ∝ λM

2/3
h (see Fall 1983; Shaya & Tully 1984; Heavens & Peacock 1988).

While deriving general properties of dark matter haloes can be done analytically
and with N-body cosmological simulations, considering the baryonic content of
galaxies changes the picture, as baryons are subject to complex physics that
directly affects their properties and the overall dynamical structure. In order
to understand such processes observational constraints are needed. In the next
sections we delve into the stellar and gas content of disc galaxies, discussing how
can we use them to measure their angular momentum and infer the properties
of their host dark matter haloes.

1.2 Star-forming galaxies
The rich variety of the morphology and structure of galaxies makes it imperative
to try to classify them according to some common features. Different ways to
classify galaxies have been proposed, most of them according to observed features
at optical wavelengths, inspired by the early work of Hubble (1926). Broadly
speaking, galaxies can be divided into two main groups, as often depicted in
the Hubble classification diagram. The first group are the so-called early-type
galaxies, which have elliptical morphology, are dynamically supported by random
motions, have small gas reservoirs, and show very low star formation activity,
with most of their stars being old. The second group, called late-type galaxies,
have discy morphology, are supported by rotation, have significant gas fractions,
relatively young stellar populations, and show active star formation2 (see e.g.
Cimatti et al. 2019 and references therein).

Both early-and late-type galaxies show a wide span in mass, including dwarf
(M∗ ≲ 109 M⊙) and more massive systems. In the case of early-types, the
range appears to go from ultra-faint dwarfs with M∗ ∼ 102−5 M⊙ to bright
cluster galaxies with M∗ values of a few times 1012 M⊙ (e.g. Tolstoy et al.
2009; Bellstedt et al. 2016; Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017). In late-types, the
detected population extends from dwarf irregular galaxies with stellar and gas
masses of ∼ 105−6 M⊙ (e.g. Bernstein-Cooper et al. 2014; Adams & Oosterloo
2018) to massive spirals with M∗ ≈ 1012 M⊙ (e.g. Ogle et al. 2019a; Di Teodoro
et al. 2021).

2Across this thesis, we will consider as synonyms the terms disc galaxies, late-type galaxies,
and star-forming galaxies, unless specified.
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Late- and early-type galaxies tend to reside in different environments, with
a well-established morphology-density relation (e.g. Dressler 1980; Thomas
et al. 2010; van der Wel et al. 2010): star-forming galaxies, on average, reside
within environments with lower galaxy densities than early-types. In addition
to this, at fixed M∗, the gas content of galaxies in high-density environments
tends to be lower with respect to their more isolated counterparts (e.g. Dressler
1986; Solanes et al. 2001; Calvi et al. 2012; Serra et al. 2012). These trends
are particularly relevant when studying galaxies in massive groups or clusters,
as they are thought to be a consequence of processes such as tidal stripping,
harassment, ram pressure striping, and dynamical friction (e.g. Moore et al.
1998; Abadi et al. 1999; van den Bosch et al. 1999; Mo et al. 2010).

1.2.1 Stellar content

The stellar body of star-forming galaxies consist of a relatively thin (e.g. Bershady
et al. 2010) stellar disc and often, especially for galaxies with M∗ ≳ 1010 M⊙, of
a bulge component, more centrally concentrated and of spheroidal shape. About
60% percent of disc galaxies also show prolate bar-like structures (Cimatti et al.
2019). Stellar discs are supported by rotation, and have light profile is typically
well described by a Sérsic law (Sersic 1968) with index n = 1, i.e. an exponential
profile. Bulges can be broadly classified into ‘classical’ and ‘pseudobulges’. The
kinematics of the former are distinguished by random motions, and their light
profiles usually has n ≳ 2 (e.g. Cappellari et al. 2013b; Krajnović et al. 2013).
The latter, instead, show a larger amount of rotation and n ≲ 2. Bars have
complex kinematics with strong non-circular motions and Sérsic index n ≲ 1
(e.g. Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004).

Disc galaxies are often characterised by their stellar mass and their size.
While the size of a galaxy is somewhat ambiguous (e.g. Trujillo et al. 2020), a
commonly-used metric is the effective radius Re enclosing 50% of their flux in a
given wavelength band. Fig. 1.2 shows the M∗ −Re plane for a set of nearby
galaxies, including samples of late- and early-type massive and dwarf galaxies.
The general trend of this mass-size relation is such that massive galaxies have
more extended light distributions than low-mass galaxies, although there is a
large scatter (see also e.g. Tolstoy et al. 2009; Cebrián & Trujillo 2014). At fixed
M∗, late-type systems have larger Re than their early-type counterparts, which
is not surprising as their light distributions are less concentrated.

Ultra-diffuse galaxies

Among all the galaxies shown in Fig. 1.2, a subset that stands out and has
recently attracted significant attention in the literature is that of ultra-diffuse
galaxies (UDGs, van Dokkum et al. 2015). UDGs are defined as galaxies with
an effective radius larger than 1.5 kpc and surface brightness3 (usually in the

3Different works use different types of surface brightness measures, but the most common
ones are the central value or the average within Re.
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Figure 1.2: Different galaxy populations distributed in the stellar mass-size (M∗ −Re)
plane. More massive galaxies tend to have more extended light distributions, although
the scatter is large at any M∗. At fixed mass, late-type systems have typically larger
Re than early-types. Ultra-diffuse galaxies (UDGs) are an extreme subset of dwarfs
with Re as extended as for galaxies ∼ 2− 3 orders of magnitude more massive. The
data for the late- and early-type massive galaxies comes from Trujillo et al. (2020).
The green points showing dwarf galaxies are also from Trujillo et al. (2020), but have
no morphological classification. The late- and early-type dwarfs come from Venhola
et al. (2018) and correspond to objects in the Fornax cluster. Finally, the sample of
gas-rich UDGs is from Leisman et al. (2017); gas-poor UDGs found in galaxy clusters
(not shown) follow a similar distribution in the M∗ −Re plane (e.g. van Dokkum et al.
2015; Mancera Piña et al. 2019a).

r− or g−band) fainter than about 24 mag arcsec−2, which typically means
M∗ ≲ 109 M⊙.

Given this definition, which is rather naming a parameter space than a
distinct galaxy population, UDGs are peculiar as they have surface brightnesses,
and stellar masses of dwarf galaxies (see also Sandage & Binggeli 1984; Impey
et al. 1988; Conselice 2018), but effective radii as large as massive galaxies like
the Milky Way. The light distribution of UDGs is typically exponential, but in
general they have Sérsic indices 0.5 ≲ n ≲ 1. UDGs have been found mostly
in galaxy clusters, where they show mostly red colours (e.g. van Dokkum et al.
2015; van der Burg et al. 2016; Mancera Piña et al. 2018), but they have also
been reported in low density environments, where they usually appear bluer
(e.g. Román & Trujillo 2017b; Greco et al. 2018; Román et al. 2019; Barbosa
et al. 2020). Moreover, some field UDGs host gas reservoirs (e.g. Leisman et al.
2017; Spekkens & Karunakaran 2018), which, as we discuss below, allow us to
accurately trace their dynamical properties.
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While widely investigated in the last few years, the formation mechanisms
of UDGs are still unknown and debated to date, with different models and
simulations proposed trying to explain such extended light distributions in faint
low-mass galaxies (e.g. van Dokkum et al. 2015; Amorisco & Loeb 2016; Di
Cintio et al. 2017; Rong et al. 2017; Chan et al. 2018; Tremmel et al. 2020;
Wright et al. 2021; Liao et al. 2019). Most of these models and simulations can
be divided into two broad groups. The first idea suggests that the extended
Re are due to episodic stellar feedback processes that create dark matter cores,
weakening the potential well and allowing stars to move to more external orbits.
Instead, the second idea proposes that UDGs inhabit dark matter haloes with
higher-than-average angular momentum, which then translates into larger sizes
for the stellar component. UDGs are therefore a promising galaxy population
to test our theories of galaxy formation at extreme scales, and it is important
to add observational constraints on their fundamental properties.

1.2.2 Interstellar medium

Together with the stars, atomic and molecular gas dominate the baryonic mass
budget of nearby disc galaxies. The two gas phases, in addition to the dust,
are usually referred to as the interstellar medium (ISM)4. The ISM encodes
treasured information about galaxy evolution and the baryon cycle. It is directly
linked to gas accretion from the circumgalactic medium (in turn coming from the
intergalactic medium), star formation, outflows, and stellar and AGN feedback
activity (cf. Lilly et al. 2013; Cimatti et al. 2019; Saintonge & Catinella 2022).

Figure 1.3: Sketch of the typical
stellar and cold ISM distribution in
nearby massive late-type galaxies.
Note that ‘total gas’ here refers only
to H i and H2, neglecting the pres-
ence of ionised gas. Taken from Sain-
tonge & Catinella (2022).

The atomic gas (H i, observed with the 21-cm emission line) can be divided
into the warm (WNM, T ∼ 6000− 8000 K) and cold neutral medium (CNM,
T ∼ 50− 100 K), in pressure equilibrium with each other (Field 1965; Heiles &
Troland 2003; Wolfire et al. 2003). In the Milky Way, both media contribute

4Galaxies are also surrounded by the so-called circumgalactic medium (CGM), with a similar
extension as the dark matter haloes. The CGM is also multi-phase, with a hot (T ∼ 106−7 K)
corona and cool/warm (T ∼ 104−5 K) gas (see e.g. Tumlinson et al. 2017).
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Figure 1.4: Left: Optical image of the stellar disc of the galaxy NGC 6946. Right: H i
disc of NGC 6946. Both panels are at the same scale. Taken from Boomsma (2007).

nearly equally to the atomic mass budget. Molecular gas (H2, often studied
through CO emission lines), the coldest gas-phase, has a temperature of about
10 K and densities that can be larger than 100 cm−3. Molecular gas is considered
the main fuel for star formation (see Kennicutt 1989; Bacchini et al. 2019a,
and references therein). Ionised gas (either photo- or collisionally-ionised) at
higher temperatures (T ∼ 104−5 K) also exists. Its total within galaxy discs
is considered typically negligible compared to the stars and colder gas phases
(Tielens 2005), although the mass budget of this warm phase is extremely difficult
to measure accurately, in larger part because of the highly unconstrained electron
densities (e.g. Osterbrock 1989; Sanders et al. 2016).

A sketch of the typical spatial distribution of the stars and ISM in a nearby,
massive star-forming galaxy can be seen in Fig. 1.3. H2 surface densities in
galaxy centres can be high (e.g. Leroy et al. 2008), although H2 discs are often
less extended than the stellar distribution. On the other hand, H i is often
suppressed in the centre but it is significantly more extended than the stellar disc
(e.g. Begeman 1987; van der Hulst et al. 1993; Broeils & Rhee 1997; Verheijen
1997; Swaters 1999); the depression in the H i profiles usually overlaps with the
peak of the CO emission, although this is not a hard and fast rule (Bigiel &
Blitz 2012). Fig. 1.4 shows the comparison between the stellar and H i discs
in a nearly face-on galaxy. In nearby galaxies, the typical ratio between the
H i radius (defined as the radius at which the H i surface density reaches a
value of 1 M⊙/pc

2) and the optical radius (defined as the 25th mag arcsec2

isophotal level) is about 2 (Broeils & Rhee 1997). As discussed in Sec. 1.2.3 and
Sec. 1.2.4, the large extent of H i discs is key to study the dynamics of late-type
galaxies. Moreover, their low outer column densities are also a great tool to
trace interactions between galaxies that would otherwise remain hidden (e.g.
van der Hulst 1979; Yun et al. 1994; Sancisi et al. 2008).
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While Fig. 1.3 provides a representative picture of the cold ISM distribution
in nearby, massive star-forming galaxies, the relative amount of the gas phases
varies significantly from galaxy to galaxy. Quantifying the mass budget of stars,
H i, and H2 is very important, as their relative fractions encode information about
the efficiency of star formation and the consumption time scales of molecular
gas to form stars and of the atomic gas to condensate and form molecular gas
(e.g. Leroy et al. 2008; Bigiel et al. 2010; Catinella et al. 2018; Saintonge &
Catinella 2022).

Large surveys measuring the stellar, atomic, and molecular gas content of
galaxies show that there are correlations between different mass components.
Fig. 1.5 shows the average trends (and standard deviation) of the H i- and
H2-to-M∗ ratios as a function of M∗ for a large sample of about 2000 nearby
late-type galaxies compiled by Calette et al. (2018). In general, galaxies with
larger M∗ have lower MHI/M∗ and MH2/M∗ ratios, albeit the scatter is large
and there are also trends (not shown in Fig. 1.5) with the star formation rate
(Saintonge et al. 2017; Calette et al. 2018). The H i reservoir of nearby star-
forming galaxies is on average larger than that of H2. In addition to this,
while low-mass galaxies have nearly monotonically increasing H i fractions with
decreasing M∗, the MH2/M∗ ratios seems to reach a plateau. Note that despite
the figure showing the standard deviation of the sample at fixed M∗, individual
H2 masses are fairly uncertain given the difficulty of estimating accurately the
CO-to-H2 conversion factor (Bolatto et al. 2013; Sandstrom et al. 2013). In
addition to this, CO measurements often yield non-detections for dwarf galaxies
(e.g. Leroy et al. 2008; Hunter et al. 2012, 2021). In general, stars are the main
baryonic component of star-forming galaxies at M∗ ≳ 5 × 108 M⊙, while the
gas fractions become progressively more important at lower M∗, and for many
dwarf galaxies gas (H i to be specific) dominates the baryonic mass budget (see
also e.g. Geha et al. 2006; Papastergis et al. 2016).

Figure 1.5: Average trends of
the MHI/M∗ and MH2/M∗ ra-
tios as a function of M∗ for
about 2000 nearby star-forming
galaxies. The original data
comes from Calette et al. (2018).
The dashed segment in the re-
lation for H2 corresponds to
masses where the relations have
been extrapolated.
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Finally, a note on the vertical structure of the gas discs. For simplicity,
H i and H2 discs are often assumed to be razor-thin. While this assumption
is justified given the much larger radial than vertical extent, observation and
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theoretical arguments indicate that gas discs are flared, with a scale heights
increasing as a function of radius and reaching kpc scales (e.g. Olling 1995;
Sicking 1997; Bacchini et al. 2019b; Patra 2020b). The flaring is a consequence
of the interplay between the gravitational pull near the midplane and the gas
pressure, and it has important repercussions for star formation laws and our
interpretation of gas turbulence (Bacchini et al. 2019a, 2020a). Regardless, the
flaring has not been taken into account when deriving dynamical properties of
nearby galaxies in a systematic way, and its effects are yet to be quantified.

1.2.3 ISM kinematics

The Doppler effect on absorption and emission lines has been used for more
than 100 years (e.g. Slipher 1914) to study the kinematics of galaxy discs. As
galaxies are observed to move at a systemic velocity Vsys with respect to us,
their approaching (receding) side will be shifted towards lower (higher) velocities
than Vsys. As discussed in the previous section, gas discs typically enable the
possibility to study the rotation of galaxies at larger radii than the stars, and
we will now focus on the gas kinematics of nearby systems.

The first kinematic measurements of the gas discs were obtained using
single-dish observations of the H i (van de Hulst et al. 1954, 1957) and CO lines
(Rickard et al. 1975). Even though single-dish imaging results in unresolved
measurements for any but the nearest galaxies, it is still possible to use them to
study global kinematic properties (e.g. Dickey & Kazes 1992; Giovanelli et al.
2005). However, the interpretation of unresolved kinematics can be complex, and
resolved H i and CO observations are essential to understand and characterise
the ISM kinematics (e.g. Broeils 1992; Verheijen 1997).

Resolved observations of the cold ISM can be obtained with radio interfer-
ometers, which allow us to trace the total intensity and line-of-sight velocities
of gas in galaxies at a high spatial resolution. From radio interferometric ob-
servations one can obtain a collection of spectral slices showing the resolved
spatial distribution of the gas at different frequencies or line-of-sight velocities.
From these data cubes, it is possible to extract a total intensity map of the gas
in the galaxy, as well as kinematic maps showing the line-of-sight gas rotation
velocity and velocity dispersion, which is tightly linked to the ISM turbulence
(e.g. Tamburro et al. 2009; Bacchini et al. 2020a). As an example, the top row of
Fig. 1.6 shows the total H i intensity map, velocity field, and velocity dispersion
field of the nearby star-forming galaxy NGC 6503. From the kinematic maps
one can then extract the rotation velocity (Vrot) and velocity dispersion of the
gas (σgas) as a function of the galactocentric radius. The resulting rotation
curves have different shapes depending on galaxy properties, in particular their
stellar or total mass (e.g. Verheijen 1997; Swaters 1999). Broadly speaking,
massive galaxies have rapidly rising rotation curves in the inner regions, while
in dwarf galaxies the increase is slower, resembling more a solid-body. Provided
that the rotation curves are traced far enough, they become flat (e.g. Bosma
1978; Begeman 1987; Spekkens & Giovanelli 2006; de Blok et al. 2008; Kuzio de
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Figure 1.6: H i interferometric data for the galaxy NGC 6503. Top left: Total intensity
map. Top middle: Line-of-sight velocity field. Top right: Velocity dispersion map. The
small blue ellipse near the bottom left corner of all the top panels shows the beam of
the observations. The grey line in the velocity field shows the kinematic major axis of
the galaxy. Bottom: Major- and minor-axis PV diagrams. The emission is show in gray
levels and blue contours (green for negative values). The contours are at −2, 2, 4, 8, 16
times the r.m.s. noise of the PV diagrams. The original data cube comes from Walter
et al. (2008).

Naray et al. 2008).
The traditional method to obtain the rotation curves of late-type galaxies is

by using the so-called tilted-ring model (e.g. Rogstad et al. 1974; Begeman 1987;
Swaters 1999; Fraternali et al. 2002). The basic idea is that galaxy discs are
treated as axisymmetric systems than can be described as a set of razor-thin
concentric rings defined by a number of geometric and kinematic parameters.
In this type of model, the line-of-sight velocity (Vlos) at a (x, y) location on the
sky is given by (e.g. Begeman 1987)

Vlos(x, y) = Vsys + [Vrot(R) cos θ + Vrad(R) sin θ] sin i , (1.3)

with Vrad the radial velocity, i the inclination angle between the plane of the disc
and the line-of-sight, and θ the kinematic position angle, measured in the plane
of the galaxy between its receding side and the North axis, in the North-East
direction.

While galaxies may have some non-zero Vrad component, most of the time
this term is neglected in Eq. 1.3 as it is usually very small compared to Vrot (Di
Teodoro & Peek 2021). Still, signs of radial motions can be seen as systematic
positive and negative residuals on each side of the velocity field when compared
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to a model in pure rotation, or as distortions in position-velocity slices along
the minor axes of galaxies (e.g. Fraternali et al. 2002; Spekkens & Sellwood
2007). In general, position-velocity (PV) diagrams along the major and minor
axes showing the line-of-sight velocity as a function of radius (see bottom row
in Fig. 1.6) are extremely useful to investigate the kinematics of the ISM, as the
presence of non-circular motions caused by bars, inflow and outflow motions, and
extraplanar gas can be observed directly (e.g. Oosterloo et al. 2007; Spekkens &
Sellwood 2007; Sancisi et al. 2008; Gallimore et al. 2016; Iorio et al. 2017).

Gas kinematics in 3D

The approach of fitting Eq. 1.3 to the velocity fields works well for galaxies
that can be observed at high spatial resolution (with ∼ 5 − 10 resolution
elements). However, the approach becomes unreliable for observations at low
spatial resolution when the resolution element (called ‘beam’ in radio astronomy
and analogous to the point spread function in optical astronomy) is of comparable
size to the angular extent of the galaxies. This is because low-resolution data
suffer from the so-called beam smearing effect (see Bosma 1978; Swaters 1999;
Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015). In practice, what happens is that the line
profile of any pixel receives flux from different regions with different kinematics.
As a consequence, the line profiles become skewed towards regions with high
fluxes, and any velocity gradient is smoothed. At the same time, the profiles
become artificially broader, which could be misinterpreted as intrinsic gas velocity
dispersion. Because of this, fitting beam-smeared velocity and velocity dispersion
fields typically results in the underestimation of Vrot and overestimation of σgas.

Fig. 1.7 shows a specific example of how beam smearing can lead to a wrong
interpretation of gas kinematics in the nearby galaxy NGC 2403. Tilted-ring
fits to the high-resolution (beam of 15 arcsec) velocity maps obtained from the
Very Large Array (VLA) lead to the ‘true’ gas rotation velocity and velocity
dispersion profiles. Instead, using the low-resolution (beam of 525 arcsec)
velocity fields from the single-dish Green Bank Telescope (GBT) results in a
severe misinterpretation of the kinematics.

Fortunately, meaningful kinematic parameters can still be recovered from
low-resolution observations. To do so, in this thesis we use the software 3DBarolo
(Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015)5. Instead of fitting the beam-smeared velocity
fields, 3DBarolo creates mock emission-line data cubes out of tilted-ring models
and fits them to the whole observed data cube minimising the residuals channel
by channel (and thus using more information than the collapsed 2D maps).
Crucially, before the comparison between model and data is performed, 3DBarolo
takes into account the spatial resolution by convolving the models with the same
beam as the observations (rightmost panels in Fig. 1.7). At high resolution,
3DBarolo yields the same results as traditional 2D methods, but for low-resolution
data it largely overcomes the effects of beam smearing, as shown by the red
points in Fig. 1.7. In addition to this, 3DBarolo has the advantage of fitting

5See also e.g. Bouché et al. 2015; Józsa et al. 2007 for alternative codes.
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Figure 1.7: Example of how beam smearing affects the galaxy NGC 2403. The leftmost
columns show the line-of-sight velocity (top) and velocity dispersion (bottom) maps
of the galaxy obtained from high- (VLA) and low-resolution (GBT) H i observations.
Next to the maps, the rotation curve and velocity dispersion profile recovered using the
high- (low-) resolution velocity fields fitting Eq. 1.3 are shown in blue (green). Shown
in red are the parameters recovered by 3DBarolo using a 3D kinematic modelling
fitting technique on the low-resolution GBT data cube. Finally, the rightmost panels
show the major (top) and minor (bottom) position-velocity slices for the low-resolution
data (grey contours) and the best-fitting 3DBarolo model (red contours), including the
obtained line-of-sight rotation velocities (blue squares). The 3D approach of 3DBarolo
largely mitigates the effects of beam smearing, allowing for a robust recovery of the
gas kinematics also in low-resolution data. Adapted from Di Teodoro & Fraternali
(2015).

simultaneously Vrot and σgas, rather than treating them independently as in 2D
methods.

1.2.4 Dark matter from dynamical measurements

The rotation of galaxy discs reflects the underlying gravitational potential,
enabling us to accurately trace the dark matter distribution within late-type
galaxies. Extended H i rotation curves have played a major role when studying
galaxy dynamics and dark matter, historically providing some of the strongest
observational evidence for the existence of dark matter (e.g. Bosma 1978; van
Albada & Sancisi 1986; Begeman 1987; Verheijen 1997; Swaters 1999).

For a given galaxy considered axisymmetric, the total gravitational potential
Φ(r, z) is directly related to the observed rotation velocity Vrot as (e.g. Binney
& Tremaine 2008; Cimatti et al. 2019)

V 2
rot = V 2

c − R

ρ

∂(ρσ2
gas)

∂R
, (1.4)

where ρ is the density of the gas, σgas the gas velocity dispersion (expected to
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the circular speed.

As seen from Eq. 1.4, the circular speed of a disc galaxy is obtained by
measuring the rotation velocity and correcting it for pressure-supported motions
(second term on the right hand side). Pressure-supported motions are negligible
(and thus Vc ≈ Vrot) when Vrot/σgas is high as in massive galaxies, but become
relevant for dwarf galaxies with low Vrot/σgas. In those cases we can have
Vc > Vrot (e.g. Iorio et al. 2017). Given its definition, Vc encodes information
about the total gravitational potential, and thus about both the baryonic and
dark matter distribution. For instance, for a system consisting of a stellar disc,
a gas disc, and a dark matter halo, V 2

c = V 2
∗ + V 2

gas + V 2
DM, with V∗, Vgas, and

VDM the individual contributions to the circular speed from the stellar disc, gas
disc, and dark halo, respectively. These individual circular speeds depend only
on their respective mass distributions and geometry, and therefore V∗ and Vgas

can be, in principle, constrained from observations of their mass surface density
profiles (e.g. Casertano 1983; Cuddeford 1993; Binney & Tremaine 2008). From
this, one can fit the observed circular speed profile to infer the dark matter mass
distribution. This technique, exemplified in Fig. 1.8 and called mass modelling
from rotation curve decomposition, is a powerful took to study the underlying
dark matter density profile in disc galaxies. In Sec. 1.3.3, we delve into the dark
matter content of late-type galaxies.

Despite being a tool used for longer than 40 years, mass models from rotation
curve decomposition are still useful and widely exploited nowadays, especially
with the advent of relatively large samples with high-quality H i data and the
more common use of robust statistical fitting techniques. Using these new
developments, obtaining and modelling the rotation curve of dwarf and massive
galaxies is essential to test our cosmological and feedback models.
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Dynamics of UDGs

In Sec. 2.1 we discussed the puzzling nature of UDGs, having modest stellar
masses (M∗ ≲ 109 M⊙) but large effective radii (Re ≳ 1.5 kpc). Recent
observations suggest that they may also have unexpected dynamical properties
judging from different kinematic measurements.

First, two gas-poor UDGs near (at least in projection) the massive early-type
galaxy NGC 1052 have been reported to have very low dark matter content based
on their stellar and globular cluster kinematics (e.g. van Dokkum et al. 2018,
2019; Danieli et al. 2019). Second, the general population of isolated, gas-rich
UDGs has been found to have rotation velocities lower than expected for their
baryonic mass (Leisman et al. 2017; Janowiecki et al. 2019), which could be due
to a lower-than-average dark matter content, although the results are somewhat
uncertain as they rely on unresolved kinematics. While the interpretation
of the data of these faint systems is challenging, different observations from
two different classes of UDGs point to the possibility of them having unusual
dynamical properties. It is therefore desirable to obtain more robust kinematic
measurements not only to investigate the origin of UDGs, but also to test dark
matter theories using the type of tools and analyses described in this section.

1.3 Scaling relations

Understanding the relation between the expected and observed properties of
galaxies and their host dark matter haloes is one of the most ambitious, chal-
lenging, and important goals in modern-day astrophysics. We know that this
connection is rather complex given all the processes involved and the apparent
stochasticity of some of them. And yet, there should be a high degree of uni-
versality and regularity during galaxy evolution, as we are witnessing strong
self-similarity among present-day galaxies imprinted in the existence of tight
scaling relations between their fundamental parameters.

Observationally, a number of scaling relations have been inferred in the
last decades (e.g. Faber & Jackson 1976; Tully & Fisher 1977; Larson 1981;
Fall 1983; Burstein et al. 1997; Marconi & Hunt 2003; Courteau et al. 2007;
Cappellari et al. 2013a; Lelli et al. 2014b; Catinella et al. 2018; Stone et al. 2021),
and are used on a daily basis to test (and sometimes calibrate) the outcome
of hydrodynamical simulations and (semi)analytical models (e.g. Wang et al.
2015; Schaye et al. 2015; Sawala et al. 2015; Tremmel et al. 2017; Hopkins
et al. 2018). These scaling relations include dependencies between kinematic
parameters (e.g. rotation velocity, velocity dispersion), but also dynamical (e.g.
mass, angular momentum), structural (e.g. size, compactness) or more specific
(e.g. star formation rate, metallicity) properties. The visible features in scaling
laws are footprints of the physical processes shaping galaxies, and therefore it is
of top priority to obtain observational constraints on them. For disc galaxies
(although also relevant for early-type systems), three of the most fundamental
scaling laws are those between baryonic mass and circular speed (the baryonic
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Tully-Fisher relation), between stellar specific angular momentum and mass
(the Fall relation), and between stellar mass and dark matter halo mass (the
stellar-to-halo mass relation).

1.3.1 The Baryonic Tully-Fisher relation

The baryonic Tully-Fisher relation (BTFR, McGaugh et al. 2000) is a tight
sequence followed by both late- and early-type galaxies in the baryonic mass–
circular speed plane (e.g. den Heijer et al. 2015; Lelli et al. 2016b; Ponomareva
et al. 2018). Its existence, while not fully understood, is of significant relevance
as it connects the baryonic mass components of galaxies with their dark matter
haloes, as the circular speed captures the contribution from dark matter to the
total gravitational potential (Eq. 1.4).

As the name suggests, the BTFR is a modified version of the original Tully-
Fisher relation (Tully & Fisher 1977, see also Rhee 1996 for a detailed study)
between stellar masses and circular speeds (originally absolute magnitudes and
the width of H i global profiles). As pointed out by McGaugh et al. (2000), the
Tully-Fisher relation breaks at M∗ ≲ 109 M⊙, with dwarf galaxies having larger
velocities than expected from the extrapolation of the trend defined by massive
spirals. The break disappears when using the baryonic mass Mbar instead of
M∗, given that dwarf galaxies are H i dominated (cf. Fig. 1.5). The BTFR has
been widely used to test galaxy evolution models, obtain distance estimations,
and even to measure cosmological parameters (e.g. McGaugh 2005; Dutton 2012;
McGaugh 2012; Oman et al. 2016; Papastergis et al. 2016; Sales et al. 2017;
Schombert et al. 2020; Kourkchi et al. 2022).
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Figure 1.9: Baryonic Tully-
Fisher relation for a sample
of nearby massive (Lelli et al.
2016b) and dwarf late-type
galaxies (Iorio et al. 2017). The
pink line shows the best-fit lin-
ear relation of Lelli et al. (2016b)
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Fig. 1.9 shows the BTFR for a sample of local late-type galaxies based on
their H i kinematics. At the high-velocity regime (Vc ≳ 70 km s−1), the relation
is very tight. In fact, the observed scatter can be almost entirely explained by
observational uncertainties, meaning that the relation has an extremely low
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intrinsic scatter (Ponomareva et al. 2018; Lelli et al. 2019). The figure shows
the best-fit relation for the massive galaxies of Lelli et al. (2016b), which has a
dependency of the form M ∝ V α, with α ≈ 3.75. In general, depending on the
exact way in which Mbar and Vc are measured, α takes values around 3.5− 4
(Lelli et al. 2016b; Ponomareva et al. 2018; Lelli et al. 2019). It has also been
suggested that the small residuals from the BTFR do not correlate with other
galaxy properties like size, colour, morphology, or star formation (e.g. Lelli et al.
2016b; Ponomareva et al. 2018).

The behavior of the BTFR is less clear in the low-velocity regime given the
low number statistics, which is also related to the difficulties in measuring robust
kinematics for dwarfs. While the extrapolation from the high-mass BTFR seems
to work well at intermediate velocities, the scatter in the data increases at
circular speeds below ∼ 40 km s−1. Given that the BTFR encodes information
on both dynamical and baryonic physics processes, it is important to improve its
statistics in the dwarf regime. This would allow us to asses whether the intrinsic
scatter of the BTFR is as low as at high masses, if there are outliers (and what
would that mean) or if the relation bends downwards at Vc ≲ 40 km s−1, as
predicted by some simulations (e.g. Sales et al. 2017, see also Brook et al. 2016).
Besides linking the baryons with the dark matter, the above information can
also be used to constrain the efficiency of feedback and star formation at the
lowest-mass regime (e.g. Geha et al. 2006; Sales et al. 2017).

1.3.2 The Fall relation

Another key scaling law is that between the stellar specific angular momentum
(j∗ ≡ J∗/M∗) and M∗. First studied by Fall (1983), the relation is now well
constrained observationally across about four orders of magnitude in M∗ and
for galaxies of different morphological type (e.g. Fall & Romanowsky 2013;
Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Cortese et al. 2016; Posti et al. 2018b; Rizzo et al.
2018).

Fig. 1.10 shows the j∗ −M∗ relation (often also called the Fall relation) for
a sample of galaxies spanning a wide range in their bulge-to-total stellar mass
ratio (B/T ). As noticed already by Fall (1983), for both early- and late-type
galaxies the relation has a shape j∗ ∝ Mα

∗ with α ≈ 0.6, but the normalisations
are rather different: at fixed M∗ late-type galaxies have a higher j∗. Moreover,
there is a systematic trend of galaxies with progressively lower B/T to shift
towards higher j∗ values. In general terms, j∗ ∝ R∗Vrot, where R∗ is some
characteristic scale of the stellar distribution (e.g. Romanowsky & Fall 2012).
The light distribution of disc galaxies is less concentrated than for ellipticals,
and thus R∗ is larger. In addition to this, stellar discs have a larger rotational
support the bulges. These arguments explain qualitatively the relative location
of late- and early-type galaxies in the Fall relation.

Interestingly, the mass dependency j∗ ∝ M0.6
∗ is very close to the scaling

expected for the dark matter haloes jh ∝ M
2/3
h . As discussed in Sec. 1.1, baryons

and dark matter are expected to acquire the same specific angular momentum
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Figure 1.10: Fall (j∗ −
M∗) relation for a sample
of nearby galaxies. The
colours indicate B/T , the
bulge-to-total stellar mass
ratio. At fixed M∗, late-
type galaxies have a higher
j∗ than early types. The
dashed lines show the ex-
pected relations for pure
discs (B/T = 0) and pure
ellipticals (B/T = 1) from a
semi-empirical parametrisa-
tion by Fall & Romanowsky
(2018). Data from Fall &
Romanowsky (2018).

and to roughly conserve it, and therefore one may argue that slopes close to each
other are expected. However, through galaxy evolution there is a strong internal
redistribution of angular momentum (e.g. Stevens et al. 2018; Cimatti et al.
2019; Sweet et al. 2020). Given this, the similar mass dependency of the stellar
and dark matter j −M relations is remarkable and not yet fully understood,
considering as well that gas accretion, selective star formation, feedback, mergers,
and dynamical friction can all affect the angular momentum distribution within
galaxies. Models and simulations often try to use the constraining power of
the Fall relation on these different processes, highlighting the relevance of such
scaling law (e.g. Dutton & van den Bosch 2012; Brook et al. 2012a; Lagos et al.
2017; Teklu et al. 2015; Posti et al. 2018a; Stevens et al. 2018; Zoldan et al.
2018).

A discrepancy found between observational work (e.g. Posti et al. 2018b)
and some models and simulations (e.g. Obreja et al. 2016; Stevens et al. 2016) is
that the former find the j∗ −M∗ relation to be, empirically, an unbroken power
law, while the latter report a break or flattening at low masses (M∗ ≲ 109 M⊙).
As discussed by Posti et al. (2018b), this can be related to stellar feedback
implementations in models and simulations being too efficient at redistributing
angular momentum, and to the fraction of angular momentum in the stellar
discs relative to the angular momentum in the haloes; increasing the statistics
of the Fall relation at M∗ ≲ 109 M⊙ would provide stronger constraints on such
processes than currently available.

Finally, it is relevant to highlight that a crucial step towards obtaining an
integral view of angular momentum in galaxies is to extend the Fall relation
to its gas (jgas −Mgas) and baryonic (jbar −Mbar) counterparts. One would
expect the jbar −Mbar relation to provide the most relevant telltale clues since
it incorporates the stellar and gas content of both gas- and stellar-dominated
galaxies. This has started to be addressed in the literature (e.g. Obreschkow &
Glazebrook 2014; Elson 2017; Kurapati et al. 2018, 2021), but analyses using
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large and homogeneous samples are needed.

1.3.3 The stellar-to-halo mass relation

As the BTFR is an empirical relation relating the visible mass and dynamical
properties of galaxies, the most direct link between visible and dark matter
masses is given by the stellar-to-halo mass relation (SHMR). The left panel
of Fig. 1.11 shows the SHMR for a sample of late- and early-type galaxies
with accurate dynamical measurements of Mh based on H i rotation curves
and globular cluster kinematics (Posti et al. 2019; Posti & Fall 2021). The
general trend is that galaxies with high M∗ reside in more massive dark matter
haloes than those with low M∗. There is also a segregation between late- and
early-types, with the latter having larger Mh values at fixed M∗ (or lower M∗
values at fixed Mh). Detailed dynamical measurements of individual galaxies
show that early-types follow better the global theoretical expectations based
on number counts of galaxies and dark matter haloes (abundance matching,
e.g. Moster et al. 2013; Wechsler & Tinker 2018), while late-type galaxies seem
to show a monotonically increasing behavior (e.g. Posti et al. 2019; Posti &
Fall 2021), although the scatter is large. This effect, also seen in some models
and simulations (e.g. Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 2015 and references therein), may
imply that galaxies of different morphologies followed significantly different
evolutionary paths.

  

Figure 1.11: Stellar-to-halo mass (left) and stellar fraction-stellar mass (right) relations
for a sample of late- (Posti et al. 2019) and early-type (Posti & Fall 2021) galaxies,
compared to abundance matching predictions (Moster et al. 2013). Figure adapted
from Posti & Fall (2021).

The SHMR is also connected with the quantity M∗/Mh, often normalized
to the average cosmological baryon fraction fbar,cosmic = Ωbar/Ωm ≈ 0.18
(cf. Komatsu et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration et al. 2020). The ratio f∗ ≡
M∗/(Mh fbar,cosmic) is of high interest as it encloses information on how efficient
are galaxies at converting their available baryons into stars; from this, f∗ is
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sometimes called stellar mass fraction or star formation efficiency. As shown in
the right panel of Fig. 1.11, the emerging picture is that f∗ for late-type galaxies
increases monotonically with M∗ and also deviates from abundance-matching
expectations. The most massive late-type galaxies have values of f∗ comparable
to unity, implying they have converted nearly all of their available baryons into
stars (Posti et al. 2019). Instead, early-type galaxies follow better the trend
from abundance matching, having much lower f∗ than late-types of similar M∗.

The above relations can also be explored using models and simulations to
constrain the efficiency of galaxies at converting gas into stars. For instance, it
has recently been shown that some of the most advanced cosmological hydrody-
namical simulations produce disc galaxies which are too inefficient at converting
their baryons into stars, and have thus a much lower f∗ than observed, probably
due to overly-efficient feedback mechanisms (Marasco et al. 2020). This exem-
plifies how relevant is to study and accurately constrain the SHMR and the
f∗ −M∗ relation from observations. It is also pertinent to look at correlations
similar to those in Fig. 1.11 but after incorporating the cold gas content, which
will dominate the baryonic mass budget for M∗ ≲ 109 M⊙ and thus provide a
more global picture of how galaxies use their cosmological baryons.

1.4 Open questions
As discussed in this introductory chapter, current theories of galaxy formation
and evolution give a general understanding of the general processes governing
the growth and rise of present-day late-type galaxies. Still, many questions
remain unsolved. In this section, we summarise some of these main questions,
in particular those that we try to address in this thesis.

⋆ What can we learn about the BTFR at low circular speeds from
UDGs?
The BTFR is one of the most fundamental scaling laws of galaxies. While
its extremely low intrinsic scatter at high circular speeds is well established,
the low-velocity regime is somewhat less explored, and it is not clear
whether low-mass galaxies, and UDGs in particular, obey the relation as
tightly as massive systems.

⋆ What are the dark matter properties of UDGs?
A number of UDGs appear to have puzzling dynamical properties, likely
related with atypical dark matter fractions compared to other dwarf
galaxies. Reliable kinematic measurements can help at pinpointing the
dark matter content of UDGs, and potentially to provide insights on the
nature of dark matter.

⋆ What is origin of UDGs?
UDGs have larger-than-expected effective radii given their stellar masses.
Simulations and models suggest that this could be either a consequence
of episodic feedback-driven outflows, or of a higher-than-average angular
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momentum. Observational constraints do not manage to discriminate
among these (or other) options yet. Characterising the kinematic properties
of UDGs is a crucial piece of information needed to attempt to understand
their formation mechanisms.

⋆ What is the behavior of the stellar, gas, and baryonic specific
angular momentum-mass relations?
Disc galaxies appear to follow an unbroken power law in the (j∗ −M∗)
plane. However, it is not clear whether the relation breaks at dwarf
galaxy scales, as suggested by some models and simulations. Moreover,
the equivalent relations for the gas and baryonic content have not been
explored homogeneously for large galaxy samples. Characterising the
three j −M laws down to dwarf galaxy scales would allow us to obtain a
complete picture of the angular momentum content in disc galaxies and
its relation with the angular momentum of the dark matter haloes.

⋆ How important is the dynamical effect of the flaring of the gas
discs for rotation curve decomposition?
The gaseous discs of star-forming galaxies show a strong flaring, which has
significant impact in the context of star formation processes and turbulence.
However, the dynamical effects of the flaring (e.g. in mass models from
rotation curve decomposition) have not been quantified and it is not
known if the flaring could bias the recovered dark matter halo parameters,
especially for gas-rich galaxies. Characterising these dynamical effects is
very relevant for the upcoming large H i surveys and the interpretation of
mass models. By using detailed mass models it is also possible to explore
important correlations such as the stellar-to-halo mass relation and the
dark matter concentration-mass relations, and to investigate how do the
recovered trends compare to the expectations of models and simulations.

1.5 This thesis
In this Ph.D. thesis, we aim to provide new insights into how the dark matter
and angular momentum content of disc galaxies regulate their evolution. To do
so, we exploit resolved cold gas kinematic measurements to address the questions
highlighted in Sec. 1.4. The structure of the rest of this thesis is as follows.

After this introductory chapter, the next three chapters focus on the gas
kinematics of ultra-diffuse galaxies. Specifically, in Chapter 2 we use low-
resolution H i interferometric observations of six gas-rich ultra-diffuse galaxies.
We discuss the position of our sample in the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation, and
investigate their baryon-to-dynamical mass ratios. In Chapter 3, we provide
a detail description of our kinematic models, present a qualitative scenario to
explain the position of gas-rich ultra-diffuse galaxies in the baryonic Tully-Fisher
relation, and contrast our results with some of the most discussed formation
mechanisms of such galaxies proposed in the literature. In Chapter 4, we present
high-resolution data for AGC 114905, the most extreme of our galaxies, which
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allow us to derive a mass model from its rotation curve decomposition. Our
mass models allow us to compare the inferred dark matter properties of the halo
of AGC 114905 with the expectations of the cold dark matter model.

Chapters 5 and 6 focus on the accurate derivation and analysis of the stellar,
gas, and baryonic specific angular momentum-mass relations, which we have
built using a high-quality sample of about 160 galaxies. More specifically, in
Chapter 5 we build our galaxy sample, measure the specific angular momenta,
and estimate the fraction of the baryonic (stars plus gas) component relative
to that of the halo. Then, in Chapter 6, we present the discovery of extremely
tight scaling relations -among the tightest known in the literature- connecting
the mass, specific angular momentum, and cold gas fraction of galaxies.

In Chapter 7 we present the first systematic study quantifying the effects
of the flaring of the gas discs in the recovery of mass models from rotation
curve decomposition. We present detailed mass models that self-consistently
take into account the flaring of the discs when recovering the parameters of the
best-fitting dark matter haloes. Our detailed mass models allow us to study the
correlations between halo mass and concentration, stellar mass, and baryonic
mass; this allow us to asses whether or not the data are in agreement with
expectations from models and cosmological N-body simulations.

Finally, in Chapter 8 we summarise our main findings and we discuss future
prospects following from this Ph.D. research. At the end of the thesis, a summary
for a non-academic audience can be found in Dutch, English, and Spanish.
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Off the baryonic Tully-Fisher
relation: a population of

baryon-dominated
ultra-diffuse galaxies

based on

– P. E. Mancera Piña, F. Fraternali, E. A. K. Adams et al. 2019 –
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Abstract

We study the gas kinematics traced by the 21-cm emission of a sample of
six H i–rich low surface brightness galaxies classified as ultra-diffuse galaxies
(UDGs). Using the 3D kinematic modelling code 3DBarolo we derive robust
circular velocities, revealing a startling feature: H i–rich UDGs are clear outliers
from the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation, with circular velocities much lower
than galaxies with similar baryonic mass. Notably, the baryon fraction of our
UDG sample is consistent with the cosmological value: these UDGs are com-
patible with having no “missing baryons" within their virial radii. Moreover,
the gravitational potential provided by the baryons is sufficient to account
for the amplitude of the rotation curve out to the outermost measured point,
contrary to other galaxies with similar circular velocities. We speculate that
any formation scenario for these objects will require very inefficient feedback
and a broad diversity in their inner dark matter content.
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2.1 Introduction

The baryonic Tully-Fisher relation (BTFR; McGaugh et al. 2000; McGaugh
2005) is a tight sequence in the baryonic mass–circular velocity plane followed
by galaxies of different types (e.g. den Heijer et al. 2015; Lelli et al. 2016b;
Ponomareva et al. 2017). It has been of paramount importance and widely used
for calibrating distances to extragalactic objects and to constrain, for example,
semi-analytical and numerical models of galaxy formation and evolution (e.g.
Governato et al. 2007; Dutton 2012; McGaugh 2012; Sales et al. 2017, and
references therein).

Among the galaxies populating the BTFR, low surface brightness (LSB)
galaxies are of particular interest, and have been used to investigate the mass
distribution and stellar feedback processes at dwarf galaxy scales (e.g. Zwaan
et al. 1995; de Blok 1997; Dalcanton et al. 1997; Di Cintio et al. 2019). Ultra-
diffuse galaxies (UDGs; van Dokkum et al. 2015) are an especially notable subset
of the LSB galaxy population due to their extremely low surface brightness values
while having effective radii comparable to L⋆ galaxies. While these galaxies have
been known for decades (e.g. Sandage & Binggeli 1984; Impey et al. 1988), their
recent detection in large numbers in different galaxy clusters, groups, and even
in isolated environments (e.g. Román & Trujillo 2017b; Leisman et al. 2017;
Mancera Piña et al. 2019a), has sparked a renewed interest in them.

Many UDGs in isolation are H i–rich, opening the possibility of investigating
their gas kinematics. The most systematic study of H i in UDGs has been
carried out by Leisman et al. (2017), who studied 115 sources1 from the Arecibo
Legacy Fast Arecibo L-band Feed Array (ALFALFA) catalogue (Giovanelli et al.
2005), as well as a small subsample of three sources with interferometric H i
data, that meet the optical criteria of having Re ≥ 1.5 kpc and ⟨µ(r,Re)⟩ ≥
24 mag arcsec−2, according to Sloan Digital Sky Survey photometry. The
authors reported that such galaxies are H i–rich for their stellar masses and
have low star formation efficiencies, similar to other gas-dominated dwarfs (e.g.
Geha et al. 2006). Perhaps most intriguing, Leisman et al. (2017) reported
that the velocity widths (W50) of the global H i profiles of their UDGs were
significantly narrower than in other ALFALFA galaxies with similar H i masses.
However, without resolved H i imaging of a significant sample, this result could
be attributed to a very strong inclination selection effect for their sample, or
systematics when deriving W50. Taking all of the above as a starting point, in
this study we undertake 3D–kinematic modeling of resolved H i synthesis data
to study the gas kinematics of six H i–rich UDGs. The rest of this Letter is
organised as follows: in Section 2.2 we introduce our sample of galaxies with
their main properties and we describe our strategy for deriving their kinematics.
We present our results and discussion in Section 2.3, to then conclude in Section
2.4. Throughout this work we adopt a ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ =

1H i–rich UDGs represent ∼ 6% of all galaxies with MHI ∼ 108.8 M⊙, with a cosmic abundance
similar to cluster UDGs (Jones et al. 2018; Mancera Piña et al. 2018).
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0.7 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1.

2.2 Sample and kinematics
Our sample consists of six galaxies identified as H i–bearing UDGs by Leisman
et al. (2017). They have MHI ∼ 109 M⊙ and are relatively isolated, by requiring
that any neighbor with measured redshift within ±500 km s−1 should be at
least at 350 kpc away in projection. Moreover, they have Re > 2 kpc, to ease
optical follow-up. Our observations were obtained with two interferometers: the
data for AGC 122966 and AGC 334315 come from the Westerbork Synthesis
Radio Telescope (program R13B/001; PI Adams) and the rest from the Karl G.
Jansky Very Large Array (programs 14B-243 and 17A-210; PI Leisman). The
observations and data reduction procedure are described in Leisman et al. (2017)
and more details will be given in Gault et al. (2021). Three more galaxies for
which we have data are excluded from this analysis. AGC 238764 seems to have
ordered rotation of about 20 km s−1, but our data-cube misses significant flux
with respect to the ALFALFA detection. AGC 749251 shows hints of a velocity
gradient but it is barely resolved and we are not able to constrain its inclination
better than i ≲ 30◦. AGC 748738 shows signs of a gradient in velocity but the
data are very noisy. We decide not to consider these three galaxies to keep a
reliable sample for the kinematic fitting, but more details on these sources will
be given in Gault et al. (2021). We estimate the baryonic mass of our UDGs as
Mbar = 1.33 MHI + M⋆, with MHI given by:

MHI

M⊙
= 2.343× 105

(
d

Mpc

)2(
FHI

Jy km s−1

)
(2.1)

where we assume (Hubble flow) distances as listed in Leisman et al. (2017), and
fluxes derived from the total H i–maps using the task flux from gipsy (van der
Hulst et al. 1992).

Stellar masses are obtained from the mass-to-light ratio–colour relation of
Herrmann et al. (2016) for an absolute magnitude in the g band and a (g − r)
colour. In order to derive such measurements we perform aperture photometry
following the procedure described in Marasco et al. (2019) on deep optical data,
obtained with the One Degree Imager of the WIYN 3.5-m telescope at the Kitt
Peak National Observatory (Leisman et al. 2017; Gault et al. 2021).

We find a mean MHI / M⋆ ≈ 15, confirming that the baryonic budget is
mainly set by the H i content, which we can robustly measure. Table 2.1 gives
the name, distance, inclination, baryonic mass, gas-to-stellar mass ratio, circular
velocity, central surface brightness and colour of our galaxies. Fig. 2.1 shows the
stellar image, 0th-moment map, major-axis position-velocity (PV) diagram, and
observed velocity field for a representative case, AGC 248945. Fig. 2.2 shows
the PV diagrams for the rest of our sample.

Rotation velocities are derived with the software 3DBarolo2 (Di Teodoro &
Fraternali 2015), which fits tilted-ring disc models to the H i data-cubes (e.g.
2Version 1.4, http://editeodoro.github.io/Bbarolo/

 http://editeodoro.github.io/Bbarolo/
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Table 2.1: Name, distance, inclination, baryonic mass, gas-to-stellar mass ratio, circular
velocity, central surface brightness and colour of our sample. Distances, taken from
Leisman et al. (2017), have an uncertainty of ±5 Mpc, while the uncertainty for the
inclination is ±5◦. The central surface brightness is obtained from an exponential fit
to the g−band surface brightness profile.

Name Distance Inclination log(Mbar/M⊙) Mgas/M⋆ Vcirc µ(g, 0) g − r
AGC (Mpc) (deg) (km s−1) (mag arcsec−2) (mag)

114905 76 33 9.21 ± 0.20 7.1+4.9
−2.3 19+6

−4 23.62 ± 0.13 0.30 ± 0.12
122966 90 34 9.21 ± 0.14 29.1+11.9

−7.0 37+6
−5 25.38 ± 0.23 -0.10 ± 0.22

219533 96 42 9.36 ± 0.27 19.7+12.2
−8.8 37+5

−6 24.07 ± 0.33 0.12 ± 0.12
248945 84 66 9.05 ± 0.20 2.4+1.6

−0.8 27+3
−3 23.32 ± 0.35 0.32 ± 0.11

334315 73 52 9.32 ± 0.14 23.7+9.8
−5.9 26+4

−3 24.52 ± 0.13 -0.08 ± 0.18
749290 97 39 9.17 ± 0.17 6.1+2.9

−1.7 26+6
−6 24.66 ± 0.30 0.17 ± 0.12
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Figure 2.1: A representative galaxy from our sample, AGC 248945. Left : H i contours
on top of the r−band image; the contours are at 0.88, 1.76 and 3.52 × 1020 H i atoms
per cm2, the outermost contour corresponds to S/N ≈ 3. The blue ellipse shows the
inclination the galaxy would need to be in the BTFR (see the text for details). Middle:
PV-diagram along the kinematic major axis; black and red contours correspond to
data and 3DBarolo best-fit model, respectively; the yellow points show the recovered
rotation velocities. Right : Observed velocity field, at the same scale as the left panel.
The grey line shows the kinematic major axis and the grey ellipse the beam.
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Iorio et al. 2017; Bacchini et al. 2019a). This approach is particularly suited to
deal with our low spatial resolution data (2− 3 resolution elements per galaxy
side) as it is virtually unaffected by beam-smearing (e.g. Di Teodoro et al. 2016).
While further details about the properties of our sample and the configuration
used in 3DBarolo are provided in Chapter 3 (Mancera Piña et al. 2020), here we
briefly summarise our methodology.

We give the position angle and inclination to 3DBarolo. For the former we
choose the angle that maximises the amplitude of the PV slice along the major
axis. The inclination of each galaxy is derived by minimising the residuals
between its observed 0th-moment map and the 0th-moment map of models of the
same galaxy projected at different inclinations between 10◦−80◦. We have tested
this method blindly, without a priori knowledge of the position angle, inclination
nor rotation velocity, on a sample of 32 H i–rich dwarfs drawn from the apostle
cosmological hydrodynamical simulations (Sawala et al. 2015; Fattahi et al.
2016), from which mock data-cubes have been produced at resolution and S/N
matching our observations, using the martini software3 (Oman et al. 2019).
We find that we can consistently recover the position angle within ±8◦ and the
inclination within ±5◦ as long as i ≳ 30◦, with no systematic trends. These
small uncertainties in position angle and inclination have no significant impact
on the recovered rotation velocities.

We run 3DBarolo with fixed inclination and position angle, and the rotation
velocity and velocity dispersion as free parameters, for our fiducial inclination i,
as well as for i+ 5◦ and i− 5◦. We find rotation velocities (Vrot) suggesting flat
rotation curves for all our sample. For calculating Vrot, we use the mean velocity
of the rings, as found with our fiducial inclination. The associated uncertainties
come from the 16th and 84th percentiles of the velocity distribution obtained
when considering the uncertainty in our inclination.

To convert from Vrot to circular velocity (Vcirc), we correct for pressure
supported motions using 3DBarolo as well (cf. Iorio et al. 2017). As suggested by
the narrowness of the PV diagrams (Fig. 2.1 and 2.2), we find low gas velocity
dispersions, giving rise to very small asymmetric drift corrections (≲ 2 km s−1).

2.3 Results and discussion
In Figure 2.3 we present the circular velocity–baryonic mass plane for our
H i–rich UDGs, compared with galaxies from the SPARC (Lelli et al. 2016a),
SHIELD (McNichols et al. 2016) and LITTLE THINGS (Iorio et al. 2017)
samples. Clearly, all the UDGs studied here lie significantly above the BTFR.

Our galaxies rotate about 3 times lower than galaxies with comparable Mbar

and effective radius (but higher surface brightness). Alternatively, they have
about 10–100 times the Mbar of galaxies with similar Vcirc (but smaller effective
radius and higher surface brightness, on average). These low velocities are
consistent with the observations by Leisman et al. (2017) and Janowiecki et al.
(2019) of H i–rich UDGs having narrower W50 than galaxies of similar H i mass.
3Version 1.0.2, http://github.com/kyleaoman/martini

http://github.com/kyleaoman/martini
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Figure 2.3: Circular velocity versus baryonic mass plane. Galaxies from the SPARC,
SHIELD and LITTLE THINGS samples lie on top of the BTFR. The pink area is the
99% confidence interval of an orthogonal distance regression to the SPARC sample.
The dashed black line is the theoretical relation between the mass of dark matter
haloes and their circular speed at the virial radius. The solid grey line shows the same
relation but multiplied by the cosmological baryon fraction. H i–rich UDGs are clear
outliers of the BTFR, and in a position consistent with having no “missing baryons".

Before discussing the implications of this result we address its robustness.
The baryonic masses here derived cannot be substantially overestimated: H i
line fluxes can be measured with good accuracy (and we find fluxes in agreement
with those derived from ALFALFA data by Leisman et al. 2017), and the distances
to the galaxies in our sample (⟨d⟩ ∼ 90 Mpc) are large enough to be well
represented by Hubble flow models, so the estimation of their H i mass is reliable.
The H i–rich nature of our galaxies also implies that the stellar mass and its
systematics play a rather minor role: even M⋆ = 0 would not move the galaxies
significantly in Fig. 2.3.

A severe underestimation of the rotation velocities is also unlikely. First,
the H i emission of the galaxies extends out to radii ≈ 8–18 kpc, and velocities
obtained at such large radii are expected to be tracing the maximum of the
rotation curve for any plausible dwarf galaxy dark matter halo (e.g. Oman
et al. 2015, their Fig. 2). Second, regarding the inclination correction, bringing
the galaxies back to the BTFR would require a nearly face-on inclination
(i ≈ 10◦− 20◦) for all of them, which is both unlikely and incompatible with the
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observed intensity maps, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1, with an ellipse showing the
inclination that the galaxy would need to be on the BTFR. Third, non-circular
motions are not strong enough to solve the observed discrepancy: regardless of
the mode(s), their order, phase or amplitude, harmonic non-circular motions do
not bias Vrot towards lower values systematically, as long as the viewing angle
of the galaxy is random (Oman et al. 2019, their Fig. 7), and the symmetry of
the approaching and receding sides of our PV-diagrams suggests the absence
of anharmonic components. We also investigated with 3DBarolo the presence
of radial motions, but no clear evidence for this was found, although higher-
resolution observations are needed to further confirm this.

Finally, it is worth to mention that the observed velocity gradients cannot be
attributed to H i winds: in that case the gas velocity dispersion would be much
higher than observed, and the galaxies would need very high star formation rate
densities, opposite to what is measured (Leisman et al. 2017).
Previous studies already suggested the existence of outliers in the BTFR, or at
least an increase in its scatter at low Vcirc (e.g. Geha et al. 2006). Sometimes,
however, the robustness of the measurements of the rotation velocities (usually
estimated from the global H i profile) and inclinations of such outliers were
unclear (cf. Oman et al. 2016 and references therein).

Based on the discussion above, we conclude that the positions of H i–rich
UDGs in the Mbar −Vcirc plane derived here are robust, and our UDGs do
not follow the BTFR4. This suggests that the distribution of late-type systems
in such plane is broader than previously observed, and may have important
implications for the scatter in the BTFR, which is a strong constraint for
cosmological models. Despite the small scatter previously reported (e.g. Lelli
et al. 2016b; Ponomareva et al. 2017), our findings open the possibility for a
scenario where the parameter space in the Mbar −Vcirc plane between the UDGs
presented here and the BTFR is populated by LSB galaxies whose resolved H i
kinematics have not been studied yet, and which are not in our sample due
to sharp selection effects. This may increase the error budget of the intrinsic
scatter of the relation, but to properly understand the magnitude of this effect
a more complete census of the relative abundances of these galaxies is required.

A second result emerges when comparing the position of our galaxies with
the curves in Fig. 2.3. The black dashed curve is the relation between the
circular velocity at the virial radius and the virial mass of dark matter haloes
(Mvir/M⊙ ≈ 4.75 × 105 (Vvir/km s−1)3, for ∆c = 100, cf. McGaugh 2012).
If Mvir is multiplied by the cosmological baryon fraction (fbar ≈ 0.16), this gives
rise to the solid grey curve, indicating the expected position for galaxies with a
baryon fraction equal to fbar

5. Unexpectedly, our UDGs lie on top this curve,
meaning that they are consistent with having no “missing baryons".

Posti et al. (2019) recently discovered that some massive spirals have virtually

4It is worth to notice that the two outliers close to our UDGs, DDO 50 and UGC 7125, also
have relatively large effective radii and/or low surface brightness.

5Note that this assumes Vcirc ≈ Vvir, but in general Vcirc tends to be slightly larger for
massive galaxies (Vcirc ≈ 1.5Vvir). This would flatten the grey curve at high Vcirc values.
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no “missing baryons". There is, however, a substantial difference between our
UDGs and these massive spirals, as the former are H i–dominated and have very
shallow potential wells compared to the latter. How, then, is it possible that
they retained all of their gas? One intriguing possibility is that they have not
experienced strong episodes of gas ejection: feedback processes must have been
relatively weak and the shallow gravitational potentials managed to retain (or
promptly re-accrete) all of their baryons. We surmise that this could be related
to the low gas velocity dispersions we find for our sample, which suggest a
currently weak heating of the gas. This may be analogous to the “failed feedback
problem" of Posti et al. (2019), although in their case feedback has failed at
limiting the star formation efficiency of massive spiral galaxies.

Extremely efficient feedback has been invoked to solve different discrepancies
between observations and ΛCDM predictions (see Tulin & Yu 2018 and Bullock
& Boylan-Kolchin 2017 for a review, including limitations of such solutions), as
well as to explain the formation of UDGs via feedback-driven outflows resulting
from bursty star formation histories (e.g. Di Cintio et al. 2017). These new
observations seem to present a challenge to these models.

An alternative scenario could be that our galaxies reside in haloes with
Vcirc ≈ 80 km s−1 but very low concentration, such that their rotation curves
are still rising at our outermost measured radii. However, this does not seem
feasible since the concentration parameter needed for this is c ≈ 1, instead of
the expected c ≈ 10 (Dutton & Macciò 2014), making the existence of such
galaxies within the volume of the Universe basically impossible.

Figure 2.4 shows the ratio between baryonic and dynamical mass of our UDGs,
with a dynamical mass estimated as Mdyn(< Rout) = V2

circ Rout/G, with Rout

the radius of the outermost point of the rotation curve. Both our sample and
LITTLE THINGS galaxies have a mean Rout/Rd ≈ 4, with Rd the optical
disc-scale length.

Even if our H i–rich UDGs have a baryon fraction equal to the cosmolog-
ical average, their dynamics could be dark matter-dominated at all radii, as
other galaxies of similar Vcirc, but this is does not seem to be the case, since
Mbar(R < Rout) ≈ Mdyn(R < Rout). Although more precise values of Mbar and
Mdyn should be determined with better data, Fig. 2.4 indicates that these
galaxies have much less dark matter within the extent of their discs than other
dwarfs and LSB galaxies, and that, inside their discs, the baryonic component
dominates.

The dynamical properties here shown resemble those of tidal dwarf galaxies
(Hunter et al. 2000; Lelli et al. 2015). However, given the isolation (mean
distance to nearest neighbor ∼ 1 Mpc) of our UDGs, a tidal dwarf origin does
not seem likely, but this is hard to test with the current data.

Based on their globular clusters kinematics the UDGs NGC1052-DF2 (van
Dokkum et al. 2018; Danieli et al. 2019) and NGC1052-DF4 (van Dokkum et al.
2019) have recently been claimed to lack dark matter, although some concerns
exist regarding their distances and environments (Trujillo et al. 2019; Monelli &
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Figure 2.4: Baryonic to dynamical mass ratio as a function of the dynamical mass,
measured inside ≈ 4 Rd. The solid, dashed and dotted lines show the position where
galaxies with 0%, 50% and 90% dark matter lie, respectively. LITTLE THINGS
galaxies (Iorio et al. 2017) are shown for comparison, as well as two estimates for DF–2
(Danieli et al. 2019, D+19 and Trujillo et al. 2019, T+19) and DF–4 van Dokkum
et al. (2019), for which we assume Mbar = M⋆.

Trujillo 2019). Our UDGs have robust distances determined from their recession
velocities and avoid dense environments, mitigating these concerns. They may
be subject to different systematics, but demonstrate that there may indeed exist
a previously under-appreciated population of unusually dark matter-deficient
galaxies.

2.4 Conclusions

We have analyzed a set of interferometric H i line observations of gas–dominated
UDGs. Using a 3D fitting technique we obtain robust measurements of their
circular velocities, allowing us to place them in the circular velocity–baryonic
mass plane.

We find that our six galaxies lie well above the BTFR, with rotation velocities
too low given their baryonic masses. Their position in the circular velocity–
baryonic mass plane implies that they have a baryon fraction within their virial
radius equal or close to the cosmological value, and we speculate that this could
be due to extremely inefficient feedback, challenging our current understanding
of feedback processes in dwarfs. Additionally, the dynamics of these galaxies are
dominated by the baryonic component out to the outermost measured radii, and
they have very low dark matter fractions inside such radii, suggesting a broader
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distribution in the dark matter content of galaxies than previously thought.
The fact that galaxies with these properties had not been reported before is

perhaps because interferometric H i observations are usually targeted based on
previous optical studies. Since UDGs are an extremely optically faint population,
it is not particularly surprising that this galaxy population has not been identified
before. With the advent of large H i interferometric surveys we expect this
hidden population to come to light.
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Abstract

We study the gas kinematics of a sample of six isolated gas-rich low surface
brightness galaxies, of the class called ultra-diffuse galaxies (UDGs). These
galaxies have recently been shown to be outliers from the baryonic Tully-Fisher
relation (BTFR), as they rotate much slower than expected given their baryonic
mass, and to have baryon fractions similar to the cosmological mean. By means
of a 3D kinematic modelling fitting technique, we show that the H i in our UDGs
is distributed in ‘thin’ regularly rotating discs and we determine their rotation
velocity and gas velocity dispersion. We revisit the BTFR adding galaxies from
other studies. We find a previously unknown trend between the deviation from
the BTFR and the disc scale length valid for dwarf galaxies with circular speeds
≲ 45 km s−1, with our UDGs being at the extreme end. Based on our findings,
we suggest that the high baryon fractions of our UDGs may originate due to the
fact that they have experienced weak stellar feedback, likely due to their low star
formation rate surface densities, and as a result they did not eject significant
amounts of gas out of their discs. At the same time, we find indications that
our UDGs may have higher-than-average stellar specific angular momentum,
which can explain their large optical scale lengths.
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3.1 Introduction

I n the last five years there have been a significant number of studies aiming
to detect and systematically characterise a population of low surface brightness
(LSB) galaxies with Milky Way-like effective radius, similar to those earlier
reported by Sandage & Binggeli (1984) or Impey et al. (1988). Following the work
by van Dokkum et al. (2015), who discovered 47 of these so-called ultra-diffuse
galaxies (UDGs), different studies have found them in both high- and low-density
environments (e.g., van der Burg et al. 2016; Román & Trujillo 2017b,a; Greco
et al. 2018; Mancera Piña et al. 2019a; Román et al. 2019, and references
therein). Among them, Leisman et al. (2017), hereafter L17, found a population
of field galaxies, detected in the ALFALFA catalogue (Giovanelli et al. 2005),
that meet the usual optical definition for UDGs (⟨µ(r,Re)⟩ ≳ 24 mag arcsec−2,
Re ≳ 1.5 kpc1), but have also large atomic gas reservoirs (≥ 108 M⊙), in contrast
to the cluster population. This gas-rich field population is likely to be small
in terms of total number. Prole et al. (2019b) estimated that gas-rich UDGs
represent about one-fifth of the overall UDG population (cf. Mancera Piña et al.
2018; Lee et al. 2020), and Jones et al. (2018) found that they represent a small
correction to the galaxy stellar and H i mass functions at all masses, with a
maximum contribution to the H i mass function of 6% at ∼109 M⊙. Despite
this, their extreme properties make them puzzling and interesting objects to
study.

It is well known that resolved 21-cm observations not only reveal interactions
between the extended H i galaxy discs and their environments (e.g., Yun et al.
1994; de Blok & Walter 2000; Fraternali et al. 2002; Oosterloo et al. 2007; Di
Teodoro & Fraternali 2014), but also allow us to estimate their rotation velocity,
angular momentum and matter distribution, key ingredients to understand
their formation and evolution (e.g., de Blok 1997; Verheijen 1997; Swaters 1999;
Noordermeer 2006; Posti et al. 2018b). Because of these key properties, that
may reveal telltale clues about their origins, pursuing studies of UDGs from an
H i perspective is potentially very interesting.

From a theoretical perspective, different ideas have been proposed to explain
the puzzling nature of UDGs. Di Cintio et al. (2017) presented hydrodynamical
simulations where UDGs originate in isolation due to powerful feedback-driven
outflows that modify the dark matter density profile allowing the baryons to
move to external orbits, increasing the scale length of the galaxies (see also
Chan et al. 2018; Cardona-Barrero et al. 2020). On the other hand, Amorisco
& Loeb (2016) suggested that the extended sizes of UDGs can be explained if
they live in dark matter haloes with high spin parameter (see also Rong et al.
2017; Posti et al. 2018a). While currently those seem to be the most popular
ideas, more mechanisms have been proposed in the literature, as we discuss in
detail later.

1With ⟨µ(r,Re)⟩ the mean effective surface brightness within the effective radius, measured
in the r−band, and Re the optical effective (half-light) radius.
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To test these theories, isolated UDGs are very useful. Some of their properties
like morphology, circular speed, baryon fraction or angular momentum, can be
contrasted with expectations from the above mentioned theories in a relatively
straightforward way, since they are not affected by their environments and
cannot be explained by interactions with other galaxies (e.g., Venhola et al.
2017; Bennet et al. 2018). Using a combination of H i interferometric data
and deep optical images for a sample of six gas-rich UDGs, in Chapter 2 (i.e.
Mancera Piña et al. 2019b) studied the baryonic mass–circular speed plane,
finding that these galaxies show a set of intriguing properties: they lie well above
the canonical baryonic Tully-Fisher relation (BTFR, McGaugh et al. 2000), in
a position compatible with having ‘no missing baryons’ within their virial radii,
and with little room for dark matter inside the extent of their gaseous discs. In
this chapter we delve into the kinematic properties of the galaxies presented in
Chapter 3, explaining in detail the methodology used to derive 3D kinematic
models. Further, we expand our investigation to other properties of these LSB
galaxies, and discuss possible interpretations for our results.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Sec. 3.2 we describe
our sample and give the structural parameters obtained from the optical and
H i observations, and in Sec. 3.3 we provide details on our methodology and
kinematic modelling. In Sec. 3.4 we estimate the scale height of the sample and
we look briefly into the properties of their interstellar medium (ISM), while in
Sec. 3.5 we revisit the BTFR, examine the existence of outliers and show that the
deviation from the relation at low rotation velocities correlates with the galaxy
scale length. A discussion on the implications of our results for proposed UDG
formation mechanisms, including the addition of UDGs to the stellar specific
angular momentum–mass relation, is given in Sec. 3.6. In Sec. 3.7 we present
our conclusions. Throughout this Chapter magnitudes are in the AB system,
and a ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1

is adopted.

3.2 The sample

The sample studied in this chapter and in Chapter 3 consists of six gas-rich UDGs,
originally identified by L17, for which dedicated optical and interferometric
observations were obtained. The observations and data reduction strategies are
explained in detail in L17 and Gault et al. (2021). We note here that the sample
from Gault et al. (2021) consists of eleven galaxies while ours consists of six. As
briefly discussed in Chapter 3, we selected the galaxies that were more suitable
in terms of data-quality for our kinematic modelling (see below). Fig. 3.1–3.6
present our data and 3D kinematic modelling, while Table 3.1 gives the main
properties of our galaxy sample.
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Figure 3.1: Data and kinematic models for the gas-rich UDG AGC 114905 (01:25:18.60,
+07:21:41.11, J2000). a): r− band image with H i contours on top at 1, 2, 4×1020

atoms cm−2, with the lowest one at S/N ≈ 3. The black solid line indicates a physical
scale of 5 kpc. b): total H i map in blue, and contours as in panel a). c): Observed
velocity field (first-moment map). The grey line shows the major axis, while the grey
ellipse shows the beam. d): PV diagram along the major axis. Black and red contours
correspond to data and best-fit model, respectively, and are at the 2σ and 4σ levels.
If present, grey dashed contours indicate negative values in the data. The recovered
rotation velocities are indicated with the yellow points. e): PV diagram along the
minor axis (perpendicular to the major axis), colours as in d). f): Modelled velocity
field. The black cross in panel b, c and f shows the kinematic centre. The rightmost
panel shows the velocity colour-bar for panels c) and f).

3.2.1 Optical data

Given the LSB nature of our galaxies, the imaging of wide-field public surveys
like the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, e.g., York et al. 2000) is not deep
enough to provide accurate photometric parameters on an individual basis.
Because of this, the six galaxies were observed using the One Degree Imager
(Harbeck et al. 2014) of the 3.5-m WIYN telescope at the Kitt Peak National
Observatory. The g and r bands were used, with a total exposure time of 45
min per filter. The optical image production is described in detail in Gault et al.
(2021). Panel a) in Fig. 3.1–3.6 shows the r−band optical images of our sample.

As introduced in Chapter 3 and shown thoroughly in Gault et al. (2021),
aperture photometry is performed on these images to obtain total magnitudes
(and colours) and surface brightness profiles. The central surface brightness and
disc scale length (Rd) are obtained from a fit to the observed surface brightness
profiles assuming that the light distribution follows an exponential profile, which
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Figure 3.2: Data and kinematic models for the gas-rich UDG AGC 122966 (02:09:29.49,
+31:51:12.77, J2000). Panels and symbols as in Fig. 3.1. The H i contours are at
0.35, 0.7, 1.4 and 2.8×1020 atoms cm−2. Note that the kinematic and morphological
position angles seem to be different, but this apparent effect is due to the peculiar
elongated shape of the WSRT beam (see Appendix 3.A).

Table 3.1: Properties of our galaxy sample. (1) Arecibo General Catalogue ID. (2)
Systemic velocity. (3) Distance, taken from L17, has an uncertainty of ± 5 Mpc.
(4) Optical disc scale length, obtained from an exponential fit to the r–band surface
brightness profile. (5) Stellar mass. (6) H i mass. (7) Inclination, derived from the
H i data with an uncertainty of ±5◦. (8) Kinematic position angle, derived from the
H i data, with an uncertainty of ±8◦. (9) Circular speed. (10) Mean value of the gas
velocity dispersion. (11) Radius of the outermost ring of the rotation curve.

ID Vsys D Rd log(M∗/M⊙) log(MHI/M⊙) Inc. PA Vcirc ⟨σ⟩ Rout

AGC [km s−1] [Mpc] [kpc] [deg] [deg] [km s−1] [km s−1] [kpc]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

114905 5435 76 1.79 ± 0.04 8.30 ± 0.17 9.03 ± 0.08 33 85 19+6
−4 ≲ 4 8.02

122966 6509 90 4.15 ± 0.19 7.73 ± 0.12 9.07 ± 0.05 34 300 37+6
−5 7 10.80

219533 6384 96 2.35 ± 0.20 8.04 ± 0.12 9.21 ± 0.18 42 115 37+5
−6 ≲ 4 9.78

248945 5703 84 2.08 ± 0.07 8.52 ± 0.17 8.78 ± 0.08 66 300 27+3
−3 ≲ 4 8.55

334315 5107 73 3.76 ± 0.14 7.93 ± 0.12 9.10 ± 0.10 45 185 25+5
−5 7 8.49

749290 6516 97 2.38 ± 0.14 8.32 ± 0.13 8.98 ± 0.08 39 130 26+6
−6 ≲ 4 8.47

is a good assumption for these galaxies (see also Román & Trujillo 2017a; Greco
et al. 2018; Mancera Piña et al. 2019a).

To derive the stellar masses we employ the mass-to-light–colour relation
given by Herrmann et al. (2016):

log(M∗/Lg) = 1.294(±0.401)× (g − r)− 0.601(±0.090) , (3.1)
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Figure 3.3: Data and kinematic models for the gas-rich UDG AGC 219533 (11:39:57.16,
+16:43:14.00, J2000). Panels and symbols as in Fig. 3.1. The H i contours are at 1.1,
2.2 and 4.4×1020 atoms cm−2. In this case the data cube is more noisy than in the
rest of the sample, and the last contour corresponds to S/N ≈ 5.

which was specifically calibrated for dwarf irregular galaxies, whose optical
morphology is similar to isolated UDGs. In practice, for each UDG we randomly
sample Equation 3.1 using Gaussian distributions on each parameter, to account
for the uncertainties in both the relation itself and the photometry. The fiducial
value of each parameter is chosen as the mean of its Gaussian distribution while
its standard deviation gives the corresponding uncertainty. With this, we obtain
a distribution for log(M∗/Lg) that is then converted to stellar mass using the
g−band absolute magnitude distribution. The values for the stellar mass, which
we report in Table 3.1, are the median values of the final distributions for each
galaxy, and the uncertainties the difference between these medians and the
corresponding 16th and 84th percentiles.

3.2.2 H i data

We obtained resolved H i-line observations using the Karl G. Jansky Very Large
Array (VLA) and the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT). All the
galaxies have radio data from the VLA, while AGC 122966 and AGC 334315
have also WSRT data. Details of the data reduction are given in L17 and Gault
et al. (2021). In the case of the two galaxies with VLA and WSRT observations,
we use the data with the best quality in terms of spatial resolution and signal-
to-noise (S/N), which were the VLA data for AGC 334315 and the WSRT data
for AGC 122966. In the rest of this chapter we use the parameters derived from
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Figure 3.4: Data and kinematic models for the gas-rich UDG AGC 248945 (14:46:59.50,
+13:10:12.20, J2000). Panels and symbols as in Fig. 3.1. The H i contours are at 0.8,
1.6 and 3.2×1020 atoms cm−2.

these data. For completeness, in Appendix 3.A we present the WSRT data for
AGC 3343152 and the VLA data for AGC 122966, demonstrating the overall
good agreement between the different data cubes.

We build total H i maps of our sources using the software 3DBarolo (Di
Teodoro & Fraternali 2015, see below for more details). These maps are first
obtained using a mask that 3DBarolo generates after smoothing the data cubes
by a given factor and then selecting those pixels above a chosen threshold in
units of the rms of the smoothed cube. Upon inspection of our data, we find
sensible values for the smoothing factor and the cut threshold around 1.2 and
3.5, respectively. The fluxes of our galaxies are measured from the data cubes
using the task flux from GIPSY (van der Hulst et al. 1992). The measurements
of the flux from the VLA and WSRT data cubes are fully consistent with the
separate analysis by Gault et al. (2021) and L17, and in good agreement (within
≈10%) with the values obtained from the ALFALFA single-dish observations,
except for AGC 248945, for which we recover ≈30% less flux. Upon inspection
of the data cube, we confirm that the emission missing in the VLA profile with
respect to ALFALFA is not biased with respect to the velocity extent of the
source. Panel b) in Fig. 3.1–3.6 presents the total H i maps of our galaxies.

2Note that in Chapter 3 we used the WSRT data for AGC 334315 while we will use its
VLA data for the rest of this chapter. Yet, the differences are rather small, as explained in
Appendix 3.A.
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Figure 3.5: Data and kinematic models for the gas-rich UDG AGC 334315 (23:20:11.73,
+22:24:08.03, J2000). Panels and symbols as in Fig. 3.1. The H i contours are at 1.8,
3.6 and 7.2×1020 atoms cm−2.

We determine the H i mass of our UDGs using the equation

MHI

M⊙
= 2.343× 105

(
D

Mpc

)2(
FHI

Jy km s−1

)
, (3.2)

with D and FHI the distance and flux of each galaxy, respectively. Distances,
taken directly from L17, come from the ALFALFA catalog, which uses a Hubble
flow model (Masters 2005). Given the line-of-sight velocities of our sample (see
Table 3.1), and considering that these UDGs live in the field, the possible effects
of peculiar velocities are not significant and the Hubble flow distances provide a
robust measurement of the ‘true’ distance, with an uncertainty of ± 5 Mpc.

3.2.3 Interpretation of velocity gradients

As can be seen in the panel c) of Fig. 3.1–3.6, we observe clear velocity gradients
in most of our UDGs; AGC 749290 is the exception and the kinematics of this
galaxy is more uncertain, as we discuss below. These gradients are along the
morphological H i position angle of the galaxies, and in the following sections we
interpret them as produced by the differential rotation of a gaseous disc. Here
we briefly discuss other possibilities.

One may wonder if the observed velocity gradients could be generated not
by rotation but by gas inflow (see Sancisi et al. 2008 for a review) or blown-out
gas due to powerful stellar winds (see for instance McQuinn et al. 2019 and
references therein). Such winds have been observed in starburst dwarfs traced
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Figure 3.6: Data and kinematic models for the gas-rich UDG AGC 749290 (09:16:00.95,
+26:38:56.93, J2000). Panels and symbols as in Fig. 3.1. The H i contours are at 0.35,
0.7, 1.4 and 2.8×1020 atoms cm−2. As shown in the major-axis PV diagram (panel
d)), while 3DBarolo models well the main rotating body, there is signal at around
velocities of 10 km s−1 and offset 25 arcsec that cannot be reproduced by the best-fit
model. The parameters for these galaxy are considered less robust than for the rest of
the sample, as we discuss in Sec. 3.3.2.

by Hα emission, where the H i distribution may also be disturbed (e.g., Lelli
et al. 2014a; McQuinn et al. 2019). There is, however, clear evidence against
these scenarios in the case of our UDGs. First of all, the velocity gradients are
aligned with the H i morphological position angle of the galaxies, as happens
with normal rotating discs. Further, as we discuss later, our measurements
of the gas velocity dispersions point to a rather undisturbed and quiet ISM.
Moreover and most importantly, our galaxies have normal-to-low star formation
rates (SFR ≈ 0.02–0.4 M⊙ yr−1, see L17), which combined with their extended
optical scale length leads to SFR surface densities of a factor about 10−20 lower
than in typical dwarfs. The fact that our UDGs are gas dominated and there is
only one clear velocity gradient implies that if the gradients are due to winds the
whole ISM should be in the wind, requiring very high mass loading factors and
SFR densities, in contradiction with the information presented above. Based on
this discussion we conclude that the possibility of the observed velocity fields
being produced by inflows or outflows is very unlikely. In contrast, we show in
Sec. 3.3 how a rotating disc can reproduce the features observed in our data.
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3.2.4 Baryonic mass

The baryonic masses of the galaxies are computed with the equation

Mbar = Mgas +M∗ = 1.33 MHI +M∗ , (3.3)

where the factor 1.33 accounts for the presence of helium.
The mass budget of our galaxies is dominated by the gas content, with a

mean gas-to-stellar mass ratio (Mgas/M∗) ≈ 15 (see Chapter 3 for more details).
This ensures that, despite possible systematics when deriving the stellar mass,
the estimation of the baryonic mass is robust.

As seen in Eq. 3.3, we neglect any contribution from molecular gas to the
baryonic mass of the galaxies; while the molecular gas mass is indeed often
smaller than the stellar and atomic gas ones in dwarfs (e.g. Leroy et al. 2008;
Saintonge et al. 2011; Ponomareva et al. 2018, and references therein), it may
of course contribute to the total mass budget. This hypothetical baryonic mass
gain, however, would place our sources further off the BTFR, only strengthening
the results shown in Sec. 3.5.

3.3 Deriving the gas kinematics

3.3.1 Initial parameters for 3D modelling

Our interferometric observations allow us to estimate rotation velocities for the
six galaxies. However, the data have low spatial resolution, with only a couple of
resolution elements per galaxy side. Low-spatial resolution observations can be
severely affected by beam smearing, which tends to blur the observed velocity
fields, and traditional 2D approaches that fit tilted-ring models to beam-smeared
velocity fields fail at recovering the correct kinematics, by underestimating the
rotation and overestimating the gas velocity dispersion (e.g., Bosma 1978;
Swaters 1999; Di Teodoro et al. 2016).

3DBarolo (Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015) is a software tool which produces
3D models of emission-line observations (e.g., Di Teodoro et al. 2016; Iorio et al.
2017; Bacchini et al. 2019a). Instead of fitting the velocity field, it builds 3D
tilted-ring realizations of the galaxy that are later compared with the data to find
the best-fit model. Thanks to a convolution step before the model is compared
with the data, 3DBarolo strongly mitigates the effect of beam smearing, so it
is ideal for analysing data like ours. 3DBarolo assumes that the discs are thin;
while this is not known a priori, we show in Sec. 3.4.1 that the ratio between
the radial and vertical extent of our UDGs is large, confirming the validity of
our approach.

Due to the small number of resolution elements we prefer to fit only two
parameters with 3DBarolo: the rotation velocity and the velocity dispersion. This
means that the rest of the parameters need to be determined and fixed, namely
the center of the galaxy, its systemic velocity, position angle and inclination.

3DBarolo can robustly estimate the systemic velocity and the centre of
the galaxies from the centre of the global H i profile and the total H i map,
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respectively. We use thus these estimations from 3DBarolo and we keep them
fixed while fitting the rings. 3DBarolo can also estimate the position angle and
inclination, but for low resolution data these estimates may not be accurate.
Therefore, we decide to estimate these two parameters independently and to
fix them when fitting the kinematic parameters. The position angle is chosen
as the orientation that maximises the amplitude of the position-velocity (PV)
diagram along the major axis. This is done visually using the task kpvslice of
the karma package (Gooch 1996). Importantly, we find that in every galaxy
the kinematic and morphological (H i) position angle are nearly the same. The
exception may seem to be AGC 122966, but as we discuss in Sec. 3.3.2 this is
an apparent artifact due to the shape of the beam for the WSRT observations
of that galaxy.

Estimating the inclination of the galaxies is of crucial importance, as cor-
recting for it can account for a large fraction of the final rotation velocity if
the galaxies are seen at low inclinations. Unfortunately, due to the LSB nature
of our galaxies, their optical morphologies, often irregular and dominated by
patchy regions, provide only an uncertain, if any, constraint on the inclinations
(see also Starkenburg et al. 2019 for other limitation of using optical data to
determine the inclination of the H i disc.). This, together with the fact that the
H i is more extended and massive than the stellar component, motivated us to
use the H i maps to estimate the inclinations. We do this by minimising the
residuals between the observed H i map of each galaxy and the H i map of models
of the same galaxy but projected at different inclinations between 10◦ and 80◦.
Such models are produced using the task GALMOD from 3DBarolo, which
in turn uses updated routines from the homonym GIPSY task, and takes into
account the shape of the beam when generating the models. The centre, surface
density and position angle for the models are the same as in the galaxy whose
inclination we aim to determine. The inclination of the model that produces
the lowest residual when compared with the data (lowest absolute difference
between the total H i maps) is chosen as the fiducial inclination.

Testing on simulated galaxies

We test our method to recover the galaxy initial geometrical parameters using
a sample of gas-rich dwarfs from the APOSTLE cosmological hydrodynamical
simulations (Sawala et al. 2015; Fattahi et al. 2016). Mock H i data cubes
of these galaxies, ‘observed’ at a resolution and S/N matching our data, are
obtained with the software martini (Oman et al. 2019). The simulated galaxies
have H i masses of ∼108−9 M⊙ and rotation velocities around ≈ 20− 60 km s−1.
We initially work with four simulated galaxies with similar mass and velocity
as our sample, but we project them at different random position angles and
inclinations, allowing us in practice to test our methods in 40 different mock
data cubes. Fig. 3.7 shows two examples of such simulated galaxies: their H i
maps, PV diagrams, and rotation curves.

We treat these mock data in exactly the same way as our UDGs data, using
the method described above to derive the position angle and inclination. Fig. 3.8
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Figure 3.7: Two of the 40
APOSTLE simulated dwarf galax-
ies used to test our methods.
Top: Total H i maps with their
kinematic major axes in ma-
genta. Middle: PV diagrams
along the major axis. The black
and red contours represent the
simulated data and our best-fit
model, respectively; grey dashed
contours show negative values.
The yellow points show the re-
covered rotation velocities. Bot-
tom: True rotation curves (grey
lines) derived directly from the
simulations and recovered rota-
tion velocities (red crosses).

shows the true and recovered geometrical parameters. We find that we can
consistently recover the position angle of the simulated galaxies and, once this
is fixed, the inclination. The mean of the absolute difference between truth
and recovered position angles and inclination angles is 8◦ and 5◦, respectively.
We adopt these values as the uncertainties for these parameters. Note that
our method recovers the inclination only for galaxies with inclinations ≳ 25◦;
below this all the models look very similar and our method systematically
underestimates the inclination by about 10◦. For higher inclinations, in two
out of 40 cases we underestimate the inclination by about 15◦. Given the low
incidence of this (5% of the times) we do not expect to underestimate the
inclination of our real galaxy sample; in any case this would lower the circular
velocities of our sample that we report, which would not affect the nature of
our results below. The bottom panels of Fig. 3.7 show that our derived rotation
velocities well represent the underlying rotation curves after having estimated
the position and inclination angles as described above, and then used 3DBarolo.

3.3.2 Running 3DBarolo on the individual systems

After testing our methods we proceed to run 3DBarolo on all our UDGs. As
discussed before, we leave the rotation and dispersion as free parameters, and
we fix the position angle and inclination; the values of these parameters are
given in Table 3.1. As expected, 3DBarolo is able to estimate the centre and
systemic velocity of the sources with good accuracy, as we could verify by visually
inspecting the velocity fields and PV diagrams. It is worth mentioning that the
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Figure 3.8: Comparison be-
tween truth (real) and re-
covered (rec) position an-
gles (PA) and inclinations
(i) in our set of APOSTLE
dwarfs. The black lines
show the case where the dif-
ference is zero, and the pink
bands show our adopted un-
certainties in both parame-
ters.

systemic velocities in the kinematic fits agree well with the values determined
from the ALFALFA global profiles (the mean difference is about 5 km s−1). The
kinematic centres and systemic velocities used in the models can be found in
Table 3.1. The noise in the data cubes and peak column densities are provided
in Gault et al. (2021). 3DBarolo also applies a correction for instrumental
broadening, controlled by the parameter LINEAR, which depends on the spectral
smoothing of the data. In our case, we use LINEAR = 0.42 for the VLA data,
and LINEAR = 0.85 for the (Hanning-smoothed) WSRT data.

The separation between rings is given by the parameter RADSEP in 3DBarolo,
and the value is chosen taking into account the beam orientation and extension
for each galaxy. Below we provide information on the value of RADSEP used for
each galaxy, as well as some individual comments.

• AGC 114905: The size of the beam is 14.64"×13.31", with a North-West
orientation of −5◦. The galaxy position angle is 85◦. The component of the
beam projected along the kinematic major axis has a size of approximately
the size of the beam minor axis. Given the extension of the galaxy, we
use two rings, with RADSEP = 14.5".

• AGC 122966: The size of the beam is 33.16"×18.70", oriented at 15◦.
Given the orientation of the galaxy, the component of the beam along
its kinematic major axis is ≈ 20.5". Considering the extension of the
galaxy (≈ 33") we oversample by a factor ≈ 1.2, using RADSEP = 16.5"
and allowing us to have two points. This galaxy gives the impression of
having perpendicular morphological and kinematic major axes, but this is
an apparent effect due to the elongated shape of the WSRT beam, as it
can be seen in Appendix 3.A with the less elongated beam of the VLA
data.

• AGC 219533: Beam size of 14.93"×13.62", with orientation at 25.5◦. The
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projected beam radius along the kinematic major axis of the galaxy is
13.6". We use two independent resolution elements with RADSEP = 14".

• AGC 248945: Beam size of 18.10"×14.11", with a position angle of 57.3◦.
The projected beam radius along the kinematic major axis of the galaxy is
14.7". Given the extension of the H i emission we adopt RADSEP = 14.5",
ending up with two resolution elements.

• AGC 334315: The galaxy has a beam size of 15.83"×13.94", oriented at
−65◦. Along the major axis of the galaxy, the projected size of the beam
is ≈ 14". We use two independent resolution elements with RADSEP = 16".

• AGC 749290: Beam size of 21.63"×17.88", oriented at −61◦. The projected
radius of the beam along the major axis of the galaxy is ≈ 21.4". Given
the extension of the galaxy we oversample by a factor 1.7 to get two
resolution elements per galaxy side, with RADSEP = 12", although the
resulting two rings are not independent. Because of this, the kinematic
parameters of this galaxy are less certain than for the rest of our sample,
and we plot the galaxy as an empty symbol when using its kinematic
parameters. Nevertheless, we note that the specific values of its circular
speed and velocity dispersion are similar to the values of the rest of the
sample.

3.3.3 Kinematic models

For all our galaxies the kinematic fits converge and 3DBarolo finds models which
are in good agreement with the data. Fig. 3.1–3.6 show our kinematic models in
panels c) to f): observed and modelled velocity field, and observed and modelled
(1 pixel width) PV diagrams.

The PV diagrams and rotation velocities suggest that we are tracing the flat
part of the rotation curve, as the two points of the rotation curves are consistent
with each other. This may be a possible source of confusion since some PV
diagrams, at first-sight, may look like solid-body rotation. However, this is
an effect of the beam smearing, and 3DBarolo is able to recover the intrinsic
rotation velocities (see for instance Fig. 7 and 8 in Di Teodoro & Fraternali
2015), although for AGC 749292 this is not possible to establish unambiguously
as we oversample the data by a factor 1.7. Moreover, standard rotation curves
of simulated dwarf galaxies are expected to reach the flat part well inside our
typical values of Rout (e.g., Oman et al. 2015). Observed rotation curves do
not keep rising after 2-3Rd either (e.g., Swaters 1999), which is again inside
our values of Rout. Yet, higher-resolution and higher-sensitivity observations
would be desirable to further confirm this, as well as to trace the inner rising
part which we cannot observe at the current resolution.

Taking this into account, and the fact that the inclination is the main driver
of uncertainties in the rotation velocity, we estimate the circular speeds and
their uncertainties reported in Table 3.1 as follows:
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1. For each galaxy, we run 3DBarolo two more times, but instead of using
our fiducial inclination i, we use i − 5 and i+ 5. This means that each
ring of a galaxy has three associated velocities, obtained with i, i − 5
and i + 5. 3DBarolo is able to correct for pressure-supported motions,
with the so-called asymmetric drift correction (e.g., Iorio et al. 2017),
allowing the conversion from rotation velocities to circular speeds. We
apply this correction, although it is found to be small, contributing at
most ≈ 1 km s−1.

2. For each of the above velocities (at i, i− 5 and i+ 5), and for each ring,
we generate random Gaussian distributions centred at the value of the
velocity, and with standard deviation given by the statistical errors in
the fit found by 3DBarolo. A galaxy with two resolution elements has six
corresponding Gaussian distributions, three for each ring.

3. Finally, we add all these Gaussian distributions in a broader distribution G.
For each galaxy, the circular speed (Vcirc) corresponds to the 50th percentile
of G, and its lower and upper uncertainties (Table 3.1) correspond to the
difference between that value and the 16th and 84th percentiles of G,
respectively.

Circular speeds

Our galaxies have circular speeds between 20 and 40 km s−1. Given their
baryonic masses, their velocities are a factor 2− 4 lower than the expectations
from the BTFR (see Sec. 3.5 and Chapter 3). Our lower-than-average circular
speeds are consistent with earlier observations by different authors that these
kinds of galaxies have narrower global H i profiles than other galaxies with
similar masses (L17; Spekkens & Karunakaran 2018; Janowiecki et al. 2019).

A question that may arise, given the long dynamical timescales implied by the
low rotation velocities of our UDGs, is whether they are in dynamical equilibrium.
The average dynamical time for our sample is 2 Gyr. The mean distance from
our UDGs to their nearest neighbor, according to the Arecibo General Catalog3,
is 1 Mpc. If we consider the case where all our galaxies interacted with their
nearest neighbor, and we assume that they come from a 1012 M⊙ environment
(gas-rich UDGs inhabit low-density large-scale environments, see Janowiecki
et al. 2019) with an escape speed of 200 km s−1, the mean interaction back-time
(how long ago did the interaction occur) for them is about 5 Gyr, so the galaxies
should have had time to reach a stable configuration, having completed on
average more than two full rotations.

3The Arecibo General Catalog is a catalogue containing all the sources detected in the
ALFALFA survey plus all the galaxies with optical spectroscopic detection within the
ALFALFA footprint. It is compiled and maintained by Martha Haynes and Riccardo
Giovanelli.
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Velocity dispersion

The narrowness of the (beam-smeared) PV diagrams of our galaxies, shown
in Fig. 3.1–3.6, suggests a rather low gas velocity dispersion for most of them.
This is indeed confirmed by the best-fit models of 3DBarolo. The mean velocity
dispersion for AGC 114905, AGC 219533, AGC 248945 and AGC 749290, with
a channel width of ∆v ≈ 4 km s−1, is ⟨σ⟩ = 3 ± 2 km s−1, which is below
∆v. However, based on tests using artificial data cubes, we find that, for data
like ours, 3DBarolo cannot recover the exact velocity dispersion if this lies
below ∆v, but it tends to find ⟨σ⟩ ≈ ∆v. Therefore, for these data cubes we
assume an upper limit of ⟨σ⟩ ≲ 4 km s−1. For AGC 334315, with the same
∆v ≈ 4 km s−1, we find ⟨σ⟩ = 7 ± 2 km s−1, and we adopt this value. The
WSRT data for AGC 122966, which is Hanning smoothed and of lower spatial
resolution (∆v ≈ 6 km s−1), has ⟨σ⟩ = 7± 2 km s−1.

The observed gas velocity dispersions are lower than observed in typical
spiral and dwarf galaxies. The upper limit in the velocity dispersion of the VLA
cubes is indeed similar to the velocity dispersion of the ‘cold’ neutral medium of
Leo T (Adams & Oosterloo 2018). For comparison, Iorio et al. (2017) in their
reanalysis of the kinematics of dwarf galaxies from LITTLE THINGS (Hunter
et al. 2012) found ⟨σ⟩ ∼ 9 km s−1, similar to the ⟨σ⟩ ∼ 10 km s−1 of both the
more massive spirals of Tamburro et al. (2009) and Bacchini et al. (2019a) and
the regularly-rotating starburst dwarfs from Lelli et al. (2014a). In the next
section we explore the repercussions of these results.

3.4 Thickness and turbulence in the discs of gas-
rich UDGs

3.4.1 Thickness of the gas disc

Given the gravitational potential and gas surface density of a galaxy, the value
of its velocity dispersion can be used to estimate its gas disc scale height h (see
for instance § 4.6.2 in Cimatti et al. 2019). Since our galaxies are dominated
by the gas component rather than the stellar and dark matter components, at
least up to the outermost measured point (see Fig. 3 in Chapter 3), we can
consider the simple case of a self-gravitating disc with constant circular speed in
hydrostatic equilibrium (e.g., van der Kruit 1988; Marasco & Fraternali 2011).
This exercise only provides an indicative value for h, but it is still instructive as
this measurement has not been yet carried out for UDGs. The scale height of
such discs is given by the equation

h =
σ2

πGΣgas
, (3.4)

with σ the gas velocity dispersion, G the gravitational constant and Σgas the
gas surface density.
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Assuming a mean velocity dispersion constant with radius and the mean
surface density of the disc4, we obtain a mean (median) disc scale height of
⟨h⟩ = 260 (150) pc. Note that these values may in reality be smaller, as i) we
are adopting an upper limit in the velocity dispersion for most galaxies, and
ii) we completely neglect the potential provided by the stars and dark matter,
which, even if small, would contribute to flatten the disc. We can conclude that
our galaxies do not appear to have H i discs significantly thicker than other disc
galaxies. For reference, the H i discs studied in Bacchini et al. (2019a) have
mean values for h between 130 − 540 pc, depending on the galaxy, and the
dwarfs from Banerjee et al. (2011) have ⟨h⟩ ≈ 500 pc. Note that the differences
in the assumed shape of the vertical profile are not very big: for instance, the
correction for using sech2 instead of a Gaussian function (as in Bacchini et al.
2019a) is less than 10% of the value of h.

It is also worth highlighting that given the H i radius (RHI) of our sample
(Gault et al. 2021), the values of h indicate that they have relatively ‘thin’ discs:
the extension of their discs (using for reference RHI) is on average 50 times larger
than the size of the scale height. This result also confirms that our approach of
using 3DBarolo (where galaxies are modelled as thin discs) is perfectly adequate.

3.4.2 Turbulence in the ISM

According to the Field (1965) criterion for thermal instabilities, the ISM should
only exist in stable conditions in two well-defined phases. These two phases
correspond to the cold (CNM) and warm neutral media (WNM), with tem-
peratures of ∼ 70 − 100 K and ∼ 6000 − 8000 K, respectively, although in
realistic conditions gas in the interfaces of both media exists at intermediate
temperatures (e.g., Heiles & Troland 2003). These temperatures imply a thermal
speed of 0.75− 1 km s−1 for the CNM and 7− 8 km s−1 for the WNM.

In this context, our UDGs are an intriguing case because the observed
intrinsic velocity dispersions are lower than the expected thermal speed of the
WNM. Assuming that indeed the galaxies lack of a significant amount of WNM,
the velocity dispersion can be then attributed entirely to the thermal broadening
of the CNM plus turbulence in the disc5. By further assuming that turbulence is
driven entirely by supernova explosions, we can compute the supernova efficiency
in transferring kinetic energy to the ISM (see for instance § 8.7.4 in Cimatti et al.
2019 or § VI in Mac Low & Klessen 2004). We find that efficiencies between
2 and 5% are enough to reproduce the observed low gas velocity dispersions.
While these values are limited by all our uncertainties and are valid only within
about one order of magnitude, they indicate that the supernova efficiency in
our UDGs is likely similar to the expectations for disc galaxies from different
theoretical papers like Thornton et al. (1998); Fierlinger et al. (2016) or recent
observational results (Bacchini et al. 2020a), but different from the results
4We do this for simplicity, ending-up with a constant scale height, but our discs may be flared
as in other dwarfs and spiral galaxies (e.g., Banerjee et al. 2011; Bacchini et al. 2019a).

5Note that neutral gas at T ∼ 2000 K can produce a dispersion of 4 km s−1, without additional
energy input.
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reported in other observational works like Tamburro et al. (2009) or Utomo
et al. (2019), where supernova efficiency needs to be very high and even external
drivers of turbulence (e.g., magneto-rotational instabilities) are needed. Overall
our discussion here and in Sec. 3.3.3 highlights the ‘cold’ nature of the H i disc
of our UDGs.

3.5 Understanding the deviation from the BTFR
As discussed in Chapter 3, our UDG sample lies off the canonical BTFR, with
circular speeds 2−4 times lower than galaxies with similar masses or, equivalently,
with 10 − 100 times more baryonic mass than galaxies with similar circular
speeds. This result holds after taking into account all the different possible
systematics while deriving the circular speeds and baryonic masses.

Chapter 3 postulates that it may not be surprising that no other galaxies
have been found to lie on a similar position off the BTFR as interferometric
observations are usually targeted based on optical detection and the UDGs are
a faint optical population. Some galaxies in the literature (e.g., Geha et al. 2006;
Kirby et al. 2012; Oman et al. 2016) also appear to be outliers from the BTFR,
although concerns regarding their kinematic parameters have been raised (see
discussion in Oman et al. 2016). In this section we study in more detail the
existence of outliers from the BTFR, using more galaxies with resolved 21-cm
observations from the literature than in Chapter 3. We plot our UDGs (stars)
and the different comparison samples in Fig. 3.9, together with the best-fit
line to the SPARC galaxies from Lelli et al. (2016b), extrapolated towards the
low-circular speed regime, and the expected relation for galaxies with a baryon
fraction equal to the cosmological mean (see Chapter 3). The reader interested
in the main results of this comparison, without delving into the details, may
wish to go ahead to Fig. 3.9, 3.10 and Sec. 3.5.

We start by considering all the galaxies from the SPARC sample (Lelli et al.
2016a). From the 175 galaxies listed in the data base6, 135 have an available
measurement of their asymptotically flat rotation velocity. Five out of these
135 galaxies are included in the LITTLE THINGS sample of Iorio et al. (2017),
and since their analysis is more detailed and similar to ours we do not use the
SPARC values for these galaxies. From the remaining 130 galaxies we select
those with inclinations i ≥ 30◦ and good quality flag on their rotation curve (Q
= 1, 2, see Lelli et al. 2016a for details), ending up with 120 galaxies, shown in
Fig. 3.9 as cyan circles.

We consider also the LITTLE THINGS galaxies from Iorio et al. (2017),
shown in Fig. 3.9 as blue pentagons, and the SHIELD galaxies (McNichols
et al. 2016), plotted as green octagons. Additionally, we include UGC 2162 (red
hexagon), a UDG with resolved GMRT data presented in Sengupta et al. (2019),
and a sample of nearly edge-on ‘H i–bearing ultra-diffuse sources’ (HUDs, see
L17) with ALFALFA data from He et al. (2019), shown as magenta diamonds.

6http://astroweb.cwru.edu/SPARC/SPARC_Lelli2016c.mrt

http://astroweb.cwru.edu/SPARC/SPARC_Lelli2016c.mrt
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Figure 3.9: Circular speed vs. baryonic mass plane for different galaxy samples.
Gas-rich UDGs are shown as orange stars, except for AGC 749290, whose circular
speed is less robust than for the rest of the sample, and it is shown as a white star.
The black dotted like shows the fit to the SPARC galaxies from Lelli et al. (2016b),
extrapolated towards low circular speeds. The grey solid line is the expectation for
galaxies that have a baryon fraction equal to the cosmological mean. When including
more galaxies from the literature in this plane, the apparent gap between the canonical
BTFR and our UDGs is populated. See the text for details.

While we restrict our comparison to samples with resolved H i data and the
sample of UDGs from He et al. (2019), some other studies based on unresolved
H i data are also worth briefly mentioning in the context of the BTFR. For
example, the sample from Geha et al. (2006) shows a number of low-mass dwarf
galaxies that increase the scatter of the BTFR at low velocities. In particular,
for Vrot ≲ 40 km s−1, most of their dwarfs rotate too slowly for their baryonic
mass (see their Fig. 7). Also, Guo et al. (2020) have recently used unresolved
data from ALFALFA and faint SDSS imaging to suggest that 19 dwarfs they
observe show similar properties as those discussed in Chapter 3: the galaxies
seem to rotate too slowly for their masses and to have less dark matter than
expected. The result from Guo et al. (2020) by itself, however, may be subject
of concern as they used unresolved data to estimate the rotation velocities, and
lack information on the inclination of the H i disc as they derive an inclination
from shallow SDSS data that may not inform us on the actual orientation of the
disc (see for instance Starkenburg et al. 2019; Sánchez Almeida & Filho 2019;
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Gault et al. 2021).

The outcome of including all the different samples can be seen in Fig. 3.9.
Appendix 3.B provides comments on the most interesting individual galaxies
from each of the samples discussed above. In general, Fig. 3.9 suggests that it is
likely that our UDGs are not the only outliers from the canonical BTFR at low
circular speeds, although they may be the most extreme cases. In this context,
we examine the deviation from the SPARC fit as a function of central surface
brightness and disc scale length; in Appendix 3.B we provide the references
from which the structural parameters of the galaxies in Fig. 3.9 are obtained.

We realise that those galaxies above the SPARC fit usually have lower surface
brightness than galaxies in the relation, as expected for a constant M/L (see
discussion in Zwaan et al. 1995 and McGaugh & de Blok 1998). However, this is
not true for all the galaxies, and the analysis may be significantly influenced by
the different strategies employed to derive the surface brightness in the literature
(e.g., if values are corrected or not for inclination, dust reddening and Galactic
extinction, and if different filters were used). Instead, measuring the radius
of galaxies is more straightforward, as it has been shown to be less dependent
on the different optical and infrared bands used to derive it (see for instance
Fig. B2 in Román & Trujillo 2017a and Fig. 1 in Falcón-Barroso et al. 2011).

Different authors have found no correlation of the residuals of the best-fit
BTFR and observations with other galaxy parameters. For instance, Lelli
et al. (2016b) reported no trend as a function of effective radius, scale length
or central surface brightness, and Ponomareva et al. (2018) extended these
results for Hubble type, colour, SFR and gas fraction (see also Ponomareva
et al. 2017 and references therein). Notwithstanding, Avila-Reese et al. (2008),
with a larger fraction of LSB galaxies, reported that the scale lengths of their
sample do correlate with the residuals of the BTFR, with smaller galaxies
deviating towards higher velocities at fixed baryonic mass (note however that
they looked at the BTFR using Vmax, instead of Vflat like in the other two
mentioned studies). Apart from the existence of these discrepancies, those
works include only a few galaxies with circular speeds similar to those of our
UDGs (Vcirc ≈ 20− 40 km s−1), so it is interesting to re-consider the possible
existence of correlations within the same range in velocity as our sample, using
the compilation of galaxies that we have shown in this section.

Given the values of Vcirc for our sample, we consider galaxies with 15 km s−1 <
Vcirc < 45 km s−1, and we use them in Fig. 3.9 to build the Rd −∆Mbar

plane.
Here Rd is the stellar scale length and ∆Mbar

the vertical distance of the galaxies
from the BTFR, defined as the logarithmic difference between the observed
baryonic mass and the value expected from the extrapolated SPARC BTFR,
∆Mbar

≡ log(Mbar,obs/Mbar,BTFR). A clear trend is found: at these low circular
speeds, larger (more diffuse) galaxies lie systematically above the SPARC BTFR
while the more compact ones lie below; the correlation has a slope around 1.5.

Spearman tests tell us that the correlation is significant at a 99.9% confidence
level (p−value ≈ 10−8) when all the samples are considered. This holds even if
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Figure 3.10: Disc scale
length vs. vertical distance
from the BTFR, for galax-
ies of different samples
with 15 km s−1 < Vcirc <
45 km s−1. Symbols are as
in Fig. 3.9 and the dashed
line represents no offset
from the SPARC BTFR. A
correlation between both
parameters is observed,
with larger galaxies falling
systematically above the
BTFR. Some samples have
no reported uncertainty
in Rd, so we do not plot
any horizontal error-bar for
consistency.
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we exclude our UDGs (p−value ≈ 0.0003). The correlation is less robust but
still significant at the 95% level when considering exclusively the SPARC and
LITTLE THINGS galaxies (p−value ≈ 0.02).

This trend is potentially of great importance because it provides evidence
supporting the idea that the deviation from the BTFR at low circular speeds is
driven by physical processes related to the optical size of the galaxies (which is
independent of the kinematics), and that it is not only an effect produced by
observational biases.

One may wonder whether it is possible to interpret the trend as a spurious
relation due to a severe underestimation of the circular speed of the galaxies: if
the galaxies that deviate from the SPARC BTFR have wrong measurements
but actually have Vcirc ≈ 80− 100 km s−1, then they would be expected to have
larger scale lengths, giving rise to the trend observed in Fig. 3.9.

We find this unlikely for several reasons. First, as discussed in Chapter 3,
a significant underestimation of the circular speeds of our sample is extremely
unlikely. Further, since galaxies from several independent samples analyzed
with independent techniques all seem to follow the trend in Fig. 3.9, so the
circular speeds of all the other galaxies would need to be underestimated in
precisely the same way, which seems very unlikely. Finally, let us consider, ad
absurdum, the following scenario. If we assume that all galaxies that deviate
from the SPARC BTFR have wrong measurements, but they actually lie on
it with Vcirc ∼ 80 km s−1, then those galaxies should have higher surface
brightness than dwarfs with Vcirc ∼ 20− 40 km s−1. So, if the trend in Fig. 3.9
is spurious, we should also find that galaxies which (apparently, due to wrong
measurements) deviate from the BTFR have higher surface brightness than the
dwarfs (Vcirc ∼ 20− 40 km s−1) in the BTFR, which is not observed. Based on
this we are led to believe that the correlation in Fig. 3.9 is real, and it provides
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an extra parameter to explain the deviation from the canonical BTFR and its
larger scatter at the low-velocity regime.

The vertical offset from the BTFR can also be seen as a progression in the
baryon fraction of the galaxies: at fixed Vcirc, the more baryonic mass a galaxy
has, the higher its baryon fraction is. This, coupled with our results above,
implies that at low circular speeds Rd plays a role affecting the baryon fraction
of galaxies (see Sec. 3.6.5 for more details).

Based on our discussion, we outline a possible interpretation of our results
regarding the phenomenology of the BTFR. Perhaps, the SPARC BTFR holds
at low circular speeds (Vcirc ≲ 50 km s−1), but the distribution of galaxies
in the Vcirc −Mbar plane may be more complex than a well-defined and tight
relation as the one established at larger circular velocities, with dwarf galaxies
showing baryon fractions above the one implied by the canonical BTFR but still
below the cosmological limit. From our analysis, it looks very possible that the
disc scale length is an important parameter regulating the deviation from the
canonical BTFR. A more extreme scenario would be one where the canonical
BTFR breaks down at low circular speeds, being replaced by a 2D distribution.
Given the selection biases and small statistics of the samples being analysed, we
cannot discern among these options, and this should be addressed with more
complete and representative samples.

3.6 Discussion: the origin of gas-rich UDGs
Using the kinematic information derived in the previous sections, here we discuss
how our results compare with predictions from some of the main theories that
have been proposed to explain the origin and properties of UDGs.

3.6.1 Brief comparison with NIHAO simulations: formation
via feedback-driven outflows?

Di Cintio et al. (2017) studied simulated dwarf galaxies from the Numerical
Investigation of a Hundred Astrophysical Objects (NIHAO) simulations (Wang
et al. 2015), and found a subset of them with properties similar to observed UDGs
in isolation. They found that intermittent feedback episodes associated with
bursty star formation histories modify the dark and luminous matter distribution,
allowing dwarf galaxies to expand, as their baryons move to more external orbits
(see also e.g., Navarro et al. 1996; Read & Gilmore 2005; Pontzen & Governato
2012 or Read et al. 2016b for further considerations). Because of this, some of
their simulated dwarf galaxies become larger, entering in the classification of
UDGs. Chan et al. (2018) reported similar results with the FIRE simulations
(e.g., Hopkins et al. 2018). We have observational evidence suggesting that our
galaxies have low velocity dispersions and thus a low turbulence in the ISM. In
principle, this seems at odds with models that require stellar feedback strong
enough to modify the matter distribution. A detailed comparison between our
observations and this kind of simulations it is beyond the scope of this study.
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Yet, it is interesting to make some brief comments on some apparent similarities
and discrepancies between the simulated NIHAO UDGs and our sample.

By inspecting the optical scale lengths, we see that our largest galaxies have
no counterparts among the NIHAO UDGs (their largest simulated UDG has
Rd ≈ 2 kpc). In general, the mean values differ by a factor 2.5 (ours being
larger), but strong selection effects are at play so this should be studied with
a complete sample. The gas mass of our galaxies and NIHAO UDGs largely
overlap, but our distribution has a sharp selection cut around MHI < 108.5 M⊙.

The UDGs formation mechanism proposed by Di Cintio et al. (2017) can
also be contrasted with the observational results of Chapter 3, in particular the
baryon fraction of the galaxies with respect to the cosmological mean and the
inner amount of dark matter. Di Cintio et al. (2017) mention that their simulated
UDGs show a correlation between their optical size and baryon fraction, with
their largest UDG having a baryon fraction up to 50% of the cosmological value,
with a mean of 20% for the whole sample. Our UDGs have ≈ 100% of the
cosmological value. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, our galaxies have also
larger scale lengths than the NIHAO UDGs, so one may wonder whether their
higher baryon fraction is just a consequence of this. Extending our sample
to include UDGs with smaller Re may shed light on the connection between
them and the simulated NIHAO UDGs. The inner dark matter content is a
major discrepancy between our observations and the UDGs that the NIHAO
simulation produces: our galaxies show very low dark matter fractions within
their discs (measured within ∼ 2 Re on average), while Jiang et al. (2019)
found that the NIHAO UDGs are centrally dark-matter dominated (measuring
the dark-matter content within 1 Re). Related to this, Di Cintio et al. (2017)
reported that their UDGs have dark matter concentration parameters typical
of galaxies with similar halo masses. This does not seem to be the case in our
sample: preliminary attempts of rotation curve decomposition of our UDGs show
that if they inhabit ‘normal’ NFW (Navarro et al. 1997) dark matter haloes (i.e.
with a halo mass typical of galaxies with their stellar mass), their concentration
parameters need to be extremely low (see also Sengupta et al. 2019), far off
expectations of canonical concentration-halo mass relations (e.g., Dutton &
Macciò 2014). This should be investigated further with data at higher spatial
resolution, but it opens the exciting possibility of providing clues on the nature
of dark matter itself (e.g. Yang et al. 2020). Producing artificial data cubes of
the NIHAO UDGs to explore their H i kinematic parameters (like their position
with respect to the BTFR), as well as obtaining SFR histories for our sample
would also allow an interesting and conclusive comparison, although the latter
has been proved to be challenging even for closer UDGs (e.g., Ruiz-Lara et al.
2018; Martín-Navarro et al. 2019). Stellar kinematics seems to be a promising
tool as well (Cardona-Barrero et al. 2020).
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3.6.2 High angular momentum

Angular momentum is a fundamental quantity to understand the origin of high
surface brightness and LSB galaxies (e.g., Dalcanton et al. 1997; Di Cintio
et al. 2019), and it is usually studied via the so-called spin or λ–parameter
for dark matter haloes (e.g., Mo et al. 1998; Dutton & van den Bosch 2012;
Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 2016; Posti et al. 2018a) or with the specific angular
momentum–mass relation for the stellar component (e.g., Fall 1983; Romanowsky
& Fall 2012; Fall & Romanowsky 2018; Posti et al. 2018b).

One of the main ideas to explain the large scale lengths and faint luminosi-
ties of UDGs is that they are dwarfs living in high spin (high-λ) dark matter
haloes. This is supported by some semi-analytical models and hydrodynamical
simulations, where the size of a galaxy is set by its λ, that seem to reproduce
different observational properties of the (cluster) UDG population like abun-
dance, colours and sizes (e.g., Amorisco & Loeb 2016; Rong et al. 2017; Liao
et al. 2019). Some other simulations, however, do not find anything atypical in
the angular momentum content of UDGs (e.g., Di Cintio et al. 2017; Tremmel
et al. 2020). In this Section we investigate the angular momentum content of
our sample, looking separately at the specific angular momentum of gas and
stars.

H i specific angular momentum

Based on H i observations, L17 and Spekkens & Karunakaran (2018) suggested
that gas-rich UDGs could indeed have higher λ–parameter than other galaxies
of similar mass. However, these results are derived from the relation given
by Hernandez et al. (2007) to estimate λ from observations, which is highly
assumption-dependent, as discussed in detail in Dutton & van den Bosch (2012).
In particular, our galaxies do not follow the same BTFR nor seem to have
the same disc mass fraction as the galaxies used by Hernandez et al. (2007) to
calibrate their relation. Therefore, we decided not to estimate the λ–parameter
in that way, and we emphasise that the calibration of Hernandez et al. (2007)
should be used with caution, as also mentioned in L17, Spekkens & Karunakaran
(2018) and Sengupta et al. (2019).

Unfortunately, we cannot robustly estimate the angular momentum of the
gas component of our galaxies as we lack the resolution needed to determine
the shape of the surface density profile (e.g., Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014;
Kurapati et al. 2018), so we can only make qualitative statements (see also
Sengupta et al. 2019). In this context, the fact that our gas-rich UDGs lie on
the H i mass–size relation (Gault et al. 2021) is useful, as it tells us that their
H i discs have normal sizes for their H i mass. Additionally, we have shown that
the gas rotates at velocities much lower than other galaxies with the same H i
mass. Together, these results suggest that our UDGs have low-to-normal gas
specific angular momenta compared with galaxies of similar H i mass.
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Stellar specific angular momentum

As mentioned before, the stellar specific angular momentum–mass relation
(sometimes called ‘Fall’ relation, see Fall 1983; Romanowsky & Fall 2012) is
often used as a more direct way to study the angular momentum of galaxies.
To compute this relation, high-resolution (stellar) rotation curves and stellar
surface density profiles are needed. However, it is common (see discussion in
Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Rizzo et al. 2018) to adopt the approximation

j∗ = 2 Rd Vrot,∗ , (3.5)

where j∗ is the stellar specific angular momentum, Rd the optical disc scale
length and Vrot,∗ the stellar rotation velocity. This approximation has been
proved to work very well, and it is valid for galaxies with exponential light
profiles and flat rotation curves. Thus, to use this simplified version to compute
j∗ for our sample, we have to assume flat rotation curves, which seems at
least tentatively supported by our data, and exponential profiles, that describe
reasonably well the stellar profile of our galaxies (see Gault et al. 2021).

As the rotation velocity of the stars is needed, the next step is assuming
that their rotation can be inferred from the circular velocity of the galaxies, by
means of the stellar asymmetric drift correction (VAD,∗), via the equation

V 2
rot,∗ = V 2

circ − V 2
AD,∗ . (3.6)

To compute VAD,∗, we follow the approach described in Posti et al. (2018b),
using the equation:

V 2
AD,∗ = σ2

0,z

3R

2Rd
e−R/Rd , (3.7)

with σ0,z the vertical stellar velocity dispersion7. For simplicity we use only the
outermost point of the rotation curve, so effectively R = Rout. As discussed by
Posti et al. (2018b), the value of σ0,z depends on the central surface brightness
(Martinsson et al. 2013), and for our sample it is about 5 km s−1.

The results of this exercise are shown in Fig. 3.11, where we plot our galaxies
in the M∗ vs. j∗ plane. We compare our UDGs with the galaxies studied in
Posti et al. (2018b), showing also the best-fit relation (dashed line) and scatter
(pink band) that they obtain. We stress here that the assumptions that we
have made in our analysis are the same as in Posti et al. (2018b), making the
comparison in Fig. 3.11 as fair as our data allow.

Three of our galaxies (AGC 114905, AGC 248945 and AGC 749290) lie
within the 1σ scatter of the relation. AGC 219533 and AGC 334315 have a
j∗ about 3 − 4 times larger than the best-fit line, although the observational
scatter is relatively large at those values of M∗. The outlier with the highest
j∗ is AGC 122966, which has both the largest optical disc scale length and
7Eq. 3.7 assumes isotropy, i.e., σR = σz . However, as explored by Posti et al. (2018b), the
difference between this or assuming extreme anistropic profiles is rather small, of less than
10%.
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Figure 3.11: Stellar specific
angular momentum–mass re-
lation. Orange stars show
our UDGs (AGC 749290 is
in white as in Fig. 3.9) and
the red square their mean
position. Blue circles show
the sample analyzed by Posti
et al. (2018b), while the
black dashed line and the
pink band are their best-fit
relation and its 1σ scatter,
respectively.

highest rotation velocity of our sample, resulting in a j∗ about 9 times larger
than expected. Note, however, that the Fall relation is not well-constrained
at M∗ < 108 M⊙. A caveat to bear in mind regarding AGC 122966 is that
it has the lowest surface brightness of our sample (see Table 1 in Chapter 3),
so its scale length is relatively more uncertain than for the other UDGs. The
mean (median) ratio between the measured and expected j∗ of our galaxies is
3.3 (2.5). These numbers are of course dependent on the several assumptions
we have made, and need to be confirmed with better data and more accurate
calculations (for instance by obtaining high-resolution stellar rotation curves to
formally compute j∗ instead of using the approximation of Eq. 3.5 with Eq. 3.7).
Yet, our simple analysis indicates that, as a population, our gas-rich UDGs may
have a j∗ a factor ≈ 3 higher than the expectations for dwarf irregular galaxies
with similar M∗, as shown graphically with in Fig. 3.11, where the mean value
for our sample is indicated in red. This larger j∗ may help explaining why UDGs
have more extended optical disc scale length/effective radius than other dwarf
irregulars.

The H i component of our galaxies is both more massive and more extended,
so one may speculate that its specific angular momentum is likely to be more
representative of the spin of the dark matter halo. If this is the case, our UDGs
would be galaxies that inhabit dark haloes with normal-to-low λ but with higher-
than-average j∗, meaning that they would be galaxies with a higher-than-average
‘retained’ fraction of angular momentum (j∗/jhalo), as suggested by Posti et al.
(2018a).

3.6.3 ‘Failed’ Milky Way galaxies

Another mechanism proposed to explain the nature of UDGs is that they could
be ‘failed’ Milky Way-like galaxies, with massive dark matter haloes that for
different reasons (e.g., strong supernova feedback or gas stripping) failed at
converting their gas into stars (van Dokkum et al. 2016). This idea is mainly
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motivated by the high velocity dispersions of globular cluster observed around a
few UDGs (e.g., van Dokkum et al. 2016; Toloba et al. 2018) and by the large
effective radius of UDGs (but see Chamba et al. 2020). However, several other
studies, both observational and theoretical, show that most UDGs should reside
in dwarf galaxy-sized dark matter haloes (e.g., Beasley & Trujillo 2016; Rong
et al. 2017; Amorisco 2018; Ruiz-Lara et al. 2018; Kovács et al. 2019; Prole et al.
2019a; Tremmel et al. 2020).

A dark matter NFW halo of virial mass 1012 M⊙, following a standard
concentration-mass relation, is expected to have a maximum circular speed
around 170 km s−1, with a value of about 120 km s−1 at our typical Rout, much
larger than the velocities observed in our sample. Thus, our data can safely
exclude the ‘failed’ Milky Way scenario as an origin for our gas-rich UDGs.

Actually, the fact that our galaxies have a baryon fraction close to the
cosmological mean (see Fig. 3.9) suggests that they may reside in ∼ 1010 M⊙
dark mater haloes8, although this should be confirmed with a detailed mass
decomposition and will be the subject of future work.

3.6.4 Ancient tidal dwarfs

Tidal dwarf galaxies (TDGs) are self-gravitating systems formed from the
collapsed tidal debris of interacting galaxies. Because of this, one expects to find
them inhabiting the chaotic environments near their progenitors, even after some
Gyr (e.g., Duc et al. 2014; Lelli et al. 2015). In fact, TDGs in the nearby universe
are usually found within 15 Re,p of their progenitors (Re,p being the effective
radius of the progenitor, Kaviraj et al. 2012). As they form from pre-enriched
material they are expected to show high metallicities (e.g., Duc & Mirabel 1998,
but see also Hunter et al. 2000), and due to their weak gravitational potential
they should be free of dark matter (see Hunter et al. 2000; Braine et al. 2001;
Lelli et al. 2015 and references therein).

From an observational point of view, TDGs present some properties similar
to those in our sample of UDGs. For instance, it has been argued that they are
comparable in terms of effective radius and surface brightness (Duc et al. 2014).
Perhaps more intriguingly, they also share dynamical properties: they lie off the
BTFR and show dark matter fractions close to zero within their H i discs (Lelli
et al. 2015). Given all this, it is pertinent to ask whether or not our gas-rich
UDGs may be TDGs. In this Section we explain why we consider this scenario
unlikely.

The strongest evidence against a tidal origin is the environment of our UDGs.
They cannot be young tidal dwarfs given their totally different environments:
they are isolated with the mean distances to their nearest, second-nearest and
third-nearest neighbors being 1 Mpc, 1.4 Mpc and 1.7 Mpc, respectively. This
is completely different from the expected progenitor-TDG separation of 15 Re,p,

8This comes from the fact that the cosmological baryon fraction fbar = Mbar/MDM ≈ 0.16,
so a galaxy with a baryon fraction equal to fbar should reside in a dark matter halo with
MDM = Mbar/fbar ≈ 6Mbar.
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which would typically be around 100 kpc. It would be required that all our
galaxies formed as TDGs some Gyr ago, and the separation between all of them
and the other interacting galaxy increased up to at least 1 Mpc, which seems
unlikely (see also the text in Sec. 3.3.3).

One may also argue that we do not find remaining signs of tidal interactions
around our galaxies, but this could be just because detecting such interactions is
hard (e.g., Holwerda et al. 2011; Müller et al. 2019). Perhaps more importantly,
from cosmological simulations one would expect TDGs to have smaller sizes
than typical dwarfs (see the discussion in Haslbauer et al. 2019a), while UDGs
are exactly the opposite, a population of galaxies with much larger optical radii
than other dwarfs; Duc et al. (2014), however, argue that some old TDGs are
larger than normal dwarfs.

Currently, our interpretation is that our galaxies live in ∼ 1010 M⊙ dark
mater haloes and the dark-matter deficiency is restricted to the extent of the
H i disc. However, our current data cannot unambiguously distinguish between
this scenario and one where our UDGs have very little, if any, dark matter in
their whole extension, as expected in TDGs. The mass decomposition in our
galaxies would then conclusively tell us if in fact there is room to accommodate
(low-concentration) 1010 M⊙ dark mater haloes or if their lack of dark matter is
analogous to that in TDGs.

3.6.5 Weak feedback producing little mass losses

Different cosmological hydrodynamical simulations predict large mass loading
factors in dwarf galaxies (e.g., Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Ford et al. 2014),
although other theoretical studies show that big mass losses do not necessarily
take place (see for instance Strickland & Stevens 2000; Dalcanton 2007; Emerick
et al. 2018; Romano et al. 2019). Supporting this latter scenario, there is recent
observational evidence (McQuinn et al. 2019, see also Lelli et al. 2014b) that
the mass loading factors in dwarf galaxies are indeed relatively small, as often
the outflows do not reach the virial radii of the galaxies and are kept inside
their haloes, available for the regular baryon cycle. These results suggest that
some dwarfs may have baryon fractions larger than expected, qualitatively in
agreement with our gas-rich UDGs with ‘no missing baryons’.

In this chapter, along with Chapter 3, we suggest that a scenario where
feedback processes in our UDGs have been relatively weak and inefficient in
ejecting gas out of their virial radii could explain their quiescent ISM (in-
ferred from the velocity dispersion) and high baryon fractions (as derived from
the BTFR). In Fig. 3.9, we found a significant trend for low-mass galaxies
(15 km s−1 < Vcirc < 45 km s−1) where they deviate more from the canonical
BTFR, towards higher masses (and thus have a larger baryon fraction), if they
have large disc scale lengths. As most of these galaxies have normal or low
SFRs with respect to their stellar masses (e.g., Teich et al. 2016; L17, but more
robust measurements would be desirable), their large disc scale lengths then
imply that they have lower-than-average (about an order of magnitude) SFR
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surface densities, and we speculate that this affects their capability to drive
outflows powerful enough to eject baryons out of their virial radius, and thus
allowing the galaxies to retain a higher-than-average baryon fraction. Recently,
using high-resolution hydrodynamical simulations, Romano et al. (2019) have
shown, for a ultra faint dwarf galaxy, that this indeed may be the case: the gas
removal of a galaxy depends on the distribution of supernovae explosions and
thus in the distribution of star formation. Those authors find that the more
evenly spread or ‘diluted’ the distribution of OB associations is, the higher is
the gas fraction that the galaxy keeps, in agreement with our interpretation.

3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we present the 3D kinematic models of six dwarf gas-rich ultra-
diffuse galaxies (UDGs). By analysing VLA and WSRT 21-cm observations
with the software 3DBarolo, we derive reliable measurements of the circular
speed and gas velocity dispersion of our sample galaxies. Our models have been
used by Chapter 3 to show that the galaxies lie significantly above the baryonic
Tully-Fisher relation.

Our main findings can be summarised as follows:

• We have shown that the kinematic models are robust (Fig. 3.1-3.8) and
our galaxies have circular speeds of 20− 40 km s−1.

• Our UDGs exhibit low gas velocity dispersions, lower than observed in
most dwarf irregular galaxies before. Their H i layers have the typical
thicknesses observed in other dwarfs and disc galaxies, and gas turbulence
appears to be fed by supernovae with efficiencies of just a few percent.

• We have reviewed the canonical baryonic Tully-Fisher relation, showing
that these gas-rich UDGs are likely not the only outliers, although they
may represent the most extreme cases (Fig. 3.9).

• At circular speeds below ≈ 45 km s−1 the vertical deviation from the
canonical baryonic Tully-Fisher relation correlates with the disc scale
length of the galaxies (Fig. 3.9).

• The low velocity dispersions observed in our sample seem at odds with
models where UDGs originate from feedback-driven outflows. Our galaxies
tend to have larger scale lengths than the simulated NIHAO UDGs and to
have higher baryon fractions, but they share some other structural proper-
ties. The most important discrepancy is that, unlike NIHAO simulated
UDGs, our galaxies have little dark matter in the inner regions (within
∼ 2Re).

• We find indications that the gas specific angular momentum of our sample
is similar or slightly lower than that in other galaxies of similar H i mass.
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However, the specific angular momentum of the stellar component may be
(a factor ≈ 3) higher-than-average at given M∗ (Fig. 3.11). This can help
to explain the large optical scale length of UDGs.

• The measured low circular speeds rule out the possible origin as ‘failed’
Milky Way galaxies for our UDGs.

• Fully testing the idea that all our six galaxies are old tidal dwarf galaxies is
not possible with our observations, but their isolation seems to go against
this possibility.

• To explain the high baryon fractions and low turbulence in the discs,
in Chapter 3 we have suggested that these galaxies experienced ‘weak’
feedback, allowing them to retain all of their baryons. Here we have shown
that this idea is consistent with our findings: the larger the optical disc
scale length of dwarf galaxies is, the more they depart from the canonical
baryonic Tully-Fisher relation towards higher baryonic masses. Their
extended optical sizes coupled with normal star formation rates result in
very low star formation rate surface densities, impacting their capability
to lose mass via outflows.
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3.A WSRT vs. VLA data
As mentioned in the main text, two galaxies in our sample, AGC 122966 and
AGC 334315, have both VLA and WSRT data. Given the spatial resolution
and S/N of the data, we adopt as our ‘fiducial’ data the WSRT observations for
AGC 122966 and the VLA observations for AGC 334315. Here we delve into the
reasons in which we based these choices, and we show the complementary data:
the VLA data for AGC 122966 as well as the WSRT data for AGC 334315. We
also make the comparison between the kinematic and geometrical parameters of
the different data.

The VLA data cube of AGC 122966 has a lower S/N than the WSRT
one. Moreover, the emission is less extended, and we have to oversample by a
factor 2 in order to fit the galaxy with 3DBarolo. Fig. 3.12 shows the stellar
image, H i map, and observed and modelled velocity fields and PV diagrams.
From inspecting the major-axis PV, we can see that the emission connecting
approaching and receding sides is not detected. More importantly, it looks
likely that there is emission missing at the end of the approaching and residing
sides too, which would significantly affect the recovered value of the rotation
velocity. In fact, while for the WSRT cube 3DBarolo finds a projected velocity
of 26 km s−1, it finds 16 km s−1 for the VLA cube. Given all this, we decided
to use the WSRT data for this galaxy (Fig. 3.2).

Despite the problems deriving the kinematics, we can still use the VLA data
to independently estimate the inclination of the galaxy as described in the main
text. Our method finds an inclination of 44◦ ± 5◦ using the WSRT H i map
and of 40◦ ± 5◦ with the VLA data, meaning that the inclination estimates
from the different data cubes are consistent with each other. The VLA data of
AGC 122966 is not only useful to confirm our inclination measurements, but
also because the morphology of the galaxy can be better appreciated without
the elongated beam of the WSRT observations (Fig. 3.12). Finally, the models
for the different cubes have the same systemic velocity and physical center.

On the other hand, for AGC 334315 the VLA data (Fig. 3.5), have better
quality (although a factor 2 less extended) than the WSRT data, shown in
Fig. 3.13: the spatial and spectral resolution are better, and the beam is more
circular. With this, one can more clearly appreciate the H i structure as well
as the intrinsic shape and velocity field of the galaxy. Apart from this, the
parameters found for the two different data cubes are perfectly compatible with
each other: we find an inclination of 45◦ ± 5◦ for the VLA map and of 52◦ ± 5◦

with the WSRT one, in agreement within the reported uncertainties. The final
circular speed is also the same within the uncertainties: 25 km s−1 at 8.5 kpc
for the VLA data, and 26 km s−1 at 18 kpc for the WSRT observations. The
models for the different cubes share also the same systemic velocity and physical
center.
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Figure 3.12: VLA data and kinematic models for AGC 122966. Panels and symbols as
in Fig. 3.1. The H i contours are at 0.5, 1, 2 and 4×1020 atoms cm−2.
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Figure 3.13: WSRT data and kinematic models for AGC 334315. Panels and symbols
as in Fig. 3.1. The H i contours are at 0.35, 0.7, 1.4 and 2.8×1020 atoms cm−2.
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3.B Comparison samples

3.B.1 The BTFR

Fig. 3.9 shows the circular speed–baryonic mass plane, with galaxies scattering
around the BTFR. The main result from the figure is that the region between our
extreme UDGs and galaxies following the extrapolation of the SPARC BTFR
at low masses, is populated by other dwarf galaxies. When discussing specific
galaxies which are particularly interesting given their position with respect to
the SPARC BTFR, we provide their coordinates on the Vcirc −Mbar plane.

SPARC

Within this sample (cyan circles in Fig. 3.9), two galaxies deviate significantly
from the SPARC BTFR: UGC 7125 (65 km s−1, 109.86 M⊙) and UGC 9992
(34 km s−1, 108.77 M⊙).

UGC 7125 has an inclination of 90◦ and Q = 1, so its position seems robust,
even though, as Lelli et al. (2016b) mention, the galaxy has a relatively large
uncertainty on its mass due to a high distance-correction for Virgocentric infall.

UGC 9992 has an inclination of 30◦ ± 10◦ and Q = 2. Its PV diagram
(Swaters 1999) is regular and traces the flat part of the rotation curve. To bring
this galaxy back to the BTFR an inclination of ∼ 17◦ would be needed. For this
hypothetical inclination to be correct, an error of 13◦ in the measured inclination
is needed, a bit larger than the quoted uncertainty of 10◦ but within 1.5σ. It
is worth mentioning that two other galaxies with i = 30◦ ± 10◦ (F571-V1 and
UGC 7261) lie much closer to the BTFR, as well as, for instance, the galaxies
UGC 11914, UGC 6930 and UGC 10310, with i = 31◦±5◦, 32◦±5◦ and 34◦±6◦,
respectively.

LITTLE THINGS

Most LITTLE THINGS galaxies lie around the extrapolation of the SPARC
BTFR, even when some of their rotation curves have not clearly reached their
flat part (see Iorio et al. 2017). DDO 50 (also known as UGC 4305 or Ho II) is
an outlier, in a position very close to our UDGs (39 km s−1, 108.95 M⊙). Its
rotation curve has clearly reached the flat part but the inclination of the galaxy
is relatively low, 30◦. Different values have been proposed, ranging from 30◦ to
50◦ (see Oman et al. 2016; Iorio et al. 2017 and references therein), so the exact
value of its circular speed remains somewhat uncertain. However, an inclination
of ∼ 18◦ is needed for the galaxy to lie directly on the canonical BTFR, which
is outside the wide range proposed in the literature.

IC 1613 (also known as DDO 8, not shown in Fig. 3.9), is another well known
candidate to be an outlier from the BTFR with a baryonic mass of 107.9 M⊙
and rotation velocity of about 20 km s−1 (Oh et al. 2015; Oman et al. 2016).
It is part of the LITTLE THINGS galaxies studied in Oh et al. (2015), but
was excluded in the work of Iorio et al. (2017). While the galaxy is potentially
interesting, there may be issues with its inclination and equilibrium state, as
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mentioned in Read et al. (2017), Because of this, as in Iorio et al. (2017), we do
not consider this galaxy in Fig. 3.9.

In the sample from Iorio et al. (2017), DDO 101 (59 km s−1, 107.94 M⊙)
stands out but for being an outlier that rotates too fast for its baryonic mass.
However, Read et al. (2017) have demonstrated that this discrepancy is largely
mitigated if the galaxy is farther away than the distance used in Iorio et al.
(2017), so it is possible that the uncertainties in distance (and thus in baryonic
mass) have been underestimated for this galaxy.

SHIELD

Due to the very low spatial resolution data the analysis of this sample was very
challenging, as discussed in McNichols et al. (2016). Five out of twelve galaxies
in the sample have rotation velocities estimated from fitting tilted-ring models
to the observed low-spatial resolution velocity fields, and at least three of the
resulting rotation curves have no indication of a flattening. The remaining
velocities were derived from the visual inspection of different PV slices (see
McNichols et al. 2016 for details). In addition to this, the asymmetric drift
correction was not applied to the galaxies, and the inclination comes from optical
data rather than from the H i itself. Despite these differences with other analyses,
the twelve galaxies lie around the extrapolation of the canonical BTFR.

Edge-on HUDs

He et al. (2019) selected a sample of nearly edge-on HUDs that were not
originally selected in the catalogue of L17 due to selection effects (given their
high inclination the galaxies have apparent higher surface brightness). As
the optical morphology indicates that the galaxies are edge-on, corrections for
inclination are negligible. Their optical images, shown in He et al. (2019),
suggest that their stellar structure is not exactly the same as in our sample, as
theirs look more regular and thinner, but it is hard to unequivocally judge this
as our sample is not edge-on. However, the stellar component of our sample is
both more extended and of lower surface brightness.

Most of these galaxies (magenta diamonds in Fig. 3.9) show velocities nearly
compatible with the SPARC BTFR. The clear outlier is AGC 202262, that
shows the narrowest velocity width, with a rotation of about 30 km s−1. An
inclination of ∼ 40◦, totally incompatible with the optical image (but see the
caveats on the optical-gas misalignment reported in Starkenburg et al. 2019 or
Gault et al. 2021), would be required to put the galaxy on the canonical BTFR.

UGC 2162

UGC 2162 is a UDG which has been studied using 3DBarolo in resolved GMRT
observations (Sengupta et al. 2019). Two caveats exist regarding this galaxy.
First, Sengupta et al. (2019) mention that it has large uncertainties in its
baryonic mass (probably because of the uncertainty associated with its distance;
the galaxy is much closer than those in our sample), and second, its rotation
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curve is oversampled and does not show signs of flattening (the emission is less
extended than in our data), although it is presumably close to reaching the flat
part (see Fig. 2 in Oman et al. 2015).

While these caveats should be taken into account, the position of UGC 21629

in Fig. 3.9 (red hexagon) seems in line with our results. Note also that UGC 2162
is less ‘extreme’ than our UDGs: it is less massive, smaller and slightly brighter.
Assuming that the amplitude of the rotation curve does not increase significantly
beyond the outermost measured radius, the galaxy would need an inclination of
≈ 39◦ to be on the SPARC BTFR, far from the measured inclination of 55◦ in
Sengupta et al. (2019).

3.B.2 Disc scale length and central surface brightness values

In Fig. 3.9 we study the deviation from the BTFR as a function of the disc
scale length; the central surface brightness of the galaxies was also inspected.
We have obtained these structural parameters from the following sources in the
literature. For the SPARC galaxies, scale lengths are taken directly from Lelli
et al. (2016a) and surface brightnesses from Verheijen (1997); de Blok (1997)
and Swaters (1999). For LITTLE THINGS, scale lengths come from Read et al.
(2016b) and surface brightnesses from Hunter et al. (2012). Regarding SHIELD,
size and surface brightness come from Teich et al. (2016) and Haurberg et al.
(2015), respectively. He et al. (2019) provides both size and surface brightness
for their sample, and the values used for UGC 2162 come from Trujillo et al.
(2017).

9UGC 2162 has no reported uncertainties in rotation velocity nor H i mass by Sengupta et al.
(2019), so we assume an uncertainty of 7 km s−1 for the velocity (the spectral resolution of
the data, which is also larger than the difference in the velocity obtained from the best-fit
model of 3DBarolo and the global H i profile) and a typical value of 20% in the H i mass.
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Abstract

We present new H i interferometric observations of the gas-rich ultra-diffuse
galaxy AGC 114905, which previous work, based on low-resolution data, identi-
fied as an outlier of the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation. The new observations,
at a spatial resolution ∼ 2.5 times higher than before, reveal a regular H i disc
rotating at about 23 km s−1. Our kinematic parameters, recovered with a robust
3D kinematic modelling fitting technique, show that the flat part of the rota-
tion curve is reached. Intriguingly, the rotation curve can be explained almost
entirely by the baryonic mass distribution alone. We show that a standard
cold dark matter halo that follows the concentration-halo mass relation fails
to reproduce the amplitude of the rotation curve by a large margin. Only a
halo with an extremely (and arguably unfeasible) low concentration reaches
agreement with the data. We also find that the rotation curve of AGC 114905
deviates strongly from the predictions of Modified Newtonian dynamics. The
inclination of the galaxy, which is measured independently from our modelling,
remains the largest uncertainty in our analysis, but the associated errors are not
large enough to reconcile the galaxy with the expectations of cold dark matter
or Modified Newtonian dynamics.
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4.1 Introduction

The properties, origin, and formation mechanisms of ultra-diffuse galaxies
(UDGs) have been widely discussed in the last years. UDGs (van Dokkum
et al. 2015) are low surface brightness galaxies (e.g. Impey et al. 1988, see
also discussion in Conselice 2018) with an extended light distribution. At fixed
stellar mass or luminosity, UDGs have significantly larger effective radii than
the ‘classical’ dwarf galaxy population (e.g. van Dokkum et al. 2015; Mihos
et al. 2015; Mancera Piña et al. 2019a; Chamba et al. 2020).

UDGs are mostly found by number in massive galaxy clusters, but they are
also present in galaxy groups, in the field, and even in voids (e.g. van der Burg
et al. 2016; Leisman et al. 2017; Román & Trujillo 2017b; Mancera Piña et al.
2019a; Román et al. 2019; Barbosa et al. 2020; Karunakaran et al. 2020). The
ubiquity of UDGs across different environments indicates that even if some of
them form due to environmental processes, this is not the case for all UDGs,
and they can also form due to their own internal processes. The population of
UDGs is likely a mixed bag of galaxies with similar sizes and surface brightness,
but perhaps multiple formation mechanisms.

The above idea seems confirmed by a number of results from semi-analytic
models and hydrodynamics simulations that produce UDG-like simulated galax-
ies based on different physical processes. On the one hand, different authors
report that classical dwarf galaxies can become UDGs (i.e. increase their size and
likely decrease their surface brightness) due to cluster pre-processing phenomena
such as tidal striping and tidal heating (Carleton et al. 2019; Tremmel et al.
2020; Sales et al. 2020). On the other hand, it has also been suggested that
internal processes can explain the optical properties of UDGs. Amorisco &
Loeb (2016) proposed a model where UDGs form due to a higher than average
dark-matter angular momentum, which then gives rise to an extended stellar
effective radius (see also Rong et al. 2017). Here it is worth mentioning that
even if UDGs inhabit normal dark matter haloes, they could still have a higher
than average retained fraction of stellar specific angular momentum (Posti et al.
2018a). Another idea is that UDGs are dwarfs that became larger due to
feedback-driven outflows, which change the dark matter and baryonic potential
and allow the stars to migrate to more external orbits, increasing their effective
radius (Di Cintio et al. 2017; Chan et al. 2018). It has also been argued that
the expansion of the stellar orbits can be the result of massive mergers at early
(z > 1) epochs (Wright et al. 2021) or the by-product of very efficient globular
cluster feedback (Trujillo-Gomez et al. 2022).

While the above models and simulations seem to produce simulated galaxies
that match a number of properties of real UDGs, surprising observations of two
different populations of UDGs have been more challenging to reproduce. First,
it has been found that two gas-poor UDGs (DF−2 and DF−4) near (at least in
projection) the galaxy NGC 1052, contain significantly less dark matter than
expected based on stellar and globular cluster kinematics (e.g. van Dokkum
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et al. 2018, 2019; Danieli et al. 2019; Emsellem et al. 2019). While caveats
regarding the distance and accuracy of the kinematic tracers used to study these
UDGs have been raised (e.g. Laporte et al. 2019; Trujillo et al. 2019), DF−2
and DF−4 have motivated multiple studies aiming to explain the existence of
dark-matter free galaxies. The main ideas to explain their existence involve dark
matter removing mechanisms such as high-velocity collisions and tidal stripping,
or a tidal dwarf origin (Haslbauer et al. 2019b; Silk 2019; Montes et al. 2020;
Shin et al. 2020; Doppel et al. 2021; Jackson et al. 2021).

The second set of puzzling observations, still very much lacking a quantitative
explanation, is related to the H i kinematics of some gas-rich UDGs (sometimes
also called H i-bearing UDGs). Using unresolved ALFALFA data (see Haynes
et al. 2018), Leisman et al. (2017, see also Jones et al. 2018; Karunakaran et al.
2020) first found that gas-rich UDGs have narrow global H i profiles for their
gas mass. Then, in Chapter 2 and 3 (i.e. Mancera Piña et al. 2019b, 2020) we
studied a set of six of those gas-rich UDGs with low-resolution (two independent
resolution elements per galaxy side) interferometric H i observations. Using a
state-of-the-art kinematic modelling fitting technique (3DBarolo, Di Teodoro &
Fraternali 2015) to overcome beam smearing effects, they recovered the circular
speeds of their galaxies, unveiling two intriguing features. First, that having a
baryonic mass a factor 10− 100 larger than galaxies with similar circular speed,
H i-rich UDGs shift off the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation (BTFR, McGaugh
et al. 2000), with the offset from the BTFR correlating with the UDGs optical
disc scale lengths. And second, that their dynamical mass within the extent
of the H i disc is about the same as their baryonic mass, meaning that the
galaxies have very low dark matter fractions within scales as large as 10 kpc.
These features suggest that gas-rich UDGs have atypical non-luminous mass
distributions, making them a promising population to test dark matter theories.
It is also important to stress that these gas-rich UDGs are selected to be fairly
isolated (Leisman et al. 2017), and they lie at distances of several tens of Mpc
where Hubble flow distances are robust, negating some of the main concerns
raised for DF−2 and DF−4.

Given all this, it is important to further characterise the properties of these
UDGs, which are apparently gas-rich but also dark-matter poor (at least within
the observed radii). One way to do this is by studying their H i rotation curves,
as H i provides arguably the best kinematic tracer for disc galaxies, both massive
and dwarfs (e.g. Begeman 1987; de Blok et al. 2008; Iorio et al. 2017).

In this chapter, we present and analyse new, high-resolution interferometric
observations of one of these peculiar gas-rich UDGs, AGC 114905. As we will
show, the galaxy seems to pose a challenge to the currently favoured galaxy
formation framework. This chapter is organised in the following way. In Sec. 4.2,
we describe the main properties of AGC 114905 and we present the data used
in this work. In Sec. 4.3 we show the kinematic modelling of the galaxy, and in
Sec. 4.4 the resulting mass models. We discuss our results in Sec. 4.5, to then
present our conclusions and summary in Sec. 4.6.
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4.2 Data and properties of AGC 114905
AGC 114905 (01:25:18.60, +07:21:41.11, J2000) lies at a (Hubble-flow) distance
D = 76± 5 Mpc (Leisman et al. 2017). The stellar distribution of AGC 114905,
consists of an exponential disc with a disc scale length Rd = 1.79±0.04 kpc. The
left panel of Fig. 4.1 shows its r−band stellar image. The galaxy has a relatively
blue colour, (g − r) = 0.3 ± 0.1 (Chapter 3; Gault et al. 2021). We estimate
the stellar mass (M∗) of the galaxy using the mass-to-light-colour relation from
Du et al. (2020), which has been recently calibrated using a large sample of
low surface brightness galaxies. We obtain M∗ = (1.3± 0.3)× 108M⊙; this is
slightly smaller than the value used in Chapter 2 and 3, owing to the different
mass-to-light-colour calibrations.

We gathered H i data of AGC 114905 at different resolutions, obtained with
the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array. Specifically, we collected data from
the D-, C- and B-array configurations. Details on the D and C configuration
observations (PI: Leisman, ID 17A-210) can be found in Leisman et al. (2017)
and Gault et al. (2021). The new B-array observations (PI: Mancera Piña,
ID 20A-095) were obtained between July and October 2020. 40 hours were
observed (about 34 hours on-source) and combined with the existing C- and
D-array observations. The data reduction was done with the software Miriad
(Sault et al. 1995) following standard procedures, using a robust weighting of
0.75 to make the final data cube, which results in a cleaned beam of size 7.88
arcsec × 6.36 arcsec. After Hanning-smoothing, our final cube has a rms noise
per channel of about 0.26 mJy/beam and a spectral resolution of 3.4 km s−1.

The peak H i column density is 8.4×1020 atoms cm−2, and the noise level is
4.1×1019 cm−2. The integral flux of the total H i map is 0.73±0.07 Jy km s−1,
close to the value of 0.78 Jy km s−1 used in Chapter 2, although lower than
the 0.96± 0.04 Jy km s−1 reported by Leisman et al. (2017) from unresolved
ALFALFA observations. At the distance of AGC 114905, our integral flux yields
MHI = (9.7± 1.4)× 108M⊙.1

We combine MHI and M∗ to obtain the baryonic mass Mbar = 1.33MHI +
M∗ = (1.4± 0.2)× 109M⊙. The factor 1.33 accounts for the presence of helium,
and we neglect any contribution of molecular gas, whose mass is expected to be
negligible compared to MHI (e.g. Hunter et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2020). The
galaxy gas fraction fgas = Mgas/Mbar ≈ 0.9, ensures that Mbar is robust against
possible systematics related to M∗, since the main uncertainty in Mgas comes
from the distance, which is well constrained.

The total H i map of the galaxy is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 4.1, and
also on the left panel with the H i contours overlaid on top of the stellar emission.
It is clear that the gas extends well beyond the optical emission, despite UDGs
being optically extended. There is also some degree of misalignment between
the optical and H i position angles (see also Gault et al. 2021), although the
optical morphology is likely affected by bright, patchy star formation regions.

1The ALFALFA flux would instead imply MHI ≈ 1.3× 109M⊙, only strengthening the results
shown below.
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Figure 4.1: Left: Stellar image of AGC 114905 with the total H i contours overlaid.
The contours are at 1, 2, 4×1020 atoms cm−2, the noise level is 4.1×1019 atoms cm−2.
Middle: Total H i intensity map; contours as in the previous panel. The grey ellipse
shows the beam of our data. Right: Stellar (orange) and gas (blue, includes helium
correction) surface mass density profiles of AGC 114905. The dashed black lines on
top show the fits to the distributions used to obtain the stellar and gas circular speeds
(see Sec. 4.4).

The right panel of Fig. 4.1 shows the surface mass density profiles of the stellar
and gaseous discs of AGC 114905. The stellar profile comes from converting our
optical surface brightness profiles into mass density using a mass-to-light ratio
in the r−band of 0.47 (Du et al. 2020). The gas profile is obtained using the
gipsy (van der Hulst et al. 1992) task ellprof, and converted to mass density
using the conversion factor 1 M⊙pc−2 = 1.25 × 1020 atoms cm−2. Once this
conversion is applied, we multiply by the factor 1.33 to account for the presence
of helium.

4.3 Kinematics

In order to obtain reliable kinematic information (rotation velocity and velocity
dispersion) for our galaxy, we use the software 3DBarolo (Di Teodoro & Fraternali
2015). As extensively explained in Di Teodoro & Fraternali (2015), Di Teodoro
et al. (2016), and Iorio et al. (2017), 3DBarolo builds 3D realisations of tilted-ring
models of a galaxy data cube, which are then convolved with the beam of the
observations and compared channel by channel with the real data. This allows
for a robust recovery of the rotation curve and gas velocity dispersion, since the
method largely mitigates the effects of beam smearing (Bosma 1978; Begeman
1987; Swaters 1999; Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015).

Before delving into the details and results of our modelling, we will briefly
discuss the observed kinematics as well as the derivation of two important
geometrical parameters: the position angle of the galaxy and its inclination.
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Figure 4.2: Top: Observed velocity field
(same physical scale as the total H i map in
Fig. 4.1); the grey ellipse shows the beam
of the observations, the grey line the kine-
matic major axis, and the black cross the
kinematic centre. Middle (Bottom): Major
(minor)-axis PV diagram; data are shown in
blue background and black contours (grey
for negative values), and the best-fitting
3DBarolo azimuthal model in red contours.
The yellow points show the recovered rota-
tion velocities.

4.3.1 Velocity field and geometrical parameters

The velocity field (1st moment map) of AGC 114905, shown in the top panel
of Fig. 4.2, has the clear kinematic pattern of a regularly rotating disc. The
position angle of the velocity field is estimated by trial and error as the angle
that maximises the amplitude of the major-axis position-velocity (PV) diagram
(e.g. Chapter 3). We find a position angle of 89◦, as shown in Fig. 4.2 with a line
on top of the velocity field. Our value is similar to the 84◦ reported in Chapter 2
and 3 derived from the less resolved data. If we fit the position angle during
our kinematic modelling (see below) we find values between 85− 92◦ depending
on our initial estimates. The middle (bottom) panel of Fig. 4.2 shows, in blue
background and black contours, the PV diagram along the major (minor) axis
of AGC 114905. The major-axis PV shows the typical pattern of a rotating disc
and seems to reach a flat velocity in the outer regions.

While differences of a few degrees in the position angle do not significantly
affect the final rotation curve, the inclination of the galaxy is more critical, as
small changes at low inclinations can severely affect the value of the deprojected
rotation curve. Undoubtedly, the inclination is the main uncertainty in our
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Figure 4.3: MCMC posterior dis-
tribution of the inclination of
AGC 114905. The central value,
shown in blue, is the median of
the distribution, while the uncer-
tainties represent the difference be-
tween the median and the 16th

and 84th percentiles (dashed black
lines). See Sec. 4.3.1 for details.
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kinematic modelling and results, and we pay special attention to it. Traditionally,
the inclination of high-resolution data can be obtained during the kinematic
fitting using the velocity field (e.g. de Blok et al. 2008). However, this method
is not particularly robust as it depends on the shape of the rotation curve: for
solid-body rotation the iso-contours on the velocity field are parallel, nullifying
the power to measure the inclination. Given the above, and following Chapter 3,
we decide to estimate the inclination with an approach that is independent of
the kinematics, relying only on the H i map of the galaxy.

Our method works as follows. We use 3DBarolo to build azimuthal models
of the galaxy at different inclinations, with these inclinations being drawn
from a flat prior distribution between 10◦ − 80◦ and sampled using a Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) routine (based on the Python package emcee, see
Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). Each model is convolved with the beam of the
observations, and its total intensity map is built. We then compare these model
intensity maps with the real data, with our MCMC routine minimising the
absolute residuals between model and observed intensity maps. We have tested
this method extensively using artificial data cubes matching our resolution and
signal-to-noise (S/N), finding it robust and reliable (see also Fraternali et al.
2021). In the end, we find an inclination of 32± 3◦ for AGC 114905, which we
adopt as our fiducial value; the posterior distribution is shown in Fig 4.3.

As an extra check, we also estimated the inclination in two other ways2. First,
using the method described in Chapter 3, which is equivalent to our method
described above but independent of the MCMC sampling. We find an inclination
of 34 ± 5◦, although the quoted uncertainty is just an expected mean value
rather than a well defined statistical uncertainty. Similarly, in Chapter 2 and

2The optical inclination, derived from the optical axis ratio, is around 45◦. We do not use this
inclination in our analysis as it is not clear if the optical data follows the H i emission (see
also e.g. Gault et al. 2021; Kado-Fong et al. 2021), but we provide the value for completeness.
Clearly, this inclination would lower the value of the circular speed, strengthening our results.
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3 we found an inclination of 33± 5◦ from their lower-resolution data. Second,
we derive kinematic-dependent inclinations. We use both 3DBarolo (fitting
the whole data cube) and the gipsy task rotcur (fitting the velocity field).
Depending on the exact initial value, mask, and ring separation, both methods
find inclinations between 30◦ − 37◦. It is reassuring that despite not being our
favoured approaches to measure the inclination, we find these different values
consistent with the results of our preferred method. Overall, it is important to
highlight that we do not find any evidence favouring inclinations lower than 30◦.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that while deriving the inclination we assume
that the H i resides on a razor-thin disc, a significant thickness of the disc
would imply a higher inclination than what we have derived due to projection
effects (Iorio 2018). From this point of view 32± 3◦ gives a lower limit on the
inclination of AGC 114905 (see also Sec 4.5.4). On the other hand, if the gas
disc is non-axisymmetric, but instead has some intrinsic elongation, we could be
overestimating its inclination. While some simulations suggest this is possible3,
in what follows we assume that the observed H i total intensity map and velocity
gradient correspond to an inclined axisymmetric disc galaxy with gas moving in
circular orbits.

4.3.2 Kinematic modelling

With the position angle and inclination determined, we proceeded to perform
our kinematic modelling with 3DBarolo, leaving as free parameters the systemic
velocity (Vsys), the rotation velocity (Vrot), and the velocity dispersion (σ

HI
). We

fit an azimuthal model and we use a ring separation of 6 arcsec. This represents
a minor oversampling of less than 10 percent with respect to the size of the
beam along the major axis of the galaxy (6.5 arcsec), allowing us to trace the
rotation curve of the galaxy with five, basically uncorrelated, resolution elements
per galaxy side. We also check that the rotation velocities obtained using four
or five rings (see below) are well consistent with each other.

We first perform an iteration where Vsys is a free parameter. The best Vsys

turns out to be 5435 km s−1, which matches the centre of a Gaussian fit to the
global H i profile. For our final model we keep this Vsys fixed and we only fit
Vrot and σHI . The final model faithfully reproduces the observations. This can
be seen in the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 4.2, where we compare the
PV diagrams of the best-fitting model (red) and data (black). There are some
low−S/N features at low velocities (≲ 5 km s−1) not reproduced, but 3DBarolo
closely mimics the overall kinematics of the galaxy. This can also be seen in
Appendix 4.A, where we show representative channel maps of AGC 114905
and of our best-fitting model. The resulting rotation curve, uncorrected for
inclination, is shown as yellow points overlaid on top of the major-axis PV

3Marasco et al. (2018) have reported that about half of the massive dwarf galaxies (60 <
Vmax < 120 km s−1, with Vmax the maximum rotation velocity) in the APOSTLE simulations
(Sawala et al. 2015; Fattahi et al. 2016) inhabit dark matter haloes with intrinsic axis ratios
b/a < 0.8; if the disc of AGC 114905 has a similar intrinsic b/a (i.e. it is an elongated disc
instead of an inclined circular disc) its inclination could be as low as 10◦.
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diagram of Fig. 4.2, and it is clear that it reaches its flat part well before our
outermost radius. To take into account pressure-supported motions, we apply
the asymmetric drift correction to our rotation curve (see Iorio et al. 2017),
ending up with the circular speed Vc. The correction is found to be very small,
contributing less than 2 km s−1 at all radii.

In Fig. 4.4, we explicitly show the circular speed profile of AGC 114905,
as well as its velocity dispersion profile. The uncertainties in Vc include the
uncertainties in the inclination, by means of a Monte Carlo sampling approach
as detailed in Chapter 3. The flat part of the circular speed profile has a velocity
of ≃ 23 km s−1. This, together with the Mbar of the galaxy, confirms its position
as an outlier of the BTFR. In Fig. 4.4 we also include for comparison the values
for Vc and σHI obtained in Chapter 2 and 3 at lower resolution, showing the
good agreement between them and our new determinations. This is important
not only for AGC 114905, but for all the UDGs in Chapter 2 and 3, as it is a
direct validation of the lower-resolution results presented previously.

4.3.3 Local and global disc stability

With a median value of ∼ 5 km s−1, the velocity dispersion σ
HI

of AGC 114905
is slightly below the average value in rotation-supported dwarfs (∼ 8 km s−1, e.g.
Iorio et al. 2017) although consistent within the uncertainties. The low values
of Vc and σHI of our UDG imply a relatively low value of the Toomre parameter
Qgas = κσHI/(πGΣgas), with κ the epicycle frequency (Toomre 1964). The Qgas

profile shows a slight decrease with radius, with a median (mean) value of 0.95
(1.6), after applying a small correction to account for thickness, see Romeo 1994;
Romeo & Falstad 2013). The uncertainties are relatively large (typically a factor
2 − 3), but these values of Qgas suggest that the galaxy could be susceptible
to local instabilities (see Romeo & Falstad 2013 and references therein for a
detailed discussion on the interpretation of Qgas). While these local instabilities
may lead to fragmentation and subsequent star formation, observations suggest
this is not always the case (Hunter et al. 1998; Leroy et al. 2008; Elmegreen
& Hunter 2015). The value of Qgas for AGC 114905 is lower on average but
consistent within 2σ with the median values of LITTLE THINGS dwarf galaxies
(Iorio et al. 2017). Finally, it should be noted that a more detailed calculation
that takes into account the gas disc flaring (e.g. Elmegreen & Hunter 2015;
Bacchini et al. 2020b) would increase the value of Qgas, especially in the outer
parts.

While Qgas is in principle only related to local instabilities, we can also
investigate the global disc stability of our UDG. The ordered kinematics seen
in Fig. 4.2 and the isolation of the galaxy (see Chapter 3) strongly suggest an
equilibrium state. We further tested this by allowing 3DBarolo to fit radial
motions overlaid on the rotation, but we did not find evidence of such radial
motions as their amplitude is always consistent with zero within the uncertainties.
We also computed the global stability parameter X2 = κ2R/(4πGΣgas) (Toomre
1981), finding a median of 1.2 and with X2 being smaller than 1 (0.9) only at
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Figure 4.4: Circular speed
(grey circles) and velocity
dispersion (blue circles) pro-
files of AGC 114905, as ob-
tained with our kinematic
modelling. Squares show pre-
vious results obtained at a
lower spatial resolution.

the outermost radius, suggesting the system is stable against bar instabilities
(X2 ≲ 1 is the instability condition often used for dwarf galaxies, see e.g. Mihos
et al. 1997; Hidalgo-Gámez 2004).

Overall, these investigations show that it is reasonable to assume that the
cold gas in AGC 114905 is in closed orbits tracing its gravitational potential
and allowing us to build mass models based on the derived rotation curve.

4.4 Mass modelling

4.4.1 A baryon-dominated rotation curve

AGC 114905 has a baryonic mass much higher than other dwarf galaxies with
similar circular speeds (Iorio et al. 2017; Chapter 3). It is therefore interesting
to see if AGC 114905, like most dwarfs, is dominated by dark matter at all radii.

Prior to obtaining any mass model, we can compare the circular speed profile
of the galaxy with the circular speed profile of the baryonic distribution (Vbar),
which is simply the sum in quadrature of the contributions of the stellar and
gas discs, this is V 2

bar = V 2
∗ + V 2

gas. We derive Vc,∗ and Vc,gas using the software
galpynamics (Iorio 2018). galpynamics4 takes as input the mass density
profile of a given component, fitted with an appropriate function (see below),
computes its gravitational potential via numerical integration, and returns the
associated circular speed.

In the case of the stellar disc, we use an exponential profile with M∗ =
1.3× 108 M⊙ and an exponential disc scale length Rd = 1.79 kpc; this profile
can be compared with the data in Fig. 4.1. We assume a sech2 profile along the
vertical direction, and a constant thickness zd = 0.196R0.633

d ≈ 280 pc, as found
in low-inclination star forming galaxies (Bershady et al. 2010).

4https://github.com/giulianoiorio/galpynamics

https://github.com/giulianoiorio/galpynamics
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Figure 4.5: Circular speed profile of AGC 114905 (red points) compared to the
contribution expected from stars (orange line), gas (blue line), and baryons (stars plus
gas, magenta line).

For the gas component (H i plus helium), we fit the density profile with a
profile of the form

Σgas = Σ0,gase
−R/R1(1 + r/R2)

α , (4.1)

where Σ0,gas is the gas central surface density, R is the cylindrical radius, and
R1, R2, and α are the fitting parameters (equal to 3.2 M⊙/pc2, 1.1 kpc, 16.5 kpc,
and 18, respectively). This profile provides a good fit to the observations, as
seen in Fig. 4.1. For the vertical structure of the gaseous disc we assume a
Gaussian profile and a constant vertical scale-height zd = 250 pc. It is worth
mentioning that the results we show below do not depend significantly on the
assumed thickness of the stellar or gaseous discs.

Fig. 4.5 shows the contribution of V∗, Vgas, and Vbar to the total Vc of
AGC 114905. Remarkably, Vbar provides a reasonable description of Vc at all
radii. This implies that as opposed to classical dwarf galaxies (e.g. Iorio et al.
2017; Read et al. 2017), the dynamics of AGC 114905, at least within the
observed radii extending to about 10 kpc, are baryon-dominated rather than
dark-matter dominated. This was already postulated in Chapter 2, but it is
now confirmed with a well traced rotation curve.

4.4.2 Fitting cold dark matter haloes

In our current framework of galaxy formation, we expect every galaxy to be
embedded in a cold dark matter (CDM) halo. Because of this, it is relevant to
investigate whether or not physically motivated CDM haloes can be consistent
with our rotation curve, even if Fig. 4.5 suggests the absence of a dynamically
significant halo in AGC 114905. We aim to find a dark matter halo whose
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circular speed VDM meets

V 2
c = V 2

∗ + V 2
gas + V 2

DM . (4.2)

Dark matter haloes are often described with the so-called NFW profile
(Navarro et al. 1997), whose density as a function of the spherical radius in
cylindrical coordinates r (r =

√
R2 + z2 ) is given by

ρNFW(r) =
4ρs

(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (4.3)

where rs is a ‘scale radius’ and ρs is the density at rs. We will denote the
corresponding mass profile as MNFW(r):

MNFW(< r) =
M200

ln(1 + c200)−
c200

1 + c200

[
ln

(
1 +

r

rs

)
− r

rs

(
1 +

r

rs

)−1
]

.

(4.4)
The parameter M200 is defined as the mass within a sphere with radius r200
within which the average density is 200 times the critical density of the universe,
while the concentration c200 is defined as c200 = r200/rs.

While NFW haloes provide good descriptions for massive galaxies, this is not
the case for dwarf galaxies (see Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017). Therefore, for
our UDG, we assume that the dark matter halo is described by a ‘coreNFW’
profile (Read et al. 2016a), which is an extension of the classical NFW profile
that has the flexibility to develop -or not- a core. In Sec. 4.5.2 we discuss other
halo profiles. The coreNFW profile has been found to fit very well rotation
curves of dwarf galaxies, both real and simulated (Read et al. 2016a,b).

The density profile of the coreNFW halo can be written as

ρcoreNFW(r) = fnρNFW(r) +
nfn−1(1− f2)

4πr2rc
MNFW(r) . (4.5)

Here, ρNFW and MNFW are the above NFW parameters, while f is a function
(defined as f = tanh(r/rc)) that generates a core of size rc. In principle, rc can
be a fitting parameter, but as discussed in detail by Read et al. (2016a,b, 2017),
fixing it to rc = 2.94 Rd

5 is in good agreement with simulations and observations
where rc is fitted as free parameter. Importantly, the factor 2.94 cannot be
significantly larger as there is not enough energy from supernovae to create cores
of size much larger than 2.94 Rd (see also e.g. Benítez-Llambay et al. 2019;
Lazar et al. 2020; Trujillo-Gomez et al. 2022). The degree of transformation
from cusp to core is described by the parameter n, with n = 0 defining a cuspy
NFW profile and n = 1 a completely cored profile. The parameter n is defined
as n = tanh(κtSF/tdyn), with κ = 0.04 a fixed parameter, tSF the time whilst
the galaxy has been forming stars (set to 14 Gyr), and tdyn the NFW dynamical
5In principle, rc = 1.75 Re, with Re the half-light radius. For an exponential profile (Re =
1.678Rd) this becomes rc = 2.94 Rd.
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time at the scale radius rs, which can be expressed in terms of MNFW, rs, and
G (the Newtonian gravitational constant) as

tdyn = 2π

√
r3s

GMNFW(< rs)
. (4.6)

The dark matter profile has then the same two free parameters as a NFW halo:
the mass of the halo (M200) and its concentration (c200). N-body cosmological
simulations find a strong correlation between c200 and M200 (e.g. Dutton &
Macciò 2014; Ludlow et al. 2014), so in practice one can even fit NFW-like
profiles with one single parameter. While the other parameters of the halo (n,
rs, rc), are not considered free parameters, they also change on each step of the
MCMC, as they depend on M200 and c200 as described above.

To find the best-fitting CDM halo we use a MCMC routine (also based on
emcee) that minimises the residuals of Eq. 4.2 using a standard exp(−0.5χ2)
function as likelihood, with χ2 given by

χ2 =
∑ (Vc − Vc,mod)

2

δ2Vc

, (4.7)

where Vc and Vc,mod are the observed and model circular speed profiles, re-
spectively, and δVc is the 3DBarolo uncertainty in the kinematic modelling,
which we assume to be Gaussian (see Di Teodoro 2015). As we discuss next,
the inclination is a free parameter in our MCMC, and thus δVc

itself does not
include the contribution from the inclination uncertainty; these error bars are,
therefore, smaller than those shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5.

The MCMC explores the (M200, c200) parameter space and retrieves the best-
fitting combination. In addition to M200 and c200, we include the distance D and
the inclination i as nuisance parameters. In practice, we impose a Gaussian prior
on D centered at 76 Mpc and with a standard deviation of 5 Mpc, exploring
the 2σ range 66 ≤ D/Mpc ≤ 86. Similarly, for i, we impose a Gaussian prior
centered at 32◦ with a standard deviation of 3◦, within 26◦ ≤ i ≤ 38◦; in Sec. 4.5
we also discuss the case where the priors for D and i are wider. It is worth
pointing out that a change in D introduces a change in the conversion factor
between arcsecond and kpc, thus modifying our sampling of the rotation curve.
Additionally, it affects the value of Rd, which in turn changes rc and the thickness
of the stellar disc. On the other hand, i affects the overall normalization of the
rotation curve and of the circular speed profile of the gas. Having established
this, we explore different scenarios, which differ by our chosen priors on M200

and c200.
In a very first attempt, we use the flat priors 6 ≤ log(M200/M⊙) ≤ 12

and 0.1 ≤ c200 ≤ 30. However, c200 remains completely unconstrained as its
posterior distribution is flat over all the explored range. Upon imposing the
c200 −M200 relation of Dutton & Macciò (2014) as a Gaussian prior on c200, we
find log(M200/M⊙) = 7.6+0.7

−1.0, c200 = 21+5
−3, D = (76± 5) Mpc, and i = 33± 3◦.

While the resulting fit is close to the data (given that Vbar ≈ Vc and VDM

is subdominant), the value of M200 ∼ 108 M⊙ is too low to be plausible in a
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CDM cosmology. Given Mbar = 1.4 × 109 M⊙, the very minimum expected
M200 (assuming the galaxy has a baryon fraction as high as the cosmological
average: fc,bar ≃ 0.16, see Cimatti et al. 2019) is about 0.9×1010M⊙. It is clear
that the MCMC routine finds a low mass since Vc ≃ Vbar, but the resulting halo
does not seem to have a physical justification.

Taking the above into consideration, we decided to impose a lower boundary
to the prior of M200 such that the minimum halo would produce Mbar/M200 ≃
0.16 (i.e. the cosmological baryon fraction). With this, the prior for M200

becomes 10 ≤ log(M200/M⊙) ≤ 12. We stress that the lower limit on the prior
corresponds to the minimum expected value of M200. In theory one expects the
galaxy to have a significantly larger M200. For example, the ΛCDM stellar-to-
halo mass relation from Posti et al. (2020) would predict log(M200/M⊙) ≈ 10.6.
For c200 we explore two scenarios: one where we impose again the c200 −M200

relation of Dutton & Macciò (2014) as a Gaussian prior in the MCMC routine,
and one where c200 has a flat wide prior 0.1 ≤ c200 ≤ 30. In what follows, we
refer to these two scenarios as Case 1 and Case 2, respectively.

The posterior distributions of both Case 1 and Case 2 are shown in Ap-
pendix 4.6. Somewhat unsurprisingly, for both cases we find log(M200/M⊙) ≃ 10,
with posterior distributions that simply try to go to the lower bound. In
Case 1, (imposing the Gaussian prior on the c200 − M200 relation), we find
D = (67± 1) Mpc and i = 26.1◦+0.2

−0.1 , with posterior distributions also trying to
go towards their lower bounds (see Fig. 4.10). The concentration, on the other
hand, is well constrained, and we find c200 = 11.7± 0.3. The other parameters
of the coreNFW profile are n = 0.7, rc = 4.6 kpc, and rs = 3.8 kpc.

For Case 2, while D and i are well constrained following their priors (D =
73 ± 4 Mpc, i = 29◦ ± 2◦), the posterior distribution of c200 goes to its lower
bound, c200 = 0.3+0.3

−0.2 (see Fig. 4.11). The other parameters of the coreNFW
profile are log(M200/M⊙) = 10.2, n = 0.03 (i.e. coreNFW ≈ NFW) driven by
a high tdyn (Eq. 4.6), rc = 5.1 kpc, and rs = 166 kpc, driven by the extremely
low c200 (rs = r200/c200).

Fig. 4.6 shows the two resulting mass models. Case 1, on the left panel, is in
clear disagreement with the data as it significantly overestimates Vc, even when
the distance and inclination go to their lowest allowed values. Case 2, on the
right panel, lies closer to the data but presents other problems, as we discuss in
the next Section.

4.5 Discussion
Having presented our main results, we now discuss their implications. Provided
our rotation curve for AGC 114905 faithfully traces its circular speed, the fact
that it is baryon-dominated out to the outermost observed radius (Fig. 4.5)
implies two possible scenarios is a ΛCDM context: that our UDG lacks a
significant amount of dark matter across all radii (even beyond the range probed
by our data), or that it has a peculiar dark matter halo with little mass within
10 kpc (e.g. right panel in Fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Mass models of AGC 114905. Case 1 and Case 2 are shown on the left
and right panels, respectively. In both panels the red points show the Vc profile of
AGC 114905, while the dashed magenta lines represent the Vc expected from the
baryons (stars plus gas). The dark matter haloes are shown with black lines, and
the red lines give the total contribution of baryons and dark matter together. Case
1, which follows the CDM c200 −M200 relation, is inconsistent with the observations.
Case 2 fits the data better, but it has a c200 too low for CDM. Note also that the
assumed distance and inclination are different between both panels. Because the
assumed distance is different on each panel, the sampling of the rotation curve along
the horizontal axes is also different. In a similar way, the normalization of the rotation
curves differ from each other due to the different inclinations. See the text for details.

4.5.1 AGC 114905 compared to ‘dark-matter free’ galaxies

Since van Dokkum et al. (2018) and van Dokkum et al. (2019) postulated that
DF−2 and DF−4 have very low or no dark matter content, different mechanisms
to create such peculiar galaxies have been proposed. One of the leading ideas is
that high-velocity (∼ 300 km s−1) collisions between gas-rich dwarf galaxies can
create dark-matter free (or almost dark-matter free, MDM ∼ 105M⊙) galaxies
(Silk 2019; Shin et al. 2020). Importantly, those types of galaxies are expected
to form in dense environments and to have a baryonic mass dominated by stars
rather than cold gas. Another mechanism proposed to explain the existence of
DF−2 and DF−4 are tidal interactions with massive neighbouring galaxies that
strip the dark matter away (Jackson et al. 2021; Doppel et al. 2021); Montes
et al. (2020) claim that in fact DF−4 currently shows signs of such interactions.

While the above scenarios can manage to produce dark-matter poor, UDG-
like galaxies that show some degree of similarity with DF−2 and DF−4, it
is important to bear in mind that gas-rich UDGs are rather different objects.
Not only are they gas-dominated (fgas ≃ 0.9 for AGC 114905), but they are
also isolated (by selection, see Leisman et al. 2017). In the specific case of
AGC 114905, the nearest galaxy within a recession velocity of 500 km s−1 with
confirmed (optical or HI) redshift, is the faint dwarf AGC 114806 at a projected
distance of 2.1 Mpc and with a systemic velocity within a few km s−1. Using
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data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Alam et al. 2015), we also looked
for possible unconfirmed massive companions of AGC 114905. We explored
the area within 45 arcmin of AGC 114905, corresponding to a circle of radius
1 Mpc at the distance of AGC 114905, querying for galaxies with Re ≥ 1 kpc
and with color (g − r) ≤ 1 mag. In this region, there are only seven galaxies
with M∗ ≳ 109M⊙ (assuming a distance of 76 Mpc and the mass-to-light-colour
relation from Du et al. 2020) with unknown distance. All of them resemble
confirmed background red galaxies, and the closest in projection lies at 700 kpc.
All this evidence, together with the lack of tidal features in the optical and H i
morphology of our UDG, suggests that it is truly isolated.

An idea that could reconcile a tidal origin with the current isolation of
AGC 114905 is that it is an old tidal dwarf galaxy (TDG, e.g., Duc et al. 2014),
since TDGs are expected to have a low dark matter content and low rotation
velocities (e.g. Hunter et al. 2000; Lelli et al. 2015). If the interaction that
originated the TDG happened at high redshift (z ∼ 4 − 6) and the galaxy
had an escape velocity of ∼ 400 km s−1, the parent galaxy would lie today at
distances about ∼ 5 Mpc from AGC 114905. While this scenario is impossible
to test in practice, the population of known old TDGs in the nearby universe
both in observations and simulations are found at much closer distances and
recessional velocities from their parent galaxies than what AGC 114905 (and
the similar gas-rich UDGs from Chapter 2 and 3) is from any massive galaxy
(Hunter et al. 2000; Kaviraj et al. 2012; Duc et al. 2014; Haslbauer et al. 2019b).
Overall, while is difficult to give a final answer, it seems unlikely that the small
(if any) amount of dark matter in AGC 114905 can be attributed to the above
mentioned mechanisms perhaps valid for DF−2 and DF−4.

Recently, Trujillo-Gomez et al. (2022) proposed a semi-empirical model where
strong feedback from globular clusters can produce UDGs with dark matter
cores as large as 10− 30 kpc. However, the model does not include a detailed
treatment of the gas component which is the dominant mass budget of gas-rich
UDGs, and a thorough comparison with our data is not yet possible to carry
out.

It would be instructive to obtain information about the kinematics of
AGC 114905 beyond 10 kpc, where the contribution of stars and gas becomes
smaller and would produce a declining rotation curve. Instead, if a flat rotation
curve were to be found, it would suggest the presence of dark matter. In the
next Section, motivated by our results in Fig. 4.6, we discuss which type of
CDM haloes are in agreement or disagreement with our observations.

4.5.2 The c200 of a CDM halo for AGC 114905 is too low

It follows from Fig. 4.6 that it does not seem possible to fit the circular speed
profile of AGC 114905 with a CDM-motivated c200. As mentioned above, if the
c200 −M200 relation is imposed (Case 1, left panel of Fig. 4.6), it fails by a large
margin at reproducing the amplitude of the circular speed profile. Case 2 (right
panel of Fig. 4.6), fitting a free c200, does a better job and it is consistent with
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the circular speed profile within the uncertainties. However, c200 is too low and
completely off the expected c200−M200 relation that emerges from cosmological
simulations6 (e.g. Dutton & Macciò 2014; Ludlow et al. 2014) and it might even
be non-physical: McGaugh et al. (2003) argue that CDM haloes with c200 < 2
are not produced in any sensible cosmology. Sengupta et al. (2019) and Shi
et al. (2021) also suggested that the gas-rich UDGs AGC 242019 and UGC 2165,
respectively, have a c200 around 2. Drawing conclusions from those galaxies
might be less straightforward: the rotation curve of AGC 242019 does not seem
to reach its flat part, while the data of UGC 2165 have low resolution and its
rotation curve (apparently rising as solid-body) is significantly oversampled.
Still, it is interesting that similarly low values of c200 are reported.

It is important to highlight that while low surface brightness galaxies have
been historically found to inhabit low-concentration haloes (e.g. McGaugh
et al. 2003), the concentrations of those haloes are still usually in broad to good
agreement with ΛCDM cosmology (Macciò et al. 2007), while the concentration of
AGC 114905 is rejected at a high significance level. Given the volume explored
by Leisman et al. (2017) when building the parent sample of AGC 114905
(∼ 106 Mpc3, see Haynes et al. 2018; Jones et al. 2018), finding a single galaxy
with the properties of AGC 114905 should be practically impossible in a CDM
Universe. This result becomes even stronger considering the rest of the sample
studied in Chapter 2 and 3 possibly shows similar properties, even if slightly
less extreme as AGC 114905 presents the largest offset from the BTFR. In
this context, it is important to bear in mind that gas-rich UDGs as a whole
population have significantly narrower velocity widths (a proxy for their rotation
velocities) than galaxies of similar mass (Leisman et al. 2017; Jones et al. 2018).

We also note that the implausibility of the CDM halo needed in AGC 114905
is not just related with the cusp-core problem (Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017),
since by fitting a coreNFW profile we do not force the halo to be cored or
cuspy per se. It is also clear that the scales at which dark matter is deficient in
AGC 114905 (10 kpc) are larger than any realistic core size for dwarf galaxies
in both observations and simulations (e.g. Read et al. 2016a, 2017; Lazar et al.
2020). To further explore this, we performed a run of our MCMC routine where
rc is kept as a free parameter. In practice, we use a flat prior exploring the
range 0 ≤ rc/kpc ≤ 44. The maximum value of 44 kpc is chosen because it is
the value of r200 given M200 = 1010 M⊙. Additionally, we impose a minimum
value on the prior of M200, log(M200/M⊙) = 10, as well as the Gaussian
prior on the c200 − M200 relation. The MCMC routine finds the parameters
log(M200/M⊙) ≈ 1010, c200 ≈ 12, D ≈ 71 Mpc, i ≈ 27◦, and rc ≈ 41 kpc,
with the i and rc posterior distributions simply going to their minimum and
maximum allowed values, respectively. While the fit is just slightly worse than
Case 2 (right panel of Fig. 4.6) it seems non-physical. Expressing the core radius

6Assuming that the scatter of the c200 − M200 relation measured at high masses
(σlog(c200) = 0.11 dex, see Dutton & Macciò 2014) is applicable also at M200 ≲ 1010 M⊙,
then c200 of AGC 114905 is about 15σ below the expected value, although this number could
be reduced if the c200 −M200 or its scatter depart from Gaussian (Kong, D. et al. in prep.).
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as rc = ηRe implies η ∼ 15. As discussed by Read et al. (2017), there is not
enough supernovae energy in galaxies to drive η > 2.75, and η = 1.75 fits real
and simulated galaxies well. Even if other energy sources (e.g. Cimatti et al.
2019) can affect the distribution of dark matter in galaxies, it seems unlikely
that they would contribute much more than supernovae, as required to achieve
rc ≈ r200.

Finally, it is worth clarifying that the problem of fitting a CDM halo to
AGC 114905 is not restricted to specific functional forms such as the coreNFW
profile. In addition to coreNFW, we also try with the coreEinasto halo, which
allows the Einasto profile to develop a core, and which has been found by Lazar
et al. (2020) to successfully reproduce the cored dark matter profile of a variety
of galaxies in the FIRE-2 simulations (Hopkins et al. 2018). For this profile we
also impose a minimum log(M200/M⊙) = 10, but the only way to find agreement
with our data is again if the size of the core is as large as r200.

Overall, the existence of galaxies like AGC 114905 seems to pose a major
challenge for CDM haloes. An interesting line of research is to explore whether
or not the current issues can be mitigated by invoking a different type of dark
matter (e.g. Kaplinghat et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2020).

4.5.3 AGC 114905 challenging MOND

Modified Newtonian dynamics (MOND, Milgrom 1983; Sanders & McGaugh
2002) is an alternative approach to dark matter theories which aims to explain
dark matter physics by invoking a modification to Newtonian dynamics. One
of the major achievements of MOND is how well it predicts rotation curves
of galaxies (e.g. Sanders & McGaugh 2002; Famaey & McGaugh 2012 and
references therein). Rather than a fit, MOND makes a direct prediction of the
shape of the rotation curve given the stellar and gas mass distributions. The
only other parameter is a0 ≃ 1.2× 10−8 cm s−2, postulated to be a universal
constant.

The fact that some isolated UDGs are off the BTFR already posed a challenge
to MOND, which predicts a tight (zero intrinsic scatter) BTFR with slope of
4 for isolated galaxies. Yet, some doubts about this may exist, as it could be
argued that the circular speeds reported in Chapter 2 and 3 were not tracing
the flat part of the rotation curve or were too affected by the resolution; here
we have shown that this is not the case for AGC 114905.

Following Gentile (2008), in the absence of an ‘external’ gravitational field
of a neighbouring massive galaxy, the MOND rotation curve can be written as

V 2
MOND(r) = V 2

bar +
V 2
bar

2

(√
1 +

4a0r

V 2
bar

− 1

)
. (4.8)

We stress that the above formula is applicable to our UDG given the lack of
massive galaxies in its vicinity. In order to test this prediction, we performed
another MCMC fit with D and i as free parameters (which affect both Vc and
VMOND), following the same Gaussian priors as for our Case 1 and Case 2 above.
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Figure 4.7: MOND prediction (green line) of the circular speed profile of AGC 114905
(red points). The baryonic circular speed profile is shown with a magenta line.

Even with the posterior distributions for D and i going to their lower bounds
(D ≈ 66 Mpc and i ≈ 26◦, see Fig. 4.12 in Appendix 4.6), the MOND prediction
markedly overestimates the circular speed of our UDG (consistent with the
offset from the BTFR), as we show in Fig. 4.7. There may be also some tension
with the shape of the rotation curve, which is not predicted to be flat as in the
observations. Therefore, our UDG seemingly presents a challenge to MOND,
which can only be reconciled by invoking a much lower inclination, as we discuss
in Sec. 4.5.4.

4.5.4 The effects of a lower inclination

As described in Sec. 4.3, we measure the inclination of AGC 114905 to be
32◦ ± 3◦, using a well tested method that relies exclusively on the total H i map
and is independent of the kinematics of the galaxy and our posterior kinematic
modelling. While we argue that our inclination is robust, our results are certainly
dependent on it. In particular, if AGC 114905 had a much lower inclination,
the amplitude of its rotation curve would be significantly larger, having more
room for dark matter within the observed radii and potentially alleviating some
of the tensions presented in this chapter (see for instance the case of IC 1613 in
Oman et al. 2016).

Given this, it is interesting to quantify by how much the inclination of
our UDG would need to decrease to make it consistent with the CDM (and
MOND) expectation. For this exploration we assume a coreNFW profile
with rc = 2.94 Rd. The ‘minimum’ expectation is such that the galaxy has
log(M200/M⊙) = 10 and a c200 in agreement (within some scatter) with the
c200 −M200 relation. We run again our MCMC routine, but this time we use
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wider Gaussian priors for D and i: 50 ≤ D/Mpc ≤ 100 and 5◦ ≤ i < 85◦,
with centre and standard deviations as in Case 1. The resulting parameters are
log(M200/M⊙) = 10.03+0.06

−0.03M⊙, c200 = 12.1 ± 0.3, D = (72.7 ± 5) Mpc, and
i = (15± 1)◦. The low inclination brings up the circular speed of AGC 114905
to velocities around 45 km s−1,which are consistent with a coreNFW halo
similar to the halo in Case 1 (the other parameters are n = 0.73, rc = 5 kpc,
and rs = 3.8 kpc).

With an inclination of 15◦ the galaxy would be still quite puzzling, as
it would have a baryon fraction about 70% the value of the cosmological
average (90% if D = 76 Mpc), as opposed to most dwarf galaxies that have
low baryon fractions of a few per cent (McGaugh et al. 2010; Read et al. 2017).
Additionally, AGC 114905 would still lie off the BTFR. If one instead imposes
log(M200/M⊙) = 10.6 (which gives a baryon fraction of about 20%) assuming
the ΛCDM stellar-to-halo mass relation from Posti et al. (2020), a corresponding
c200 = 11.5 (following the c200 −M200 relation), and D = 76 Mpc, the needed
inclination is 10.4± 0.3◦. Similarly, an inclination of i = 10.8± 0.3◦ would be
needed in order to find agreement between the MOND prediction and the Vc

profile of AGC 114905, at least on average, since the shape predicted by MOND
seems to also differ from our rotation curve. Note, however, that a radially
varying inclination could potentially alleviate this tension between the rotation
curves shapes.

The above values for the inclination are about 20◦ degrees off the inclination
we determined in Sec. 4.3. This is a discrepancy a factor 6−7 larger than
the nominal uncertainty estimate of our measurement (see Fig. 4.3), although
inclinations below ∼ 25◦ become increasingly difficult to constrain as ellipses
with lower inclinations all have very similar shapes. We can also inspect visually
if inclinations as low as 11◦ − 15◦ can be consistent with the data. In Fig. 4.8
we show the outer contour of the H i map of AGC 114905 overlaid on the
r−band optical image, and we compare it with the equivalent contours of two
3DBarolo azimuthal models (convolved with the observed beam) of AGC 114905
at different inclinations. The models are razor-thin axisymmetric discs (but
see Sec. 4.3.1). The model at 32◦ does an overall good job at following the H i
contour, while the contour for the model at 11◦ appears inconsistent with it,
being significantly more elongated along the minor axis. This is also shown in
Fig. 4.9 where we compare the channel maps of AGC 114905 with the channel
maps of our best-fitting model and those of a model with an inclination of 11◦.

Given all of the above, we find it unlikely that we are severely overestimat-
ing the inclination of our UDG, although this remains the largest source of
uncertainty in our analysis. Something else to consider is that there are other
gas-rich UDGs showing a similar set of properties, all at different inclinations
(Chapter 2 and 3, see also Sengupta et al. 2019; Shi et al. 2021, and the spatially
unresolved data from e.g. Leisman et al. 2017; Karunakaran et al. 2020). This
means that the inclinations of all of them would need to be overestimated by a
large margin. Still, it is desirable to repeat our analysis with a gas-rich UDG at
a similar resolution as we have now for AGC 114905, but at higher inclination,
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Figure 4.8: Comparison be-
tween the outer contours
(S/N = 3) of the H i map
of AGC 114905 (white) and
two azimuthal models at dif-
ferent inclinations. While
the model at 32◦ (solid black
line) provides a good fit
to the data, the model at
10◦ (dashed blue) is sig-
nificantly more elongated
than the data along the mi-
nor axis. The background
shows the optical image of
AGC 114905.
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and we aim to do this in the near future.

4.6 Conclusions
We obtained new H i interferometric observations of the gas-rich ultra-diffuse
galaxy (UDG) AGC 114905 using the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array in its B-,
C- and D-configurations. The new data, tracing the H i emission up to 10 kpc
from the galaxy centre, have a spatial resolution a factor about 2.5 higher than
previous data, and confirm that AGC 114905 has a regularly rotating gas disc.

We performed 3D kinematic modelling of the data cube using 3DBarolo,
which allowed us to recover the intrinsic rotation curve and velocity dispersion
profile of the galaxy. AGC 114905 has a regular rotation curve that reaches a
flat part with a circular speed (after a minor correction for asymmetric drift)
of about 23 km s−1. This result confirms that this UDG lies off the baryonic
Tully-Fisher relation, as suggested in Chapter 2 and 3 with low-resolution data.

The observed circular speed profile of our UDG can be explained almost
entirely by the contribution of the baryons alone, with little room for dark
matter within our observed outermost radius (Rout ≈ 10 kpc). Moreover, we
found that the circular speed profile cannot be reproduced by standard cold
dark matter (CDM) haloes: the only possibility to find a good fit to the data
is if the concentration of the halo is as low as ∼ 0.3, completely off CDM
expectations. We tested whether the rotation of our UDG is instead reproduced
within the MOND framework, but we find that there is a significant mismatch
on the normalization and shape of the MOND rotation curve with respect to
our observations.

The geometry of the system (assumed to be an inclined axisymmetric disc)
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is the main source of uncertainty in our results. The inclination of AGC 114905
(32±3◦), which we measure from its total H i map independently of its kinematics,
is a significant caveat, but a number of independent pieces of evidence suggest
that it cannot be overestimated to the extent of significantly changing the above
results. Efforts to observe another gas-rich UDG at a similar spatial resolution
but at higher inclination are under way. Finally, it is important to consider
that we have confirmed for one UDG the robustness of the results obtained
in Chapter 2 and 3 at low resolution. The fact that the six UDGs (and see
also e.g. Leisman et al. 2017; Shi et al. 2021) at different inclinations show the
same behavior argues in favor of them being really exotic and suggests that our
results are not the byproduct of systematic uncertainties.

We have strengthened and clarified previous results on the nature and
startling dynamics of gas-rich UDGs. Yet, their origin and precise evolutionary
pathways remain largely a mystery. The present work has also shown that
gas-rich UDGs are a promising population to study dark matter, as they can
potentially provide telltale clues to understand its nature.
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4.A Channel maps
Fig. 4.9 shows representative channel maps of the data cube of AGC 114905. The
observed emission is shown in grey background and dark blue contours (open
contours for negative values). The green cross shows the centre of the galaxy
and the velocity of each channel map is given on the bottom right corner of
each panel. In red, we show the contours for the best-fitting 3DBarolo azimuthal
tilted-ring model; while low S/N features are not fully reproduced, the model
captures well the overall kinematics of the galaxy, as also shown in Fig. 4.2 with
the PV diagrams. We also overlay in light blue the contours for a model with
a fixed inclination of 11◦ (as needed to match CDM and MOND expectations,
see Sec. 4.5.4). A close inspection shows that the model at 11◦ has an excess
of flux along the minor axis in the channels close to the systemic velocity; the
model at 32◦ does a better job in this regard (however, this comparison is better
appreciated in Fig. 4.8). Moreover, the model at 32◦ matches in a better way
the spectral extent of the observations.
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Figure 4.9: Representative channel maps of AGC 114905. The emission of the galaxy
is shown in grey background and dark blue contours (open contours for negative
values). The green crosses show the centre of the galaxy, and we indicate the velocity
corresponding to each channel map on the bottom right corner. The contours for the
best-fitting 3DBarolo azimuthal tilted-ring model are shown in red, while the contours
for a model at 11◦ are shown in light blue. Contours are at -2, 2, 4 times the rms
noise per channel.
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4.B MCMC posterior distributions

In this appendix we provide the main posterior distributions of our mass models
obtained with our MCMC analyses as described in the main text.
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Figure 4.10: MCMC posterior dis-
tribution for our Case 1 mass
model. Lines are as in Fig. 4.3.
See Sec. 4.4 for details.
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Figure 4.12: MCMC posterior distribu-
tion for the MOND model. Lines are as
in Fig. 4.3. See Sec. 4.5.3 for details.
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Abstract

Specific angular momentum (the angular momentum per unit mass, j = J/M) is
one of the key parameters that control the evolution of galaxies, and it is closely
related with the coupling between dark and visible matter. In this work, we
aim to derive the baryonic (stars plus atomic gas) specific angular momentum
of disc galaxies and study its relation with the dark matter specific angular
momentum. Using a combination of high-quality H i rotation curves, H i sur-
face densities, and near-infrared surface brightness profiles, we homogeneously
measure the stellar (j∗) and gas (jgas) specific angular momenta for a large
sample of nearby disc galaxies. This allows us to determine the baryonic specific
angular momentum (jbar) with high accuracy and across a very wide range
of masses. We confirm that the j∗ − M∗ relation is an unbroken power-law
from 7 ≲ log(M∗/M⊙) ≲ 11.5, with a slope 0.54 ± 0.02, setting a stronger
constraint at dwarf galaxy scales than previous determinations. Concerning
the gas component, we find that the jgas −Mgas relation is also an unbroken
power-law from 6 ≲ log(Mgas/M⊙) ≲ 11, with a steeper slope of 1.02 ± 0.04.
Regarding the baryonic relation, our data support a correlation characterised by
a single power-law with a slope 0.60± 0.02. Our analysis shows that our most
massive spirals and smallest dwarfs lie along the same jbar − Mbar sequence.
While the relations are tight and unbroken, we find internal correlations inside
them: At fixed M∗, galaxies with larger j∗ have larger disc scale lengths, and
at fixed Mbar, gas-poor galaxies have lower jbar than expected. We estimate
the retained fraction of baryonic specific angular momentum, fj,bar, finding it
constant across our entire mass range with a value of ∼0.6, indicating that the
baryonic specific angular momentum of present-day disc galaxies is comparable
to the initial specific angular momentum of their dark matter haloes. In general,
these results set important constraints for hydrodynamical simulations and
semi-analytical models that aim to reproduce galaxies with realistic specific
angular momenta.
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5.1 Introduction

U nderstanding the relation between the observed properties of galaxies and
those expected from their parent dark matter haloes, as well as the physical
processes that regulate such properties, is one of the major goals of present-day
astrophysics.

Angular momentum, in addition to the total mass, arguably governs most
stages of galaxy formation and evolution (e.g, Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Dalcanton
et al. 1997; Mo et al. 1998). From its origin in a cold dark matter (CDM)
universe via primordial tidal torques (Peebles 1969) to its repercussions on the
morphology of present-day galaxies (e.g. Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Cortese
et al. 2016; Lagos et al. 2018; Sweet et al. 2020; Kulier et al. 2020), angular
momentum, or specific angular momentum if weighted by the total mass, plays
a crucial role in shaping galaxies at all redshifts (e.g. Stevens et al. 2016; Posti
et al. 2018b; Marasco et al. 2019; Sweet et al. 2019; Marshall et al. 2019). Yet,
the exact interplay between the angular momentum of dark mater haloes and
that of the baryons is not completely understood.

The ‘retained fraction of angular momentum’− the ratio between the specific
angular momentum of the baryons (jbar) and that of the parent dark matter halo
(jh)− is one of the parameters of paramount importance in this context. Still,
its behaviour as a function of galaxy mass or redshift (e.g. Romanowsky & Fall
2012; Posti et al. 2018b) has not yet been fully established on an observational
basis.

Galaxy scaling relations can be reasonably well reproduced if this global
fraction (fj,bar = jbar/jh) is close to unity (e.g. Dalcanton et al. 1997; Mo
et al. 1998; Navarro & Steinmetz 2000); otherwise, scaling laws like the Tully-
Fisher relation would be in strong disagreement with observations. In general,
if fj,bar is too low, then the baryons do not have enough angular momentum
to reproduce the size distribution observed in present-day galaxies, giving rise
to the so-called angular momentum catastrophe (see for instance Steinmetz &
Navarro 1999; D’Onghia et al. 2006; Dutton & van den Bosch 2012; Somerville
et al. 2018; Cimatti et al. 2019). These problems are mitigated by including
the effects of stellar and active galactic nucleus feedback, which prevent the
ratio fj,bar from being too small (e.g. Governato et al. 2007; Dutton & van
den Bosch 2012). These and other phenomena, such as galactic fountains or
angular momentum transfer between baryons and dark matter, also participate
in shaping the detailed local baryonic angular momentum distribution within
galaxies (e.g. van den Bosch et al. 2001; Cimatti et al. 2019; Sweet et al. 2020).

In a pioneering work, Fall (1983) first determined the shape of the stellar
specific angular momentum−mass relation (the j∗ −M∗ relation); because of
this, the j −M laws are sometimes called Fall relations. The results from Fall
(1983) were later confirmed in the literature with more and better data (e.g.
Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Fall & Romanowsky 2018). Particularly, Posti et al.
(2018b, hereafter P18) recently studied the j∗ − M∗ relation relation with a
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large sample of disc galaxies with extended and high-quality rotation curves,
also taking subtle effects, such as the difference in the rotation of gas and stars,
into account.

The general picture of these studies is that disc galaxies define a tight
sequence in the j∗ −M∗ plane, following an unbroken power-law with a slope
around 0.5−0.6. Early-type galaxies follow a similar trend, but with a lower
intercept such that, at a given M∗, they have about five times less j∗ than
late-type galaxies (Fall 1983; Romanowsky & Fall 2012). The fact that the slope
of the relation is 0.5− 0.6 is remarkable as this value is very close to the slope
of the relation of dark matter haloes, jh ∝ M

2/3
h (e.g. Fall 1983; Romanowsky

& Fall 2012; Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014; P18 and references therein)
While these studies have built a relatively coherent picture of the stellar

component, the gas (jgas −Mgas) and baryonic (jbar −Mbar) relations remain
somewhat less well explored, although studies performed in recent years have
started to delve into this (Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014; Butler et al. 2017;
Chowdhury & Chengalur 2017; Elson 2017; Kurapati et al. 2018; Lutz et al.
2018; Murugeshan et al. 2020). In fact, different authors have reported different
results regarding the nature of the jbar −Mbar relation, such as whether or not
the slope of the correlations in the jbar −Mbar and j∗ −M∗ planes are the same,
if dwarf galaxies follow a different sequence than higher-mass spirals, or whether
or not the relations have a break at a characteristic mass.

This work focuses on homogeneously deriving the stellar, gas, and baryonic
specific angular momenta of a large sample of disc galaxies with the best rotation
curves and photometry data available. This chapter is organised as follows. In
Sec. 5.2, we describe the sample of galaxies used in this study. Sec. 5.3 contains
our methods for deriving the specific angular momentum−mass relation for
each component (stars, gas, baryons), and Sec. 5.4 presents our main results.
In Sec. 5.5 we discuss these results, including an empirical estimation of the
retained fraction of specific angular momentum, and we summarise our findings
and conclude in Sec. 5.6.

5.2 Building the sample
To compute the baryonic specific angular momentum, we needed to determine
the contribution of the stellar (j∗) and gas (jgas) components, as described in
detail in Sec. 5.3. To obtain the stellar and gas specific angular momenta, stellar
and gas surface density profiles are necessary, together with extended rotation
curves.

In their study of j∗, P18 used the galaxies in the Spitzer Photometry and
Accurate Rotation Curves database (SPARC, Lelli et al. 2016a). Unfortunately,
radial H i surface density profiles are not available in SPARC. Because of this, we
built a compilation of galaxies with high-quality H i and stellar surface density
profiles and extended rotation curves from different samples in the literature.
In the rest of this section we describe these samples.

We started by considering the SPARC galaxies (rotation curves and stellar
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surface density profiles) for which H i surface density profiles are available
from the original sources or authors (Begeman 1987; Sanders 1996; Sanders &
Verheijen 1998; Fraternali et al. 2002; Swaters et al. 2002; Begum & Chengalur
2004; Battaglia et al. 2006; Boomsma 2007; de Blok et al. 2008; Verheijen &
Sancisi 2001; Noordermeer 2006; Swaters et al. 2009; Fraternali et al. 2011). If
needed, distance-dependent quantities were re-scaled to the distance given in
SPARC.

We complemented these galaxies with the sample of disc galaxies compiled
and analysed by Ponomareva et al. (2016). We only slightly modified the data
provided by those authors: For a few galaxies we exclude the outermost ≲ 10%
of the rotation curve, where it is not clear how well traced the emission of the
galaxy is (see for instance NGC 224, NGC 2541, or NGC 3351 in their appendix).
The radial coverage in these few galaxies is, however, still sufficiently extended,
and the removal of those few points has no significant effect in the computation
of j. Similarly to SPARC, the sample from Ponomareva et al. (2016) has 3.6 µm
photometry (Ponomareva et al. 2017), which is needed to compute j∗, as we
show in Sec. 5.3.

To populate the low-mass regime, which is not well sampled in SPARC,
we took advantage of the recent and detailed analysis of dwarf galaxies from
the Local Irregulars That Trace Luminosity Extremes, The H i Nearby Galaxy
Survey (LITTLE THINGS, Hunter et al. 2012) by Iorio et al. (2017). These
galaxies have 3.6 µm photometry from Zhang et al. (2012), except for DDO 47,
which was therefore excluded from our sample.

Furthermore, we considered a set of dwarf galaxies from the Local Volume H i
Survey (LVHIS, Koribalski et al. 2018), for which we derived accurate kinematic
models using the software 3Dbarolo (Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015) in the same
way as done in Iorio et al. (2017). We provide further details on this modelling
in Appendix 5.A. These galaxies have near-infrared photometry (H−band at
1.65 µm) available in the literature (Kirby et al. 2008; Young et al. 2014).

Finally, we considered a few dwarf galaxies from the Very Large Array-
ACS Nearby Galaxy Survey Treasury (VLA-ANGST, Ott et al. 2012) and the
Westerbork observations of neutral Hydrogen in Irregular and SPiral galaxies
(WHISP, van der Hulst et al. 2001) projects, for which we also obtained kine-
matic models using 3Dbarolo (see Appendix 5.A). These dwarfs have publicly
available 3.6 µm surface brightness profiles from Bouquin et al. (2018), except
for UGC 10564 and UGC 12060, for which we built the 3.6 µm surface brightness
profiles (see Marasco et al. 2019) from the data in the Spitzer Heritage Archive.

Stellar and gas masses were computed in the same way as in P18, by
integrating the infrared and gas surface density profiles out to the last measured
radius: Mk = 2π

∫ Rmax

0
R′Σk(R

′)dR′. The near-infrared mass-to-light ratio
Υ used to calculate M∗ varies slightly depending on the available data. For
galaxies in the SPARC database, that have available surface brightness profile
decomposition, we assumed the same mass-to-light ratio as P18: Υ3.6

d = 0.5 and
Υ3.6

b = 0.7 for the disc and bulge, respectively. For the rest of the galaxies with
3.6 µm data, which are disc-dominated, we adopted Υ3.6

d = 0.5. For the LVHIS
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Figure 5.1: M∗−Mgas (left) and Mbar− fgas (right) relation for our sample of galaxies.
Typical errorbars are shown in black. The panels at the top and right of each relation
show the histograms of the M∗, Mgas, Mbar, and fgas distributions.

dwarfs, which have H -band photometry, we adopted ΥH
d = 1 (see more details

in Kirby et al. 2008; Young et al. 2014). For the mass gas, all the H i surface
densities (ΣHI) in the different samples were homogenised to include a helium
correction such that Σgas = 1.33ΣHI.

After taking out the galaxies that overlap between the different subsamples,
we ended up with 90 from SPARC and the above references, 30 from the
Ponomareva et al. (2016) sample, 16 from LITTLE THINGS, 14 from LVHIS,
four from VLA-ANGST, and three from WHISP. This gave us a total of 157
galaxies, making this the largest sample for which detailed derivations of the three
j−M laws have been performed to date. This sample, like the SPARC database,
is not volume-limited, but it is representative of nearby regularly rotating
galaxies. It is also worth mentioning that the high-quality rotation curves for
all the galaxies were derived from the same type of data (HI interferometric
observations) using consistent techniques (tilted ring models, e.g. Di Teodoro
& Fraternali 2015), so we do not expect any systematic bias between the
different subsamples. Our final sample of galaxies spans a mass range of
6 ≲ log(M∗/M⊙) ≲ 11.5 and 6 ≲ log(Mgas/M⊙) ≲ 10.5, with a wide spread of
gas fractions (fgas = Mgas/Mbar). Fig. 5.1 shows the M∗−Mgas and Mbar−fgas
relations for our sample, together with their 1D distributions. The rotation
curves and surface density profiles are extended, with a median ratio between
the maximum extent of the rotation curve Rout and the optical disc scale length
Rd of ∼ 6, and with the 84th percentile of the Rout/Rd distribution of ∼ 10.

5.3 Determining the specific angular momentum
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5.3.1 Measuring jgas and j∗

In a rotating galaxy disc, the specific angular momentum inside a radius R
with rotation velocity V , for a given component k (stars or gas), is given by the
expression:

jk(< R) =
2π
∫ R

0
R′2 Σk(R

′) Vk(R
′) dR′

2π
∫ R

0
R′ Σk(R′) dR′

. (5.1)

For the gas, the velocity profile that goes into Eq. 5.1 is simply Vrot, the
rotation velocity traced by the H i rotation curve. For the stars, co-rotation with
the gas is often assumed (V∗ = Vrot). In such a case, given that Σbar = Σgas+Σ∗,
jbar is computed by taking Σk = Σbar and Vk = Vrot in Eq. 5.1.

Nonetheless, a more careful determination of j∗ and jbar should not assume
V∗ = Vrot (e.g. P18). This is because in practice stars usually rotate more
slowly than the cold gas as they have a larger velocity dispersion. Even if this
effect is not expected to be dramatic for high-mass galaxies (Obreschkow &
Glazebrook 2014; P18) or bulgeless galaxies in general (El-Badry et al. 2018),
it is more accurate to take it into account, specially when dealing with dwarfs.
Considering this, in this chapter we derive V∗ using the stellar-asymmetric drift
correction as follows.

Stellar-asymmetric drift correction

First, we will consider the circular speed Vc of the galaxies. By definition (e.g.
Binney & Tremaine 2008), V 2

c = V 2
rot+V 2

AD,gas, with V 2
AD,gas the gas-asymmetric

drift correction (e.g. Read et al. 2016b; Iorio et al. 2017), a term to correct
for pressure-supported motions. For massive galaxies Vc is very close to the
rotation traced by the gas, Vc ≈ Vrot. For the dwarfs the story is different
as pressure-supported motions become more important. Therefore, in all our
dwarfs the gas-asymmetric drift correction has been applied to obtain Vc from
Vrot. Once Vc is obtained for all the galaxies, we aim to derive the stellar
rotation velocities via the relation V 2

∗ = V 2
c − V 2

AD,∗, where VAD∗ is the stellar
asymmetric drift correction.

It can be shown (e.g. Binney & Tremaine 2008; Noordermeer et al. 2008),
that for galaxies with exponential density profile the stellar asymmetric drift
correction VAD∗ is given by the expression

V 2
AD∗ = σ2

∗,R

[
R

Rd
− 1

2

]
−R

dσ2
∗,R

dR
, (5.2)

where Rd is the exponential disc scale length, and σ∗,R the radial component
of the stellar velocity dispersion. This expression assumes the anistropy σ∗,z =
σ∗,ϕ = σ∗,R/

√
2 (e.g. Binney & Tremaine 2008; Noordermeer et al. 2008; Leaman

et al. 2012), but we note that P18 found just small differences (less than 10%)
if isotropy is assumed.

From theoretical arguments (van der Kruit & Searle 1981; van der Kruit 1988),
later confirmed by observations (e.g. Bottema 1993; Swaters 1999; Martinsson
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Figure 5.2: Relation be-
tween the circular speed and
the central stellar velocity
dispersion in the vertical di-
rection for spiral and dwarf
galaxies. Blue points repre-
sent the values from a com-
pilation of studies and the
blue line and pink band are
a fit to the points and its
assumed uncertainty, respec-
tively. Not all the galaxies
have a reported uncertainty
in Vc, so we do not plot any
horizontal errorbar for the
sake of consistency.
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et al. 2013, and references therein), the stellar velocity dispersion profile follows
an exponential vertical profile of the form σ∗,z = σ∗,z0 exp(−R/2Rd), although
there are not many observational constraints regarding this for the smallest
dwarfs (e.g. Hunter et al. 2005; Leaman et al. 2012; Johnson et al. 2015).
While we do not know σ∗,z0 a priori, different authors have found correlations
between σ∗,z0 and different galaxy properties, such as surface brightness, absolute
magnitude, and circular speed (see for instance Bottema 1993; Martinsson et al.
2013; Johnson et al. 2015).

We exploit the relation between Vc and σ∗,z0 to estimate the latter. We
compile both parameters for a set of galaxies in the literature, ranging from
massive spirals to small dwarf irregulars (Bottema 1993; Swaters 1999; van der
Marel et al. 2002; Hunter et al. 2005; Leaman et al. 2012; Martinsson et al.
2013; Johnson et al. 2015; Hermosa Muñoz et al. 2020), as shown in Fig. 5.2. A
second-order polynomial provides a good fit to the points through the relation:

σ∗,z0

km s−1 = 9.7

(
Vc

100 km s−1

)2

+ 2.6

(
Vc

100 km s−1

)
+ 10.61 . (5.3)

We adopt an uncertainty of ±5 km s−1 in σ∗,z0 , shown as a pink band in Fig. 5.2,
motivated by different tests while fitting the observational points.

Finally, it is also observed (see e.g. Barat et al. 2020 and the previous refer-
ences) that the stellar velocity dispersion profile rarely goes below 5−10 km s−1

even at the outermost radii. Therefore, we set a ‘floor’ value for the σ∗,z profile
equal to 10 km s−1, such that it never goes below this value. With this, we have
fully defined σ∗,z, so we can proceed to compute σ∗,R and thus VAD∗. We note
here that adopting a floor value has as the consequence that some dwarfs will
have a σ∗,R that stays constant at large radii, similar to what has been reported
in some observations of dwarf irregulars (e.g. Hunter et al. 2005; van der Marel
et al. 2002).
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Figure 5.3: Gas (blue) and stellar (orange) rotation curves for two dwarf (left) and
two massive (right) galaxies, showing the relative importance of the asymmetric drift
correction.

As expected, we find that for massive discs the correction is very small, but
it can be more important for less massive galaxies. Fig. 5.3 illustrates this with
four examples that demonstrate that while the correction is negligible for the
massive spirals, for the dwarfs it is not. For the dwarfs, while the uncertainty in
V∗ is often consistent with the values of Vc and Vrot, the offset is systematic and
important in some cases, highlighting the importance of applying the stellar
asymmetric drift correction. For a few dwarf galaxies (DDO 181, DDO 210,
DDO 216, NGC 3741, and UGC 07577) the resulting stellar rotation curves are
too affected by the correction to be considered reliable: Either they have very
large uncertainties such that the stellar rotation curve is compatible with zero at
all radii, or it simply goes to zero; the j∗ and jbar of these galaxies are therefore
discarded. Further tests on our approach to estimate V∗ and its robustness can
be found in Appendix 5.B.

Deriving jbar

Once we estimated j∗ after taking into account the stellar asymmetric drift
correction, we computed jbar profiles with the expression

jbar = fgasjgas + (1− fgas)j∗ , (5.4)

where fgas is the gas fraction, and with jgas and j∗ computed following Eq. 5.1.
The uncertainty in jk (with k being stars or gas) is estimated as (e.g. Lelli et al.
2016b; P18):

δjk = 2 Rck

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i

δ2vi
+

(
Vf

tan i
δi

)2

+

(
Vf

δD
D

)2

, (5.5)

with Rc a characteristic radius (defined below in Eq. 5.6), Vf the velocity of the
flat part of the rotation curve1, δvi

the individual uncertainties in the rotation
1If the rotation curve does not show clear signs of flattening, according to the criterion of
Lelli et al. (2016b), we use the outermost measured circular speed.
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velocities, i the inclination of the galaxy and δi its uncertainty, and D and
δD the distance to the galaxy and its uncertainty, respectively. In turn, Rc is
defined as

Rck =

∫ R

0
R′2 Σk(R

′) (R′) dR′∫ R

0
R′ Σk(R′) dR′

. (5.6)

For an exponential profile, Rc becomes Rd, as used in P18. The uncertainty
associated with jbar comes from propagating the uncertainties in Eq. 5.4.

We remind the reader that we have accounted for the presence of helium by
assuming Mgas = 1.33MHI, and neglecting any input from molecular gas to jbar
or Mbar. This does not affect our analysis in a significant way: In comparison
with the H i and stellar components, the contribution of molecular gas to the
baryonic mass is marginal (e.g. Catinella et al. 2018; Cimatti et al. 2019, and
references therein), and since molecular gas is much more concentrated than
the H i, it contributes even less to the final jbar (e.g. Obreschkow & Glazebrook
2014). In a similar way, we do not attempt to take the angular momentum of
the galactic coronae (e.g. Pezzulli et al. 2017) into consideration.

5.3.2 Convergence criteria

We determined jgas and j∗ by means of Eq. 5.1; Fig. 5.4 shows representative
examples of jgas and j∗ cumulative profiles. Then, we combined them to obtain
jbar with Eq. 5.4.

It is important to see whether or not the cumulative profiles converge at
the outermost radii because non-converging profiles may lead to a significant
underestimation of j. To decide whether or not the cumulative profile of a galaxy
(for stars, gas and baryons independently) is converging or not, we proceed as
follows. We fit the outer points of the profile with a second-order polynomial P ;
in practice we fit the outer 20% of the profile or the last four points if the outer
20% of the profile spans only three points, for the sake of robustness in the fit.
Then, we extract the value of j at the outermost point of the observed profile,
and we compare it with the maximum value that P would have if extrapolated
to infinity. When the ratio R between these two is 0.8 or larger, we consider
the profile as converging. Fig. 5.4 shows representative cases of jgas and j∗
cumulative profiles and their corresponding P, exemplifying the cases where
the profile has reached the flat part (blue), where it shows signs of convergence
(green) and we accept it, and where it is clearly not converging (orchid) and
thus is excluded from further analyses.

Our choice of using R ≥ 0.8 is empirically driven, and we check its perfor-
mance as follows. Using about 50 galaxies with clearly convergent j profiles
(for instance NGC 7793 in Fig. 5.4), which have R = 1, we do the following
exercise. We remove the outermost point of the cumulative profile, and fit the
last 20% of the resulting profile with a new polynomial P ′, which then implies
a new (lower) R′; this step is repeated until R′ falls to the limit value of 0.8.
When this happens, we compare the maximum value of the cumulative profile
at the radius where R′ = 0.8 with respect to the maximum value of the original
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Figure 5.4: Example of representa-
tive cumulative jgas and j∗ profiles in
our sample. The axes are normalised
to allow the comparison between the
profiles. The points show the ob-
served cumulative profiles for the gas
(top) and stellar (bottom) component,
while the dashed lines show the fitted
polynomial P to these profiles (see
text). The name of the galaxy and
the value of the convergence factor R
for their profiles are provided. Only
galaxies with R ≥ 0.8 are used in our
analysis. We note that, due to the
normalization, the last point of all
the profiles overlap with each other.

(R = 1) profile. Not unexpectedly, these tests reveal that imposing R ≥ 0.8 as a
convergence criterion allows for a recovery of j with less than 15% of difference
with respect to the case where R = 1 in the case of the stars, and less than
20% in the case of the gas. Discrepancies below 20% translate into sub-0.1 dex
differences in the final scaling laws. Changing our criterion to a stricter R ≥ 0.9
only improves the recovery by ∼ 5%. Relaxing the criterion to R ≥ 0.7 increases
the discrepancies by about 5 − 10%, giving total differences of the order of
0.15 dex. Given this, we adopt R ≥ 0.8 as a good compromise, but we notice
that using R ≥ 0.7 or R ≥ 0.9 does not change the nature of the results shown
below. This criterion is found to be useful not only because it is simple and
applicable to stars, gas, and baryons, but also because it uses all the information
in the outer part of the cumulative profile, rather than in the last point only
(e.g. P18; Marasco et al. 2019). More information on the effects of changing the
required R can be found in Appendix 5.B.

We visually inspect the cumulative profiles to make sure that our convergence
criterion is meaningful for all the galaxies. For the rest of this study we will
analyse only those galaxies whose specific angular momentum cumulative profile
meets our convergence criteria, defining in this way our final sample. Table 5.1
provides the list of galaxies we compiled, giving their mass and specific angular
momentum for stars, gas, and baryons, together with the exponential disc scale
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length and the value of the convergence factor R. According to our criterion
discussed above, out of our 157 galaxies, 132 have a convergent j∗ profile, 87 a
convergent jgas, and 106 a convergent jbar.

The fact that the number of galaxies with converging j∗ profiles is larger
than the number with converging jgas ones is because Σ∗ declines much faster
than Σgas, such that in outer rings of the rotation curves the contribution from
stars is often negligible. Instead, Σgas is more extended (in fact enough flux to
trace the rotation curve is needed), making it harder for its cumulative profile
to converge. This is also clear from Fig. 5.4, where the flattening of the stellar
profiles is more evident than for the gas profiles.

Since jbar is not only the sum of j∗ and jgas but is weighted by the gas
fraction (Eq. 5.4), there can be cases where even if one of the two does not
converge, jbar does. For example, in a galaxy with a small gas fraction, the
convergence of j∗ ensures the convergence of jbar, regardless of the behaviour of
jgas. The same can happen for a heavily gas-dominated dwarf with a converging
jgas profile. This explains why there are more converging jbar profiles than jgas
ones.

5.4 The stellar, gas, and baryonic specific angular
momentum−mass relations for disc galaxies

5.4.1 The j∗ −M∗ relation

In the left panel of Fig. 5.5 we show the j∗−M∗ plane for our sample of galaxies.
We find a clear power-law relation followed reasonably well by all galaxies. It
is particularly tight at the high-mass regime, and the scatter (along with the
observational errors) increases when moving towards lower masses; despite this,
there is no compelling evidence for a change in the slope of the relation at dwarf
galaxy scales.

We fit our points with a power-law of the form

log

(
j

kpc km s−1

)
= α[log(M/M⊙)− 10] + β , (5.7)

where in this case j = j∗ and M = M∗.
We fit Eq. 5.7 using a likelihood as in P18 and Posti et al. (2020), which

includes a term for the orthogonal intrinsic scatter (σ⊥), and we use a Markov
chain Monte Carlo approach (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) to constrain the
parameters after assuming uninformative priors. We find the best-fitting param-
eters to be α = 0.53± 0.02 and β = 2.71± 0.02, with a perpendicular intrinsic
scatter σ⊥ = 0.15± 0.01. Table 5.2 provides the coefficients for all the j −M
relations found in this chapter.
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Table 5.2: Coefficients of the best-fitting j −M laws, as shown in Fig. 5.5, obtained
by fitting the observed relations with Eq. 5.7.

α β σ⊥

Stars 0.53 ± 0.02 2.71 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01
Gas 1.02 ± 0.04 3.64 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.01

Baryons 0.60 ± 0.02 2.77 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.01

5.4.2 The jgas −Mgas relation

The middle panel of Fig. 5.5 shows the gas specific angular momentum−mass
relation. Similarly to the stellar case, the relation of the gas component is also
well represented by a simple power-law (Eq. 5.7) with best-fitting parameters
α = 1.02± 0.04, β = 3.64± 0.03 and σ⊥ = 0.14± 0.01.

The slope is significantly steeper than for the stars, but the trend is also
followed remarkably well by all galaxies. We mainly cover ∼3 orders of magnitude
in gas mass, 8 ≤ log(Mgas/M⊙) ≤ 11, although we have one galaxy (DDO 210)
at Mgas ≈ 106 M⊙ whose position is perfectly consistent with the jgas −Mgas

sequence of more massive galaxies. Moreover, it is clear that our dwarfs follow
the same law as more massive galaxies.

5.4.3 The jbar −Mbar relation

In the right panel of Fig. 5.5 we show the jbar −Mbar plane for our sample. The
relation looks once more like an unbroken power-law, so we fit the observations
with Eq. 5.7. The best-fitting coefficients are α = 0.60± 0.02, β = 2.77± 0.02
and σ⊥ = 0.14± 0.01.

The perpendicular intrinsic scatter of the baryonic relation (σ⊥ = 0.14±0.01)
is consistent with the individual values of the stellar (σ⊥ = 0.15 ± 0.01) and
gas (σ⊥ = 0.15± 0.01) relations. This is likely due to the fact that the stellar
and gas components dominate at different Mbar, such that at high Mbar the
intrinsic scatter of the baryonic relation is set by the intrinsic scatter of j∗ −M∗
relation, while at the low Mbar it is the scatter of the jgas −Mgas relation the
one that dominates.

One of the most important results drawn from the baryonic relation in
Fig. 5.5 is that the most massive spirals and the smallest dwarfs in our sample
lie along the same relation. We discuss this in more detail in Sec. 5.5.3.

In addition to our fiducial best-fitting parameters given above, we performed
the exercise of building the jbar −Mbar relation using only the 77 galaxies that
have both a convergent j∗ and jgas profile, instead of the 104 galaxies with
converging jbar profile but without necessarily having both convergent j∗ and
jgas profiles (see Sec. 5.3.2). The best-fitting parameters for Eq. 5.7 using this
subsample are α = 0.56±0.02, β = 2.87±0.02 and σ⊥ = 0.11±0.01. This slope
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is consistent with the fiducial slope derived with our convergence criteria within
their uncertainties, and the intercept changes by only ∼ 0.1 dex. Also, not
unexpectedly, the intrinsic scatter is slightly reduced. In this subsample, however,
the low-mass regime is significantly reduced, especially below Mbar < 109.5 M⊙.

5.5 Discussion
In Sec. 5.4 we showed and described the stellar and gas j−M relations, which are
then used to derive the jbar−Mbar relation. Empirically, the three laws are well
characterised by unbroken linear relations (in log-log space, see Eq. 5.7). While
there are no clear features indicating breaks in the relations, we statistically test
this possibility by fitting the j −M laws with double power-laws. The resulting
best-fitting double power-laws are largely indistinguishable from the unbroken
power-laws within our observed mass ranges. Moreover, the linear models are
favoured over the double power-law models by the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). Compared to the values
obtained for the single power-law, the AIC and BIC of the broken power-law fit
are larger by 7 and 12, respectively, in the case of the stellar relation, by 5 and
10 for the gas, and by 6 and 11 for the baryons. Having established that the
single power-laws provide an appropriate fit to the observed j −M planes, in
the following subsections we discuss some similarities and discrepancies between
our results and previous works, as well as other further considerations regarding
the phenomenology of these laws.

5.5.1 Comparison with previous works

j∗ −M∗ relation

The stellar specific angular momentum−mass relation for disc galaxies has been
recently reviewed and refined by P18. An important result that they show, is
that while some galaxy formation models (e.g. Obreja et al. 2016) predict a
break or flattening in the j∗ −M∗ law at the low-mass end, the observational
relation is an unbroken power-law from the most massive spiral galaxies to the
dwarfs. While there is evidence for this in Fig. 2 of P18, their sample has very
few objects with M∗ < 108.5 M⊙, a fact that may pose doubts on the supposedly
unbroken behaviour of the relation. Our sample largely overlaps with the sample
of P18 who used the SPARC compilation, but importantly, as described in
Sec. 5.2, it also includes the dwarf galaxies from LITTLE THINGS, LVHIS,
VLA-ANGST, and WHISP, adding several more galaxies with M∗ < 108.5 M⊙,
and allowing us to set strong constraints on the relation at the low-mass regime.
As mentioned before, we find a similar behaviour as the one reported by P18:
Dwarf and massive disc galaxies lie in the same scaling law.

P18 report very similar values to ours (see also Fall 1983; Romanowsky &
Fall 2012; Fall & Romanowsky 2013; Cortese et al. 2016). Those authors find
α = 0.55± 0.02 and σ⊥ = 0.17± 0.01; the parametrization used to derive their
intercept β = 3.34± 0.03 is different than that used in Eq. 5.7, but close to ours
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(0.1 dex higher) once this is taken into account. Therefore, our values are in
very good agreement with recent determinations of the j∗ −M∗ relation, with
the advantage of a better sampling at the low-M∗ regime. We also notice that
despite including more dwarfs (∼ 35, those from LITTLE THINGS, LVHIS,
WHISP and VLA-ANGST), which increase the observed scatter at the low-M∗
regime, we find a slightly smaller global intrinsic scatter.

jgas −Mgas relation

The slope that we find for the jgas − Mgas plane (α = 1.02 ± 0.04) is about
two times the value of the slope of the stellar relation (α = 0.53 ± 0.02). It
is also steeper than the slope of 0.8 ± 0.08 reported in Kurapati et al. (2018)
(see also Cortese et al. 2016). Nevertheless, those authors analyzed galaxies
with Mgas < 109.5 M⊙, for which the individual values of their jgas estimates
compare well with ours as their points lie within the scatter of ours. Therefore,
the differences in the slope reported by Kurapati et al. (2018) and ours are
seemingly due to the shorter mass span of their sample: Once galaxies with
6 ≤ log(Mgas/M⊙) ≤ 11 are put together, a global and steeper slope close to 1
emerges. Chowdhury & Chengalur (2017) and Butler et al. (2017) do not report
the value of their slopes, but as it happens with the sample from Kurapati et al.
(2018), the majority of their galaxies lie within the scatter of our larger sample.

jbar −Mbar relation

Our best-fitting slope for the jbar −Mbar law is 0.60± 0.02. This is comparable,
within the uncertainties, to the value of 0.62±0.02 reported by Elson (2017), and
significantly lower than the value of 0.94± 0.05 from Obreschkow & Glazebrook
(2014) (this for bulgeless galaxies, see Chowdhury & Chengalur 2017), and than
the value of 0.89± 0.05 from Kurapati et al. (2018). It is important, however,
to bear in mind that the sample from Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014) consists
mainly of massive spirals, and the sample from Kurapati et al. (2018) consists
of dwarfs only, so the differences are at least partially explained by the fact that
we explore a broader mass range.

Very recently, Murugeshan et al. (2020) reported a slope of 0.55± 0.02 for a
sample of 114 galaxies. Their slope is slightly shallower but nearly statistically
compatible with our value once both 1σ⊥ uncertainties are taken into account.
They do not report the value of their intercept, but based on the inspection
of their Fig. 3 we find it also in agreement with ours. Nevertheless, there are
some differences in our analysis with respect to theirs. For instance, our mass
coverage at Mbar < 109 M⊙ is a bit more complete (11 galaxies in their work
vs. 23 in our convergent sample), and, very importantly, we applied a converge
criterion to all our sample in order to select only the most accurate j profiles.
In addition to this, while both studies use near infrared luminosities to trace
M∗ (mostly 3.6µm in our case, and 2.2µm for Murugeshan et al. 2020), we use
a Υ that has been found to reduce the scatter in scaling relations that depend
on M∗ such as the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation (see Lelli et al. 2016b), while
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the calibration used by Murugeshan et al. (2020) may have a larger scatter,
up to one order of magnitude in M∗ at given infrared luminosity (Wen et al.
2013). Finally, we determine V∗ instead of assuming co-rotation of gas and stars,
although this does not play an important role when determining the global
jbar −Mbar relation (cf. Appendix 5.B).

Despite these differences, which may lead to discrepancies on a galaxy by
galaxy basis, the slopes between both works are statistically in agreement.
Murugeshan et al. (2020) mention that it is likely that their slope is slightly
biased towards flatter values given their lack of galaxies with Mbar < 109M⊙.
For our sample, which extends towards lower masses, the slope is marginally
steeper, in agreement with the reasoning of Murugeshan et al. (2020).

5.5.2 Residuals and internal correlations

In this Section we explore whether or not the j −M relations correlate with
third parameters. We show in Fig. 5.5 that the three j − M relations are
well described by unbroken power-laws. Yet, this does not necessarily imply
that there are no systematic residuals as a function of mass or other physical
parameters.

To explore this possibility, in Fig. 5.6 we look at the difference between the
measured j of each galaxy and the expected jfit according to the best-fitting
power-law we found previously, as a function of M . The first conclusion we
reach from this figure is that there does not seem to be any systematic trend
of the residuals for the stellar and gas relations as a function of M∗ or Mgas,
respectively: Within the scatter of our data, a galaxy is equally likely to be
above or below the best-fitting relations. The scenario seems to be different for
the baryonic relation (bottom panels in Fig. 5.6), where galaxies with higher
baryonic masses tend to scatter below the best-fitting relation while less massive
galaxies tend to scatter above it. This is the result of a correlation with the gas
fraction, as we discuss later in Sec. 5.5.2.

To further study the behaviour of the residuals from the best-fitting relations
and identify parameters correlated with such residuals, we look at internal
correlations with other quantities. For instance, given the dependence of jbar
on fgas (Eq. 5.4), fgas is an interesting parameter to explore within the j −M
relations. The same happens with Rd, given the relation between the spin
parameter λ of dark matter haloes and Rd (e.g. Mo et al. 1998; Posti et al.
2020; Zanisi et al. 2020), and that for galaxy discs with Sérsic profiles and flat
rotation curves j∗ ∝ Rd (Romanowsky & Fall 2012). As shown in Fig. 5.6, there
are internal correlations with both parameters, which we briefly describe here.

Disc scale length

In the case of the disc scale length as a third parameter, Fig. 5.6 (left panels)
encodes also the well-known M∗−Rd relation: More massive galaxies have more
extended optical disc scale length, although the scatter is relatively large at
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Figure 5.6: Residuals from the best-fitting j−M laws at fixed M . The case of no offset
from the best-fitting relation is represented with a dashed black line, while the grey
band shows the scatter of the relation. Left and right panels include, respectively, the
disc scale length (see Table 5.1) and the gas fraction as colour-coded third parameters.
The main conclusions from this figure are that at fixed M∗ galaxies with a higher j∗
have larger Rd, and at fixed Mbar galaxies with lower fgas have a lower jbar.

given M∗ (e.g. Fernández Lorenzo et al. 2013; Cebrián & Trujillo 2014; Lange
et al. 2015). Nonetheless, the figure also shows other trends at fixed mass.

At fixed M∗ (upper left panel), galaxies with a higher than average j∗ have
a larger Rd. This is not surprising given Eq. 5.1 (see also Romanowsky & Fall
2012), but it is still interesting to show the precise behaviour of this correlation
across nearly five orders of magnitude in mass. The trend is not clearly visible
in the gas relation (mid left panel), which is not unexpected given the less clear
interplay between Rd and jgas (as opposed to j∗), and the scattered relation
between Rd and the size of the gaseous disc (e.g. Lelli et al. 2016a). The
inspection of the jbar −Mbar plane (lowermost left panel) reveals that the trend
of high-j galaxies having larger Rd at fixed Mbar is visible at the high-mass
regime (where the stellar relation dominates), but becomes less evident at low
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masses (where the gas relation is dominant).

Gas fraction

The right hand side panels of Fig. 5.6 show the vertical residuals from the j−M
laws adding the gas fraction as a third parameter. Trends also seem to emerge in
these cases. In general, the relation between mass and gas fraction (e.g. Huang
et al. 2012; Catinella et al. 2018) is clear: More massive galaxies have lower fgas
on average (see also Fig. 5.1).

From the j∗ −M∗ relation, we can see that at fixed M∗ galaxies with higher
fgas have larger j∗ than galaxies with lower fgas. Results along the same lines
were reported by Huang et al. (2012) using unresolved ALFALFA observations
(Haynes et al. 2011), by Lagos et al. (2017) analysing hydrodynamical simulations,
and by e.g. Stevens et al. (2018), Zoldan et al. (2018), and Irodotou et al. (2019)
using semi-analytic models.

The above trend is inverted in the case of the gas: At fixed Mgas disc galaxies
with lower gas content have higher jgas. This is perhaps due to the fact that
the fuel for star formation is the low-j gas, so the remaining gas reservoirs of
gas-poor galaxies effectively see an increase in its jgas (see also Lagos et al. 2017
and Zoldan et al. 2018).

That gas-poor galaxies have higher jgas may also be related with the H i
surface density profile of galaxies. At fixed Mgas galaxies with low fgas have
higher M∗, and galaxies with high M∗ often present a central depression in
their H i distribution (e.g. Swaters 1999; Martinsson et al. 2016, and references
therein). At fixed Mgas the central depression implies that the mass distribution
is more extended, and so jgas should be larger, as we find in our observational
result (see also Murugeshan et al. 2019).

Lastly, we inspect the residuals for the baryonic relation (bottom right panel
of Fig. 5.6). At fixed Mbar galaxies with lower fgas have a lower jbar. This is
line with both Eq. 5.4 and the fact that across all our observed mass regime
jgas > j∗: At fixed Mbar, gas-poor galaxies have a smaller contribution from
jgas, which is larger than j∗. By adding fgas directly into the jbar −Mbar plane
in Fig. 5.7 we notice that gas-rich and gas-poor galaxies seem to follow relations
with similar slopes but slightly different intercepts, with the intercept of gas-rich
galaxies being higher. In fact, the galaxies that fall below the main baryonic
relation in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 are mostly those with very low fgas for their
Mbar.

Murugeshan et al. (2020) studied the jbar − Mbar relation dividing their
galaxies in two groups: Those with near neighbours and those relatively more
isolated. They find that at the high-mass end, galaxies with close neighbours
tend to have lower jbar than expected, and they suggest that this is likely to
be the result of past or present interactions that lowered jbar (see also Lagos
et al. 2017). However, somewhat surprisingly, those authors find no significant
differences in jbar as a function of the second nearest-neighbour density (see
their Fig. 5). We do not segregate our galaxies in terms of isolation, but we find
that those with lower jbar are those that show a low fgas.
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Figure 5.7: Baryonic j −M
relation colour-coding the
galaxies according to their
gas fraction. Gas-rich galax-
ies seem to have a slightly
higher intercept than gas-
poor ones.

Some authors have also discussed the relation of fgas with jbar via the
stability parameter q = jbarσ/GMbar, with σ the H i velocity dispersion and G
the gravitational constant (see Obreschkow et al. 2016; Lutz et al. 2018; Stevens
et al. 2018; Murugeshan et al. 2020). According to them (see also Romeo 2020),
at fixed Mbar a galaxy with higher jbar has a higher q, meaning that it is more
stable against gravitational collapse. On the other hand, galaxies with low-jbar
form stars more efficiently as they are less stable. In principle, the bottom
right panel of Fig. 5.6 seems in line with their expectations, as fgas increases
with positive jbar − jbar,fit, although discussion exists in the literature regarding
whether or not star formation is primarily regulated by angular momentum
and disc stability, or, for instance, by gas cooling or gas volume density (e.g.
Leroy et al. 2008; Obreschkow et al. 2016; Bacchini et al. 2019a). A deeper
investigation on how j, M and fgas intertwine together will be provided in a
forthcoming work (Chapter 6, i.e. Mancera Piña et al. 2021b).

5.5.3 The specific angular momentum of dwarf galaxies

Our results on the j∗ −M∗ plane provide further support to the conclusions
from P18 that dwarfs and massive spirals seemingly follow the same scaling law.
There are no features in our measurements suggesting a break, although the
scatter seems larger at the low-mass end.

Another result we find is that dwarf galaxies fall in the same baryonic (and
gas) sequence that describes more massive galaxies well. Results along the same
line were reported by Elson (2017), but for a smaller sample and relying on
extrapolations of the rotation curves. These findings seem in tension with the
results from Chowdhury & Chengalur (2017), Butler et al. (2017) and Kurapati
et al. (2018), who concluded that dwarfs have a higher jbar than expected from
an extrapolation of the relation for massive spirals. However, this is due to the
fact that those authors were comparing their data with the relation found by
Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014), which has a very steep slope and thus tends
to progressively underestimate jbar at low Mbar. As mentioned above, their
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dwarf galaxies lie close to our dwarfs in the jbar −Mbar plane.
In order to explain the idea of dwarfs having a higher jbar than expected,

Chowdhury & Chengalur (2017) and Kurapati et al. (2018) discussed two main
possibilities: That the higher jbar is a consequence of feedback processes that
remove a significant amount of low-j gas, or that it is due to a significantly
higher ‘cold’ gas accretion (see for instance Sancisi et al. 2008; Kereš et al. 2009)
in dwarfs than in other galaxies. Kurapati et al. (2018), with similar results
as Chowdhury & Chengalur (2017), already discussed that the former scenario
is unlikely given the unrealistically high mass-loading factors that would be
required, but they left open the possibility of the cold gas accretion. In this
context, our results would suggest that these mechanisms are not needed to be
particularly different in dwarfs compared with massive spirals as both group
of galaxies lie in the same sequence; instead, they suggest that feedback and
accretion processes act in a rather continuous way as a function of mass. This
seems in agreement with the results we show in Sec. 5.5.4 regarding the retained
fraction of angular momentum.

5.5.4 The retained fraction of angular momentum

In a ΛCDM context, the angular momentum of both dark matter and baryons
is acquired by tidal torques (Peebles 1969). Considering the link between
the specific angular momentum of the dark matter halo and its halo mass
(jh ∝ λM

2/3
h ), the baryonic specific angular momentum is given by the expression

(see e.g. Fall 1983; Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014;
P18)

jbar
103 kpc km s−1

= 1.96

(
λ

0.035

)
fj,bar f

−2/3
M,bar

(
Mbar

1010 M⊙

)2/3

, (5.8)

with λ the halo spin parameter, fj,bar the retained fraction of angular momentum
(jbar/jh), and fM,bar the global galaxy formation efficiency or baryonic-to-halo
mass ratio (Mbar/Mh). Since λ is a parameter that is relatively well known from
simulations (λ ≈ 0.035, largely independent of halo mass, redshift, morphology
and environment, e.g. Bullock et al. 2001a; Macciò et al. 2008), if the individual
values of Mh were known, it would then be possible to measure fj,bar for each
individual galaxy.

Despite not knowing the precise value of Mh for all our galaxies, we can
still investigate the behaviour of fj,bar in a statistical way. For this, we can
assume a stellar-to-halo mass relation to then find which value of fj,bar, as a
function of mass, better reproduces the observed jbar−Mbar relation. We adopt
the empirical stellar-to-halo mass relation for disc galaxies recently derived by
Posti et al. (2020), by using accurate mass-decomposition models of SPARC and
LITTLE THINGS galaxies (see also Read et al. 2017). The relation from Posti
et al. (2020) follows a single power-law at all masses and deviates from relations
derived with abundance matching especially at the high-mass end, where the
abundance-matching relations would predict a break at around Mh ∼ 1012 M⊙
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Figure 5.8: Observed jbar −Mbar plane (magenta points) compared with the outcome
from Eq. 5.8 after assuming a constant (solid red line) or mass-dependent (dashed
blue line) fj,bar. The lines below and above each relation show their scatter, coming
from the scatter on λ and on the stellar-to-halo mass relation.

(e.g. Wechsler & Tinker 2018). As discussed in detail in Posti et al. (2019)
and Posti et al. (2020), such an unbroken relation provides a better fit for disc
galaxies.

Going back to Eq. 5.8, we explore two simple scenarios: One where the
retained fraction of angular momentum is constant, fj,bar = f0, and one where
it is a simple function of Mbar, log fj,bar = α log(Mbar/M⊙) + f1, and we fit
Eq. 5.8 for both of them. In the case of the constant retained fraction, we
find fj,bar = f0 = 0.62. The relation obtained by fixing this value in Eq. 5.8 is
shown in Fig. 5.8 (solid red line), compared with the observational points. It is
clear that the constant fj,bar well reproduces the observed relation. In the case
where fj,bar is a function of Mbar, the best-fitting coefficients are α = 0.04 and
f1 = −0.62, and the resulting relation is shown in Fig. 5.8 with a dashed blue
line.

Both scenarios for fj,bar fit the data equally well, but the fit with a constant
fj,bar (having only one free parameter) is favoured by the BIC and AIC criteria.
We also notice that the scatter in the relation can be almost entirely attributed
to the scatter on λ (0.25 dex, Macciò et al. 2008) and on the stellar-to-halo
mass relation (0.07 dex, Posti et al. 2020), without significant contribution from
the scatter in fj,bar.

This provides observational evidence that despite different processes of mass
and specific angular momentum gain and loss, the baryons in present-day disc
galaxies have ‘retained’ a high fraction of the specific angular momentum of the
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haloes, as required by early and recent models of galaxy formation (e.g. Fall &
Efstathiou 1980; Fall 1983; Mo et al. 1998; Navarro & Steinmetz 2000; van den
Bosch et al. 2001; Fall & Romanowsky 2013; Desmond & Wechsler 2015; Posti
et al. 2018a; Irodotou et al. 2019). Our constant value for fj,bar is somewhat
smaller than predicted in some cosmological hydrodynamical simulations (e.g.
Genel et al. 2015; Pedrosa & Tissera 2015), but it seems to be in good agreement
with the outcome of the models from Dutton & van den Bosch (2012), once we
account for the different assumptions in the stellar-to-halo mass relation.

As mentioned in the above references (see also Lagos et al. 2017; Cimatti
et al. 2019), there are a number of reasons of why fj,bar may be smaller or
larger than 1. These include rather complex relations between biased cooling
of baryons, angular momentum transfer from baryons to the dark halo via
dynamical friction, feedback processes and past mergers. Thus, it remains
somewhat surprising that despite all of these complexities, disc galaxies still
find a way to inherit their most basic properties (mass and angular momentum)
from their parent dark matter haloes in a rather simple fashion.

5.6 Conclusions
Using a set of high-quality rotation curves, H i surface density profiles, and near-
infrared stellar profiles, we homogeneously studied the stellar, gas, and baryonic
specific angular momentum−mass laws. Our sample (Fig. 5.1), representative of
dwarf and massive regularly rotating disc galaxies, extends about five orders of
magnitude in mass and four in specific angular momentum, providing the largest
sample (in number and dynamic range) for which the three relations have been
studied homogeneously. The specific angular momentum has been determined in
a careful way, correcting the kinematics for both pressure-supported motions and
stellar asymmetric drift (e.g. Fig. 5.3) and checking the individual convergence
of each galaxy (Fig. 5.4).

Within the scatter of the data, the three relations can be characterised by
unbroken power-laws (linear fits in log-log space) across all the mass range
(Fig. 5.5), with dwarf and big spiral galaxies lying along the same relations. The
stellar relation holds at lower masses than reported before, with a similar slope
(α = 0.53) and intrinsic scatter (σ⊥ = 0.15) as reported in previous literature.
The gas relation has a slope about two times steeper (α = 1.02) than the stellar
slope and with a higher intercept. The baryonic relation has a slope α = 0.60,
relatively close to the value of the slope of the stellar relation, and it also has
a similar intrinsic scatter as the stellar and gas j −M laws (σ⊥ = 0.14). We
provide the individual values of the mass and specific angular momentum for our
galaxies (Table 5.1) as well as the best-fitting parameters for the three j −M
relations (Table 5.2).

The three laws also show some dependence on the optical disc scale length
Rd and the gas fraction fgas. The clearest trends are that at fixed M∗ galaxies
with higher j∗ have larger Rd, while at fixed Mbar galaxies with lower fgas have
lower jbar (Fig. 5.6 and 5.7).
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When compared with theoretical predictions from ΛCDM, the jbar −Mbar

scaling relation can be used to estimate the retained fraction of baryonic specific
angular momentum, fj,bar. We find that a constant fj,bar = 0.62 reproduces well
the jbar −Mbar law, with little requirement for scatter in fj,bar (Fig. 5.8). In
general, this provides empirical evidence of a relatively high ratio between the
baryonic specific angular momentum in present-day disc galaxies, and the specific
angular momentum of their parent dark matter halo. Overall, our results provide
important constraints to (semi) analytic and numerical models of the formation
of disc galaxies in a cosmological context. They are key for pinning down which
physical processes are responsible for the partition of angular momentum into
the different baryonic components of discs.
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5.A Kinematic modelling of LVHIS, WHISP, and
VLA-ANGST dwarfs

The Local Volume H i Survey (LVHIS, Koribalski et al. 2018), the Westerbork
observations of neutral Hydrogen in Irregular and SPiral galaxies (WHISP, van
der Hulst et al. 2001) and the Very Large Array-ACS Nearby Galaxy Survey
Treasury (VLA-ANGST, Ott et al. 2012) projects, provide deep interferometric
observations of a large set of gas−rich nearby galaxies. Full details on the
characteristic of the surveys, including targets, observations and data reduction
procedures can be found in the references above.

Given that highly reliable rotation curves are needed to estimate the specific
angular momentum, we selected the dwarf galaxies in LVHIS, WHISP, and
VLA-ANGST that were the most suitable to perform kinematic modelling on
them (and in the case of WHISP, galaxies that are not already modelled by
Swaters et al. 2002 and included in SPARC). We chose the best galaxies in
terms of spatial resolution (at least five resolution elements) and undisturbed
gas kinematics (galaxies without interacting neighbours or strong non-circular
motions). We are mainly interested in dwarf galaxies with moderate rotation
velocities, so we kept those galaxies with an observed velocity field suggesting
rotation velocities below ∼ 80 km s−1.

We analyzed the galaxies using the software 3Dbarolo (Di Teodoro &
Fraternali 2015), fitting the rotation velocity, velocity dispersion, inclination,
and position angle. Initial estimates on inclination and position angle are
determined by fitting the observed H i map, following the procedure described
in Chapter 3. All the models converged with very good resemblance to the
data. Importantly, we corrected the rotational speed Vrot for pressure-supported
motions in the gas −often non-negligible in dwarf galaxies (e.g. Iorio et al. 2017).
This is crucial as the circular speed (V 2

c = V 2
rot + V 2

AD,gas) is needed to obtain
the stellar rotation curve (V 2

∗ = V 2
c − V 2

AD,∗), as described in Sec. 5.3.
After rejecting galaxies with inclinations below 30◦ (for which small uncer-

tainties in inclination translate into big uncertainties in the deprojected rotation
velocity) and above 75◦ (for which tilted-ring models are not well suited due to
the overlapping of different line-of-sights), we ended up with 14 galaxies from
LVHIS (LVHIS 9, 12, 20, 25, 26, 29, 30, 55, 60, 65, 72, 74, 78, and 80), four
from VLA-ANGST (DDO 181, DDO 183, DDO 190, and NGC 4190) and three
from WHISP (UGC 9649, UGC 10564, and UGC 12060). The galaxies have
redshift-independent distance determinations from Karachentsev et al. (2007);
Dalcanton et al. (2009); Tully et al. (2013) and Bouquin et al. (2018), coming
mostly from the tip of the red giant branch. For those galaxies with kinematic
parameters in the literature (e.g. Kirby et al. 2012; Kamphuis et al. 2015),
the recovered projected rotation velocities are usually in good agreement with
the values obtained with 3Dbarolo, but the shape of our rotation curves are
generally smoother.

Fig. 5.9 shows five representative galaxies fitted with 3Dbarolo: Velocity
field (observed and modelled), position-velocity diagram along the major axis
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(observed and modelled), and the recovered rotation curve before and after
correcting for asymmetric drift, as well as the velocity dispersion profile. The
ring-by-ring parameters (rotation velocity, velocity dispersion, circular speed,
and gas surface density) of the 21 galaxies as obtained from 3Dbarolo are
available upon request.
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Figure 5.9: Kinematic models of five representative galaxies obtained with 3Dbarolo.
From left to right: 1) observed and 2) best-fitting model velocity field; the dashed
grey line shows the average kinematic position angle, while the bar between the two
panels show the colour scheme in both velocity fields. 3) Major axis position-velocity
diagram: The data is shown in blue, while black contours enclose the data (grey for
negative values) and red contours the best-fitting model. The contour levels are at
−2, 2, 4, 8, 16, ... times the mean rms in the corresponding data cube. The recovered
rotation velocities are shown in yellow. 4) Rotation velocity (red), circular speed (blue)
and velocity dispersion (grey) profiles.
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5.B Robustness of j −M relations

5.B.1 Robustness against stellar-asymmetric drift correc-
tion

Since we made a series of assumptions while deriving VAD∗ (and thus j∗ and
jbar), it is important to understand how do changes in these assumptions affect
the results shown in this work. We do not expect these assumptions to play a
significant role in our determination of jbar: At high Mbar, jbar is dominated by
the stellar component, but in that regime the asymmetric drift correction is often
negligible (see for instance Fig. 5.3); at low Mbar the correction becomes more
important, but then jbar is dominated by the gas component, which is unaffected
by VAD∗. Therefore, the jbar −Mbar relation is robust against different ways of
determining VAD∗. Yet, the correction may play a role at the low j∗-regime of
the j∗−M∗ relation, even if it not as strong as expected from the stellar rotation
curve: VAD∗ affects V∗ more strongly at large radii, but j∗ is also proportional
to Σ∗ (see Eq. 5.1), which decreases with radius. In the next paragraphs we
investigate how these two facts affect j∗.

As mentioned before, our calculation of VAD∗ is empirically motivated, and
we used a floor value of 10 km s−1 for the stellar velocity dispersion σ∗,z. To
test how much our measurements of j∗ and jbar would change by following
different prescriptions, we perform two tests where we investigate two extreme
scenarios. In the first scenario co-rotation of gas and stars is assumed, and
this is we maximise j∗ and jbar by setting VAD∗ = 0. In the second scenario,
we minimise j∗ and jbar by adopting a floor value for σ∗,z of 15 km s−1. This
floor is clearly too high given the observed values of σ∗,z in the outskirts of
galaxies (e.g. Swaters 1999; Martinsson et al. 2013), but it is still interesting as
an extreme case.

The result is shown in Fig. 5.10, where we compare our fiducial best-fitting
stellar (left) and baryonic (right) j − M laws (grey bands), as obtained in
Sec. 5.4, with the values obtained from the two scenarios mentioned above:
no asymmetric drift correction (top) and extreme asymmetric drift correction
(bottom). We note that, as in Fig. 5.5, the galaxies in the left panels are not
necessarily the same as in right panels.

We start by looking and the j∗ −M∗ relation, shown in the left panels of
Fig. 5.10. Both cases are still reasonably well fitted by the fiducial model, both
in terms of slope and intercept and in terms of its intrinsic orthogonal scatter.
The extreme scenario slightly reduces j∗ for most of the galaxies, but it also
makes a number (27) of them end up with unreliable j∗ (and jbar) because
their stellar rotation curves have extremely large uncertainties and some are
even compatible with zero. Because of this, 14 galaxies (the 14 with convergent
profiles of the 27 affected galaxies, mostly dwarfs) were removed from the figure.
Leaving aside this drawback, the main j∗ −M∗ for the remaining galaxies is
not strongly affected. A final caveat about this is that there are very few dwarf
galaxies with both stellar and H i rotation curves, so testing how accurate is the
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determination of the asymmetric drift correction (by comparing the stellar and
neutral gas rotation curve) remains an open issue.

The right hand side panels of Fig. 5.10 show the jbar−Mbar laws considering
the different j∗ from the left hand side. It is clear that the baryonic relation is very
robust against the asymmetric drift correction, as expected from our reasoning
above. The points derived under both stellar asymmetric drift regimes are always
well described by our fiducial best-fitting model. Fitting the points with Eq. 5.7
gives coefficients α = 0.59± 0.02, β = 2.80± 0.03, and σ⊥ = 0.18± 0.02 for the
case of co-rotation of gas and stars, and α = 0.58± 0.03, β = 2.81± 0.03, and
σ⊥ = 0.14± 0.02 for the strong VAD∗. We can see then that even under extreme
assumptions the jbar −Mbar relation is robust against the way of determining
the asymmetric drift correction.
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Figure 5.10: Stellar (left) and baryonic (right) j −M relations under the assumption
of none (top) or extreme (bottom) asymmetric drift correction. In all the panels, the
grey band corresponds to the best-fitting relation found for our fiducial correction (see
Table 5.2). Since we applied a convergence criterion, the galaxies are not exactly the
same in all the panels.

As discussed before, the small differences were certainly expected for the
jbar −Mbar relation, but not necessarily for the stellar component. To further
investigate this, we compare the corrected (fiducial case) and non-corrected
(VAD∗ = 0) values of j∗ as a function of M∗ for all the galaxies in our sample,
as shown in Fig. 5.11. It becomes even clearer that the correction affects more
low-M∗ galaxies, as shown both by the observational points and by the running
mean of the distribution (dashed blue line).

The median ratio between corrected and non-corrected j∗ is 0.96. If we look
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Figure 5.11: Ratio between values of the stellar specific angular moment obtained
when the asymmetric drift correction is applied (j∗) or not (j∗,no AD), i.e. co-rotation if
stars and gas is assumed, as a function of M∗. Orange points show the ratios for each
galaxy, while the dashed black and blue lines show the median of the distribution and
the running mean, respectively. Three galaxies have a larger j∗ when the asymmetric
drift correction is applied. This is because those galaxies have a strong contribution
of pressure-supported motions, such that the stellar rotation curve derived from the
circular speed profile has a larger amplitude than the H i rotation curve.

at galaxies with M∗ < 109 M⊙ this ratio drops by ∼ 5%. Fig. 5.11 demonstrates
that while the asymmetric drift correction does not strongly affect the j∗ for
the bulk of our galaxy sample, it is still important to correct on an individual
basis because, for some of our dwarfs, the correction can account for a decrease
in j∗ of up to 40%.

5.B.2 Robustness against convergence criterion R
We use the convergence criterion R ≥ 0.8 to select our final sample of galaxies
(see Sec. 5.3.2). Based on tests using galaxies with clearly converging profiles we
find that R ≥ 0.8 allows for sub−0.1 dex recoveries of j. In this appendix we
explore how different assumptions on R affect the final shape of the jbar −Mbar

relation. In particular, we explore the stricter case where R ≥ 0.9, and the
extreme case of R > 0 (and this is not applying any convergence criterion for
our sample). Fig. 5.12 presents the jbar−Mbar law under these test assumptions:
The left and right panel show the relation for R ≥ 0.9 and R > 0, respectively.

In the case of R ≥ 0.9, by fitting the points with Eq. 5.7 we find the best-
fitting parameters (not shown in Fig. 5.12) α = 0.56 ± 0.03, β = 2.74 ± 0.03,
and σ⊥ = 0.12± 0.02, very similar to the values found for R ≥ 0.8 (Table 5.2).
The sample is reduced, especially at Mbar below 109.5 M⊙, which contributes
to a marginal decrease (but still consistent within uncertainties) in the slope of
the relation.
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Figure 5.12: jbar −Mbar law under different assumptions for the convergence criterion.
The left panel shows the galaxies that meet R ≥ 0.9, while the right panel shows the
case where no criterion convergence is applied (R > 0). In both panels, the grey band
shows the best-fitting power-law found in Sec. 5.4 for the fiducial convergence criterion
R ≥ 0.8.

For the case where no convergence criterion is applied we find α = 0.61±0.02,
β = 2.83± 0.03, and σ⊥ = 0.14± 0.01 (not shown in Fig. 5.12). The slope is
slightly steeper than for the cases R ≥ 0.8 and R ≥ 0.9, but consistent within
uncertainties. The intercept is also slightly higher, and the intrinsic scatter
remains basically the same. We can see, however, that while the best-fitting
parameters are not significantly affected by the convergence criterion as the bulk
of the sample is not affected (likely related with the large extent of our rotation
curves and surface density profiles), there are a number of galaxies with lower
jbar than the average, as expected from removing the convergence criterion.

5.B.3 Robustness against the stellar mass-to-light ratio

It is well known that using near-infrared surface brightness profiles, as we do in
this work, is important to accurately trace the mass distributions of galaxies (e.g.
Verheijen & Sancisi 2001; Lelli et al. 2016b). While j∗ and jgas do not depend
on Υ, jbar and Mbar do, since they depend on fgas. In this section we address
how changes in Υ affect the jbar−Mbar relation. We note that our uncertainties
in M∗ (and thus our uncertainties in fgas, Mbar, and jbar) always include an
uncertainty term coming from Υ: σΥ = 0.11 dex for the 3.6µm profiles (Lelli
et al. 2016b) and σΥ = 0.3 dex for the H−band profiles (Kirby et al. 2008;
Young et al. 2014).

We performed two tests, building again the baryonic j − M plane, but
lowering and raising Υ by 1σ but keeping our convergence criterion of R ≥ 0.8.
The results are shown in Fig. 5.13, where we compare the new sets of points
with our fiducial best-fitting jbar−Mbar law (grey band, see Sec. 5.4). Naturally,
the low−Υ generates a small shift towards lower masses with respect to the
fiducial relation, while the high−Υ shifts galaxies rightwards. Fitting the low-
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Figure 5.13: jbar −Mbar law under different assumptions for the mass-to-light ratio Υ
for the convergence criterion. The left and right panels show the data points obtained
by lowering and increasing our fiducial Υ by 1σ, respectively. In both panels, the grey
band shows the best-fitting power-law found in Sec. 5.4 for the fiducial Υ.

and high-Υ jbar−Mbar relations gives best fitting parameters (α, β, σ⊥) of (0.61,
2.82, 0.14) and (0.58, 2.75, 0.16), respectively. The fiducial Υ gives intermediate
best-fitting parameters with respect to these two cases. Importantly, the slopes
are compatible within their uncertainties, so we can conclude that the baryonic
j −M law is robust against the exact choice of the stellar mass-to-light ratio.
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Abstract

The relations between the specific angular momenta (j) and masses (M) of
galaxies are often used as a benchmark in analytic models and hydrodynam-
ical simulations as they are considered to be amongst the most fundamental
scaling relations. Using accurate measurements of the stellar (j∗), gas (jgas),
and baryonic (jbar) specific angular momenta for a large sample of disc galaxies,
we report the discovery of tight correlations between j, M , and the cold gas
fraction of the interstellar medium (fgas). At fixed fgas, galaxies follow parallel
power laws in 2D (j,M) spaces, with gas-rich galaxies having a larger j∗ and jbar
(but a lower jgas) than gas-poor ones. The slopes of the relations have a value
around 0.7. These new relations are amongst the tightest known scaling laws for
galaxies. In particular, the baryonic relation (jbar −Mbar − fgas), arguably the
most fundamental of the three, is followed not only by typical discs but also by
galaxies with extreme properties, such as size and gas content, and by galaxies
previously claimed to be outliers of the standard 2D j−M relations. The stellar
relation (j∗−M∗−fgas) may be connected to the known j∗−M∗−bulge fraction
relation; however, we argue that the jbar −Mbar − fgas relation can originate
from the radial variation in the star formation efficiency in galaxies, although it
is not explained by current disc instability models.
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6.1 Introduction

Despite the remarkable diversity of galaxy properties observed in the present-
day Universe, a number of physical parameters of galaxies appear to correlate
with one another and form tight scaling laws. Such relations are of paramount
importance in our quest to understand galaxy formation and evolution (e.g.
Tully & Fisher 1977; Fall 1983; Burstein et al. 1997; McGaugh et al. 2000;
Marconi & Hunt 2003; Cappellari et al. 2013a; Wang et al. 2016).
Since early models of galaxy formation were proposed, it has become clear that
mass and angular momentum are two fundamental parameters controlling the
evolution of galaxies (e.g. Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Dalcanton et al. 1997; Mo
et al. 1998). From an observational point of view, starting from the work by Fall
(1983), different authors have characterised the scaling relation between stellar
mass (M∗) and stellar specific angular momentum (j∗ = J∗/M∗, where J∗ is the
angular momentum), the j∗−M∗ or Fall relation (e.g. Romanowsky & Fall 2012;
Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014; Posti et al. 2018b). This j∗ −M∗ law has been
widely used in recent years to constrain and test both (semi-)analytic models
and hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. Genel et al. 2015; Pedrosa & Tissera 2015;
Obreja et al. 2016; Lagos et al. 2017; Tremmel et al. 2017; El-Badry et al. 2018;
Stevens et al. 2018; Zoldan et al. 2018; Irodotou et al. 2019).

In Chapter 5 (i.e. Mancera Piña et al. 2021a), we derived accurate measure-
ments of the stellar (j∗), (cold neutral) gas (jgas), and baryonic (jbar) specific
angular momentum for a large sample of irregular spiral and dwarf galaxies
(see also e.g. Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014; Kurapati et al. 2018). They
determined the j −M relations for the three components and fitted them with
unbroken power laws. They also noticed that the residuals from the best fitting
relations correlate with the gas fraction (fgas = Mgas/Mbar, with Mgas and Mbar

the gas and baryonic masses, respectively). These trends, also seen in a few
semi-analytic models (e.g. Stevens et al. 2018; Zoldan et al. 2018), may indicate
that the gas content plays an important role in the j −M relations. In this
chapter we build upon that result and report the discovery of new and very
tight correlations between mass, specific angular momentum, and gas fraction.
We show that disc galaxies across ∼ 4 orders of magnitude in mass lie in very
tight planes in the (j,M, fgas) spaces.

6.2 Definition of j and galaxy sample
The stellar and gas specific angular momenta of a galaxy are defined as

ji(< R) =

∫ R

0
R′2 Σi(R

′) Vi(R
′) dR′∫ R

0
R′ Σi(R′) dR′

, (6.1)

with R being the galactocentric cylindrical radius, Σi the stellar or gas face-on
surface density, and Vi the stellar or gas rotation velocity. Then, j∗ and jgas
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can be combined to obtain

jbar = fgasjgas + (1− fgas)j∗ . (6.2)

For fgas = Mgas/Mbar, we assumed Mbar = M∗ +Mgas, with Mgas = 1.33MHI,
where MHI is the mass of neutral atomic hydrogen and the factor 1.33 accounts
for the presence of helium. While we neglected any contribution from molecular
gas, in Appendix 6.A we show that its inclusion does not change the results
found in this work.1

In Chapter 5 we compiled a high-quality sample of 157 nearby galax-
ies, predominantly discs. All the galaxies have near-IR photometry and ex-
tended H i rotation curves, allowing their stellar discs and rotation velocities
to be traced robustly. The sample includes dwarf and massive galaxies, span-
ning the mass range 7 ≲ log(M∗/M⊙) ≲ 11.5, 6 ≲ log(Mgas/M⊙) ≲ 10.5,
8 ≲ log(Mbar/M⊙) ≲ 11.5, and with 0.01 < fgas < 0.97 and a typical relative
uncertainty, δfgas/fgas ≈ 0.2 dex (median δfgas ≈ 0.05). While not complete,
the sample is representative of the population of regularly rotating nearby discs,
like other large samples commonly used in the literature (e.g. Lelli et al. 2016a;
Ponomareva et al. 2016). Using the near-IR photometry and H i rotation curves,
in Chapter 5 we built cumulative radial profiles for j∗ (applying a correction
to convert Vgas into V∗), jgas, and jbar. By selecting only galaxies with radially
convergent measurements of angular momentum, they built a sample of 130,
87, and 106 galaxies with accurate j∗, jgas, and jbar, respectively. For more
details we refer the reader to Chapter 5, and in our associated data catalogues
we provide the values of j, M , fgas, distance, and Hubble type for the galaxy
sample.

In Chapter 5 we fitted the j −M relations with power laws of the form

log

(
ji

kpc km s−1

)
= mi[log(Mi/M⊙)− 10] + ni , (6.3)

with the subscript i representing the stellar, gaseous, or baryonic component.
The best fitting power laws have slopes mi of about 0.5, 1.0, and 0.6 for stars,
gas, and baryons, respectively, and an intrinsic scatter of 0.15 dex.

6.3 The j −M − fgas planes

6.3.1 Best fitting planes

As shown in Fig. 5.6 in Chapter 5, there are systematic trends with fgas in
the residuals of the three j −M laws. To see if introducing a dependence of
the j −M laws on fgas can explain these trends, in this chapter we fitted the

1Our ‘gas’ refers only to the interstellar medium, and there is no attempt to include the
largely unconstrained contribution of the gas outside galaxy discs. Although the sum of our
gas and stars does not represent the ‘whole’ baryonic budget of a galaxy, we prefer to keep
this nomenclature for the sake of consistency with the literature.
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Table 6.1: Coefficients of the best fitting j −M − fgas planes.

α β γ σ⊥

Stars 0.67 ± 0.03 0.51 ± 0.08 -3.62 ± 0.23 0.10 ± 0.01
Gas 0.78 ± 0.03 -0.49 ± 0.04 -4.64 ± 0.25 0.08 ± 0.01

Baryons 0.73 ± 0.02 0.46 ± 0.05 -4.25 ± 0.19 0.08 ± 0.01

(j,M, fgas) data with planes. We fitted the data points with the model

log

(
ji

kpc km s−1

)
= αi log(Mi/M⊙) + βi log(fgas) + γi . (6.4)

Therefore, we assumed that, in contrast to Eq. 6.3, ji also depends on fgas.2
We performed the fit using the r package hyper-fit (Robotham & Obreschkow
2015), including a term for the intrinsic scatter σ⊥. We assumed log-normal
uncertainties in j,M , and fgas, and, using a Monte Carlo sampling method,
we took into account the fact that uncertainties in the distance, inclination,
and mass-to-light ratio of a given galaxy drive correlated uncertainties (also
provided in our electronic tables) between log(M), log(j), and log(fgas). We
stress that taking these correlations into account is important: Neglecting them
can artificially lower the intrinsic scatter of the planes by a factor of two to
three.

The best fitting coefficients are reported in Table 6.1. The orthogonal
intrinsic scatter of our best fitting planes is significantly smaller than for the
2D relations. The log-marginal likelihood is also higher (i.e. better) for the 3D
planes: by 27, 40, and 43 units for stars, gas, and baryons, respectively. We
conclude that the inclusion of fgas into the j−M laws is statistically meaningful.

In Fig. 6.1 we compare the observed distribution of galaxies with our three
best fitting planes; the figure shows the 3D j −M − fgas planes projected into
the 2D (j,M) spaces. Galaxies are colour-coded according to their fgas, and
we overlay our lines of constant fgas derived from our best fitting planes. The
fits provide a very good description of the data, in line with the low intrinsic
scatter we find for all the planes. By construction, the three j − M − fgas
planes are characterised by their M slopes (α∗, αgas, and αbar) and fgas slopes
(β∗, βgas, and βbar). Projected into the (j,M) spaces, the fgas slopes act as a
normalisation for j. At fixed M∗ (Mbar), gas-rich galaxies have a higher j∗ (jbar)
than gas-poor ones, while gas-poor galaxies show a higher jgas. For stars and

2Since our planes depend on log(fgas), they become hard to interpret when fgas → 0,
preventing us from making extrapolations for galaxies with fgas < 0.01. Using fgas instead
of log(fgas) produces less satisfactory fits when compared to the observations, so we prefer
log(fgas) despite its limitations when fgas → 0. We also note that, given Eq. 6.2, the j −M
relations cannot all be exactly planes. However, fitting planes in the (j,M, fgas) spaces is a
very useful empirical approach.
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Figure 6.1: Stellar, gas, and baryonic j−M − fgas planes, projected into the 2D (j,M)
spaces. Galaxies are colour-coded according to their fgas and are compared with lines
of constant fgas according to Eq. 6.4 and the best fitting coefficients of Table 6.1. From
red to blue, the lines are at fgas = 0.01, 0.05, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1. For comparison, we
show in green the best fitting 2D j −M relations from Chapter 5 and their intrinsic
scatter.

baryons, the 3D relations become steeper (α∗ = 0.67± 0.03, αbar = 0.73± 0.03)
than the 2D ones from Chapter 5 (m∗ = 0.53± 0.02,mbar = 0.60± 0.02) once
fgas is taken into account, while the slope of the gas relation becomes shallower
(αgas = 0.78± 0.03,mgas = 1.02± 0.04). Given the different coefficients, the 2D
j −M relations (shown in Fig. 6.1 as green bands) differ from the projection of
the 3D planes in the (j,M) spaces, especially at M < 108M⊙.

A remarkable property of our new scaling laws is their low intrinsic scatter.
Given that the baryonic jbar −Mbar − fgas plane incorporates the stellar and
cold gas components, we argue that this is likely the most fundamental of the
three relations, although its intrinsic scatter is similar to the relation for the
gas. Very few other scaling laws are thought to have a comparably low intrinsic
scatter, for instance the H i mass-size relation (Wang et al. 2016) or the baryonic
Tully-Fisher relation (BTFR; McGaugh et al. 2000; Ponomareva et al. 2017). In
fact, our baryonic plane can in principle be used as a distance estimator, with
an uncertainty δD/D = (δjbar/jbar)/|2αbar − 1| at fixed Mbar.

6.3.2 The similarities of the α slopes

The three α slopes of our j −M − fgas planes are relatively close to one another
and to the value 2/3 expected for their parent dark matter haloes (Fall 1983),
which suggests some degree of structural self-similarity between different baryonic
components and the dark matter halo. From a mathematical point of view, if
we rewrite Eq. 6.2 in terms of j∗ = BMα∗

∗ (with B a function that depends only
on fgas) and M∗ = Mbar(1− fgas), we obtain

jbar = B (1− fgas)
α∗

[
jgas
j∗

fgas + (1− fgas)

]
Mα∗

bar . (6.5)
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Figure 6.2: jgas/j∗ ratio as a
function of Mbar. Galaxies are
colour-coded by their fgas, and
the dashed black line corresponds
to jgas/j∗ = 1. Our galaxies
(those with convergent j∗ and
jgas from Chapter 5 cluster at
jgas/j∗ ∼ 2 at all Mbar, albeit
with a significant scatter.

In a similar way, considering now jgas = CM
αgas
gas (with C a function that depends

only on fgas), we find

jbar = C fαgas
gas

[
j∗
jgas

(1− fgas) + fgas

]
M

αgas

bar . (6.6)

Therefore, at fixed fgas, the slope αbar of the baryonic j − M − fgas plane
is expected to be similar to α∗ and αgas, provided that the ratio jgas/j∗ is
independent of Mbar. As shown in Fig. 6.2, for our sample, jgas/j∗, which is
always larger than 1 and mostly within a narrow range (the 16th and 84th

percentiles are 1.5 and 3.2, respectively), does not seem to correlate with Mbar,
in line with the near-parallelism of the three relations shown in Fig. 6.1.

It is worth noticing that the jgas/j∗ ratio can be related to the relative extent
of some characteristic size of the gaseous (Rgas) and stellar (R∗) components
of galactic discs, given that jgas/j∗ ≈ RgasVgas/(R∗V∗) ≈ Rgas/R∗. Although
this is just an approximation, it can be useful in the physical interpretation
of the j −M − fgas relations (e.g. Sec. 6.4.2). In Appendix 6.B we show the
expected dependence of jgas/j∗ on Mbar and fgas derived from our best fitting
j∗ −M∗ − fgas and jgas −Mgas − fgas planes.

6.3.3 No outliers of the baryonic j −M − fgas law

In Fig. 6.3 we plot again our baryonic plane, this time splitting the galaxies into
bins of fgas. In each panel we plot lines covering the whole range of fgas within
that bin. This allows the tightness of our baryonic relation to be appreciated in
more detail.

We now investigate whether any objects from known galaxy populations
could be outliers of our baryonic plane. We do this by comparing our relation,
derived using only our sample, with galaxies from the literature that have been
argued to be outliers of the 2D j −M relations or that could be outliers given
their extreme properties in size, fgas, or rotation velocity.
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First, we considered a set of dwarf galaxies from the literature, specifically
those from Elson (2017) and Kurapati et al. (2018), that do not overlap with
our sample. It was claimed by those authors that some of these galaxies are off
the 2D jbar −Mbar relation. We also included the dwarf ‘super thin’ galaxies of
Jadhav Y & Banerjee (2019), which have very high axis ratios and have been
suggested to have higher j∗ than other dwarfs. Next, we looked at the ‘H i
extreme galaxies’ (HIXs) of Lutz et al. (2018), which have a particularly high
fgas for their M∗ and are claimed to have higher jbar than average. Moreover,
we added a sample of ‘super spiral’ galaxies (Di Teodoro et al. 2021), which are
very large discs with masses a factor of ten larger than L∗ galaxies and were
also claimed to be outliers of the j∗ −M∗ relation (Ogle et al. 2019b).3 Finally,
we included the ultra-diffuse galaxies (UDGs) AGC 114905 (Chapter 4) and
AGC 242019 (Shi et al. 2021)) and the giant low surface brightness galaxies
(GLSBs) Malin 1 and NGC 7589 (Lelli et al. 2010). The UDGs are found to be
outliers of the BTFR (Chapter 2 and 3), and both UDGs and GLSBs are extreme
galaxies with very extended discs for their M∗. With the caveat that some of
these galaxies have larger uncertainties than our sample, given the different data
quality, we added all these sets of galaxies into the jbar − Mbar − fgas plane
in Fig. 6.3. Remarkably, the location of all of these galaxies, given their fgas,
is in very good agreement with the expectation of our scaling relation. We
conclude that even extreme galaxies such as HIXs, UDGs, and GLSBs obey the
jbar −Mbar − fgas law.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Stellar relation: The link with bulge fraction

Previous works (e.g. Fall 1983; Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Cortese et al. 2016;
Fall & Romanowsky 2018) found that the relation between j∗ and M∗ depends
on the bulge-to-total mass fraction, B∗. Fall & Romanowsky (2018, hereafter
FR18), proposed a model in which discs and spheroids follow relations of the form
j∗ ∝ M0.67

∗ but with different normalisation, with spheroids shifting downwards
with respect to discs; any given galaxy then has a j∗ that can be expressed as a
linear superposition of a disc and a spheroid (a bulge).

The resemblance of our j∗ −M∗ − fgas plane (where at fixed M∗ a different
fgas produces a shift in j∗) with the B∗ relation is clear. Both relations are valid
for a variety of morphological types and are preserved along a broad mass span,
and with a dependence of j∗ on M∗ with a slope of 2/3. The similarities are not
unexpected since gas-poor galaxies usually have high B∗, though the fgas − B∗
relation is highly scattered. The above suggests that these two relations may
be manifestations of a common physical mechanism. Finally, we note that the
scatter is better quantified in the j∗ −M∗ − fgas relation with respect to the B∗

3Since jgas is not available for the super spirals, we assumed jgas = 1.9j∗, the median ratio
found in the rest of our sample. This has little to no impact given their low gas content
(fgas ≈ 0.15).
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Figure 6.4: j∗ −M∗ relation.
Crosses show our galaxies
with (fgas,B∗) ≤ 0.1. The
black and red lines show the
expectations from FR18 and
this work, respectively. Only
a fraction of our range in M∗
is shown.
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relation given that the uncertainties in B∗ are difficult to estimate (Salo et al.
2015; FR18).

Interestingly, there is a regime in which the fgas relation makes a different
prediction from the B∗ relation. For galaxies that are almost gas-free and almost
bulge-less (we note that galaxies with B∗ ≲ 0.1− 0.2 host pseudo-bulges rather
than classical bulges; see Fig. 3 in FR18), the fgas relation expects them to have
a lower-than-average j∗, while the B∗ relation predicts a higher-than-average
j∗. We tested this in Fig. 6.4 by looking at the four galaxies in our sample
with fgas ≤ 0.1 and B∗ ≤ 0.1 (Salo et al. 2015). We also plot the expected
lines given the average B∗ and fgas for these four galaxies. The points lie close
to the fgas relation and deviate from the B∗ one. However, the evidence is
not compelling given the low-number statistics. Finally, it is also important to
mention that our galaxy sample is fairly different from that of FR18, with many
more gas-dominated discs but a lack of early-type galaxies. These potential
differences can be further explored with larger and more complete samples.

6.4.2 The origin of the baryonic relation

We then focused our attention on the jbar −Mbar − fgas relation. Its origin is
likely related to different galaxy formation processes, such as variations in the
angular momentum of the dark matter haloes, selective gas accretion within the
discs, and different gas accretion histories from the intergalactic medium (Fall
1983; Posti et al. 2018b,a; Stevens et al. 2018; Zoldan et al. 2018). Evolutionary
processes such as stellar and active galactic nucleus feedback, mergers, and
angular momentum transfer between galaxies and their dark matter haloes are
arguably also important (Leroy et al. 2008; Dutton & van den Bosch 2012;
Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Lagos et al. 2017; Zoldan et al. 2018). Still, while a
complex interplay between all these processes is expected, it all results in the
tight jbar − Mbar − fgas law we observe. Therefore, it is interesting to check
whether or not simple mechanisms are able to capture the dominant processes
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that give rise to the jbar −Mbar − fgas relation.

Disc instability

We considered two models that have been proposed to explain the jbar − fgas
connection as a consequence of gravitational instability. First, Obreschkow et al.
(2016) proposed a model that relates fgas with jbar via

fgas = min{1, 2.5q1.12}, q = jbarσgas/G Mbar, (6.7)

with q a stability parameter, σgas the gas velocity dispersion, and G the gravita-
tional constant. Deviations from Eq. 6.7 may occur depending on the galaxy
rotation curve, but they are expected to be small. These results were derived
under a number of simplifying assumptions, but less idealised semi-analytic
models are found to be in good agreement (Stevens et al. 2018). From Eq. 6.7,
one has log(fgas) ∝ 1.12[log(jbar)− log(Mbar)] and jbar ∝ Mbar (this at fixed
fgas and assuming a constant σgas). These dependences disagree with our
best fitting plane, which has log(fgas) ∝ 2.17 log(jbar) − 1.59 log(Mbar) and
jbar ∝ M0.73

bar at fixed fgas. Projecting our baryonic plane into the fgas − q
diagram shows that galaxies of a given Mbar follow parallel sequences of the
form fgas ∝ q1/βbar = q2.22, instead of fgas ∝ q1.12. 4

Also based on disc instability, Romeo (2020) proposed a set of scaling relations
of the form jiσ̂i/(GMi) ≈ 1, with i denoting stars or gas and σ̂ a mass-weighted
radial average of the velocity dispersion σ. This relation produces the scaling
j∗ ∝ M0.5

∗ (for σ̂∗ ∝ M0.5
∗ , as proposed by Romeo 2020) and jgas ∝ Mgas, very

similar to the values found in Chapter 5 for the 2D relations. To incorporate
fgas, we rewrote the above expression (using Mi = Mgas = fgasMbar) as

jgas
Mbar

σ̂gas

G
= fgas . (6.8)

Assuming a constant σ̂gas, as in Romeo (2020), this relation predicts jgas ∝ Mbar

at fixed fgas and jgas ∝ fgas at fixed Mbar. Instead, a corollary of our gas
relation is that jgas ∝ M0.78

bar at fixed fgas and that jgas ∝ f0.27
gas at fixed Mbar.

Therefore, the relation from Romeo (2020) also seems to depart from our data.

Star formation efficiency

A more general possibility is that the link between jbar, Mbar, and fgas is related
to the star formation efficiency in galaxies, as we briefly discuss here. We
started by noting that at fixed Mbar the larger the jbar of a galaxy is, the more
extended its baryonic distribution will be.5 Also, it is well established that gas
located in the outskirts of discs forms stars less efficiently than gas closer to
4We note that assuming a non-constant σgas is not enough to alleviate the mentioned
discrepancies. To match our relations, σgas ∝ M∼0.25

bar is required; however, it is observed
that σgas ∝ M0.07

bar (e.g. Murugeshan et al. 2020).
5Second-order effects related to the concentration of the host halo might also be relevant in
determining the galaxy sizes (Posti et al. 2020).
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the centre (e.g. Leroy et al. 2008). Thus, at fixed Mbar, a galaxy with a large
jbar also has a large fgas since a large portion of its mass is located in the less
star-forming outer regions. Qualitatively, this is in agreement with the fact that
for our entire galaxy sample jgas/j∗ ≈ Rgas/R∗ > 1 (see Sec. 6.3.2). All this
suggests that the connection between jbar and fgas may be a reflection of the
mechanism responsible for a radially declining star formation efficiency and a
radially increasing fgas in galaxy discs (e.g. Leroy et al. 2008; Krumholz et al.
2011; Bacchini et al. 2019a), but exploring this idea quantitatively (e.g. by
investigating why the jgas/j∗ ratio is largely independent of Mbar and fgas; see
Fig. 6.2 but also Fig. 6.5) is beyond the scope of the present study.

6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have used a high-quality sample of disc galaxies to study
the relation between their specific angular momenta (j), masses (M), and gas
fraction (fgas). The position of our galaxies in the (j,M, fgas) spaces can be
described with planes such that galaxies with different fgas follow parallel lines
in the projected 2D (j,M) spaces. Remarkably, our planes are preserved along a
wide range of mass and morphology with very small (≤ 0.1 dex) intrinsic scatter,
which places the relations amongst the tightest scaling laws for disc galaxies.
The jbar −Mbar − fgas plane is arguably the most fundamental, and it is even
followed by populations of galaxies with extreme size, mass, and gas content,
some of which were previously claimed to be outliers of the 2D j −M relations.

The j∗ −M∗ − fgas relation shows analogies with the j∗ −M∗ − B∗ relation
(B∗ being the bulge-to-total mass fraction) previously discussed in the literature.
Galaxies with fixed fgas or B∗ follow parallel relations of the form j∗ ∝ M

2/3
∗ .

Most galaxies are well described by both the fgas and B∗ relations, while some
discrepancies appear when looking at galaxies with low fgas and low B∗.

Finally, we show that models based purely on disc instability do not quan-
titatively reproduce the observed j −M − fgas relations. We argue that the
origin and behaviour of the jbar−Mbar−fgas law is closely related to the spatial
distribution of gas and stars within galaxies, as well as to the radial variations
in the star formation efficiency.

We stress that our relations offer a unique possibility to quantitatively test
a variety of models, including hydrodynamical simulations and semi-analytic
models, providing a powerful benchmark for theories on the formation of galactic
discs. The slopes and intrinsic scatter of our j −M − fgas planes are impor-
tant requirements that hydrodynamical simulations and (semi-)analytic models
should aim to reproduce.
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6.A The role of molecular gas
In this chapter we have assumed Mgas = 1.33MHI and jgas = jHI, neglecting
any contribution from molecular (H2) and ionised gas. Here we show that
observationally motivated corrections to account for the presence of H2 do not
change our results.

To account for MH2
in our estimates of Mgas, we relied on the results from

Catinella et al. (2018), who provide measurements of the ratio MH2
/MHI as a

function of M∗ for a large sample of nearby galaxies. We fitted a linear relation
to their binned measurements (see their Fig. 9 and Table 3), finding

log(MH2
/M⊙) = 0.26 log(M∗/M⊙) + log(MHI/M⊙)− 3.4. (6.9)

The scatter is large, and we adopted an uncertainty of 50% in MH2
. With this,

we redefined Mgas = 1.33(MHI +MH2) and updated Mbar and fgas accordingly.
For massive discs, the correction to Mgas is about 0.1 dex, which is smaller than
the typical uncertainty in Mgas (∼0.13 dex); the correction is even smaller for
the dwarfs. The change in fgas is of the same order, also being negligible at low
masses and changing by up to 0.1 dex at the high-mass end; this change is also
of the order of the typical uncertainty in fgas. Correspondingly, Mbar remains
largely unchanged since the correction is smaller than 0.04 dex at all masses.
Including H2 can also affect jgas, as seen from the equation

jgas = fatmjHI + (1− fatm)jH2
, (6.10)

where jHI and jH2
are the specific angular momenta of the atomic and molecular

gas components, respectively, and fatm is the atomic-to-total gas ratio, fatm =
MHI/(MHI +MH2

).
Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014) provide measurements of jHI, jH2

, and
jgas for a sample of 16 spiral galaxies. In addition to this, we computed jHI for
four galaxies in our sample that have surface densities and CO rotation curves
available from Bacchini et al. (2020a). The typical ratio between jgas and jHI is
0.85, which translates into a shift of 0.07 dex. Thus, on average, including H2

implies a correction to jHI such that log(jgas) = log(jHI)− 0.07. The correction
is of the same order as the average uncertainty in jgas, 0.08 dex.

We fitted the 3D relations once again taking into account the above cor-
rections to Mgas, fgas, jgas, and Mbar. The new coefficients for stars, gas, and
baryons are listed in Table 6.2. As expected, they are fully consistent with
those reported in Table 6.1 within the uncertainties. Therefore, we conclude
that including H2 does not have a significant effect on the derivation of the
j −M − fgas laws, and our results remain unchanged.

6.B The jgas/j∗ ratio from our best fitting planes
The jgas/j∗ ratio can be obtained directly from our individual galaxy measure-
ments, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Nevertheless, jgas/j∗ can also be obtained by using
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Table 6.2: Same as Table 6.1 but taking into account the presence of molecular gas.

α β γ σ⊥

Stars 0.67 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0.08 -3.57 ± 0.23 0.11 ± 0.01
Gas 0.75 ± 0.03 -0.50 ± 0.04 -4.46 ± 0.25 0.08 ± 0.01

Baryons 0.72 ± 0.02 0.42 ± 0.05 -4.23 ± 0.19 0.08 ± 0.01

Figure 6.5: Relation between
Mbar, fgas, and the best fit-
ting jgas/j∗ ratio according to
Eq. 6.11. The background shows
increasing levels of jgas/j∗ and
the grey points show our galaxies
with convergent measurements of
jgas and j∗.

our best fitting stellar and gas relations. This allows us to extrapolate jgas/j∗
to values of fgas and Mbar beyond our observations and, in principle, to neglect
the observational uncertainties since they are accounted for in our best fitting
planes. Using Eq. 6.4 the ratio becomes

log(jgas/j∗) = αgas log(fgasMbar)− α∗ log[(1− fgas)Mbar]

+ (βgas − β∗) log(fgas) + γgas − γ∗ , (6.11)

and the corresponding surface according to Table 6.1 is shown in Fig. 6.5. As
can be seen, most of our galaxies lie within a region where jgas/j∗ ∼ 2. It will
be interesting to see where other large samples of galaxies would lie in Fig. 6.5
and whether they also follow the expected dependence of jgas/j∗ on Mbar and
fgas.
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Abstract

Gas discs of late-type galaxies are flared, with scale heights increasing with the
distance from the galaxy centres and often reaching kpc scales. We study the
effects of gas disc flaring on the recovered dark matter halo parameters from
rotation curve decomposition. For this, we carefully select a sample of 32 dwarf
and spiral galaxies with high-quality neutral gas, molecular gas, and stellar mass
profiles, robust H i rotation curves obtained via 3D kinematic modelling, and
reliable bulge-disc decomposition. By assuming vertical hydrostatic equilibrium,
we derive the scale heights of the atomic and molecular gas discs and fit dark
matter haloes to the rotation curves self-consistently. We find that the effect of
the gas flaring in the rotation curve decomposition can play an important role
only for the smallest, gas-dominated dwarfs, while for most of the galaxies the
effect is minor and can be ignored. We revisit the stellar– and baryon–to–halo
mass relations (M∗ −M200 and Mbar −M200). Both relations increase smoothly
up to M200 ≈ 1012 M⊙, with galaxies at this end having high M∗/M200 and
Mbar/M200 ratios approaching the cosmological baryon fraction. At higher M200

the relations show a larger scatter. Most haloes of our galaxy sample closely
follow the concentration–mass (c200 − M200) relation resulting from N-body
cosmological simulations. Interestingly, the galaxies deviating above and below
the relation have the highest and lowest stellar and baryon factions, respectively,
which suggests that the departures from the c200 −M200 law are regulated by
adiabatic contraction and an increasing importance of feedback.
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7.1 Introduction

About 50 years have passed since the first set of works aiming to use rotation
curve decomposition to study, and provide evidence for, the dark matter content
of galaxies (e.g. Freeman 1970; Roberts & Rots 1973; Shostak 1973; Bosma 1978;
Rubin et al. 1980; van Albada & Sancisi 1986; Begeman 1987, see also Bertone &
Hooper 2018 for a historical review). The main idea is well known: provided the
distribution of stars and gas within a galaxy, one can compare the contribution
from these baryonic components to the gravitational potential against the total
potential traced by the observed rotation curve of the galaxy, and infer the mass
distribution of the host dark matter halo. Significant work has also been done
using rotation curves decomposition to test alternative theories to dark matter
(e.g. Milgrom 1983; Kent 1987; McGaugh & de Blok 1998; Famaey & McGaugh
2012).

The derivation of mass models has become significantly more accurate and
detailed than in the first studies half a century ago. Nowadays, mass models
use high quality data with high resolution kinematic measurements (typically
H i data) and accurate near-IR photometry to study the dynamics of relatively
large galaxy samples (e.g. de Blok et al. 2008; Frank et al. 2016; Lelli et al.
2016a), using robust statistical techniques such as Bayesian inference (e.g. Read
et al. 2016b; Posti et al. 2019), and testing a variety of dark matter haloes and
even different types of dark matter (e.g. Ren et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020; Zentner
et al. 2022). These models are used on a daily basis for a variety of applications
on galaxy evolution and near-field cosmology.

A limitation of almost all the mass models available in the literature, is
that they assume that the gas (and sometimes also the stars) is distributed
in razor-thin discs. Yet, it has been well established observationally that gas
discs are not only thick, but they are also flared, with a scale height increasing
with galactocentric distance, as expected for systems in vertical hydrostatic
equilibrium (e.g. Romeo 1992; Olling 1995; Yim et al. 2014; Cimatti et al. 2019).

Other than in the Milky Way (e.g. Nakanishi & Sofue 2003; Kalberla &
Dedes 2008; Marasco & Fraternali 2011; Marasco et al. 2017), the flaring of gas
discs can be measured directly only in highly-inclined galaxies, although this is
challenging as there are degeneracies between the thickness of the discs and the
inclination of galaxies, warps along the line of sight, or the presence of layers of
extra-planar gas (e.g. Kerr et al. 1957; Sancisi & Allen 1979; Merrifield 1992;
Oosterloo et al. 2007; O’Brien et al. 2010; Yim et al. 2014). Notwithstanding,
the scale height of any galaxy can also be obtained by solving the equations
of vertical hydrostatic equilibrium (i.e. assuming that the gas pressure is in
balance with the gravitational pull) given the galactic potential (see for instance
van der Kruit 1981; Romeo 1992; Olling 1995; Iorio 2018; Bacchini et al. 2019a,
2020b; Patra 2020a,b). In general, evidence shows clearly that in both dwarfs
and massive late-type galaxies, the scale heights of gas discs at the outermost
observed radii increase typically by a factor 2− 10 with respect to the innermost
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regions, often reaching values ≳ 1 kpc.
Understanding the real geometry of gas discs has important implications

for our understanding of star formation, turbulence, and feedback processes
(e.g. Romeo 1992; Bacchini et al. 2019a; Utomo et al. 2019; Bacchini et al.
2020a). The flaring of the discs can also play a role when deriving the rotation
curve decomposition and mass models of galaxies. Given that the circular speed
profiles of discs will depend on their gravitational potential and more specifically
on the radial acceleration at the midplane, a varying scale height will produce
a different circular speed than razor-thin discs and even than thick discs with
constant thickness (e.g. Binney & Tremaine 2008). The effects are systematic
and should be quantified.

In this chapter, we aim to investigate how significantly affected mass models
are when taking into account the flared geometry of the gas discs. To the best of
our knowledge, the effect of gas flaring in the mass models has not been studied
in the literature in a systematic way for a sample of galaxies (see e.g. Olling
1996 for an individual case). So far, mass models that assume razor-thin discs
have been used to derive the scale height of the H i and H2 discs, but the impact
of this on the recovered dark matter halo parameters themselves is yet to be
explored. It is important to understand and quantify this, specially with the
advent of large and systematic studies providing mass models. In this work, we
start filling this gap by self-consistently deriving the gas flaring and dark matter
halo parameters for a sample of galaxies.

Accurate computations of scale heights require detailed kinematic modelling of
interferometric H i and CO data, together with robust bulge-disc decomposi-
tion. As we detailed below, we have collected such data. This also allow us to
revisit important scaling relations, namely the stellar- and baryon–to–halo mass
relation, and the dark matter halo concentration–mass relation. While these
relations have been recently explored using mass models of large galaxy samples
(e.g. Posti et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020), some questions remain open. For instance,
i) the shape of the stellar–to–halo mass relation at the lowest and highest stellar
mass regime is not fully established (e.g. Moster et al. 2013; Posti et al. 2020),
ii) the baryon–to–halo mass relation remains somewhat unexplored as mass
models do only rarely include both the atomic and molecular gas content, and
iii) it has been claimed that the dark matter concentration–mass relation from
N-body cosmological simulations (e.g. Dutton & Macciò 2014; Ludlow et al.
2014) is not followed by the data unless imposed as a prior (e.g. Katz et al. 2017;
Li et al. 2020). In addition to this, it is unknown whether the flaring of the discs
can affect these relations. Gaining insight into these scaling laws is essential
in the quest of understanding galaxy evolution. Besides encoding dynamical
information, these relations are subject to baryonic physics and thus we can
use them to constrain processes like feedback and adiabatic contraction, which
are expected to impact the properties of the dark matter haloes (e.g. Mo et al.
2010; Cimatti et al. 2019). We will therefore take advantage of our analysis and
data to revisit these relations.
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The structure of this work is as follows. In Sec. 7.2 we present our galaxy
sample, explain its selection criteria, and describe the type of data used for
each of our galaxies. In Sec. 7.3 we detail our methodology to derive the gas
discs scale heights and mass models for each galaxy. In Sec. 7.4 we present
our main findings, showing our mass models and scale heights. In Sec. 7.5 we
discuss the implications of our results for the scaling relations between halo
mass and concentration, stellar mass, and baryonic mass; we also discuss the
main caveats of our study and compare with previous works. Finally, in Sec. 7.6
we summarise our main findings.

7.2 Sample selection and data
To investigate the effects of the gas thickness on mass models, circular speeds,
gas velocity dispersions, and mass profiles are needed. This makes it essential to
select galaxies with high-quality data, mapping their gas and stellar distributions.
In the case of the gas surface density profiles, deep, extended, and high-spatial
resolution data (typically H i or CO emission-line observations) are needed. For
the stellar component, near-IR data is desirable to trace the underlying stellar
discs. Concerning the kinematics, the H i and CO data also allow to obtain the
gas rotation velocity and velocity dispersion, which can then be used to obtain
the circular speed. As we describe below, our sample consists of galaxies with
these kind of data and with detailed kinematic models available in the literature.

7.2.1 Dwarf galaxies

Kinematics

We selected a subsample of the LITTLE THINGS galaxies (Hunter et al. 2012)
studied by Iorio et al. (2017). Those authors provide the H i velocity dispersion
() as well as the circular speed (Vc) of the galaxies after correcting the observed
rotation velocities (Vrot) for asymmetric drift (see Sec. 4.3 in Iorio et al. 2017).
These parameters1 were derived using (Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015), a
software that fits non-parametric tilted ring models to emission-line data cubes.
Effectively, creates 3D realizations of rotating gas discs and chooses the model
that better reproduces the emission-line data, velocity channel by velocity
channel, after taking into account the beam (PSF) of the observations through
a convolution operation. For large disc galaxies traditional 2D methods fitting
the velocity field (e.g. de Blok et al. 2008; Frank et al. 2016) and yield similar
results. However, dwarf galaxies (and low-resolution observations in general)
may suffer from beam smearing, which can significantly modify the shape of
the velocity fields (e.g. Begeman 1987; Swaters 1999; Di Teodoro & Fraternali
2015), making 2D methods unreliable to recover the intrinsic kinematics. The

1All the kinematic data on LITTLE THINGS galaxies studied in Iorio et al. (2017) is publicly
available at https://www.filippofraternali.com/downloads

https://www.filippofraternali.com/downloads
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Figure 7.1: Data for four representative galaxies in our sample spanning our full
circular speed range. Top: Circular speed profiles. Middle: H i velocity dispersion
profiles. The gray band shows an exponential fit to the data (blue) with an uncertainty
of ± 10 per cent in its normalisation. Bottom: H i (blue circles) and H2 (green squares)
surface density profiles, including helium correction. The dwarf DDO 133 has no
available CO data and it likely hosts no significant H2 reservoirs. The curves on top
of the data show the functional forms fit to obtain the corresponding contributions to
the total circular speed (see Sec. 7.3.1). In all the panels for NGC 2403 and NGC 2841
we plot one data point for every two, except for the H2 surface density profiles.

3D approach of is thus mostly necessary when deriving the kinematics of dwarfs,
as it largely mitigates the effects of beam smearing. Moreover, 3D methods have
also the advantage of constraining simultaneously the rotation of the galaxy as
well as the gas velocity dispersion.

Out of the 17 systems studied by Iorio et al. (2017), we remove the galaxies
DDO 47, DDO 50, DDO 53, DDO 101, DDO 133, DDO 216, and NGC 1569.
As discussed in detail by Read et al. (2017), the above galaxies are subject
of concern regarding their dynamical state, distance estimation, or inclination
determination, so we prefer to keep them out of our analysis, ending up with
ten dwarfs. It is worth mentioning that all the galaxies have inclination angles
larger than 30 degrees, which is important as uncertainties in low inclination
angles translate into big uncertainties in the deprojected rotation velocities.

Gas and NIR optical surface densities

The H i surface densities are taken directly from Iorio et al. (2017), and we only
apply a multiplicative factor of 1.36 to account for the presence of helium. Stellar
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3.6 µm surface brightness profiles are available from the S4G Survey (Bouquin
et al. 2018, see also Sheth et al. 2010) and from Zhang et al. (2012). Molecular
gas is not detected in these dwarfs (e.g. Leroy et al. 2008; Bigiel et al. 2010) as
it often happens with low-mass galaxies, probably due to their low metallicities
(see Hunt et al. 2015 and references therein). Recently, Hunter et al. (2021)
attempted to infer the molecular gas content of LITTLE THINGS galaxies based
on their FUV emission. Those authors report an average H2–to–H i fraction of
about 0.2. Given that these are not direct measurements of H2 and that the
H2–to–H i fraction of Hunter et al. (2021) is relatively small, in our analysis we
do not attempt to include the molecular gas contribution in dwarf galaxies.

7.2.2 Spiral galaxies

Kinematics

To define our spiral galaxy sample, we built on the work by Di Teodoro & Peek
(2021), who also used to derive the H i kinematics of a sample of nearby spiral
galaxies. Broadly speaking, and as detailed below, we chose their best galaxies
in terms of spatial resolution, undisturbed kinematics, available bulge-disc NIR
photometric decomposition, and ancillary CO observations.

Among all the galaxies from Di Teodoro & Peek (2021), we make a first
selection cut and keep only those with a spatial resolution better than 1 kpc,
to ensure good sampling of the rotation curve and velocity dispersion profiles.
Next, we selected against galaxies with inclinations below 30◦. After this, we
also eliminate the galaxies NGC 3031, NGC 3521, M83, which met the above
criteria but show very perturbed kinematics or interactions with neighbors and
thus it is not granted that their gas kinematics fully trace their potential wells.

Regarding the kinematics of the galaxies, we took the values from Di Teodoro
& Peek (2021) for Vrot

2 and converted them to Vc following the same asymmetric
drift correction prescriptions detailed in Iorio et al. (2017). This correction is
extremely small and rather negligible for this sample of massive galaxies, but
we undertook it for consistency with the LITTLE THINGS dwarfs (where the
correction is significant in some cases). An additional kinematic parameter that
we will need for the mass models and the derivation of the scale height of the
H2 discs is their velocity dispersion (see Section 7.3.2). The rotation curves of
H i and H2 (as traced by the CO line) show a very good agreement (Frank et al.
2016; Bacchini et al. 2020a) between each other. In contrast, the H2 velocity
dispersion () and are not the same. Bacchini et al. (2020a, see also e.g. Mogotsi
et al. 2016) found that the ratio between and in late-type galaxies has a median
value of 0.6, i.e. ≈ 0.6 . In principle, one could derive the velocity dispersion of
the molecular gas from the CO data (see below). However, this would require
the CO kinematic modelling and for some galaxies the CO emission is patchy
and the measurement of is not well constrained and has large uncertainties. For
2For a few galaxies we have removed a couple of data points near their centres where it is
unclear whether there is actually emission (e.g. the centre of NGC 2841), or on the outer
regions if the galaxies show a strong warp or an asymmetric rotation curve (e.g. NGC 3621).
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the sake of homogeneity and to avoid these complications, we use the empirical
results of Bacchini et al. (2020a) and we assume = 0.6 ; we have checked that
reasonable variations of this equality do not impact our results on the mass
models significantly.

Gas surface densities

The H i surface density profiles are taken from Di Teodoro & Peek (2021), and we
apply the helium multiplicative factor of 1.36. In the case of the molecular gas, we
derive H2 profiles from a set of CO(J = 2− 1) and CO(J = 1− 0) total intensity
maps; the existence of CO ancillary observations was one of the main criteria
when selecting our sample. For this, we take advantage of following archival
observations. The CO maps of the galaxies NGC 253, NGC 3351, NGC 3621,
NGC 4535, and NGC 4536, come from the PHANGS-ALMA survey (Leroy
et al. 2021a,b). The maps of NGC 2403, NGC 2841, NGC 3198, NGC 4559,
NGC 4725, NGC 4736, and NGC 5055 come from the HERACLES survey (Leroy
et al. 2009). The data of NGC 5005 and NGC 5033 come from the BIMA project
(Helfer et al. 2003), and of NGC 4651 and NGC 4698 from the VERTICO survey
(Brown et al. 2021). The CO map of NGC 3486 comes from Rahman et al.
(2012). As the CO map of NGC 3675 is not available, we extracted the published
CO profile shown in Young et al. (1995) using a digitising software (Rohatgi
et al. 2018). Finally, the galaxies NGC 1313 and NGC 3992 have no significant
CO detection in the available data (Bajaja et al. 1995 and Helfer et al. 2003,
respectively) and CO data for NGC 3898 and NGC 5350 do not seem to exist.
These last two galaxies have, however, high circular speeds (about 250 km/s and
185 km/s, see Table 7.1) dominated in the inner regions by massive bulges and
stellar discs, so we do not expect the lack of CO data to affect their rotation
curve decomposition. The collected data have different sensitivity and spatial
resolution, but overall they allow us to trace reasonably well the CO emission
in the central regions of our sample.

Using the CO maps we build azimuthally averaged intensity maps using the
same average geometric parameters as for the H i discs3, and we convert the CO
intensities I

(2−1)
CO to H2 mass surface densities using

ΣH2

M⊙ pc−2
=

α(1−0)
CO

M⊙ pc−2

1

R21

I
(2−1)
CO

K km/s
, (7.1)

where α(1−0)
CO

is the CO–H2 conversion factor (including the helium correction
factor of 1.36) and R21 the CO(2 − 1)–to–CO(1 − 0) intensity line ratio, for
which we assume a value of 0.7 (see e.g. Leroy et al. 2013; Sandstrom et al.
2013; Leroy et al. 2021a)4. While a handful of our galaxies have available α(1−0)

CO

3We note that there is an excellent agreement between the geometric parameters of the H i
discs (Di Teodoro & Peek 2021) and the reported values for the CO discs (e.g. Leroy et al.
2021a; Brown et al. 2021).

4The CO data for NGC 3486, NGC 3675, NGC 5005, and NGC 5033 are for the transition
J = 1− 0, and so we take R21=1 in Eq. 7.1.
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measurements from Sandstrom et al. (2013), the majority of our sample does
not have available α(1−0)

CO
values. This is not surprising given the difficulty

in estimating α(1−0)
CO

precisely. For consistency, for all our spiral galaxies we
adopt α(1−0)

CO
= 4.35, the Milky Way reference value (e.g. Bolatto et al. 2013

and references therein), which is also in reasonable agreement with the average
value measured by Sandstrom et al. (2013) in a sample of nearby spiral galaxies.
Sandstrom et al. (2013) also found radial variations on the α(1−0)

CO
of some

galaxies in their sample. However, such variations are not always present nor
seem to correlate significantly with other galaxy properties, and while most
galaxies have somewhat lower values in the central regions, the scatter is large
and trends with galactocentric distance are unclear. Given that molecular gas is
not the dominant mass component of our galaxies at any radii we do not expect
the potential uncertainties in α(1−0)

CO
to have a strong effect in our rotation curve

decomposition. In fact, this has already been shown by Frank et al. (2016).

NIR surface brightness and bulge-disc decomposition

Given that the bulge component will be relevant when deriving our mass models,
we refined our selection by requiring that our spiral galaxies have available bulge-
disc decompositions from the S4G data coming from Salo et al. (2015). Those
authors performed a detailed decomposition of the 3.6 µm surface brightness
profiles of the galaxies fitting an exponential disc and a Sérsic profile, and we
stick to their decomposition for the sake of consistency. We also select against
galaxies with a significant bar or central PSF-like component as determining
their kinematics and potentials can be ambiguous (e.g. NGC 4548). For three
galaxies in our sample (NGC 2403, NGC 3198, NGC 3621) we do not use the
S4G bulge-disc decomposition. The first two are not in the sample of Salo et al.
(2015), while the fit for NGC 3198 is not satisfactory (e.g. the Sérsic index is 10,
the maximum allowed value by the fitting routine of Salo et al. 2015). These
three galaxies have, however, 3.6 µm S4G and optical surface brightness profiles
without evidence of a bulge (Kent 1987; Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009). Because of
this, and since the galaxies have exquisite H i and CO data and are prototypical
well-studied nearby galaxies, we include them in our final sample.

7.2.3 Final galaxy sample

In the end, our final sample consists of ten dwarf galaxies with 15 ≲ Vc/(km/s) ≲
60 and 22 more massive spirals with Vc as high as ∼ 300 km/s. Table 7.1 lists
our final galaxy sample, and gives the distance to the galaxies (taken form Di
Teodoro & Peek 2021 and Chapter 5), their morphological type taken from NED5,
and their characteristic circular speed at the outer radii Vc,out. For the spiral
galaxies this characteristic speed is computed following the algorithm of Lelli
et al. (2016b, see their Eq. 1 and 2), i.e., by requiring that the circular speeds
5The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
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are flat within ∼ 5 per cent over at least the last three measured points (but
often many more points are included). The reported uncertainties correspond
to the standard deviation in the values considered to estimate the flat speed.
In the case of the dwarfs, where some of them have fewer than three points
consistent with flat rotation, we use the mean outer velocity reported by Iorio
et al. (2017). Fig. 7.1 shows the circular speeds, H i velocity dispersions, and
gas surface densities for four representative galaxies in our sample spanning our
full circular speed range.

We would like to highlight that although the galaxies in our sample have data
coming from different studies, they all have the same type of data and have been
analyzed with the same methods and thus the sample is fairly homogeneous:
1) the H i kinematics for all the galaxies are derived using on data cubes, 2)
all the H i and H2 surface density profiles are based on azimuthal averages of
H i and CO maps, and 3) all the galaxies have 3.6 µm photometry and are
either bulgeless or have available bulge-disc decomposition derived with the
same methodology. This sample is not complete, but as similar samples often
used in the literature (e.g. Lelli et al. 2016a; Ponomareva et al. 2016; Chapter 5),
it is representative of the regularly rotating nearby galaxy population.

7.3 Obtaining the disc thickness and dark matter
halo

The general idea of mass modelling from rotation curve decomposition is that
the observed circular speed profile Vc is the sum in quadrature of the circular
speed profiles of the baryonic and dark matter components

V 2
c = ΥdVd|Vd|+ΥbVb|Vb|+ VHI|VHI|+ VH2

|VH2
|+ VDM|VDM| , (7.2)

with Vd, Vb, VHI, VH2 , and VDM the contributions to the circular speed by the
stellar disc, stellar bulge, H i disc, H2 disc, and dark-matter halo, respectively,
and with Υd (Υb) the disc (bulge) mass-to-light ratio.

Our approach will be to fit Vc and obtain the dark matter halo by constraining
VDM (assuming a functional form with free parameters, see below) together
with Υd and Υb. The key novelty with respect to previous studies is that the
thickness of the gas discs is derived self-consistently using an iterative procedure
(and thus changing VHI and VH2

). In the rest of this section we explain the
general steps followed to obtain our final mass models.

7.3.1 From gas and stellar surface densities to circular speed
profiles

Once the geometry and surface density of a matter component are known,
its circular speed profile can be obtained from its gravitational potential. To
derive the circular speed profiles from the surface densities, we use the software
galpynamics (Iorio 2018). In the case of galactic discs, galpynamics computes
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Table 7.1: Galaxy sample used in this work. The first column gives the names of
the galaxies, the second column their distance, the third column their morphological
classification, and the fourth column their characteristic circular speed at the outermost
radii.

Name Distance Morphology Vc,out

[Mpc] [km/s]

Dwarf galaxies
CV n I dwA 3.6 ± 0.2 Im 22 ± 4
DDO 52 10.3 ± 0.5 Im 51 ± 6
DDO 87 7.4 ± 2.2 Im 50 ± 9
DDO 126 4.9 ± 0.4 IBm 39 ± 3
DDO 154 3.7 ± 0.1 IB(s)m 47 ± 5
DDO 168 4.3 ± 0.3 IBm 56 ± 7
DDO 210 0.9 ± 0.1 IB(s)m 16 ± 10
NGC 2366 3.4 ± 0.3 SB(s)b 58 ± 5
UGC 8508 2.6 ± 0.2 IAm 34 ± 6
WLM 1.0 ± 0.1 IB(s)m 39 ± 3

Spiral galaxies
NGC 0253 3.6 ± 0.3 SAB(s)c 198 ± 2
NGC 1313 4.2 ± 0.4 SB(s)d 127 ± 3
NGC 2403 3.2 ± 0.3 SAB(s)cd 136 ± 2
NGC 2841 14.1 ± 1.9 SA(r)b 286 ± 6
NGC 3198 13.8 ± 1.1 SB(rs)c 150 ± 3
NGC 3351 10.5 ± 0.8 SB(r)b 177 ± 4
NGC 3486 12.7 ± 2.8 SAB(r)c 155 ± 3
NGC 3621 6.7 ± 0.5 SA(s)d 145 ± 2
NGC 3675 14.4 ± 3.1 SA(s)b 213 ± 4
NGC 3898 22.1 ± 6.1 SA(s)ab 246 ± 5
NGC 3992 17.1 ± 4.7 SB(rs)bc 231 ± 3
NGC 4535 15.8 ± 1.3 SAB(s)c 225 ± 6
NGC 4536 15.2 ± 1.9 SAB(rs)bc 165 ± 4
NGC 4559 8.9 ± 0.8 SAB(rs)cd 123 ± 3
NGC 4651 16.8 ± 4.6 SA(rs)c 185 ± 3
NGC 4698 19.6 ± 4.2 SA(s)ab 214 ± 5
NGC 4725 12.4 ± 1.1 SAB(r)ab 211 ± 3
NGC 4736 4.4 ± 0.4 (R)SA(r)ab 148 ± 2
NGC 5005 18.4 ± 2.1 SAB(rs)bc 269 ± 6
NGC 5033 19.0 ± 2.7 SA(s)c 217 ± 3
NGC 5055 8.9 ± 0.7 SA(rs)bc 184 ± 6
NGC 5350 30.9 ± 5.5 SB(r)b 184 ± 2
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the gravitational potential of a given mass distribution of density ρ via numerical
integration of the expression (cf. Cuddeford 1993)

Φ(R, z) = −2 G√
R

∫ ∞

−∞
dl

∫ ∞

0

du
√
u y K(

√
y )ρ(u, l) , (7.3)

where R and z are the radial and vertical coordinates, G is the gravitational
constant, K the complete elliptical integral of the first kind, and y defined as:

y =
2

1 + x
, with x =

R2 + u2 + (z − l)2

2Ru
. (7.4)

The circular speed is then obtained through the derivative of the potential
evaluated at the midplane

V 2
c (R) = R

[
∂Φ(R, z)

∂R

]
z=0

. (7.5)

In the case of a spherical distribution the value of Vc is simply
√

GM(r)/r.
While deriving Vc for a given component, galpynamics uses functional forms
to describe its surface density profile. Because of this, we fit the observed gas
and stellar surface densities with functional forms as described below.

Dwarfs: HI distribution

The surface density profiles of the H i discs of the dwarfs are well described by a
function of the form

ΣHI(R) = Σ0,HI e
−R/R1(1 +R/R2)

α , (7.6)

with Σ0, R1, R2 and α the fitting parameters. This function has a characteristic
shape that mimics very well the surface density profiles observed in gas-rich
galaxies, which often show a plateau or central depression in the inner regions,
then they increase, and then fall almost exponentially in the outskirts (e.g.
Swaters 1999; Martinsson et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016), as illustrated in Fig. 7.1
for DDO 133, NGC 2403, and NGC 2841.

Regarding the vertical distribution, while in a first step we assume the disc
is razor-thin, the final the scale height and its flaring are determined at the
same time as the dark matter halo parameters, as we describe in Sec. 7.3.4.

Dwarfs: stellar discs

All our dwarf galaxies have stellar disc distributions that are very well fitted by
exponential discs, with minimal departures. Therefore, we fit the stellar 3.6 µm
profiles as exponential discs following

Σ∗(R) = Σ0,∗ e−R/Rd , (7.7)

with Σ0,∗ and Rd the stellar central surface density and disc scale length,
respectively.
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To fully define the stellar disc distribution, we also need to specify the
vertical structure. We assume that the stellar disc follows a sech2 profile along
the vertical direction, and that it has a constant thickness zd = 0.196R0.633

d ,
as found in low-inclination star forming galaxies (e.g., Bershady et al. 2010;
see also van der Kruit & Freeman 2011). With this, the shape of Vd for the
dwarfs is fully determined, and during our fitting technique we will obtain Υd

(i.e. its normalization). We remind the reader that there are no bulges present
in our dwarfs, neither do the galaxies have significant H2, and thus in practice
Vb = VH2

= 0.

Spirals: H i and H2 distributions

As for the dwarf galaxies, we fit some of the H i and H2 profiles (including the
helium content) of our spirals using Eq. 7.6. Some of the spirals, however, have
gas surface density profiles with a more complex behavior. For these cases,
following Bacchini et al. (2019a), we fit a ‘Poly-exponential’ profile of third
degree

ΣHI,H2
(R) = Σ0,pex e−R/Rpex (1 + c1R+ c2R

2 + c3R
3) , (7.8)

with Σ,pex, Rpex, c1, c2, c3 the fitting parameters.
Also in a similar way as for the dwarfs, the gas discs of the spirals are

assumed to be thin in a preliminary step, but their final scale heights are
obtained through our main fitting routine.

Spirals: stellar bulge and disc

As mentioned before, most of our galaxies have bulge-disc decomposition avail-
able from Salo et al. (2015). Those authors used a parametric modelling software
(galfit, Peng et al. 2010) to decompose the 3.6 µm surface brightness profiles
into different components. In a few cases we have neglected the contribution
(less than 5 per cent of the total flux) from a PSF-like or bar component. In
particular, we chose the parametrizations using an exponential disc plus a Sérsic
component. Some galaxies (NGC 3486, NGC 3675, NGC 4651, NGC 4736,
NGC 5033, and NGC 5055) were modeled using two exponential discs to mimic
a more complex behavior of their surface brightness profiles. We obtain the
circular speed profile of our discs (up to the normalization Υd) with galpynam-
ics using an exponential profile (Eq. 7.7) with parameters coming from Salo
et al. 2015. In the case of NGC 2403, NGC 3198, and NGC 3621, for which
have no bulge-disc decomposition but the galaxies look bulgeless, we take the
S4G 3.6 µm surfaces brightness profiles from Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009) and
we fit two exponential discs (needed to reproduce the observed features in the
profiles) following Salo et al. (2015). For all the galaxies with double stellar
disc profiles we obtain their total V∗ by summing the individual contributions
in quadrature. For the vertical distribution of all the stellar discs we make
the same assumptions as for the stellar component of the dwarfs, assuming a
sech2 profile and a thickness zd = 0.196R0.633

d constant with radius. For the
galaxies with two exponential discs we do not assume each has their own zd(Rd)
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because usually one of the components has a low density and very large Rd

(typically reproducing breaks/tails in surface brightness profiles). Instead, we
combine both disc contributions and compute a half-light radius Reff , which
is then transformed into a pseudo Rd using Reff = 1.678Rd; we then assume
this pseudo Rd when computing zd = 0.196R0.633

d . We note that the use of the
expression Reff = 1.678Rd is not fully justified as it is only valid for exponential
discs, but we consider it a reasonable mass-weighted compromise. In any case,
this assumption does not alter our results below.

For the bulge components the situation is less straightforward. The Sérsic
profile describes surface densities with a flat (2D) geometry, while in practice
bulges are spheroidal. Taking this into account is relevant because the force
generated by a flattened distribution is different (stronger in the midplane) than
that of an spheroid, and thus it can affect the recovery of the best-fitting dark
matter halo parameters and the computation of the gas discs scale height. To
obtain a realistic bulge component we assume that the bulges in our galaxies
are spherical6 and with a volume density described by a double power-law of
the form:

ρ(r, z) =
ρc

(r/rs)α(1 + (r/rs))β−α
, (7.9)

with r =
√
R2 + z2 the spherical radius, ρc and rs a characteristic density

and radius, respectively, and α and β the power-law exponents. In practice, we
obtain the best set (ρc, rs, α, β), using an MCMC routine based on the python
package emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013), such that the resulting spherical
bulge has a projected 2D surface density matching the Sérsic profile reported
by Salo et al. (2015). The resulting bulge is then given to galpynamics to
obtain Vb, while Υb is obtained during our fitting routine. Fig. 7.2 shows the
comparison between the Sérsic profiles (circles) for the bulges of NGC 5033 and
NGC 2814 and the surface density of the best-fitting spherical bulges we obtain
(black curves). We find a similarly good agreement for our full sample.

7.3.2 Deriving the thickness and flaring of the gas discs

Given an external mass distribution (e.g. a dark matter halo and a stellar disc),
galpynamics is able to compute the gravitational potential of an additional
galaxy component (e.g. a gas disc) and estimate its scale height under the as-
sumption of vertical hydrostatic equilibrium. This is done iteratively taking into
account the external gravitational potential and the self-gravity of the additional
component through an iterative process (Iorio 2018). For the interested reader,
extensive and detailed discussion on the use of galpynamics to estimate scale
heights can be found in Iorio (2018); Bacchini et al. (2019a, 2020b).

Effectively, galpynamics solves numerically the following expression (see
Bacchini et al. 2019a; Patra 2019), which describes the 3D density profile ρ(R, z)

6We assume spherical symmetry for simplicity, but galpynamics can also deal with flattened
spheroidal components.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison between
the Sérsic profiles of NGC 2841
(grey) and NGC 5033 (blue) as
derived by Salo et al. (2015),
and the projected surface den-
sity of our best-fitting spherical
bulges for those galaxies (black
curves). The x-axis is normalised
to the effective radii of the bulges
(Reff,bulge). We only show dis-
tances up to 5Reff,bulge to ease
the comparison, but a good agree-
ment remains at all radii.

of the distribution whose scale height we aim to derive

ρ(R, z) = ρ(R, 0) exp

[
−Φ(R, z)− Φ(R, 0)

σ2(R)

]
. (7.10)

In the above equation, ρ(R, 0) is the density profile of the gas (i.e. the radial
profile of its volume density) evaluated in the disc midplane. In a similar
way, Φ(R, 0) is the total (dark matter plus stars plus gas disc(s)) gravitational
potential Φ(R, z) evaluated in the midplane. Finally, σ(R) is the radial profile
of the gas velocity dispersion, assumed to be isotropic. Following Bacchini et al.
(2019a, 2020b), we fit the observed σ(R) profiles with an exponential function
σ(R) = σ0e

−R/Rσ , which provides a very good representation of the data and
has the advantage of smoothing out small irregularities in the observed profiles,
as shown in Fig. 7.1. The scale height h(R) is defined as the standard deviation
of Eq. 7.10, and thus it can be obtained once Φ and σ(R) are known. Note that
some authors report the scale heights as the half width at half maximum of the
vertical profiles, which should then be divided by a factor 1.777 if comparing
with h, as we assume a Gaussian profile for the vertical distribution. In Sec. 7.3.4
we explain how do we derive the thickness of the gas discs together with the
best-fitting dark matter halo in a consistent way.

7.3.3 Fitting the dark matter halo and mass-to-light ratios

We assume that the dark matter haloes can be described by two different profiles
depending on the galaxy mass. For the massive spirals we use a Navarro-Frenk-
White (NFW, Navarro et al. 1997) profile, while for the dwarfs we fit the so-called
coreNFW profile (Read et al. 2016a,b).

The density profile of the NFW profile is

ρNFW(r) =
4ρs

(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (7.11)
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where r =
√
R2 + z2, rs is a scale radius, and ρs the volume density at rs. This

volume density can be written as

ρs =
M200

16πr3s [ln(1 + c200)− c200/(1 + c200)]
, (7.12)

with M200 the dark matter mass within a radius R200 where the average density
is 200 times the critical density of the universe, and c200 ≡ R200/rs is the
concentration; N-body simulations find a clear anti-correlation between M200

and c200 (e.g. Dutton & Macciò 2014; Ludlow et al. 2014).

The coreNFW profile allows the classical NFW profile to develop a core if this
is needed to provide a better fit to slowly rising rotation curves. This is typically
the case for dwarf galaxies and the well-known cusp-core problem (see Bullock
& Boylan-Kolchin 2017 for a recent review).

The density profile of the coreNFW halo is

ρcoreNFW(r) = fnρNFW(r) +
nfn−1(1− f2)

4πr2rc
MNFW(r) , (7.13)

where ρNFW and MNFW are the conventional density and mass for a NFW halo
at a given radius, but f = tanh(r/rc) is a function that generates a core of
size rc = 2.94 Rd. The parameter n controls how strong is the transforma-
tion from cusp to core: n = 0 means no core, recovering the NFW halo, and
n = 1 means a completely cored density profile. In practice, n is defined as
n = tanh(κtSF/tdyn), with κ = 0.04, tSF the time whilst the galaxy has been
forming stars (assumed to be 14 Gyr), and tdyn the NFW dynamical time at the
scale radius rs. For further details on all these parameters we refer the reader
to Read et al. (2016a,b, 2017). In the end, following the above prescriptions,
the coreNFW halo has the same two free parameters as the classic NFW halo:
the mass M200 and the concentration c200.

Together with the mass-to-light ratio for the stellar disc and the bulge, the
dark matter halo parameters M200 and c200 are fitted using a MCMC routine
based on emcee. Our scripts explores the parameter space looking for trial dark
matter haloes and Υ to find the best set of values to minimise Eq. 7.2 using χ2

function.
For Υd, we use a Gaussian prior centered at Υd = 0.5 M⊙/L⊙, with an

standard deviation of 0.11 dex, and with boundaries 0.1 < Υd/(M⊙/L⊙) < 1.5.
Instead of fitting directly Υb, we define a parameter f such that Υb = fΥd. We
impose a Gaussian prior centered on f = 1.4 with standard deviation of 0.1 dex
and with boundaries 1 < f < 2. These priors aim to break the degeneracy
between disc, bulge, and halo in the centre of galaxies using values motivated by
stellar population synthesis models (e.g. McGaugh & Schombert 2014; Meidt
et al. 2014; Querejeta et al. 2015).

For the priors on M200 and c200, we investigate two different scenarios. In the
first one, both M200 and c200 have flat and wide priors (8 < log(M200/M⊙) < 14
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and 2 < c200 < 50). In the second case, using the same boundary limits, we
impose a Gaussian prior for c200 which is centered on the c200 −M200 relation
of Dutton & Macciò (2014)

log(c200) = 0.905− 0.101 log

(
0.7M200

1012M⊙

)
, (7.14)

with a 1σ standard deviation of 0.11 dex and assuming a Hubble parameter
h = 0.7. We note that our boundaries for the parameter space of c200 are
motivated by cosmological arguments (see McGaugh et al. 2003).

The approach detailed above allows us to check whether or not the c200−M200

is recovered from the data, or if it has to be imposed to obtain physically
meaningful dark matter haloes. We discuss the results of these experiments in
Section 7.5.3.

7.3.4 Self-consistent derivation of the thickness and dark
matter halo

We now proceed to explain how we estimate the thickness of the gas discs and
the best-fitting dark matter halo for each galaxy in our sample. This is done
through an iterative processes based on galpynamics and our MCMC routine.
The steps are as follows.

1. Making use of galpynamics and assuming Υd = Υb = 1, Vd, Vb and the
corresponding gravitational potentials Φd and Φb are derived from the
stellar density profiles. We also assume that the H i and H2 discs are razor-
thin to obtain a first estimate of ΦHI and ΦH2 and their corresponding
VHI and VH2 .

2. Using Vd, Vb, VHI, and VH2 , we fit Vc and we obtain a preliminary set
(log(M200), c200, Υd, f). Therefore, we can now update Φd and Φb, and
obtain ΦDM. Traditional rotation curve decompositions would stop here.

3. galpynamics computes the thickness of the H i disc by solving numerically
Eq. 7.10 while taking into account ΦDM, Φd, Φb, ΦH2 (for a razor-thin H2

disc) and the H i disc self-gravity. This allow us to obtain a new estimate
of ΦHI.

4. galpynamics computes the thickness of the H2 disc taking into account
ΦDM, Φd, Φb, ΦHI (derived in the previous step), and the H2 disc self-
gravity.

5. Step 3 and 4 are repeated iteratively until the changes in both scale
heights, at all radii, are at least smaller than 10 per cent with respect to
the previous iteration, which is a sensible choice given that the uncertainty
in the scale height can be defined as the fractional error of the gas velocity
dispersion (∆h = h∆σ(R)/σ(R), see appendix E in Bacchini et al. 2019a),
for which 10 per cent is an appropriate uncertainty (see Fig. 7.1). Once
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these iterations converge, we end up with scale heights (and Φ) for the H i
and H2 discs that were derived taking into account each other plus the
stellar disc, the bulge, and the dark matter halo.

6. With all the new potentials, our MCMC routine finds a new best-fitting
(log(M200), c200, Υd, f) set, updating the mass model and generating a
new set of potentials.

7. Steps 3− 6 are repeated iteratively until (log(M200), c200, Υd, f) converge.
We adopt a convergence criterion such that the change in M200, c200, Υd,
and f between the last and penultimate iteration has to be less than 3
per cent. For most of our galaxies 2 − 3 iterations are enough to reach
convergence.

Thanks to our iterative process, the scale height of the gas discs, the disc
and bulge stellar mass-to-light ratios, and the parameters of the dark matter
halo, are derived in a fully consistent way taking into account the gravitational
effects of each other.

7.4 Results

7.4.1 Mass models

In Fig. 7.3, we show the results of our rotation curve decomposition for the
four representative galaxies displayed in Fig. 7.1. The figure corresponds to the
case when c200 was obtained using the prior on Eq. 7.14. For each galaxy we
show two mass models, one that assumes that the H i and H2 (if present) discs
are razor-thin as in traditional methods, and one showing our final model after
taking into account the flaring of the discs. Similar plots of the mass models
(and corresponding posterior distributions) for our whole sample, for both types
of priors on c200, are available in Appendx 7.C.

We obtain successful fits for all our sample when we use a prior on the
c200 −M200 relation: the best-fitting Vc faithfully reproduces the observations,
and the posterior distributions of the best-fitting parameters are well behaved
with a Gaussian or nearly Gaussian shape. When we use the flat prior on
c200 the fits are seemingly equally good, but for some galaxies (CVn I dwA,
NGC 253, NGC 3486, NGC 3898, NGC 4535, NGC 5350, and UGC 8505) their
c200 values are not well constrained, as their posterior distributions go towards
our lower bound c200 = 2. In the following figures such galaxies are shown with
different symbols to emphasise that their mass models are not fully reliable. As
we discuss below, for the rest of the galaxies the mass models obtained under
our two c200−priors are in very good agreement with each other.

Fig. 7.3 shows that most of the times the overall effect of including the
flaring of the gas discs is minor. This is not fully surprising: in the high-mass
regime the potential of the galaxies in the inner regions is heavily dominated by
the stellar components, where most of the gas mass is. In the dwarf galaxies
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Figure 7.3: Mass models for the same representative galaxies as in Fig. 7.1. The
models correspond to the case where c200 is obtained with a prior on Eq. 7.14. The
points represent the circular speed profile of the galaxies (one out of each two points
are shown for NGC 2403 and NGC 2841). The orange, pink, blue, green, and dark
lines show the contribution to the circular speed by the stellar disc, bulge, H i disc, H2

disc, and dark matter halo, respectively. Dashed lines show the first iteration of our
MCMC (with razor-thin gas discs), while solid lines show our final model (with flared
gas discs). Similar plots for all our galaxies are available in Appendix 7.C.

the gas dominates the baryonic content, but the dark matter haloes are more
important from a dynamical point of view. In the case of DDO 154 (top left
panel in Fig. 7.3), one can appreciate that by not using the razor-thin disc
assumption the ‘negative’ velocities often seen in the circular speed of H i discs
(e.g. de Blok et al. 2008; Frank et al. 2016) are gone. While in practice those
velocities are considered negative (which is why the absolute values in Eq. 7.2
are needed), what happens is that having H i discs a central depression, a test
particle in the midplane would feel an outward acceleration due to the mass at
larger radii. Because of this, the radial acceleration in the midplane is negative,
and thus |VHI|VHI is negative (see Eq. 7.5). Including the gas flaring strongly
mitigates this effect: even when the central mass depression is there, the mass
in the outer parts is distributed in a thicker disc, and thus a test particle in the
midplane feels a weaker outwards acceleration, bringing |VHI|VHI closer to zero
and even to positive values. This is an interesting local effect only visible when
considering the real geometry of the gas discs.

In a few galaxies the effects of the flaring are important. In Fig. 7.4 we
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Figure 7.4: Mass model of
the dwarf galaxy CVn I dwA.
The solid (dashed) lines show
the mass model when a
flared (razor-thin) H i disc is
used. The large effect of the
flaring on the mass model is
clear.
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show the mass model for the dwarf galaxy CVn I dwA, which shows the most
extreme changes when including the H i disc flaring within our sample. The
flaring not only gets rid of the negative |VHI|VHI in the innermost regions, but
it also decreases the contribution of the gas disc at larger radii, allowing for a
dark matter halo about three times more massive.

We note here that our methodology described in Sec. 7.3.4 does not take into
account the uncertainty in the distance to our galaxy sample. While the distance
could be included as a nuisance parameter in the MCMC fitting (e.g. with a
Gaussian prior, see Li et al. 2020; Chapter 4), this is computationally prohibitive
for our sample in our methodology as it would be required to compute the
potential of each component on each iteration of the MCMC, and for each
of these iterations to compute our scale heights. Given that in practice the
distance is not minimised but it simply follows its prior helping as a nuisance
parameter to obtain appropriate uncertainties in the other parameters (see Li
et al. 2020), we decided to follow a simplistic approach. We repeat our steps
1− 7 detailed in Sec. 7.3.4, but assuming the upper and lower 1σ uncertainties
in the distance as reported in Table 7.1 (note that this also implies making the
appropriate changes in the surface density profiles of the baryonic components).
Then, for each galaxy we combine the three posterior distributions (one for each
distance) of our parameters (log(M200), c200,Υd, f), and we re-obtain the 16th,
50th, and 84th percentiles of the final total distributions, which we use to define
the final (log(M200), c200, Υd, f) set and its uncertainties. We report these
values in Table 7.2 for the case imposing the c200 −M200 relation as a prior,
and in Table 7.3 for the flat prior.

In Fig. 7.5 the effects of the gas flaring can be seen more clearly, as we show
the comparison between the values of M200, c200, Υd, and f recovered using
razor-thin and flared gas discs, as a function of M200. The left panels show
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Table 7.2: Results of our rotation curve decomposition for the case when a prior on
Eq. 7.14 is imposed. The columns give our fiducial values (the median of the posterior
distributions) and their upper and lower uncertainties (corresponding to the 16th and
84th percentiles). Only galaxies with bulges have values of f . Note that all these
quantities include the contribution from distance uncertainties.

Name log(M200/M⊙) c200 Υd(M⊙/L⊙) f

50th pctl σ− σ+ 50th pctl σ− σ+ 50th pctl σ− σ+ 50th pctl σ− σ+

CVn I dwA 8.80 −0.26 + 0.26 18.08 −4.57 + 6.11 0.50 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 52 10.36 −0.16 + 0.20 12.69 −3.18 + 4.02 0.50 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 87 10.38 −0.19 + 0.36 12.66 −3.74 + 5.48 0.52 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 126 9.95 −0.14 + 0.17 13.42 −2.85 + 3.29 0.46 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 154 10.40 −0.08 + 0.09 9.23 −0.95 + 1.02 0.44 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 168 10.56 −0.16 + 0.20 12.37 −2.64 + 3.01 0.43 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 210 8.35 −0.57 + 0.57 20.02 −5.42 + 7.30 0.50 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
NGC 0253 12.31 −0.23 + 0.30 6.60 −1.61 + 2.01 0.32 −0.03 + 0.03 1.40 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 1313 11.91 −0.12 + 0.16 8.51 −1.41 + 1.47 0.30 −0.08 + 0.08 1.38 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 2366 10.47 −0.09 + 0.11 15.19 −2.97 + 3.30 0.50 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
NGC 2403 11.60 −0.05 + 0.06 11.07 −1.40 + 1.54 0.42 −0.07 + 0.07 – – –
NGC 2841 12.52 −0.05 + 0.05 8.81 −1.28 + 1.69 0.84 −0.08 + 0.08 1.37 −0.09 + 0.09
NGC 3198 11.62 −0.02 + 0.03 12.24 −1.36 + 1.47 0.40 −0.07 + 0.07 – – –
NGC 3351 11.78 −0.13 + 0.16 8.22 −1.88 + 2.36 0.56 −0.05 + 0.05 1.41 −0.09 + 0.09
NGC 3486 12.30 −0.15 + 0.18 4.60 −0.89 + 1.11 0.35 −0.08 + 0.10 1.41 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 3621 11.62 −0.04 + 0.05 11.80 −1.38 + 1.50 0.22 −0.05 + 0.05 – – –
NGC 3675 12.25 −0.13 + 0.15 8.66 −1.86 + 2.43 0.46 −0.10 + 0.14 – – –
NGC 3898 12.85 −0.15 + 0.17 4.76 −1.11 + 1.89 0.63 −0.11 + 0.19 1.42 −0.10 + 0.11
NGC 3992 11.83 −0.05 + 0.05 20.55 −6.41 + 12.18 0.76 −0.10 + 0.10 1.41 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4535 12.62 −0.20 + 0.26 6.62 −1.61 + 1.93 0.52 −0.08 + 0.08 1.43 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4536 11.99 −0.14 + 0.17 7.43 −1.47 + 1.66 0.27 −0.04 + 0.05 1.37 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4559 11.41 −0.06 + 0.07 9.63 −1.58 + 1.81 0.36 −0.08 + 0.08 1.39 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4651 11.61 −0.09 + 0.09 17.89 −4.53 + 7.47 0.62 −0.13 + 0.16 1.43 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4698 12.17 −0.09 + 0.10 10.07 −2.08 + 2.70 0.50 −0.09 + 0.12 1.38 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4725 11.84 −0.06 + 0.08 12.65 −2.76 + 3.36 0.67 −0.08 + 0.08 1.40 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4736 11.33 −0.09 + 0.12 17.97 −3.37 + 3.72 0.21 −0.03 + 0.03 1.28 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 5005 12.21 −0.24 + 0.32 9.01 −2.51 + 3.24 0.50 −0.06 + 0.08 1.36 −0.09 + 0.09
NGC 5033 12.07 −0.05 + 0.05 11.25 −1.41 + 1.60 0.31 −0.05 + 0.07 1.40 −0.09 + 0.10
NGC 5055 12.01 −0.04 + 0.04 9.14 −1.02 + 1.14 0.37 −0.04 + 0.04 – – –
NGC 5350 12.22 −0.11 + 0.13 5.05 −1.03 + 1.27 0.47 −0.08 + 0.10 1.46 −0.10 + 0.10
UGC 8508 10.43 −0.39 + 0.43 12.64 −3.60 + 5.23 0.50 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
WLM 10.33 −0.22 + 0.24 8.83 −1.80 + 2.34 0.50 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –

the comparison for our uninformative prior on c200 while the right panel shows
it for the prior on c200 following the c200 −M200 relation of Dutton & Macciò
(2014). The parameters in the figure are obtained after considering the distance
uncertainty as described in the previous paragraph.

Regarding M200, the values derived with both razor-thin and flared discs are
compatible with the 1:1 relation. As shown in the inset, the differences between
the two derivations are close to zero. The two galaxies with a difference larger
than +0.2 dex are dwarfs (the most extreme one being CVn I dwA; Fig. 7.4),
where the flaring is expected to be more important as H i dominates the baryonic
budget of the galaxies. No systematic trends as a function of M200 are clearly
visible in the data, but this should be studied more carefully with larger samples
of low-mass galaxies.

The second row of panels in Fig. 7.5 shows the the recovered concentration
parameters. Again, within the uncertainties the razor-thin- and flared-derived
values are compatible. When using a flat prior, the concentration of some galaxies
at high M200 tend towards c200 = 2, the lower limit of our priors. However,
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Figure 7.5: Comparison between the recovered parameters from our mass modelling
when the gas discs are considered razor-thin (gray circles) and when the flaring
is considered (blue circles); most of the times the values overlap. Empty symbols
correspond to those galaxies for which we do not obtain well-constrained dark matter
halo parameters when using a flat prior on c200. Panels on the left concern the results
obtained with a flat prior on c200, while the right panels correspond to the results
obtained assuming the prior on Eq. 7.14. The top panels show a direct comparison so
there is no distinction between blue and grey circles; the dashed line indicates the 1:1
relation, while the insets show the distribution of the differences between M200 when
derived with the flared and razor-thin gas discs.
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those galaxies also have low c200 values when imposing the prior on Eq. 7.14,
and in general the values obtained using both priors are in agreement with each
other. In Section 7.5.3 we discuss in detail the dark matter concentration-halo
mass relation.

The third row shows the disc mass-to-light ratios. Motivated by stellar
population synthesis models, we used a Gaussian prior centered at Υd =
0.5± 0.1 M⊙/L⊙. Interestingly, the values of Υd show significant spread (which
does not correlate with optical colours7) at M200 ≳ 1011 M⊙ (i.e. for all
the massive disc galaxies). At these masses, the median value for our flat
(Eq. 7.14) prior scenario is is 0.41 (0.46) M⊙/L⊙, with a standard deviation of
0.15 (0.17) M⊙/L⊙ and values in the range 0.18 (0.21) − 0.83 (0.84) M⊙/L⊙.
We checked with our two most extreme galaxies in terms of Υd (NGC 2841 with
Υd = 0.83 M⊙/L⊙ and NGC 4736 with Υd = 0.18 M⊙/L⊙) the consequences
of assuming a value of Υd = 0.5 M⊙/L⊙ often assumed when studying scaling
relations (e.g. Lelli et al. 2016b; Chapter 5). In the case of NGC 2841 one obtains
a similar M200 but the fit to the rotation curve is slightly worse than in Fig. 7.3;
moreover, the concentration of the galaxy moves away from the c200 − M200

relation (see below). For NGC 4736 the mass model always overestimates the
observed circular speed. This shows that the value of Υd = 0.5 M⊙/L⊙ is
representative, but for some galaxies in our sample it would bias the estimation
of the stellar mass (and concentration) by a significant amount (see also the
discussion in Ponomareva et al. 2018 on estimating Υd with different methods).
For smaller galaxies, Fig. 7.5 may give the impression that Υd = 0.5 M⊙/L⊙
is perfectly appropriate. However, it should be noted that their posterior
distributions on Υd simply follow their Gaussian priors. This is because the
contribution of Vd to the mass models of dwarfs is small, and thus our MCMC
fitting loses constraining power on Υd; because of this, it is likely that the real
uncertainties in the Υd for the dwarfs are underestimated by 20− 40 per cent.
The effects of the gas discs flaring are negligible (up to the uncertainties just
described for the dwarf galaxies), as seen from the overlap of grey and blue
circles in the third panels of Fig. 7.5.

Finally, the bottom panels of Fig. 7.5 show the values of f as a function of
M200; note the different range in the x-axis with respect to the other panels, as
f is only a parameter for the massive galaxies with bulge. There are no visible
differences between values derived with razor-thin or flared gas discs, and within
the uncertainties the prior of f = 1.4± 0.1 provides satisfactory fits to the data.

7.4.2 Scale heights

Fig. 7.6 shows the H i (blue line and band) and H2 (green line and band) scale
heights for the same four representative galaxies as before. Fig. 7.7 shows the
scale heights for our full sample, and tables giving the scale heights are available
on-line. Naturally, the scale heights increase with increasing galactocentric

7We checked this by recovering the (B − V ) colours of our sample from the HyperLeda
database (Makarov et al. 2014).

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/768phag6ttgym0j/AABZwerBgFofkkZ5npHW17YBa?dl=0
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distance. At all radii the scale height of the H i discs is larger than for the H2

discs. This is expected given that the velocity dispersion of H i is higher.
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Figure 7.6: Example of H i (top) and H2 (bottom) scale heights in our sample. The
solid blue and green lines show our estimations, while the colour bands show the
assumed uncertainty of 10 per cent, motivated by the uncertainty in the gas velocity
dispersion (see Fig. 7.1). We only show the scale heights for our mass models with a
prior on the c200 −M200 relation, but the profiles obtained with the flat prior largely
overlap.

While the overall behavior of the flaring is the same in all our galaxies,
the steepness and normalization change from galaxy to galaxy (see Fig. 7.7).
Previous observational works have postulated a ‘universality’ of the H i and
H2 scale heights in late-type galaxies when normalised to characteristic scales
(Patra 2019, 2020a,b). In particular, using a sample of disc galaxies Patra (2019,
2020b) normalised R to units of R25 (the radius at which a B−band isophote
reaches 25 mag/arcsec2), and h(R) to be unity at a radius of 0.3R25. Patra
(2020a) instead used the ‘core radius’ of pseudo-isothermal haloes they fit to a
set of rotation curves of dwarf galaxies. The normalised h(R) values seem to
have a linear dependency on the normalised radial scale, although the scatter is
fairly large. The logic behind using R25 or the core radius is that the claimed
universal shape of the h(R) profiles is a dynamical effect. Thus, it is appropriate
to re-scale using characteristic scales related to the radii at which the stellar
or dark matter component are dominant. On the other hand using 0.3R25 as a
normalization factor of h(R) seems less justified.

In Fig. 7.7 we plot the scale heights for our galaxy sample colour-coded by
the halo mass. There is a general trend of low-mass galaxies having thicker
discs than their more massive counterparts, as expected given their weaker
potentials. At fixed M200 the profiles are somewhat homogeneous, although
the scatter is always large. We explore introducing the above normalizations
as well as more dynamically-motivated values such as normalising the radius
to a fraction of the virial radius and the re-scale h(R) according to the virial
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Figure 7.7: H i (top) and H2

(bottom) scale heights for our
galaxy sample. Galaxies are
colour-coded according to the
mass of their dark matter
haloes.

velocities, but significant scatter remains. We thus find little evidence for a
universal h(R) profile. This is not fully surprising as h(R) depends strongly on
the gas velocity dispersion, the dark matter halo, the stellar mass-to-light ratio,
and the bulge-to-total mass ratio, which show a large spread in our sample.
While there are a number of significant differences between our derivation of
h(R) and that of Patra et al. (see for instance the discussion in Bacchini et al.
2020b), it is likely that the different conclusions arise mostly from our larger
sample with a wider variety in gas kinematics, halo mass, bulge ratio, and
mass-to-light ratio.

7.5 Implications and discussion

Our data and the parameters we recover from our fitting procedure allow us to
revisit some of the most important scaling relations concerning the connection
between galaxies and their dark matter haloes. In this section, we discuss three
of them: the stellar–to–halo mass relation, the baryon–to–halo mass relation,
and the halo concentration–mass relation.
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7.5.1 Stellar–to–halo mass relation

The stellar–to–halo mass relation (SHMR) has been widely studied in the context
of understanding the star formation efficiency as a function of the halo mass
(e.g. Moster et al. 2013; Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 2015; Wechsler & Tinker
2018; Posti et al. 2020). The classical picture based on abundance-matching
techniques is that the SHMR increases monotonically from the dwarf regime till
M∗ ≈ 5× 1011 M⊙, where it flattens. The relation, however, might be different
if galaxies are split in quenched and star-forming (Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 2015;
Posti & Fall 2021).

Figure 7.8: Top: Stellar-to-halo
mass relation for our galaxy
sample. Bottom: M∗/M200 ra-
tio normalised to the cosmolog-
ical baryon fraction vs. M200.
Galaxies are colour-coded ac-
cording to their stellar-to-cold
gas content Mgas/M∗. In both
panels the black solid line shows
the cosmological baryon frac-
tion fbar,cosmic. For compari-
son, we plot with a green semi-
dashed curve the SHMR relation
from Moster et al. (2013), while
the teal dashed line shows a fit
to the analysis by Posti et al.
(2019).
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To compute M∗ for our sample, we integrate the luminosity profiles of the
bulge and disc components up to R200. We do this rather than integrating
to infinity in order to measure the mass of the different baryonic and dark
components within the same observed radius. In any case, this integration limit
has very little impact in the integrated stellar mass as the luminosity profiles
have values close to zero at such large distances, and it has no repercussion
on our results. Once the total luminosity of disc and bulge is estimated, we
multiply by the corresponding Υd and by fΥd in the case of the bulge, and we
add the mass of both components. The uncertainties in all the quantities are
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estimated using Monte Carlo realizations, including distance and best-fitting
parameters uncertainties. The mass of the baryonic components of our galaxies
are listed in Table 7.4.

In the top panel of Fig. 7.8 we show the SHMR for our galaxy sample,
using the values derived with our prior on the c200 −M200 relation. The black
solid lines show the cosmic limit, given by M200/fbar,cosmic. We can see that
M∗ increases with M200 rather linearly (in log-log space), although the scatter
at high M200 is large. We compare our measurements with the abundance
matching-based SHMR from Moster et al. (2013), and with a linear fit to the
data from Posti et al. (2019), who performed the rotation curve decomposition
of galaxies in the SPARC data base (Lelli et al. 2016a). Our data points appear
to scatter around both SHMRs, but our low-number statistics prevent us from
drawing conclusions on this, albeit the scatter is likely real as it is also present
when studying larger samples (Posti & Fall 2021).

In the bottom panel of Fig. 7.8 we show the M∗/M200 ratio normalised to
the average cosmological baryon fraction (fbar,cosmic = Ωb/Ωm ≈ 0.187, Planck
Collaboration et al. 2020). We can see that at fixed M200 galaxies with lower
Mgas/M∗ ratios have higher M∗/M200 values. In addition to this, the disc
galaxies with the largest M200 have M∗/M200 as low as dwarf galaxies, despite
their much lower Mgas/M∗. We can see from both panels that at the high mass
regime four spiral galaxies have baryon fractions between ∼ 50− 100 percent of
fbar,cosmic. The existence of galaxies with nearly all of their baryons in the form
of stars at M∗ ∼ 1011 M⊙ was in fact suggested recently by Posti et al. (2019).

To see this more clearly, in Fig. 7.9 we plot the stellar mass fraction now as
a function of M∗. We find that those galaxies with the highest stellar masses
have also the highest M∗/M200 ratios. This is in qualitative agreement with
the results from Posti et al. (2019, 2020) and Posti & Fall (2021), and deviates
significantly from the abundance-matching predictions.
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Figure 7.9: M∗/M200 ratio nor-
malised to the cosmological
baryon fraction vs. M∗. Colours
and curves are as in Fig. 7.8.
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7.5.2 Baryon–to–halo mass relation

We now draw the attention to the baryon–to–halo mass relation (BHMR).
Arguably, the BHMR is more fundamental than the SHMR, as it incorporates
simultaneously the stellar and gas content. It is also more robust, especially at
the low-mass regime since dwarf irregular galaxies are gas-dominated.

To compute the baryonic mass we consider the stellar mass as defined before,
together with the neutral and molecular gas content. Similarly as for M∗, we
compute MHI and MH2

by integrating the functional forms fitted to the observed
surface densities, from 0 to R200. Strictly speaking, our Mbar is not the total
baryonic mass as it neglects the mass of the warm and hot ionised gas. This
assumption is commonly done given that the warm and hot ionised gas are
not expected to contribute significantly to the whole baryonic budget near
galaxy discs, and because it is extremely challenging to obtain reliable mass
measurements of these gas phases. Under the same logic, our Mgas values should
be seen as the mass of the cold ISM gas.

Figure 7.10: Top: Baryon–to–
halo mass relation for our galaxy
sample. Bottom: Mbar/M200 ra-
tio normalised to the cosmolog-
ical baryon fraction vs. M200.
Galaxies are colour-coded ac-
cording to their stellar-to-cold
gas content Mgas/M∗. In both
panels the black solid line shows
the cosmological baryon frac-
tion fbar,cosmic, and the orange
dashed curve shows the semi-
empirical relation from Calette
et al. (2021) for comparison.
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The top panel of Fig. 7.10 shows the Mbar −M200 relation for our galaxy
sample, while the bottom panel shows the Mbar/M200 ratio normalised to the
cosmic mean. Again, we show the results obtained with the prior on Eq. 7.14.
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Figure 7.11: Mbar/M200 ratio
normalised to the cosmologi-
cal baryon fraction vs. Mbar.
Colours and curves are as in
Fig. 7.10.

As expected, the picture of the BHMR does not change with respect to the
SHMR for the massive galaxies, dominated by the stellar component. Instead,
there are substantial changes for the dwarf galaxies once their major baryonic
budget is added. Overall, Mbar/M200 has significant scatter and does not show
clear trends as a function of M200. A similar behavior is seen in Fig. 7.11 but
as a function of Mbar.

For comparison, in Figs. 7.10 and 7.11 we plot the BHMR from Calette
et al. (2021), which is based on abundance matching to link M∗ with M200

and in empirical correlations to link M∗ to Mgas; in this case they consider
Mgas = 1.4MHI. Predictions from similar semi-empirical approaches overlap with
each other (Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 2011). The relation follows approximately
the trends described by the data in the Mbar/(fbar,cosmic × M200) vs. M200

plane, although at all M200 it appears to have lower Mbar values than most
points. Similarly to what happens in the stellar relation, abundance matching
does not seem to capture fully the behavior of the Mbar/(fbar,cosmic ×M200) vs.
Mbar plane.

Finally, we note the peculiar position of the galaxy CVn I dwA in the above
figures. At M200 ≈ 108.8, CVn I dwA has a higher-than-average Mbar/M200 with
a median value of about 50 per cent the cosmological baryon fraction, although
the uncertainties are large. CVn I dwA, is a low surface brightness dwarf with
an extremely low metallicity (van Zee 2000). It would be interesting to further
study this galaxy in the future, in the context of reports of other more extended
diffuse dwarf galaxies having large baryon fractions (e.g. Chapters 2 and 4).

Overall, our analysis presents empirical M∗ −M200 and Mbar −M200 relations
spanning five orders of magnitude in M∗, Mbar and M200, taking into account
the mass from the atomic and molecular gas, as well as the stellar disc and
bulge. These relations can be used to directly test the outcome and predictions
from models and simulations, setting constraints on e.g. the gas-to-stellar mass
ratio, the efficiency of star formation, and the ability of galaxies to retain their
baryons within their discs.
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7.5.3 Concentration–mass relation

N-body simulations find a clear anti-correlation between M200 and c200 (e.g.
Bullock et al. 2001a; Dutton & Macciò 2014; Ludlow et al. 2014). Observational
work on rotation curve decomposition, however, reports that this relation is not
present in the data unless it is assumed as a prior during the fitting, especially
when considering NFW haloes over other more flexible density profiles (see
discussion in Di Cintio et al. 2014; Katz et al. 2017; Li et al. 2020 and references
therein). To explore this with the best possible data, in this work we performed
our rotation curve decomposition by allowing c200 to have 1) an uninformative
flat prior, and 2) a prior following the c200 −M200 of Dutton & Macciò (2014,
see our Eq. 7.14).

In Fig. 7.12 we show the location of our galaxies in the c200 −M200 plane,
for both cases of priors on c200. As mentioned before, some of our galaxies do
not have a well constrained mass model when using a flat prior on c200, and
so we show then with crosses rather than circles; the values for these galaxies
are merely indicative. We compare our measurements against the theoretical
expectation from Dutton & Macciò (2014), i.e. Eq. 7.14.

Unsurprisingly, when Eq. 7.14 is imposed as a prior (left panel of Fig 7.12)
we recover very well the c200−M200 relation. Remarkably, even when we consider
an uninformative prior on c200 (right panel of Fig 7.12), galaxies appear to
follow the c200 −M200 relation albeit with larger scatter and larger individual
uncertainties with respect to the case when Eq. 7.14 is used as a prior. Note
that the galaxies for which their dark matter halo parameters are less well
constrained still follow the same trends when imposing the c200 −M200 relation
on the left panel. Specifically, the most massive galaxies tend to deviate towards
low values of c200 regardless of the prior.

Our results suggest that the c200 −M200 relation can actually emerge from
the data, provided they are of good enough quality. This is not necessarily
expected given that the c200 − M200 relation is obtained from cosmological
N-body simulations, while baryonic physics can modify the structure of dark
matter haloes. In particular, adiabatic contraction due to the baryon cooling
and collapse, together with stellar/AGN feedback are expected to modify the
inner density profiles (and thus the concentration) of the primordial dark matter
haloes. In principle, dynamical friction between baryons and dark matter can
also affect c200, but its effects are expected to be minor for galaxies without
extreme bars and where the baryons have retained a large fraction of their
angular momentum (Sellwood 2008, see also Nipoti & Binney 2015). Since our
sample was chosen not to have significant bars, and the discs have retained a
large fraction of the angular momentum of the dark matter halo (Chapter 5),
we expect dynamical friction to be inefficient at affecting c200 significantly.
Adiabatic contraction tends to increase c200, since the halo contracts as response
of the deeper potential owed to the central baryon condensation (e.g. Blumenthal
et al. 1986; Duffy et al. 2010; Katz et al. 2014). The modification to c200 is
not straightforward to estimate as it might depend on the individual assembly
histories (e.g. Gnedin et al. 2004; Tissera et al. 2010). Feedback, on the other
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Figure 7.12: Concentration–mass relation for the dark matter haloes of our galaxy
sample. On the left panel we display the results considering the prior on Eq. 7.14,
while the right panel shows the results from the flat prior on c200. In both panels we
show the c200 −M200 relation (white line) from the cosmological N-body simulations
by Dutton & Macciò (2014), together with its 1, 2, 3σ scatter (grey bands). Galaxies
are colour-coded according to their M∗/(fbar,cosmic ×M200) fraction. The crosses in
the right panel correspond to galaxies for which their mass models are less reliable
given their posterior distributions.

hand, mitigates the effects of halo contraction as it can lead to lower central
dark matter densities (Navarro et al. 1996; Read & Gilmore 2005; Pontzen &
Governato 2012). This is particularly true if metal-line radiative cooling is
efficient (as it eases the collapse of the baryons), but the exact quantification of
the effect is highly dependent on the feedback prescriptions (e.g. Sellwood 2008;
Duffy et al. 2010; Bryan et al. 2013; Di Cintio et al. 2014; Katz et al. 2017).

Our results indicate that despite the above phenomena, the overall c200−M200

relation appears to hold reasonably well for most galaxies in our sample across
a mass large range. Recently, Beltz-Mohrmann & Berlind (2021) analysed
hydrodynamical simulations and obtained similar results. However, simulations
also show that the inclusion of baryons can generate ‘wiggles’ in the c200 −M200

relation due to the interplay of different feedback processes (Lovell et al. 2018;
Anbajagane et al. 2022). Interestingly, such deviations seem to be present in our
data, at similar M200 as in the simulations; namely, the higher concentrations at
about M200 ∼ 5× 1011 M⊙ (where adiabatic contraction is efficient the most),
and lower concentrations at M200 ∼ 1013 M⊙. Note that when we impose the
prior of Eq. 7.14 on c200 the deviations are reduced but still present.

While the comparisons with the results of hydrodynamical simulations are
complex and out of the scope of this chapter, we can speculate on a qualitative
explanation for the trends in our data. With this in mind, in Fig. 7.12 we colour-
code the galaxies in terms of their M∗/M200 fraction normalised to fbar,cosmic.
As it turns out, the galaxies showing a systematically higher c200 are those
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with the largest M∗/M200. Based on this, we argue that the galaxies with high
M∗/M200 have larger c200 precisely because they converted most of their gas
into stars; in fact these galaxies have Mbar/M200 fractions comparable to the
cosmological average host overall higher baryon fractions than galaxies of similar
M200 (see Fig. 7.10).

Posti et al. (2019) has discussed the elevated baryon fractions in some spiral
galaxies in detail, arguing for a ‘failed feedback’ scenario where feedback was not
efficient enough to eject a significant amount of gas before the galaxies built their
stellar mass. In the framework of adiabatic contraction, the high central stellar
mass densities could then be responsible for the higher concentrations. Under
this scenario, below M200 ∼ 5×1011 M⊙ the effects of adiabatic contraction and
stellar feedback fully compensate each other (or are both negligible). According
to our figure, at M200 ≳ 5 × 1012 M⊙ it would be required that feedback
overpowers halo contraction, lowering the concentration and also the global
baryon- and stellar-to halo mass fractions. In fact, AGN feedback has been found
to be able to lower c200 as well as the baryon fraction in galaxies according to
simulations (e.g. Duffy et al. 2010; Bryan et al. 2013). Moreover, semi-empirical
models also find that AGN feedback becomes more efficient at such masses and it
manages to reproduce the SHMR (Marasco et al. 2021, see also e.g. Fabian 2012;
Choi et al. 2015). Despite the scenario we sketch being merely qualitative, it
seems in line with expectations of feedback processes and adiabatic contraction
models. However, all this should be tested by repeating the experiment of using
a flat prior on c200 for larger samples, and ideally complementing it with stellar
rotation curves to trace at high resolution the innermost regions of the most
massive galaxies, which largely determine their c200 parameters. In general,
the above trends between M200, c200, and M∗/M200 can be exploited to further
understand the connection between dark matter haloes and feedback and the
build-up of mass in galaxies, providing key constraints to both analytic models
and simulations.

7.5.4 Comparison with previous work and caveats

Comparison of mass models with previous works

Some galaxies in our sample have been recently studied by other authors
performing standard rotation curve decomposition. Specifically, Posti et al.
(2019) has mass models for seven of our massive galaxies and Li et al. (2020) for
eight, while Read et al. (2017) studied our ten dwarfs. We find reasonably good
agreement with all of their results. Below we quantify the comparison. When
quoting differences, we refer to the operation of subtracting their values from
ours.

First, we compare against Posti et al. (2019), who fitted NFW haloes using
a Gaussian prior on the same c200 −M200 relation as us, and a flat prior on Υd,
and Υb = 1.4Υd. Given this, for the comparison we use our results from the
c200 −M200 prior. Our mean (median) difference in M200 with respect to Posti
et al. (2019) is 0.009 (−0.01) dex, with a standard deviation of 0.17 dex. Our
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mean (median) difference in c200 is of 0.06 (0.03) dex, with a standard deviation
of 0.22 dex (mostly driven by NGC 3992 for which we find a higher c200 by
0.5 dex). For Υd the mean (median) difference is −0.07 (−0.04) with a standard
deviation of 0.08 dex.

Second, also for the massive galaxies, we compare our fiducial results (i.e.
with the flat prior on c200) with the values obtained by Li et al. (2020), derived
using the same prior on Υd as us, a flat prior on c200, and a prior on Υb

centered at 0.7 with standard deviation of 0.1 dex (which is similar to our
prior on f). Regarding M200, the mean (median) difference is −0.14 (0.06)
dex with a standard deviation of 0.56 dex, largely driven by NGC 5055 for
which our M200 is 1.5 dex lower than the Li. et al. value (0.86 × 1012 M⊙
vs. 18.6× 1012 M⊙). The mean (median) difference in c200 is 0.06 (0.09) dex,
with a standard deviation of 0.32. The mean (median) difference in Υd is
−0.03 (−0.08) dex, with standard deviation 0.09 dex. Finally, for Υb the mean
(median) difference is 0.31 (0.32) dex, with standard deviation 0.34 dex. We
note here that the bulge-disc decomposition for our sample is more robust than
the decomposition used in Li et al. (2020), which is based on a visual fit (Lelli
et al. 2016a).

Lastly, we compared the results for the dwarfs against the values from Read
et al. (2017), who used a flat prior on c200 and fitted M∗ with a Gaussian prior
with center and standard deviation according to the values by Zhang et al.
(2012), who obtained M∗ using SED fitting. The mean (median) difference in
M200 is 0.1 (0.2) dex, with a standard deviation of 0.34 dex. There seems to be
a systematic trend as a function of M200, with our more massive galaxies having
larger values with respect to Read et al. (2017), but the scatter and low number
statistics do not allow to make strong conclusions. For c200, the mean (median)
difference is 0.1 (0.1) dex, with standard deviation 0.16 dex and our values being
lower on average, without clear systematic trends. Overall, taking into account
that the approaches of Posti et al. (2019), Li et al. (2020), and Read et al. (2017)
differ significantly from ours (e.g. different rotation curves, inclinations, priors,
fitting parameters, assumed geometry and shape of the stellar and gas profiles),
the agreement in the recovered parameters is fairly good.

Caveats

Our mass models and the interpretation of our results are based on a number of
assumptions. Here we focus on the two main assumptions that could affect our
results the strongest: the premise of vertical hydrostatic equilibrium and the
kinematic modelling in which our results rely.

Regarding the former, it is expected that regularly rotating galaxies (as
those selected to be in our final sample) without recent strong interactions have
their gas pressure in balance with the gravitational pull from the midplane (e.g.
Mo et al. 2010; Cimatti et al. 2019). Measurements in the Milky Way seem
to indicate that some fraction of the atomic gas might have 50% larger scale
height than expected from hydrostatic equilibrium within ∼ 5 kpc, although the
agreement improves at larger radii (see Marasco et al. 2017; Bacchini et al. 2019b
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for a detailed discussion). In general, in order to test the validity of hydrostatic
equilibrium it is of primary interest to measure both the gas velocity dispersion
and the gas scale height in other galaxy discs directly from observations, but
there is no robust method to do so yet. Note that given our finding that the
scale height influences very little the mass models except for the lowest mass
galaxies, small deviations from vertical hydrostatic equilibrium would have no
impact on our results regarding the SHMR, BHMR, or the c200 −M200 relation.

Regarding our second assumption, one of the main motivations and strength
of our work is the argument that we self-consistently derive our mass models and
scale heights taking into account each other thanks to our iterative approach.
However, the kinematic modelling from which our rotation curves and velocity
dispersion profiles are derived is not consistent with the fact that gas discs are
flared. The 3D kinematic modelling technique of fits thin tilted-ring models
(Rogstad et al. 1974) to the data cubes. This represents an improvement over
fitting tilted-ring models to the velocity fields, but neither approach takes
into account the increase of the scale height with radius. This is because for
thick/flared discs, line of sights contain emission coming from different rings,
and the ring-by-ring approach of the tilted-ring technique cannot to account for
this.

Despite this, the effects of assuming a thin disc when a thick disc is appro-
priate are known. As discussed in Iorio (2018) and Di Teodoro et al. (2019),
there are three main effects due to the mixing of different disc layers in the same
line of sight. By considering a thin disc instead of a thick disc: i) the recovered
surface density profiles are shallower than in reality, ii) the velocity dispersion
tends to be overestimated, and iii) the rotation velocities at large (low) radii
can be slightly overestimated (underestimated). These effects are expected
to be negligible for massive spiral galaxies, but somewhat more important for
dwarfs, as their potential wells are shallower and their thickness are larger both
in their overall value and relative to their Rmax,HI (see Fig. 7.7). Nevertheless,
as shown by Iorio (2018), even for three of the least massive galaxies in our
sample (DDO 210, NGC 2366, and WLM) the kinematic parameters derived
with are well consistent with the values estimated considering a thick disc, and
the flaring is a subdominant source of uncertainty in the kinematic modelling
compared to, for instance, instrumental limitations and non-circular motions.
All of the above indicates that the kinematic parameters derived with the tilted-
ring modelling are reliable, despite this technique cannot take into account the
flaring of discs. In conclusion, this partial inconsistency in our methodology
does not significantly affect our results.

7.6 Conclusions
Mass models of galaxies obtained through their rotation curve decomposition are
often derived assuming that the neutral (HI) and molecular (H2) gas discs are
razor-thin. In reality, gas discs are flared, which can affect the mass models given
the different gravitational effects of a flared geometry with respect to a razor-thin
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disc. In this chapter we set out to investigate the effects of the flaring on the
best-fitting parameters from rotation curve decomposition, namely the stellar
mass-to-light ratios (Υ), the mass of the halo (M200), and its concentration (c200).
This is the first time that such an investigation is carried out systematically.

To this end, we use a sample of 32 late-type galaxies with the best possible
data quality. Our sample has H i and CO resolved interferometric observations,
bulge-disc decomposition based on deep NIR imaging, and available 3D kinematic
modelling providing their gas velocity dispersion and circular speed (Vc). The
sample spans about six orders of magnitude in stellar mass (M∗), including
very small (Vc ≈ 20 km/s) and very massive (Vc ≈ 290 km/s) galaxies. Under
the assumption of vertical hydrostatic equilibrium we use an iterative approach
combined with a Bayesian fitting technique to simultaneously derive the scale
height of the gas discs and the mass models (using NFW and coreNFW profiles).
The NFW and coreNFW profiles provide an excellent fit to the observations of
our massive and dwarf galaxies, respectively. All our mass models converge with
reasonable values of Υ, M200 and c200 (Fig. 7.3). For most of our galaxies the
fits are equally satisfactory by fitting c200 using a flat prior or by imposing a
reference c200 −M200 relation from N-body cosmological simulations, although
for some of them the c200 −M200 relation is necessary to set robust constraints
on the mass models. In addition to the derivation of the gas discs flaring
and the analysis of its effects, we use our detailed mass models to explore the
stellar–to–halo (SHMR), baryon–to–halo (BHMR), and c200 −M200 relations.
Our main results can be summarised as follows.

• In the majority of our sample the effects of the flaring of the gas discs on the
recovered best-fitting parameters is very minor given the larger dynamical
contribution of the stellar and dark matter components. However, the
effects are significant for the smallest and gas-richest dwarf galaxies, where
the lower gas circular speeds of a flared disc gives room to considerably
more massive haloes (Fig. 7.3, 7.4, 7.5).

• The scale heights of both H i and CO discs are monotonically increasing
with radius in the vast majority of cases. As expected from their lower gas
velocity dispersion, CO discs are considerably thinner than the H i discs.
Additionally, low-mass galaxies have thicker discs than more massive ones
(Fig. 7.6 and 7.7). We find little evidence of a ‘universal’ scale height
profile (Fig. 7.7), contrary to previous claims.

• We explore the stellar–to–halo mass relation for our sample (Fig. 7.8).
At fixed M200, galaxies with higher stellar-to-gas ratios (M∗/Mgas) have
higher M∗/M200. Some galaxies around M200 ≈ 1012 M⊙ have very
high M∗/M200 ratios approaching the cosmological baryon fraction, in
agreement with previous findings. Nearly at all masses the galaxies scatter
between a linear monotonically increasing relation and a broken power-law
following abundance-matching expectations. As a function of M∗, the
M∗/M200 ratios increase nearly monotonically (Fig. 7.9).
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• The baryon–to–halo mass relation of our sample (Fig. 7.10) is similar to
the stellar–to–halo mass relation at high baryonic masses (Mbar) but it
is shallower at the low mass regime given the high gas masses in dwarf
galaxies. In general, the Mbar/M200 ratio of is more homogeneous, though
with large scatter, than M∗/M200 (Figs. 7.10 and 7.11).

• The c200−M200 relation of our dark matter haloes follows well the expected
relation from N-body cosmological simulations. This is trivial when the
c200−M200 relation is imposed, but the relation appears to hold relatively
well even when using an uninformative prior on c200 (Fig. 7.12). That
galaxies follow the c200 −M200 relation is not necessarily expected given
that adiabatic contraction and feedback processes can modify the inner
distribution of the dark matter density profile.

• Despite the overall c200 − M200 relation being preserved, galaxies with
M200 ≈ 5 × 1011 M⊙ and M200 ≈ 1013 M⊙ seem to lie systematically
above and below the relation, respectively. Interestingly, the galaxies
above the relation show also the highest stellar and baryon mass fractions,
opposite to the galaxies below the relation (Fig. 7.12). We argue that
these deviations could be attributed to adiabatic contraction and AGN
feedback, respectively.

We provide the largest sample for which the gas scale heights have been derived
homogeneously using the hydrostatic equilibrium condition, allowing us to derive
most detailed mass models. Our analysis is relevant in the context of the H i
kinematics and mass modeling from the upcoming large-volume H i surveys.
Moreover, our results can be directly used to test the outcome and predictions
of both models and hydrodynamical simulations, with the goal of achieving a
more complete picture of the physics regulating the shape of galaxies as well as
the galaxy-halo connection and the efficiency of feedback processes.

7.A Mass models with a flat prior on c200

Table 7.3 lists the best-fitting parameters of our rotation curve decomposition
obtained using a flat prior on c200.

7.B Baryon content of our galaxy sample
Table 7.4 presents the estimates of the visible mass in our galaxies. The mass of
the gas includes H i and H2 (when available), while the stellar mass includes
the contribution of disc and bulge (when available). The baryonic mass is the
sum of the gas and stellar mass. Note that M∗ has been derived using the
mass-to-light ratios obtained with the prior on Eq. 7.14.
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Table 7.3: Results of our rotation curve decomposition for the case when c200 has a flat
prior. The columns give our fiducial values (the median of the posterior distributions)
and their upper and lower uncertainties (corresponding to the 16th and 84th percentiles,
including the contribution from distance uncertainties. Only galaxies with bulges have
values of f . Note that the posterior distributions of the galaxies CVn I dwA, DDO 210,
NGC 253, NGC 3486, NGC 3898, NGC 4535, NGC 5350, and UGC 8505, are not
Gaussian, and thus the reported percentiles are not as reliable as in the case of the
prior on Eq. 7.14, but we report them here for completeness.

Name log(M200/M⊙) c200 Υd(M⊙/L⊙) f

50th pctl σ− σ+ 50th pctl σ− σ+ 50th pctl σ− σ+ 50th pctl σ− σ+

CVn I dwA 8.82 −0.40 + 0.74 17.19 −11.74 + 19.64 0.50 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 52 10.30 −0.26 + 0.51 14.07 −7.25 + 9.51 0.50 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 87 10.06 −0.17 + 0.46 25.10 −15.93 + 13.32 0.51 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 126 9.99 −0.21 + 0.37 12.56 −4.81 + 5.30 0.46 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 154 10.44 −0.09 + 0.10 8.82 −0.99 + 1.07 0.45 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 168 10.52 −0.20 + 0.30 13.06 −4.06 + 4.41 0.43 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
DDO 210 8.36 −0.64 + 0.92 19.05 −11.18 + 16.86 0.50 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
NGC 0253 12.82 −0.53 + 0.51 3.98 −1.42 + 2.69 0.34 −0.03 + 0.03 1.40 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 1313 11.92 −0.14 + 0.20 8.44 −1.75 + 1.75 0.31 −0.09 + 0.09 1.38 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 2366 10.38 −0.09 + 0.12 18.81 −4.38 + 4.52 0.49 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
NGC 2403 11.58 −0.06 + 0.07 11.49 −1.62 + 1.81 0.40 −0.07 + 0.07 – – –
NGC 2841 12.51 −0.06 + 0.05 8.93 −1.35 + 1.90 0.83 −0.07 + 0.08 1.38 −0.09 + 0.09
NGC 3198 11.61 −0.02 + 0.03 12.93 −1.53 + 1.66 0.37 −0.07 + 0.07 – – –
NGC 3351 11.93 −0.30 + 0.50 6.33 −2.96 + 5.02 0.59 −0.06 + 0.05 1.40 −0.09 + 0.09
NGC 3486 12.67 −0.25 + 0.25 3.03 −0.72 + 1.25 0.39 −0.08 + 0.10 1.40 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 3621 11.60 −0.05 + 0.05 12.49 −1.59 + 1.69 0.20 −0.05 + 0.05 – – –
NGC 3675 12.19 −0.17 + 0.23 9.53 −3.14 + 4.55 0.43 −0.08 + 0.11 – – –
NGC 3898 13.10 −0.31 + 0.28 3.43 −1.06 + 2.91 0.67 −0.11 + 0.16 1.42 −0.11 + 0.11
NGC 3992 11.81 −0.05 + 0.06 28.77 −7.96 + 12.64 0.60 −0.10 + 0.10 1.39 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4535 12.88 −0.44 + 0.59 4.94 −2.08 + 3.38 0.56 −0.10 + 0.08 1.44 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4536 12.12 −0.23 + 0.36 6.28 −2.12 + 2.34 0.29 −0.04 + 0.05 1.36 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4559 11.41 −0.07 + 0.09 9.63 −2.06 + 2.37 0.36 −0.09 + 0.09 1.40 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4651 11.46 −0.07 + 0.08 36.89 −12.36 + 9.46 0.45 −0.13 + 0.12 1.42 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4698 12.10 −0.11 + 0.12 11.68 −3.14 + 4.32 0.45 −0.08 + 0.09 1.38 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4725 11.76 −0.05 + 0.06 21.06 −5.63 + 6.07 0.51 −0.10 + 0.10 1.38 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 4736 11.15 −0.07 + 0.08 28.00 −5.30 + 6.28 0.18 −0.03 + 0.03 1.35 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 5005 11.71 −0.10 + 0.22 27.39 −13.12 + 12.41 0.41 −0.08 + 0.08 1.38 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 5033 12.04 −0.05 + 0.05 12.18 −1.70 + 1.92 0.30 −0.05 + 0.07 1.41 −0.10 + 0.10
NGC 5055 12.01 −0.04 + 0.04 9.30 −1.17 + 1.31 0.37 −0.04 + 0.04 – – –
NGC 5350 12.55 −0.20 + 0.19 2.96 −0.69 + 1.25 0.53 −0.08 + 0.11 1.46 −0.10 + 0.10
UGC 8508 9.80 −0.40 + 0.88 23.54 −13.45 + 15.03 0.50 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –
WLM 10.70 −0.34 + 0.38 6.27 −1.70 + 2.25 0.49 −0.11 + 0.11 – – –

7.C Rotation curve decomposition
This appendix presents the mass models of our galaxy sample and their cor-
responding posterior distributions. Figs. 7.13 and 7.15 show the models and
posteriors for the case when Eq. 7.14 is imposed as a prior, while Figs. 7.14 and
7.16 correspond to the flat prior on c200.
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Table 7.4: Stellar, gas, and baryonic (stars+gas) mass of our galaxy sample. The
stellar mass has been derived using the mass-to-light ratios from our mass models
considering the prior on the c200 −M200 relation.

Name log(M∗/M⊙) log(Mgas/M⊙) log(Mbar/M⊙)

50th pctl σ− σ+ 50th pctl σ− σ+ 50th pctl σ− σ+

CVn I dwA 6.88 -0.13 0.12 7.76 -0.21 0.22 7.81 -0.18 0.20
DDO 52 8.14 -0.13 0.12 9.15 -0.08 0.08 9.19 -0.07 0.07
DDO 87 8.02 -0.32 0.26 8.71 -0.31 0.24 8.79 -0.25 0.21
DDO 126 7.61 -0.15 0.13 8.34 -0.34 0.40 8.41 -0.26 0.36
DDO 154 7.24 -0.14 0.12 8.50 -0.10 0.10 8.53 -0.09 0.09
DDO 168 8.06 -0.15 0.13 8.68 -0.11 0.11 8.77 -0.09 0.09
DDO 210 5.75 -0.14 0.12 6.34 -0.36 0.41 6.44 -0.26 0.35
NGC 0253 10.61 -0.08 0.08 9.85 -0.15 0.20 10.68 -0.07 0.08
NGC 1313 9.41 -0.13 0.13 9.09 -0.35 0.42 9.58 -0.13 0.20
NGC 2366 8.20 -0.15 0.13 8.98 -0.11 0.11 9.05 -0.10 0.10
NGC 2403 9.73 -0.13 0.12 9.59 -0.13 0.14 9.97 -0.09 0.09
NGC 2841 11.22 -0.12 0.11 10.21 -0.41 0.52 11.26 -0.11 0.13
NGC 3198 10.12 -0.13 0.12 10.21 -0.13 0.13 10.47 -0.09 0.09
NGC 3351 10.59 -0.08 0.08 9.77 -0.30 0.48 10.65 -0.07 0.12
NGC 3486 10.01 -0.23 0.2 9.88 -0.43 0.51 10.25 -0.19 0.30
NGC 3621 9.83 -0.14 0.12 10.21 -0.13 0.12 10.36 -0.09 0.10
NGC 3675 10.64 -0.25 0.21 9.69 -0.24 0.37 10.69 -0.22 0.20
NGC 3898 10.91 -0.23 0.21 9.93 -0.29 0.23 10.95 -0.21 0.19
NGC 3992 10.97 -0.25 0.21 9.80 -0.61 0.69 11.00 -0.23 0.21
NGC 4535 10.70 -0.11 0.11 10.00 -0.11 0.11 10.78 -0.10 0.10
NGC 4536 10.30 -0.10 0.10 10.21 -0.12 0.14 10.56 -0.08 0.09
NGC 4559 9.84 -0.14 0.13 9.91 -0.35 0.43 10.17 -0.17 0.28
NGC 4651 10.53 -0.28 0.24 9.83 -0.43 0.55 10.60 -0.23 0.24
NGC 4698 10.67 -0.18 0.17 9.65 -0.26 0.43 10.71 -0.16 0.16
NGC 4725 10.90 -0.09 0.09 9.90 -0.16 0.16 10.94 -0.08 0.09
NGC 4736 10.09 -0.08 0.08 9.15 -0.11 0.12 10.14 -0.07 0.07
NGC 5005 10.99 -0.11 0.11 9.75 -0.18 0.38 11.02 -0.10 0.11
NGC 5033 10.72 -0.14 0.14 10.47 -0.15 0.15 10.91 -0.10 0.11
NGC 5055 10.68 -0.10 0.10 10.10 -0.10 0.10 10.78 -0.08 0.08
NGC 5350 10.63 -0.19 0.17 9.98 -0.25 0.24 10.72 -0.15 0.15
UGC 8508 6.95 -0.15 0.14 7.30 -0.14 0.14 7.46 -0.10 0.11
WLM 6.85 -0.13 0.12 7.93 -0.10 0.10 7.96 -0.09 0.09
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Figure 7.13: Mass models for our galaxy sample under the prior of Eq. 7.14. Observed
circular speeds are shown with grey points. The blue, green, pink, orange, and black
lines correspond to the contribution to the total circular speed (red line) from the H i,
H2, stellar disc, bulge, and dark matter halo, respectively.
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Figure 7.13: Continuation.
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Figure 7.14: Mass models for our galaxy sample under the flat prior on c200. Symbols
and colors are as in Fig. 7.13.
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Figure 7.15: MCMC posterior distributions for the mass models for our galaxy sample
under the prior of Eq. 7.14. These posterior distributions correspond to the mass
models from Fig. 7.13.
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Figure 7.15: Continuation.
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Figure 7.15: Continuation.
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Figure 7.16: MCMC posterior distributions for the mass models for our galaxy sample
under the flat prior on c200. These posterior distributions correspond to the mass
models from Fig. 7.14.
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Figure 7.16: Continuation.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and prospects for
future research

I n this Ph.D. dissertation we set out to investigate the dark matter and
angular momentum content of a wide variety of disc galaxies, from ultra-diffuse
dwarfs to massive spirals. For this, we took advantage of H i (spectral line
at 21 cm) interferometric data of the highest possible quality, state-of-the-art
kinematic modelling techniques, and robust analysis tools. In this concluding
chapter, we summarise the main findings of this work, focusing on the questions
highlighted in Sec. 1.4, and we present potential prospects for future research.

8.1 Remarks and conclusions

8.1.1 Ultra-diffuse galaxies

The first part of this thesis has been dedicated to the study ultra-diffuse galaxies
(UDGs, see e.g. van Dokkum et al. 2015, see also Sandage & Binggeli 1984;
Conselice 2018). UDGs are puzzling galaxies since their stellar masses are
typical of dwarfs (M∗ ∼ 108 M⊙) but their effective radii are as large as for large
spiral galaxies like the Milky Way (Re ≳ 1.5 kpc). Current simulations and
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models have proposed, broadly speaking, two different formation mechanisms
to explain the optical properties of UDGs (but see also e.g. Wright et al. 2021
and references therein for more mechanisms). One idea is that stellar feedback,
which creates dark matter cores (e.g. Navarro et al. 1996; Pontzen & Governato
2012), is also responsible for the extended stellar body (Di Cintio et al. 2017;
Chan et al. 2018; Cardona-Barrero et al. 2020). The other proposed explanation
is that UDGs have large effective radii because of high angular momentum
(Amorisco & Loeb 2016; Rong et al. 2017).

To gain insight into the nature of UDGs, it is essential to accurately derive
their kinematics. A subset of the UDG population that is particularly suited
for this task is that of isolated UDGs, as they are found to host significant
cold gas reservoirs (Mgas ∼ 108−9 M⊙) and to show kinematic signatures of
rotation (Leisman et al. 2017; Spekkens & Karunakaran 2018). In this context,
in Chapters 2 and 3 we studied a small sample of six isolated, gas-rich UDGs. We
exploited low-resolution (two independent resolution elements) observations from
two radio interferometers, the Very Large Array (VLA) and the Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT), to obtain, for the first time, resolved
measurements of the gas rotation velocity and the gas velocity dispersion of
UDGs. For this, we paid special attention to our kinematic modelling, carefully
performed by using the software 3DBarolo (Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015),
especially designed to deal with low-resolution observations, and to different
sources of uncertainty such as the estimation of the inclination angles.

We found that all our galaxies are outliers of the baryonic Tully-Fisher
relation (BTFR, McGaugh et al. 2000), with baryonic masses a factor 10− 100
larger than other galaxies rotating at similar speeds (Vc ≈ 20− 40 km/s). While
unresolved measurements had already suggested low rotation velocities (Leisman
et al. 2017), our spatially-resolved data and analysis leaves little room for a
reconciliation of UDGs with the BTFR. The offset from the BTFR is fairly
unexpected given that no other known galaxy population is found to be off this
scaling law, and the relation is claimed to have an extremely small intrinsic
scatter (σint ≈ 0.05 dex, see Lelli et al. 2016b; Ponomareva et al. 2018). The
combination of high baryonic mass and low circular speed is so extreme that our
galaxies have baryon fractions consistent with the cosmological average, unlike
other dwarf galaxies (e.g. Geha et al. 2006; Iorio et al. 2017). Looking in more
detail at the low circular speed regime (below ∼ 50 km/s) of the BTFR, we also
found that the mass offset from it appears to correlate with the optical disc scale
length (or effective radius): galaxies with larger effective radii deviate towards
higher baryonic masses with respect to galaxies with more compact sizes. We
conjectured that this trend and the offset from the BTFR are related via a
‘weak feedback’ mechanism where at similar circular speeds and star formation
rates, galaxies with large sizes have lower star formation rate surface densities
than more compact objects. The low star formation rate surface densities would
prevent galaxies from ejecting gas out of their virial radius, allowing them to
keep a high baryon fraction. Although merely speculative and qualitative, this
scenario seems in line with recent results from observations and simulations,
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that suggest that dwarfs and spiral galaxies do not lose as much mass in the
form of outflows, and then external mechanisms are required to lower their
baryon fractions (e.g. Lelli et al. 2014b; Emerick et al. 2018; McQuinn et al.
2019; Romano et al. 2019).

Our kinematic measurements also gave us an estimate of the dynamical
masses of the galaxies, which are found to be very similar to the measured
baryonic masses, suggesting a low dark matter content in regions as extended
as 10 kpc. These low dark matter fractions could be explained by either a
dark matter halo with a mass much lower than expected (M200 ≪ 1010 M⊙),
or by normal haloes in terms of mass but with extremely low concentration
parameters.

We found that the low dark matter fractions are in tension with the UDG-like
galaxies produced via stellar feedback in the hydrodynamical simulations by Di
Cintio et al. (2017), which are found to be dark-matter dominated and with
normal concentration parameters (see Di Cintio et al. 2017; Jiang et al. 2019).
On the other hand, we obtained tentative evidence that the galaxies may have
a higher-than-average stellar specific angular momentum, which could explain
the extended light distributions. We note, however, that a high stellar specific
angular momentum does not necessarily imply the high angular momentum dark
matter halo proposed by the semi-analytic model of Amorisco & Loeb (2016).

In Chapter 4, we used high-resolution (five independent resolution elements)
VLA data to map in detail the H i distribution and kinematics of AGC 114905,
which is the galaxy that, among our six UDGs, shows the largest deviation
from the BTFR. Our results are in very good agreement with those obtained
from the low-resolution data. We found that the circular speed profile of the
galaxy can be largely explained by the gravitational contribution of the stellar
and gas discs, with little room for a dark matter halo. If a dark matter halo
that follows cold dark matter (CDM) expectations is imposed, the total circular
speed fails at reproducing the observations by a large margin. The only way to
fit a halo with a reasonable mass comes at the expense of using an extremely
low concentration parameter (c200 ≲ 1), significantly off the standard CDM
predictions (c200 ≈ 12, e.g. Dutton & Macciò 2014; Ludlow et al. 2014). The
inclination of AGC 114905, which we measured using the shape of the total
H i intensity map and independently of our modelling, is relatively low (≈ 32◦)
and remains the largest source of uncertainty in our analysis (e.g. Karunakaran
et al. 2020; Sellwood & Sanders 2022). However, the associated errors do not
appear to be large enough to explain the atypical properties of the galaxy.

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 provide the most detailed kinematic characterisation of
gas-rich UDGs to date. With this, we have provided important insights to the
questions posed in Sec. 1.4. Regarding the behavior of the BTFR at low circular
speeds, we discovered that some low-mass galaxies appear to deviate upwards
when their disc scale lengths are extended. Concerning the question on the
dark matter content of UDGs, we found that they seem to have atypical dark
matter haloes and to be baryon-dominated in regions as extended as 10 kpc.
We have not been able to provide a definitive answer to the question ‘What
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is the origin of UDGs?’, although we find some indications of UDGs having a
higher-than-average stellar specific angular momentum, which could explain
their extended light distributions. Formation mechanisms aiming to explain
the origin of UDGs must be able to reproduce the set of unusual properties our
analysis has unveiled.

8.1.2 The baryonic specific angular momentum of disc galax-
ies

At different cosmic times, the angular momentum content of galaxies plays
an important role at shaping their morphologies (e.g. Fall 1983; Romanowsky
& Fall 2012; Marasco et al. 2019; Bouché et al. 2021). In addition, angular
momentum has a central position within the currently-favoured cosmological
model, ΛCDM, via the tidal torque theory (e.g. Peebles 1969; Doroshkevich
1970; Fall 1983). Observational constraints have been compared with simulations
and models in order to learn about different processes such as stellar feedback
and outflows, angular momentum transfer between galaxy and halo, and the
impact of galaxy mergers, to name a few (Steinmetz & Navarro 1999; Dutton
& van den Bosch 2012; Pedrosa & Tissera 2015; Teklu et al. 2015; Lagos et al.
2017, 2018; El-Badry et al. 2018; Posti et al. 2018a; Stevens et al. 2018).

While the relation between stellar specific angular momentum and stellar
mass (j∗ − M∗) has been widely studied for large galaxy samples (e.g. Ro-
manowsky & Fall 2012; Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014; Fall & Romanowsky
2018; Posti et al. 2018b; Sweet et al. 2018), the relation for the cold gas
(jgas −Mgas) has been less explored (see e.g. Kurapati et al. 2018, 2021). With-
out information on the cold gas component, the underlying baryonic relation
(jbar −Mbar) cannot be studied in detail, preventing us from obtaining a global
picture of the angular momentum content of galaxies. In Chapter 5 and 6 we
contributed at filling this gap by focusing on the derivation and analysis of the
baryonic specific angular momentum of disc galaxies.

In Chapter 5, we compiled a high-quality sample of about 160 nearby galaxies
with extended H i rotation curves and surface density profiles, and near-infrared
(NIR) stellar surface brightness profiles. With our sample, we homogeneously
studied the stellar, gas, and baryonic specific angular momentum–mass (j −M)
relations of disc galaxies. We note here that by ‘gas’ we refer mostly to H i,
but we have demonstrated (see Sec. 6.A) that the inclusion of H2 has only a
minor effect and does not alter the nature of our conclusions discussed below.
Although a few earlier studies had looked into the three j −M relations (e.g.
Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014; Elson 2017; Kurapati et al. 2018; Murugeshan
et al. 2020), our work presents the largest sample for which the three relations
have been studied simultaneously.

From a purely empirical point of view, the three relations are well charac-
terised by unbroken power laws of the form j ∝ Mα with slopes α of about
0.5, 1, and 0.6 for stars, gas, and baryons, respectively. The intrinsic scatter of
each relation is around 0.15 dex. By comparing with theoretical expectations,
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we found that the baryons in disc galaxies have retained about 60% of the
original angular momentum of their dark matter halo, in agreement with some
semi-analytical models (e.g. Dutton & van den Bosch 2012) and somewhat
lower than reported in hydrodynamical simulations (Genel et al. 2015; Pedrosa
& Tissera 2015).

While the intrinsic scatter of the three relations is relatively low, close
inspection of the residuals from the best-fitting relations revealed systematic
trends with the gas fraction fgas = Mgas/(M∗ +Mgas). In Chapter 6, we further
explored this by looking at the precise distribution of galaxies in the j−M−fgas
spaces. We found that the three relations can be well fitted by planes of the form
j ∝ Mαfβ

gas. In this case, the three α coefficients affecting M are all around
0.7, following rather closely the value of 2/3 expected from the tidal torque
theory (e.g. Fall 1983; Shaya & Tully 1984; White 1984; Heavens & Peacock
1988). Remarkably, the intrinsic scatter of the best-fitting planes is ≲ 0.1 dex,
making these scaling laws some of the tightest scaling relations for late-type
galaxies. Among the three laws, we argue that the baryonic relation is the most
fundamental, and we have shown that it is followed not only by our calibration
sample, but also by galaxies (including UDGs) with extreme properties in terms
of size, mass, star formation, kinematics, or gas content. We also showed that
the j −M − fgas relations have similarities will the well known relation between
j∗, M∗, and B/T , the bulge-to-total mass fraction, although the relations have
different ‘predictions’ regarding gas-poor, bulgeless galaxies. Finally, we argued
that our relations can be used as stringent tests for the predictions of models
and simulations. As an example of this, we showed that current galaxy evolution
models purely based on disc stability arguments (e.g. Obreschkow et al. 2016;
Romeo 2020) do not manage to fully capture our scaling laws.

Overall, we have performed one of the most complete investigations in the
literature regarding the angular momentum content of late-type galaxies. As
detailed above, albeit that some aspects remain unknown, our study largely
allowed to answer the question ‘What is the behavior of the stellar, gas, and
baryonic j−M relations?’ posed in Sec. 1.4 for galaxies across about five orders
of magnitude in stellar mass and with a vast range of properties.

8.1.3 Gas scale heights and galaxy-halo connection from
robust rotation curve decomposition

One of the most robust empirical ways to determine the dark matter distribution
of galaxies is by looking at the kinematics of their diffeent baryonic components,
which trace the underlying total gravitational potential. In the specific case of
disc galaxies, H i rotation curve decomposition has been used for the last 50
years to infer the properties of the host dark matter haloes (e.g. Freeman 1970;
Roberts & Rots 1973; Bosma 1978; Rubin et al. 1980; Begeman 1987; Verheijen
1997; de Blok et al. 2008; Read et al. 2017).

When deriving the contribution of the gas discs to the total circular speed
profile of disc galaxies, it is almost invariably assumed that gas discs are razor-
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thin. However, abundant observational evidence exists against this assumption,
as gas discs are found to be flared, with a scale height increasing with radius
and often reaching kpc sizes at the outermost observed radii (e.g. Sancisi &
Allen 1979; Kalberla & Dedes 2008; Marasco & Fraternali 2011; Yim et al.
2014; Bacchini et al. 2019a). This may affect rotation curve decompositions
because discs of different thickness will exert a different gravitational force in
the midplane (cf. Cuddeford 1993; Binney & Tremaine 2008).

In Chapter 7, we set out to quantify how much gas disc flaring affects mass
models with respect to the standard razor-thin discs. For this, we built a sample
of galaxies with the highest possible data quality. Specifically, we studied 32 disc
galaxies, from dwarfs to massive spirals in the range M∗ ≈ (5×106−5×1011) M⊙,
with archival deep H i and CO interferometric observations, accurate kinematic
modelling, and robust NIR bulge-disc decompositions.

Under the assumption of vertical hydrostatic equilibrium and using a Bayesian
framework, we performed rotation curve decomposition, obtaining the best-
fitting dark matter halo parameters (namely the mass M200 and concentration
c200) simultaneously with the flaring of the gas discs. We found that the effects
of the gas flaring are negligible for most galaxies in our sample. Only the
smallest, most gas-rich dwarf galaxies are affected in a significant way. Since
the contribution to the total circular speed by a flared disc is weaker than for a
razor-thin disc, including the flaring allows for a more massive dark matter halo
to be fitted.

The gas discs of dwarf galaxies are thicker than in more massive spirals,
showing a broad trend with halo mass. For the spirals, H i discs are significantly
thicker than the H2 discs, as expected from the larger H i velocity dispersion.
While in every galaxy the scale heights increase with radius, the way they
increase is fairly diverse, and we do not find evidence for a ‘universal’ scale
height profile as suggested in the literature (e.g. Patra 2020a,b). The absence
of a single universal profile is not surprising given the strong dependence of the
scale height on the velocity dispersion, the mass-to-light ratio, and the bulge
fraction of galaxies, all of which vary significantly within our galaxy sample.

Our high-quality data and robust analysis put us in a good position to revisit
important dynamical scaling laws involving the mass of the dark matter haloes
with stellar mass, baryonic mass, and the concentration parameter. We find that
the stellar masses of our sample increase roughly linearly (in log-log space) with
increasing halo mass, albeit that the scatter is large, especially at the high-mass
regime (M∗ ≳ 5× 1010 M⊙). The galaxies with the highest stellar masses of our
sample show very high M∗/M200 ratios, some of which even approach to the
average cosmological baryon fraction. This confirms previous findings showing
that the most massive spiral galaxies have virtually no ‘missing baryons’ (Posti
et al. 2019). Inspection of the M∗/M200 ratio as a function of M∗ reveal a
linearly (again in log-log space) increasing relation which deviates from the
predictions of abundance-matching (Moster et al. 2013) at high M∗ values. This
adds up to results in the literature suggesting that late- and early-type galaxies
follow different sequences in the stellar-to-halo mass relation (e.g. Rodríguez-
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Puebla et al. 2015; Posti & Fall 2021). The baryon-to-halo relation presents a
similar picture, with Mbar increasing smoothly with M200. Correlations based
on abundance-matching (e.g. Calette et al. 2021) follow a similar trend in shape,
but their normalisation (i.e. their Mbar/M200 ratios) is somewhat lower than in
our observations. Both as a function of Mbar and M200, the Mbar/M200 ratios
of our galaxy sample show large scatter and no clear trends, in contrast to
M∗/M200 which is much higher for massive spirals than for dwarfs.

Regarding the c200 − M200 relation, we find it to be followed reasonably
well by the dark matter haloes of our galaxy sample. Some galaxies around
M200 ∼ 5 × 1011 M⊙ show moderate deviations towards higher values than
expected, while the most massive galaxies with M200 ≳ 1012 M⊙ deviate towards
low concentrations. Interestingly, the galaxies with higher-than-average concen-
trations are those with the highest stellar fractions relative to the cosmological
baryon fraction. We speculate that the small departures from the average
concentration-mass relation could be arising from baryonic physics. On the one
hand, adiabatic contraction (e.g. Blumenthal et al. 1986; Katz et al. 2014) could
be responsible for the high concentration in those spirals with very high stellar
fractions. On the other hand, feedback could be behind the low concentrations
of the most massive spirals, which also show relatively low baryon fractions.
Dynamical friction between baryons and dark matter halo may also imprint
changes in the dark matter density distribution, but these effects are expected
to be negligible for our galaxy sample (e.g. Sellwood 2008; Nipoti & Binney
2015).

In Sec. 1.4 we presented the question ‘How important is the dynamical effect
of the flaring of the gas discs for rotation curve decomposition?’. The work
developed in Chapter 7 has allowed us to answer in good measure this question,
showing that except for the smallest dwarfs the effects of the flaring can be
neglected.

8.2 Future prospects
There are different lines of research than can be pursued to further our un-
derstanding on the subjects studied in this dissertation. In this section, we
present an overview on some of these subjects, focusing mostly on the potential
of current and future observational facilities to test galaxy formation theories.

8.2.1 UDGs

The origin and evolutionary pathways of UDGs are yet to be fully understood.
An essential step will be to increase the number of systems with resolved
gas kinematics. Exploiting larger samples (especially using blind selections
in forthcoming H i surveys, see Sec. 8.2.2), even at relatively low resolution,
would help to clarify whether the offset from the BTFR can be ascribed to the
optical disc scale length of the galaxies and their star formation rate surface
densities, as speculated in Chapter 3. With data at a high spatial resolution
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it would also be possible to provide a more definitive answer on whether or
not gas-rich UDGs have extended light distributions because of a higher-than-
average j∗ (Chapter 3), even if their jbar values do not seem to be atypically high
(Chapter 6). High-resolution H i data for multiple UDGs would additionally help
to overcome the concerns regarding the inclination of individual systems. We
note however that obtaining these data can be very time-consuming with current
facilities such as the VLA (Chapter 4). The new MeerKAT radio interferometer
(Booth et al. 2009) already represents an improvement in terms of sensitivity
but not in spatial resolution, for which we will have to wait for the Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) interferometer (Dewdney et al. 2009).

On a broader astrophysical frame, high-resolution H i data will also be crucial
to investigate the properties of the dark matter haloes of UDGs. This is relevant
as we have shown that the halo of AGC 114905 seems to be quite atypical
for dwarf (and any other type of) galaxies, with a concentration parameter
significantly below CDM expectations. Therefore, UDGs are emerging as a
promising class of galaxies where to test different dark matter theories (e.g.
Yang et al. 2020; Bechtol et al. 2022), potentially helping to address one of the
most urgent questions of modern astrophysics.

Work along these lines is underway. We have recently obtained new high-
resolution VLA data for another UDG studied in Chapters 2 and 3, AGC 248945.
While we are only starting to study this object, our preliminary kinematic
modelling, shown in Fig. 8.1, is promising, and we should be able to provide
estimates of the dark matter halo parameters of this galaxy in the upcoming
months.

Related to the mass models of gas-rich UDGs, we are also carrying out an
investigation fitting the low-resolution data of Chapter 3 and comparing the
outcome with cosmological simulations. One of the main results of the analysis
(Kong et al. submitted) is that indeed UDGs seem to have very shallow haloes
with low c200. For a given Mhalo, the low concentrations are significantly below
the average value expected from the concentration-mass relation (Dutton &
Macciò 2014), although haloes in the (dark-matter only) cosmological simulation
IllustrisTNG-50 (Nelson et al. 2019) exist with similarly low concentrations, as
shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.2. While it is promising that such haloes exist
in simulations, their dark matter densities at larger scales do not match the
densities of real gas-rich UDGs. This can be seen in the right panels of Fig. 8.2:
the circular speeds of the simulated low-concentration haloes within 2 and 8 kpc
are systematically higher than the speeds of the best-fitting haloes of the UDGs.
As mentioned in Kong et al. (submitted), potential solutions to this tension
include stellar feedback or dark matter self-interactions, highlighting once again
the potential of UDGs to study the intrinsic properties of dark matter. These
results and future similar analyses will benefit significantly from large samples
of UDGs with high-quality interferometric observations.

In parallel to the above, we should obtain estimates of the halo masses of
UDGs with different tracers. For instance, nearby galaxies follow a correlation
between their number of globular clusters and their total dynamical mass (see
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Figure 8.1: Preliminary new
VLA data of AGC 248945. Top:
observed velocity field; the grey
ellipse shows the beam of the
observations, the grey line the
kinematic major axis, and the
black cross the kinematic cen-
tre. Middle: Major-axis PV
diagram; data are shown in
blue background and black con-
tours (grey for negative values),
and the preliminary best-fitting
3DBarolo azimuthal model in
red contours. The contours are
at −2, 2, 4 times the r.m.s. noise
of the PV diagram. The yellow
points show the recovered rota-
tion velocities.

Burkert & Forbes 2020 and references therein). This relation has been used
to estimate dynamical masses of a few UDGS (e.g. van Dokkum et al. 2016;
Saifollahi et al. 2022), but whether UDGs actually follow the relation is still
debated (e.g. Müller et al. 2021). In order to constrain this open issue, we have
applied for observing time at the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to benchmark
the relation between the number of globular clusters and the dynamical mass in
gas-rich UDGs. This will enable independent mass estimates of UDGs without
detailed interferometric observations. Studying the properties of the globular
clusters of UDGs can also be a useful tool to test models that make direct
predictions on some of their properties such as their number, spatial distribution,
sizes, and luminosities (e.g. Trujillo-Gomez et al. 2022; Bar et al. 2022; Danieli
et al. 2022).

Finally, we would like to emphasise how relevant it would be to study the
stellar content of gas-rich UDGs in more detail, in order to obtain star-formation
histories and stellar kinematics. Accurate star formation histories are key to
study the possibility that UDGs experienced strong episodic bursts of star
formation as proposed in some models (e.g. Di Cintio et al. 2017), albeit
that one would need exquisite observations to have a robust comparison with
simulations (Ruiz-Lara et al. 2018). In addition to this, if UDGs have truly low
concentrations, one would expect a late assembly time (Wechsler & Tinker 2018),
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Figure 8.2: Comparison between the dark matter haloes of gas-rich UDGs and haloes
in the IllustrisTNG-50 simulation. Left: Relation between the maximum circular speed
of the dark matter haloes (a proxy for M200) and the radius at which this velocity is
reached (a proxy for c200). The grey circles represent simulated dark matter haloes,
while the coloured symbols show the best-fitting haloes of gas-rich UDGs. The red
box encloses the low-concentration haloes shown in the right panel. Right: Circular
speed at 8 and 2 kpc. The simulated haloes are too dense with respect to the real
UDGs, especially in the innermost 2 kpc. Figure from Kong et al. (submitted).

which could be tested with the star formation histories. Studying the kinematics
of their stellar discs is also a crucial ingredient to understand UDGs, as only
with stellar kinematics we can directly measure j∗ and its link with the large size
distributions. Hydrodynamical simulations are also starting to make predictions
on the stellar kinematics of UDGs (Cardona-Barrero et al. 2020), thus setting
observational constraints is timely. Unfortunately, due to their low surface
brightness obtaining extended stellar kinematics with high signal–to–noise ratios
is extremely time-consuming even with efficient instruments like the Multi-Unit
Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) at the Very Large Telescope (VLT), and we
may need to wait for larger telescopes like the Extremely Large Telescope (ELT)
or currently-called James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) to investigate in detail
the resolved stellar kinematics of gas-rich UDGs.

8.2.2 Angular momentum

To further understand the behavior of the j−M laws it is desirable to improve our
measurements of the specific angular momentum (j) and to study its evolution
with redshift. This will likely help at understanding the origin of the tight
j −M − fgas correlations we observe in Chapters 5 and 6 in nearby galaxies,
but also to gain insight on how the angular momentum is linked to other scaling
relations such as the Tully-Fisher and the mass-size relations, and to phenomena
like gas accretion, assembly histories, and mergers.

Regarding the improvement of the measurements, it is particularly important
to analyse the Fall relation using directly stellar kinematics (e.g. Cortese et al.
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2016; Rizzo et al. 2018; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2019). Usually, when computing j∗,
it is assumed that the rotation velocity of the stars is the same as the rotation
of the gas, while this is not necessarily the case. One option is to apply a
stellar asymmetric drift correction to account for this (e.g. Posti et al. 2018b;
Chapter 5). As shown in Fig. 5.11 in Chapter 5, the correction is expected to
be significant for dwarf galaxies, and it is thus critical to apply it accurately.
However, asymmetric drift corrections are estimated using theoretical and at
best semi-empirical prescriptions which are not fully tested. The only way
to overcome this is by measuring extended gas and stellar rotation curves
of dwarf and massive galaxies, as this would allow to calibrate the correction.
Obtaining a sample with high quality H i and stellar kinematics is not completely
straightforward. Currently, stellar kinematics are usually available only within
one effective radius (e.g. Sánchez et al. 2012; Cortese et al. 2016), and therefore
deeper data are needed. For this, exploiting instruments such as MUSE (in the
Southern hemisphere) is key, but might be problematic as galaxies with high
quality H i data that are observable in the South are usually very nearby (e.g.
Hunter et al. 2012), with sizes much larger than the field of view of MUSE. The
situation will improve with dedicated programmes starting to collect resolved
stellar and H i data (e.g. Lopez-Sanchez 2019) but especially with the advent of
large-volume H i surveys (in both hemispheres) such as those that have been
carried out with the APERture Tile In Focus (Apertif) instrument at WSRT
(Oosterloo et al. 2010; Adams & van Leeuwen 2019), and observations with the
SKA and its pathfinders like the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder
(ASKAP, Johnston et al. 2008) and MeerKAT. These promising H i data sets
will be nicely complemented with powerful IFUs as those planned for the ELT
in the South (Ramsay et al. 2021), and with current instruments in the North
such as the Multi-Espectrógrafo en GTC de Alta Resolución para Astronomía
(MEGARA, Gil de Paz et al. 2012) at the Gran Telescopio Canarias and the
WHT Enhanced Area Velocity Explorer (WEAVE, Dalton et al. 2012) at the
William Herschel Telescope (first-light expected in 2022), both at the Roque de
los Muchachos Observatory.

Closely related to the above, it would also be interesting to study the j −M
relations in galaxies of very different gas fractions. For instance, we have shown
in Chapter 6 that our best-fitting j −M − fgas planes expect a break in the
observed 2D relations at low and high masses once galaxies of all different gas
fractions at fixed mass are studied. This would provide stringent tests to models
and simulations that should aim to reproduce the observed correlations.

Finally, we would like to highlight that it would be important to extend our
gas and baryonic j −M relations to higher redshift. This would complement
existing studies of the Fall relation at z = 1− 2 (e.g. Marasco et al. 2019; Sweet
et al. 2019; Bouché et al. 2021) and help to better understand the interplay
between angular momentum and different physical processes. For example, there
is no full consensus on whether or not the Fall relation evolves with redshift,
nor has the relation with gas fraction ever been studied. There are inherent
complications on studying the gas and baryonic relations as neutral atomic gas
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can currently be observed in emission for samples of galaxies only at z ≲ 0.2
(e.g. Gogate et al. 2020; Ponomareva et al. 2021), so one often relies on the
ionised gas to trace the kinematics (e.g. Wisnioski et al. 2015; Di Teodoro
et al. 2016) even if it has a large velocity dispersion. Exploiting IFUs (including
the Near InfraRed Spectrograph NIRSpec on JWST) and the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) to obtain stellar and molecular gas
kinematics will be very helpful, and will give crucial input to galaxy formation
models.

8.2.3 Gas scale heights and mass models

As shown in Chapter 7, the smallest and most gas-rich of the dwarfs in our
studied sample were the only galaxies for which the gas disc flaring played a
role when deriving the properties of their dark matter haloes. In order to fully
quantify these effects, understand if they are systematic, and assess whether or
not we need to consider them when deriving mass models, future works should
utilise larger samples of gas-rich dwarfs, reaching down to masses as low as
possible. Forthcoming H i observations as those described above will play a
crucial role in this regard.

The method we have used to incorporate the gas flaring in the derivation of
mass models heavily depends on the assumption of vertical hydrostatic equi-
librium. Therefore, it would be desirable to quantify how well this assumption
holds within different galaxies, as it has been tested in the Milky Way (e.g.
Marasco et al. 2017; Bacchini et al. 2019b), and understand any deviations
from it. As discussed in Chapter 7, a few galaxies in the literature have direct
estimates of the flaring of their discs (e.g. Olling 1995; Yim et al. 2014), al-
though the measurements are challenging due to different degeneracies between
the gas thickness and e.g. disc inclination or warps (Swaters 1999). Still, as
multi-wavelength observations and analysis tools develop, it will become feasible
to test the assumption of vertical hydrostatic equilibrium in more external
galaxies.

A critical work will be to observationally estimate robust concentration
parameters of dark matter haloes. This will move forwards investigations on
the departures from the halo concentration-mass relation predicted by N-body
cosmological simulations (e.g. Bullock et al. 2001a; Dutton & Macciò 2014).
Since the concentration strongly depends on the innermost regions of galax-
ies, combining stellar and gas kinematics will be essential. Near their centres,
galaxies are often devoid of gas (atomic but sometimes also molecular, e.g.
Leroy et al. 2008; Bigiel & Blitz 2012; Schinnerer et al. 2019). Even when
gas is present in the central regions, it might be disturbed, making it hard to
interpret the kinematics. Stars instead, dominate the inner potential and are
less easily disturbed than the gas. In addition to this, stellar kinematics can
typically be obtained at a spatial resolution much higher than gas interferometric
observations, which is crucial to trace the central dark matter densities and
thus the concentration parameters. Stellar kinematics are therefore a necessary
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complement to gas kinematics. The facilities described in Sec. 8.2.2 should
allow us to use this combination to provide strong observational constraints
on the concentration parameters of the haloes of disc galaxies. As discussed
in Chapter 7 and references therein, the outcome of mass models can be used
for a wide variety of applications. For instance, they can be used in near-field
cosmology to test the nature of dark matter (e.g. Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin
2017; Tulin & Yu 2018; Ren et al. 2019; Zentner et al. 2022), but also to study
the effects of baryonic physics in the haloes (e.g. Blumenthal et al. 1986; Nipoti
& Binney 2015; Katz et al. 2014; Lazar et al. 2020).

Overall, these are promising times for the community interested in the dark
matter and angular momentum content of galaxies. The prospects discussed in
this section will be studied in the upcoming years and will hopefully provide
answers to questions of paramount importance as those highlighted in this
chapter. However, given the plethora of data of exquisite quality that will soon
be available, we will most likely end up investigating and learning the most from
aspects that we are not even considering at the moment, and that is exciting.
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